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Abstract	  

This thesis is an examination into how nationalism continues to be an important source of 

identification and solidarity for people participating in alter-globalisation movements. Based on 

ethnographic research throughout the Zapatista Other Campaign, this thesis looks at the 

process of building Zapatista solidarity. This research thus follows Zapatismo, looking at how 

nationalism is a way of talking and of thinking about belonging in ways that develop ‘real’ 

material structures of solidarity and recognition. It explores what happens to ‘the national’ in 

the consolidation of ‘neozapatismo’ – a social and political project imagined as an alternative to 

neoliberal globalisation. Much of the academic literature on alter-globalisation lacks a critical 

engagement with questions of nationalism and national identity preferring instead to focus on 

global connections, and how these produce new, radical and innovative social imaginings. By 

radicalising notions of ‘democracy, justice and liberty’ the Zapatistas are seen to exemplify the 

possibility of radical politics in their practice of autonomy. Through research carried out in 

multiple sites across Mexico, Los Angeles and New York City, this thesis looks at how 

autonomy is lived and experienced in the everyday. It explores some of the different discourses 

of and about the Zapatistas that have emerged, looking to understand some of the ways in 

which neozapatismo is mediated, identifying two key players: Subcomandante Marcos and 

‘alternative’ media. This thesis addresses questions of how to re-think ‘the national’ in 

imaginings of alternative forms of globalisation that can translate into social and political action.  
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Introduction	  	  

today’s movements, particularly anti-globalisation and global justice movements, enact a 
novel logic of the social, based on self-organizing meshworks and largely non-
hierarchical structures. They tend to show emergent properties and complex adaptive 
behaviour that movements of the past, with their penchant for centralization and 
hierarchy were never able to manifest. This logic is partly strengthened by the self-
organizing dynamics of the new information and communication technologies (ICTs), 
resulting in what could be called “subaltern intelligent communities.” Situated on the 
oppositional side of the modern/colonial border zones, these communities enact practices 
of social, economic and ecological difference that are useful for thinking about alternative local 
and regional worlds (Escobar, 2004: 4, author’s emphasis)  

In the mid 1990s a wave of movements gained visibility because they developed alternative 

imaginaries for alternative modernities (Escobar 2007). Such imaginings have become necessary 

in the wake of the social inequalities, and political and economic instability brought on by 

neoliberal globalisation. In response to this, a myriad of alter-globalisation1 movements have 

emerged attempting not only to delegitimize the neoliberal order, but also to offer new 

imaginaries of how to bring about a more just world. For many of the organisations that are 

part of alter-globalisation, these new imaginings begin with the Zapatista movement in Mexico, 

where a seemingly local movement articulating local demands transformed into a movement of 

global resistance through radicalising revolutionary language and by using the tools of neoliberal 

globalisation to fight against it. As the opening quote to my thesis suggests, neoliberal 

globalisation can be challenged by rearticulating the global from the perspective of the 

subaltern, colonial experience. The 1994 Zapatista uprising is thus  

‘an important moment in this construction, precisely because it targets a tool of neo-
liberal globalisation the NAFTA and because it aims to articulate different scales of 
struggle from local to national to global, from the Chiapas mountains, to Mexico city to 

                                                
1 Such ‘new social movements’ are often referred to as anti-globalisation movements, or global justice movements. I have preferred to use the term alter-globalisation to 

reflect the fact that such movements, rather than being against globalisation, actually seek a different kind of globalisation (For further discussion on the term ‘alter-
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the solidarity world, resorting to new discursive and political strategies, and to the new 
information and communication technologies available’ (Sousa Santos 2006: 6) 

The introduction of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), negotiated and 

agreed in 1993, set up and encouraged free trade between the USA, Canada and Mexico, 

irrespective of the disparities in technology, infrastructure and subsidies that placed Mexico at a 

great disadvantage (Higgins, 2004: 151). In order to compete at this level, the Mexican state 

underwent a process of re-structuring through deregulation and privatization practices. Most 

notable were the reforms to Article 27 of the 1917 Mexican Constitution designed to restrict 

ownership of land to Mexican nationals, and provide for the redistribution of land central to 

the agrarian demands of the rural masses (Higgins, 2004). The changes to Article 272 

introduced by president Carlos Salinas de Gortari (1988-1994) allowed private investors to 

purchase land, something that was framed by the government as a way of making land titles 

more secure for peasants (Jung, 2008: 6). 

January 1st 1994 was the first day of NAFTA and with it the promise of a ‘modern’ Mexico. But 

this day became the day when the Zapatista National Liberation Army (EZLN, following its 

Spanish initials) raised up in arms “from the mountains of the Mexican south-east”, in Chiapas, 

to declare their rebellion against the Mexican government, the Mexican army, and in their 

words, against the oppression and exploitation that the people of Mexico have suffered for 500 

years – since the period of Spanish colonisation. 

The news of the uprising not only reached other parts of Mexico, but was also transported to 

many parts of the world, shaking the Mexican public as well as political elites and an increasingly 

                                                
2 For a discussion on the changes to Article 27 and its impact on agrarian reform see Arturo Warman’s ‘La Reforma al Articulo 27 Constitucional’, published in newspaper La 

Jornada  8 April 1994. 
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globalised ‘civil society’3 (Barmeyer 2009). NAFTA became the template for neoliberal capitalist 

trade arrangements (Khasnabish, 2010:1) and the EZLN exposed the crimes of this global 

neoliberal reality. The emergence of the Zapatistas changed the global landscape as their ‘new’ 

form of rebelliousness, non-violent and democratic, resonated with other people’s struggles 

and social realities around the world.  

 This was evidenced in the forms of organisation and participation that developed in, and 

through, new alter-globalisation movements that emerged during, and after, the 1999 Seattle 

protest against the World Trade Organisation (WTO). Organisers and participants in the 

‘Battle of Seattle’ referred to the Zapatistas not just as a movement that inspired their own, but 

significantly, they spoke of a Zapatista ideology marked by a critique of global neoliberal 

capitalism, and the demand for ‘justice, democracy and liberty’. It is this ideology which 

foregrounded the Peoples’ Global Action (PGA) network,  

‘It wasn't in the acrid mist of Seattle's tear gas that this global movement was born, but 
in the humid mist of the Chiapas jungle, in Southern Mexico on New Years Day 1994 
the day. This was the day the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) came 
into effect, a day when two thousand indigenous peoples from several groups came out 
from the mountains and forests. Masked, armed and calling themselves Zapatistas, their 
battle cry was ‘Ya Basta’ - ‘Enough is Enough’. An extraordinary popular uprising, which 
was to help change the landscape of global resistance, had begun. Using a jungle 
battered laptop computer and intermediaries to get the discs to an internet connected 
computer, the Zapatistas were able to bypass the media censorship of the Mexican 
state and communicate directly. People everywhere soon heard of the uprising […] 
The sense of possibility that this uprising gave to millions of people across the globe 
was extraordinary. In 1996, the Zapatistas, with trepidation as they thought no-one 
might come, sent out an email calling for a gathering, called an ‘encuentro’ (encounter), 
of international activists and intellectuals to meet in specially constructed arenas in the 
Chiapas jungle to discuss common tactics, problems and solutions. Six thousand people 
attended, and spent days talking and sharing their stories of struggle against the 
common enemy: capitalism. This was followed a year later by a gathering in Spain, 
where the idea for the construction of a more action focused network, to be named 

                                                
3 I discuss in more detail the term ‘civil society’ as understood in Zapatismo see p. 56 for this. 
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Peoples' Global Action (PGA), was hatched by a group made up of activists from ten of 
the largest and most innovative social movements’.4 

 The Zapatista movement was qualitatively new in how it adopted and used new information 

technologies; and in so doing it inspired a different form of organisation used by subsequent 

alter-globalisation struggles both north and south over the ensuing decade. From there, acts of 

resistance, benefited by the revolution in information and communication technologies, made 

alliances in distant places of the world, and articulated their struggles through local/global 

linkages. Alternative globalisation was thus constructed as an alternative to neoliberal 

globalisation, imagined as a ‘globalisation from below’ (Sousa Santos 2006).  

With this thesis I aim to contribute to the academic literature on alter-globalisation, by offering 

an in-depth empirical analysis of Zapatismo. I do this by focusing on an aspect that has received 

little academic attention, which is the national dimension of Zapatismo. The EZLN explicitly 

defines the movement as national, and for national transformation, yet most of the academic 

literature does not engage critically with this. I argue that it is important to critically engage 

with the role that ‘nationalism’ and ‘national identity’ have in alter-globalisation imaginings, 

particularly because, as my research shows, ‘nationalism’ continues to be an important point of 

identification for members of the Zapatista movement, and also for building national and 

transnational solidarity.  

Following Craig Calhoun, this thesis shows that nationalism matters (2007: 6). It matters in 

people’s sense of self and belonging. It matters because it is (still) a form of social solidarity that 

‘helps locate an experience of belonging in a world of global flows’ (Calhoun 2007: 2). I do not 

mean that we should think of nationalism as necessarily, or exclusively, ‘positive’; after all 

                                                
4 This is an excerpt taken from PGA’s website in which they give an account of the organisation’s history. The full text is available on the PGA’s website: 

http://www.nadir.org/nadir/initiativ/agp/free/action3.html#a1994 [last accessed 28/5/2012]  
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evidence shows that nationalism can and often does lead to the ‘coupling of ethnic differences 

to state projects, resulting in horrors from Bosnia and Kosovo to Rowanda and Burundi’ 

(Calhoun 2007: 7). Yet, as my research evidences, nationalism is a way of talking and of thinking 

about belonging in ways that develop ‘real’ material structures of solidarity and recognition 

(Calhoun 2007). New social imaginings therefore need to engage critically with nationalism(s) 

rather than simply do away with them. 

In this thesis I argue that nationalism is used in Zapatista discourse as a means of building 

affective solidarity (Juris 2008). The Zapatistas claim their actions on behalf of ‘the nation’, 

calling themselves constitutionalists and patriots. In many ways then, the Zapatistas are anti-

state and not anti-national. Despite this differentiation, most of the more recent academic 

literature does not critically engage with the implications of the Zapatistas’ national project, and 

argue that the patriotic discourse of the EZLN is simply a strategy to counter the hegemonic 

discourse of the Mexican government (Mentinis 2006: 59). In other words, ‘nationalism’ is seen 

as radical in that it displaces traditional meanings from hegemonic chains of signification claiming 

back for the indigenous their share of national identity (Ortiz Perez 2000; Aragones 1998).  

The lack of attention to nationalism is perhaps not surprising at a time when social imaginings 

focus on global connections. In thinking of alternatives to globalisation, movements generally 

share the belief that there are two centres of power – capitalist corporations and nation-states, 

which pursue a logic of self-aggrandisement. This is why many have found the language of Hardt 

and Negri sympathetic: they represent a heterogeneous multitude of the world that struggle to 

be free of a seamless and destructive but nearly exhausted “empire” (Calhoun 2007: 6). There 

are however some notable exceptions. Gallaher and Froehling’s (2002) analysis of the ‘nation’ 

and ‘state’ in the politics of the Zapatista movement reveals that Zapatismo imagines the nation 

in real and in symbolic terms. In using the name ‘Zapatista’ they place themselves within a 
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national context. Thus, the authors argue, Zapatista identity is given form through the 

boundaries of the Mexican nation. But the Zapatistas have struggled to create an identity politic 

that lives within the national and that flows easily across its categorical bounds. To develop a 

global network among those resisting the social and economic policies of neoliberalism the 

Zapatistas rely on communiqués issued by Subcomandante Marcos (Gallaher and Froehling 

2002: 92). Although Gallaher and Froehling (2002) recognise some of the problems with 

Zapatista nationalism, they conclude that in their discourse ‘the nation’ takes a radical meaning 

(as understood via the work of Laclau and Mouffe) through the acceptance of difference, and 

the integration of indigenous autonomy into the national.  

Readings of Zapatista nationalism require a more elaborated and theoretically grounded 

critique of Zapatista patriotism and national project, particularly because their survival depends 

on a ‘new internationalism’ (Mentinis 2006: 142). Whereas in the ‘old internationalism’ the 

international was instrumental to the national, this ‘new internationalism’ acknowledges the 

autonomy of each struggle and attempts to build alliances (De Angelis 1998). The 

transformation into a ‘new internationalism’, De Angelis argues, is rooted in the two 

Intercontinental Encounters For Humanity and Against Neoliberalism, held in 1996 and 1997 in 

Chiapas and Barcelona respectively5. In these events, the Zapatistas invited all those involved in 

the struggle against capitalism to visit Chiapas to discuss and develop alternatives. From the 

beginning, the Zapatistas recognised the need for the struggle to be global, and in order to be 

global, various struggles have to communicate with each other (Mentinis 2006: 139). The EZLN 

thus proposed the establishment of two kinds of networks. One for resistance, understood as 

‘the medium in which distinct resistances may support one another’. The other for 

communication, seen as ‘alternative communication against neoliberalism’.  

                                                
5 Transcripts and details of the encounters can be found in several websites, and collections. See for example Cleaver, 1998; Notes from Nowhere 2003. 
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So, although a Zapatista identity was imagined through the Mexican nation, it became global in 

reach. This was achieved not only through the activities and events hosted by Zapatistas, but 

through Subcomandante Marcos’ letters, communiqués and what he (re)presents. As the 

following quote illustrates, the image of Marcos, the balaclava, or mask, worn by the Zapatistas 

embodies the fluidity of the Zapatista identity:    

“Marcos is gay in San Francisco, black in South Africa, Asian in Europe, Chicano in San 
Ysidro, anarchist in Spain, Palestinian in Israel, Mayan Indian in the streets of San 
Cristóbal, chico banda in Neza, a rocker in the National University, a Jew in Germany, 
an ombudsman in the Defense Ministry, a feminist in any political party, communist in 
the post-Cold War era, prisoner in Cintalpa, pacifist in Bosnia, Mapuche in the Andes, 
teacher of the CNTE, an artist without gallery or portfolio, a housewife on a Saturday 
night in any neighbourhood in any city in any Mexico, guerillero in Mexico at the end of 
the 20th Century, a striker in the CTM, a reporter writing filler stories for the back 
pages, a single woman on the subway at 10 pm, a peasant without land, an unemployed 
worker, a doctor without a job, an unhappy student, a dissident amid free market 
economics, a writer without books or readers, and, of course, a Zapatista in the 
mountains of southeast Mexico. So Marcos is a human being, any human being, in this 
world. Marcos is all the exploited, marginalized and oppressed minorities, resisting and 
saying, 'Enough'!” (Subcomandante Marcos 1994, my translation) 

The Zapatistas become a symbol of a different kind of globalisation by using the very logic of 

globalisation to develop alternative social and political imaginings. Some of the first academic 

literature on the Zapatista movement saw it as being  

‘an emerging mode of conflict and crime at societal levels, involving measures short of 
traditional war, in which the protagonists use network forms of organisation and 
related doctrines, strategies and technologies attuned to the information age.  These 
protagonists are likely to consist of dispersed small groups who communicate, 
coordinate and conduct their campaigns in an intertwined manner, without a precise 
central command.’ (Ronfeldt et al. 1998: 9).  

Albeit concluding that such new forms of organisation were ‘dangerous’, in their analysis as 

modes of ‘conflict and crime’, Ronfeldt et al. show that emerging modes of conflict challenged 

traditional forms of hierarchical organisation. There is thus no centre and no individual (or 

central) command. The authors also identify this as being made possible by the ‘information 

age’ where technological advancements, particularly with regards to ICTs, allow for such 
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connections to be established and networks to be formed. The use of ICTs however also mean 

that such emerging modes of conflict ‘involve battles for public opinion and for media access 

and coverage, at local through global levels. It is also likely to revolve around propaganda 

campaigns, psychological warfare and strategic public diplomacy, not just to educate and inform, 

but to deceive and misinform as well’ (Ronfeldt et al. 1998: 22). ICTs are thus seen as the key 

factor in the development and establishment of network-like organisations that are more 

difficult to control because they have no leadership or command centre.  

But the influence of ICTs extends beyond an organisational capacity, for it has also played a 

role in building the movement in the public sphere. As Castells somewhat romantically suggests 

‘it was via the Internet that Subcomandante Marcos, the leader of Chiapas’ Zapatistas, 

communicated with the world, and with the media, from the depths of the Lacandón forest’ 

(2000: 7). In Castells’ reading the survival of the Zapatistas, and the success in linking their 

struggle to others lies in the fact that we live in a ‘network society’ shaped by the 

transformation of capital and the information technology revolution.  

Castells views the network society as a different structure characterised by the globalisation of 

economic forces, the individualisation of labour, a networking form of organisation and a 

culture of real virtuality (2000: 403-6). These characteristics challenge established ideas of time 

and space, replacing them with what he terms ‘space of flows’6 and ‘timeless time’, which 

transforms the material foundations of society. The material transformation of society takes 

place in the space of flows, the ‘expressions of dominant activities and controlling elites’. 

Paradoxically, Castells argues, this re-structuring of society, which appears to be leading 

                                                
6 ‘Our societies are constructed around flows: flows of capital, flows of information, flows of technology, flows of organizational interactions, flows of images, sounds and 

symbols. Flows are not just one element of social organization: they are the expression of the processes dominating our economic, political, and symbolic life. ... Thus, I 

propose the idea that there is a new spatial form characteristic of social practices that dominate and shape the network society: the space of flows. The space of flows is the 

material organization of time-sharing social practices that work through flows. By flows I understand purposeful, repetitive, programmable sequences of exchange and 

interaction between physically disjointed positions held by social actors.’ (Castells, 1996: 412) 
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towards the completion of the project of neoliberal globalisation, sees the resurgence of 

‘identity’ as an important source of meaning. He argues, ‘in a world of global flows of wealth, 

power and images, the search for identity, collective or individual, ascribed or constructed, 

becomes the fundamental source of social meaning’ (Castells 2000: 3). In this sense, identity —

both collective and individual—, meaning, and politics are shaped by a new space of flows, by 

the emergence of a new social structure. Castells thus argues that social movements should be 

viewed as ‘embryos of social resistance’ and in some cases of social change. And because they 

organise and operate through movement networks, each movement, containing its own 

practices and dynamics, will modify in its interaction with wider processes. Zapatismo reflects 

this, not only through the dissemination of documents and activities, but by sharing the 

reflections of their local practices. Such reflexive practice is extended to an international level 

through the international encuentros, consultations, conversations with civil society, reflections 

with intellectuals and academics, and so on. Coupled with this is Marcos’ ability to ‘establish a 

communication bridge with the media, through his well constructed writings, and by his mise-

en-scene, as in the case of the mask that played such an important role in popularising the 

revolutionaries’ image: all over the world, everybody could become Zapatista by wearing a 

mask’ (Castells 2004: 80).   

To address some of the limitations of the kind of romantic social movement approach 

represented by Castells, other studies have framed Zapatismo by focusing on transnational 

activism and organisation. Thomas Olesen’s (2005) work on the Zapatista ‘solidarity network’ 

argues that although spaces and places of Zapatismo are mobile and contingent; they operate 

and flow online and ‘offline’, and that it is possible to identify four distinct ‘levels’ through which 

neozapatismo operates: the ‘micro-level’ that is the EZLN and social movement organisations; a 

‘meso-level’, meaning the transnational Neo-Zapatista solidarity network, and the informal 
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transnational movement network; and a ‘macro-level’ in the form of the transnational protest 

network, and the transnational field of synergy (Olesen 2005: 6-8).  

Parting from the idea that transnational movement networks take shape through interactions 

across physical, social and cultural differences, and recognising the heterogeneity of these, 

Olesen hails the EZLN as having invoked a ‘kind of global consciousness enabling people to 

recognise their own situations in settings far removed in terms of physical, cultural and social 

distance’ (2005: 9). In other words, whilst the EZLN recognised their indigenous character, 

they soon realised that their words resonated not only with the indigenous people of Mexico, 

but with Mexican civil society, and with many people outside of Mexico. A new actor thus 

emerged in Zapatista rhetoric as ‘neozapatismo civil’ - a Zapatista civil society - which became 

central to the expansion of neozapatismo because it embodied the ideology of ‘a world in 

which many worlds fit’; a phrase that advocates for the recognition of cultural differences as 

something that is important, and that should not be absorbed into a homogenising ‘global’ 

world.  

Olesen argues that the EZLN is a ‘node of special influence’ (2005: 23), because their actions 

and interpretations serve as a point of reference and a source of inspiration for the actors 

involved in the Zapatista solidarity network. In other words, rather that the EZLN being an 

organisation or a directive centre, they are the ‘node of special influence’ from which 

transnational framing processes have since enabled the construction of common understandings 

—and thus, of new social movements. Transnational framing processes are successful insomuch 

as they ‘establish a degree of resonance between the everyday experience of senders and 

recipients in the framing process […] it must have empirical credibility and experiential 

commensurability’ (Olesen, 2005: 23). Put differently, solidarity is built when experiences are 

shared by the people involved in their everyday, such that they resonate affectively and 
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communicate in different and diverse locations. Solidarity through the globalisation process is 

manifested in the notion of ‘global consciousness’ and a ‘common humanity’; and these 

concepts are central to the development of the Zapatista solidarity network. This also shows 

that solidarity networks are dependent on information flows, and the overlapping of local, 

national and transnational levels of interaction.   

The EZLN, it seems, had created a new politics of resistance that had been taken up far beyond 

Mexico. For some, this resistance was understood as forged by the indigenous people of 

Chiapas; for others it was a national resistance against the homogenizing forces of global 

neoliberal capitalism. Significantly though, the Zapatistas are seen as an innovative, creative and 

dynamic form of radical struggle, particularly in their limited and deliberate use of violence 

(Khasnabish, 2010: 4). Zapatista discourse challenged ‘traditional’ understandings of revolution 

and power; the EZLN transformed their military operation to an ideological fight (Guerrero-

Chiprés, 2004: 95-6) and this allowed Zapatista discourse to become a discourse about global 

autonomy in its broadest terms.  

Through my critical engagement with nationalism in Zapatismo it has become clear to me that 

one of the reasons why academic literature has tended to be uncritical of the patriotic 

discourse of Zapatismo, and of the Zapatista national project, is because of its focus on the idea 

of building alternative (and radical) social realities. The Intercontinental Encuentros organised by 

the Zapatistas produced a ‘new internationalism’, and contributed to the development of a new 

language through which to imagine such radical alternatives. This informs the second 

theoretical concept that I employ in my thesis, autonomy. The project of autonomy is here 

understood as the emergence of a ‘social imaginary signification that implies the continuous 

questioning of the whole edifice of society in an unending process towards the autonomous 

constitution of life and human liberation’ (Mentinis 2006: 15). In other words, imaginings of 
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alternative social realities speak of autonomy as a central form of organisation. Zapatista 

autonomy has always been at the centre of negotiations with the Mexican government, and in 

their discourse.  My thesis explores how autonomy is lived and experienced in the everyday. 

Looking at the development of autonomous Zapatista communities in Chiapas, as well as other 

organisations in other parts of Mexico, I explore the possibility of radical politics through these 

everyday forms of autonomy.  

To build autonomy, the EZLN uses ‘the indigenous’ as a political symbol, constructing a notion 

of radical Zapatismo as a space of identity for various struggles. Significantly however, they 

were able to gain the support of ‘Mexican civil society’ who became an actor in Zapatista 

discourse. This success was largely enabled by the EZLN’s imaginative version of nationalism 

that combined the patriotic symbolisms of the Mexican revolution (Emiliano Zapata, the 

Mexican flag and the national anthem), infused with indigenous local traditions (Stephen, 1997: 

95). The EZLN’s Marxist discourse about building socialism was replaced by a discourse about 

citizens, about the struggle for democracy, justice and freedom, through imagining a different 

‘other’ democracy (direct democracy) inspired by Mayan traditions and ways of life.  

My work also questions the role that Subcomandante Marcos and ‘alternative media’ have in 

mediating Zapatismo, and it explores the extent to which Zapatista discourse has been able to 

translate into social and political action. To develop this my empirical research looks at the 

process of solidarity building through the Other Campaign, as it toured through the states of 

Morelos and Morelia. My work in the field investigates the tensions between Zapatista 

organisations, adherents, Zapatistas and the EZLN that affect the building of an alternative social 

and political life. Analytically I refer to three dimensions that make-up neozapatismo: i) the 

spatial: identifies different levels of action as local, regional, national and international; ii) the 

organisational asks how autonomy is organised and what are the different objectives, strategies 
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and tactics linking autonomous struggles through the different spaces; and iii), identity, looking 

at the diverse socio-cultural make-up of neozapatismo. In order to be able to research these 

different dimensions, I employed a multi-sited ethnography, which enabled me not only to 

understand the construction of different spaces, but also to trace how people, ideas and things 

move (if at all) between these spaces. Moreover, as I develop in more depth in the concluding 

chapter of this thesis it was precisely through inhabiting multiple sites that the central argument 

of this thesis was revealed.  

As indicated above, I distinguish Zapatismo from neozapatismo. It is often understood that 

Zapatismo, Zapatista(s) and EZLN are the same thing; but they are in fact different parts of 

what is more commonly referred to as the ‘Zapatista movement’. Yet within this movement 

there are important analytical distinctions to be made for the sake of clarity. The EZLN is a 

hierarchical military structure —thus explaining, for example, why Marcos is referred to as 

Subcommander— and is itself subject to the directives of the Clandestine Revolutionary 

Indigenous Committee (CCRI). The political philosophy and practices of the movement are 

grouped under the term Zapatismo, which embodies a particular ideology expressed in their 

rhetoric through declarations, communiqués, images and letters. The term ‘Zapatista’ is 

generally used to refer to those amongst the population of Chiapas who are members of the 

EZLN as either insurgents, militias, or support base (Barmeyer 2009: 77-80). Other authors 

have expanded the term ‘Zapatista’ to also include non-indigenous supporters, although the 

wider Zapatista supporters are also described as ‘neo-Zapatistas’ (Leyva Solano 1998: 45-47), 

framed as an ‘imagined community’ where diverse political actors share symbolic references, 

political goals, and the feeling of belonging to the collective of neozapatismo (Barmeyer 2009: 

9). In my work, I use the term ‘neozapatismo’ to refer to the wider movement that emerged 

publically on January 1st 1994.  I use the prefix neo not only to distinguish it from the 
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revolutionary (‘original’) Zapatismo of 1910, but also to encapsulate the different ideological 

influences, organisations, groups and communities that constitute it. In other words, as I will 

develop throughout my thesis, neozapatismo is influenced by a wide array of ideologies: 

Marxism, Leninism, Guevarism, Mayan cosmology, liberation theology, urban revolutionaries, 

Emiliano Zapata, and indigenous ways of life (Khasnabish 2012: 61). Neozapatismo is thus 

understood as a process, such that it is not a homogenous movement but rather multifaceted, 

polysemic and fluid (Leyva Solano and Sonnleitner 2000: 165). I therefore use the term 

neozapatismo to refer to this wider movement that also includes ‘civil Zapatismo’ and ‘armed 

Zapatismo’. Finally, it also includes the local and global relations and dimensions understood as 

a web of political and social alliances built between individuals and organisations in relation to 

the EZLN.  

In order to trace these connections, a multi-sited ethnography was chosen as the 

methodological approach that would allow me to move between and across, different spaces 

and different sites. This multi-sited approach was essential in allowing me to move from one 

site to the next following connections made in each of the sites, whilst simultaneously giving me 

an insight into how those different spaces are constructed. In other words, the multi-sited 

approach allowed me to examine the increasing interconnectedness of people through the 

process of globalisation, asking how connections are made, and what these mean for the people 

and organisations they (re)present. As I develop throughout the thesis and emphasise in the 

concluding chapter, it was precisely in the research sites outside of Mexico, that Mexicanness 

emerged as an important and constitutive part of neozapatismo.  
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Structure	  of	  the	  thesis	  

In chapter one I set the wider context of the Zapatista uprising highlighting the key moments 

that led to neozapatismo. In this chapter I develop how the EZLN draws on the parallel 

narrative of Indian subjugation and Indian resistance in order to construct a Zapatista subject as 

‘indigenous rebel’; and how a group of urban revolutionaries transformed into ‘indigenous 

Zapatistas’ mixing Marxist-Leninist ideology, a Guevarist conception of revolution, with Mayan 

cosmology and ways of life, hybridizing into an altogether different movement. The chapter 

then moves on to discuss the emergence of ‘civil society’ as an important actor in the 

transformation of the movement into a ‘postmodern’, radical project; not only in the way that 

it connected with Mexicans but also transnationally, giving rise to ‘international Zapatismo’ 

(Olesen 2005), something that became the paradigm for a new form to solidarity.  

Chapter two sets the theoretical framework for my thesis. It looks at how academic literature 

‘reads’ Zapatismo as building a new social and political project through their radicalisation of 

notions of ‘democracy, justice and liberty’. Throughout the chapter I assess different readings of 

the Zapatistas, identifying recurring themes and indicating some of the absences in the 

literature. More specifically, I question how the Zapatistas have been credited with creating a 

“new” and “different” kind of ‘movement’ that is radical and postmodern. In order to better 

understand the wide body of work, I distinguish different approaches. The radical politics 

approach reads the EZLN as opening a space for the radical practice of politics through their 

re-conceptualisation of the concept of power, and in their practice of radical democracy 

embodied in their notion of ‘govern by obeying’. Autonomist Marxist approaches expand on 

the reading of neozapatismo as radical by arguing that, set in the context of Empire they are an 

example of ‘the multitude’, they are an expression of class struggle in the new world order. 

This struggle however, is not for power but against power, emerging from within and not from 
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outside. One of the problems with these approaches has been their tendency to romanticise 

Zapatista praxis, and are often uncritical of how ‘autonomy’ and ‘radical democracy’ work 

everyday within Zapatista communities because the analysis operates at the level of Zapatista 

rhetoric. In outlining the problems and limitations of these readings I conclude that readings of 

neozapatismo and of the Zapatistas often overlook the complexities of Zapatista autonomous 

communities in Chiapas, particularly as they relate to indigenous and non-indigenous members; 

in their relationships with non-Zapatistas; their relationships to communities outside of 

Chiapas; as well as in the influence of non-governmental organisations.  

It is precisely the connections and flows in these spaces where my research intervenes, as it 

looks to understand the mediation of neozapatismo. Informing my research is thus a critical 

engagement with the Zapatistas’ use of ‘the nation’ and ‘national identity’ as central to their 

social and political project.  This conceptual framework gives rise to the following broad 

research questions. First, what constitutes the ‘new’ project of neozapatismo, informed by the 

Sixth Declaration of the Lacandón Jungle, promoted and developed throughout the Other 

Campaign? How are meanings constructed in the everyday process of building neozapatismo as 

it travels through the different areas of Mexico? Second, what is the role of media, in particular, 

‘alternative’ media in constructing Zapatismo? Third, in what ways is nationalism used as a 

mechanism through which to build solidarity? Finally, in what ways is International Zapatismo 

enacted?  

Chapter three develops how I went about investigating these research questions, outlining the 

methodological framework adopted in this thesis. Throughout the chapter I develop my multi-

sited approach to the exploration of neozapatismo, as informed by the research questions 

detailed above. One of the primary issues at the beginning of the research was access, and it 

became increasingly important to be flexible, develop collaborative relations, and relations of 
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trust. Through some rather serendipitous encounters, I was able to gain access to the field by 

working as an ‘alternative journalist’ with the online news site Narco News. Throughout 

chapter three I reflect on the research process and methodological problems encountered 

along the way. I outline my research sites as I “followed Zapatismo”, in the different spaces and 

places that it took me. I also develop on the ethical considerations that inform my research 

practice, developing the complications arising from ‘working as a journalist’ and as an 

‘ethnographer’.  

To further set the context for my research, chapter four looks more closely at the Sixth 

Declaration of the Lacandón Jungle, outlining the key transformations in the Zapatista social 

and political project. This project is grounded on the apparent success of autonomous 

Zapatista communities in Chiapas. This chapter presents not only the theoretical structural 

changes but also empirical work within autonomous communities. Chapter five continues this 

discussion by presenting the ethnographic work carried out throughout the Other Campaign. 

This chapter aims to involve the reader in the process of becoming a Zapatista, in the way that 

I, as the researcher, experienced it. Through ‘thick description’, the chapter explores how 

people experience and live neozapatismo in the everyday.  

Chapters six and seven offer an analysis of the main themes that emerged throughout the 

empirical research. Chapter six focuses on the Zapatistas’ use of nationalism. It argues that 

Zapatista discourse builds ‘affective solidarity’ through using an ambiguous notion of the 

‘Mexican nation’, thereby creating an emotive link. Although the ambiguity in Zapatista 

discourse is seen as something that makes ‘radical politics’, my research suggests that in the 

everyday interpretation and practice of politics, such ambiguity has led to tensions and conflicts 

between groups; and this is something which extends to relations between and with groups 

‘across the border’ in the Unites States, as I explore in chapter eight. Chapter seven looks 
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more closely at the role of media in neozapatismo, looking on the one hand at the way in 

which the Zapatistas manage and manipulate the media for their purposes, and in the other of 

the role of ‘alternative journalism’ in mediating neozapatismo.  

Both chapter six and chapter seven reveal that Marcos is a central point of identification. 

Marcos’ rhetoric and public relations strategy can be credited with making the movement more 

widespread, and partly what has also led to romanticized versions of the movement. Marcos is 

also central in forging a Zapatista identity, and in creating a unified Zapatista message, as I 

explore throughout chapter seven, in forging a particular version of neozapatismo. This led me 

to ask: to what extent are people being forced to live through identities ascribed to them by 

others rather than through identities they might choose for themselves? (Morley 2001: 427).  

In the final chapter, I look at the transnational dimension of Zapatismo through empirical 

research carried out in New York and Los Angeles. Through this analysis I explore the idea 

that Zapatistas develop a ‘new internationalism’. The research conducted in Los Angeles and 

New York develops on how Mexicanness is a constitutive part of identification with the 

movement, and explores the tensions and complexities both within these movements, and in 

their relations with the Zapatistas of Chiapas, and of Mexico.  Together, these four chapters 

develop on the complexity of neozapatismo. They evidence that alternative forms of organising 

and of living are possible, but that there are still complex issues that need to be addressed. At 

the centre of these is recognising that nationalism continues to be an important source of 

identification for members. New social imaginings, rather than simply do away with ‘the 

national’, have to recognise that nationalism matters.  
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Chapter	  One	  |	  Building	  Neozapatismo	  

Introduction	  

The EZLN has resisted through twelve years of war, of military, political and ideological 
attacks, of siege, of harassment, of persecution, and they have not defeated us, we have 
not sold out, or surrendered, we have progressed. More compañeros from other parts 
have joined our struggle, so instead of being weaker after so many years, we have 
become stronger […] By way of our thinking, and what we see in our hearts, we have 
reached a point where we cannot go any further; and it is possible that we may lose 
everything we have, if we stay as we are, and we do nothing to move forward. The time 
has come to take a risk once again, to take a step that is dangerous but worthwhile. 
Because maybe united with other social sectors that have the same deficiencies as us, it 
will be possible to get what we want and deserve. A new step forward in the 
indigenous struggle will only be possible if the indigenous join together with workers, 
campesinos, students, teachers, employees… that is, the workers of the city and the 
countryside (Sixth Declaration from the Lacandón jungle, CCRI-CG of the EZLN, 
Mexico 2005) 

This thesis is situated in the moment of the Other Campaign: an innovative form of social and 

political organisation that emerged in Mexico in 2005, out of a long standing political struggle by 

the Zapatista movement. It focuses on the construction of spaces of ‘otherness’ and how 

Zapatista ideas and ideals of political and social organisation are interpreted and experienced in 

people’s everyday lives. My work explores how Zapatistas develop autonomy; assessing the 

impact this has in the everyday practice of autonomy within Zapatista communities as well as in 

the building of solidarity with other struggles. My research investigates the ‘mediation’ of 

neozapatismo both materially and symbolically, through empirical work carried out in the 

Other Campaign, and it critically engages with nationalism, as it is a central tenet of Zapatista 

discourse and praxis.   

The main aim of the Other Campaign is to build solidarity between spaces of resistance where 

‘others’ fighting for recognition would join together and build a national movement. In fact, 
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national transformation has always been the main aim of the Zapatista political project, 

although this is not always recognised. In fact, the First Declaration of the Lacandón Jungle 

published in 1993, does not address ‘indigenous people' directly; rather, it is a proclamation for 

the recognition of the poor and marginalised people of Mexico taking the form of a ‘traditional’ 

armed guerrilla insurrection. This Zapatista movement however, transformed itself into a ‘new’ 

revolutionary movement in the way that it transformed its discourse and praxis, particularly in 

the way that they saw social change. In order to outline the different social and political 

changes, and to frame my analysis I identify four distinct elements that led to the 

transformation into what I refer to in the thesis as neozapatismo.  

First, neo-Zapatista ideology, comes from the combination of a diverse array of political 

theories fusing Christian parables with vernacular memories recovered in the Popol Vuh and 

Chilam Balam; liberation theology, Marxism, Guevarism, the writings of Gramsci, the projects 

of revolutionary caudillos. Second, neozapatismo is defined through the Mexican context. On 

one hand it is a yearning for land, seen as a route for economic and therefore social and 

cultural independence - and it denotes the legacy of the Mexican revolution and its most 

famous revolutionary Emiliano Zapata (hence the name Zapatistas). On the other hand are the 

different factors that led to the emergence of Mexican ‘civil society’ as a key player in the 

transformation of Zapatismo into something different and with transnational reach. Third is the 

paradoxical relationship between Zapatista ideology and globalisation. Largely, the EZLN’s 

uprising can be seen to emerge as a result of neoliberal globalisation, because the neoliberal 

system of political and cultural life was becoming the global trend. This meant not only that a 

small group of private interests gained increasing power and control over social life but also 

crucially that people were becoming depoliticized by that very same system. Thus, globalisation 

is considered to be the very thing that started the movement and which subsequently spun into 
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a worldwide anti-globalisation movement (Lynd and Grubacic 2008: 6). Yet, it is also because of 

globalisation that neozapatismo became known outside of Mexico, and through that garnered 

social and financial support. The final element that constitutes neozapatismo as a ‘new’ 

revolutionary movement is their strategy for change. Theirs was a different approach to that of 

political parties, organisations or groups of the left. Breaking from traditional Marxism, the 

Zapatistas did not aim nor want to take state power. The EZLN wanted to return that power 

to the people, in the words of Marcos they would not create and impose a point of view, 

rejecting “the doubtful honour of being the historical vanguard of the multiple vanguards that 

plague us […] the moment has come to say to everyone that we neither want, nor are we able, 

to occupy the place that some hope we will occupy, the place from which all opinions come, all 

the answers, all the routes, all the truth. We are not going to do that” (in Lynd and Grubacic 

2008: 8).  In other words, neo-Zapatistas were not a revolutionary movement seeking to take 

power, but rather, to provide a space in which people could be free to speak and make 

decisions of and about their own forms of government and social life.  

My work looks at the construction of ‘the indigenous’ and the imagining of a ‘Mexican nation’ in 

neo-Zapatista discourse. It explores how neozapatismo is understood and enacted in the 

everyday, and the ways that meanings are constructed. My empirical work reveals that there 

exist deep-rooted tensions and disjunctures in neozapatismo, both in its discourse and in 

praxis, symbolically and materially. This thesis thus assesses the impact of these tensions and 

disjunctures for thinking about neozapatismo as a ‘global movement from below’. In other 

words, Zapatista discourse, said to emerge from the local –the Lacandón jungle- is transported 

and transformed into a global discourse of anti-capitalism, which is then reinserted into a neo-

Zapatista project. From this two distinct “Zapatismos” are visible, ‘International Zapatismo’ 

understood as a new paradigm for a new form of solidarity that links campaigns for radical 
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democracy and against neoliberalism, and ‘Mexican Zapatismo’ as the project for national 

transformation. Readings and analyses of neozapatismo tend to overlook tensions arising from 

its construction as a project of national transformation, instead taking the symbolism of the 

1994 uprising and of some neo-Zapatista slogans to mean a counter-hegemonic globalisation, an 

alternative globalisation from the left.  

Through my analysis, I question the extent to which the neo-Zapatista movement exists more 

as a representation and a spectacle than a radical movement of social transformation. The 

ritualisation of the neo-Zapatista encuentros7, their use of ‘masks’ (balaclavas and red bandanas), 

their mastery in uses and mixing of symbols (national, religious, indigenous), and the poetry of 

Subcomandante Marcos, require a further exploration that looks at the space that exists 

between the representations of the Zapatistas, and the everyday realities of the people they 

claim to speak for – the ‘Mexicans’. 

In order to better situate the Other Campaign in the context of Mexico, in the remainder of 

this chapter, I present a brief chronology of the Zapatista movement situating this into the 

wider context of Mexico. The development of the Zapatista project has been well documented 

and what is presented here is not an exhaustive account. Several works document the history 

of the Zapatista uprising, particularly with reference of the history of indigenous and peasant 

struggles in Chiapas (John Womack 1999, Thomas Benjamin 1996, Adolfo Gilly 1997, Neil 

Harvey 1998). There is also an extensive body of works written by Subcomandante Marcos and 

the Zapatistas; as well as interviews with Subcomandante Marcos (Yvon LeBot 1997; García 

Márquez and Pombo 2001) all of which provide a wide body of literature from which to 

                                                
7 The encuentro (encounter) refers to face-to-face meetings between Neo-Zapatistas and ‘civil society’ groups to engage in dialogue. In the Fourth Declaration from the Selva 

Lacandona, the EZLN announced the First International Encounter for Humanity and Against Neoliberalism to be held in Chiapas (in 1996). Thousands of people from around 

the world came together in Chiapas to speak and to listen, consult and deliberate; in other words, to engage in a democratic process of collective decision-making practices. 

For more on the International Encuentro, see Ruggiero, G (1998) Encuentro Neo-Zapatista Seven Stories Press. This is a collection of documents from the encuentro. 
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understand and contextualise not only the origins of the Zapatista uprising, but also their 

discourse and praxis. Analyses and interpretative texts by academics, journalists and activists 

will be addressed throughout chapter two. This chapter introduces the background and 

context of the Zapatista insurrection, tracing the most documented and significant moments 

since their launch into the ‘global arena’. I begin by tracing the different ideas, moments and 

histories that led to the Zapatista uprising, and which collectively make up neozapatismo.  

	  

Zapatista	  Uprising	  

The First Declaration of the Lacandón Jungle, written by the EZLN in 1993, and published on 

January 2 1994 states: 

‘We are the product of five hundred years of struggle: first against slavery, then during 
the War of Independence against Spain led by insurgents; then to avoid being absorbed 
by North American Imperialism; then to proclaim our constitution and expel the 
French empire from our soil, later the dictatorship of Porfirio Diaz denied us the just 
application of the Reform laws, and the people rebelled creating their own leader, Villa 
and Zapata emerged, poor men like us who have been denied the most basic 
preparation so they can use us as cannon fodder and pillage the wealth of our patria8 
without caring that we are dying from starvation and of curable diseases, they don’t 
care that we have nothing, absolutely nothing, not even a decent roof, no land, no 
work, no health care, no food, no education, not the right to freely and democratically 
elect our political representatives, without independence from foreigners, without 
peace or justice for ourselves and our children. But today we say: ENOUGH IS 
ENOUGH!  (‘¡BASTA!’) We are the inheritors of the true creators of our nationality’9 
(EZLN 1993, my translation) 

                                                
8 Patria is usually translated as ‘homeland’, but patria is more emotionally laden than ‘country’ and carries with it rich sentimental significations of geography, history, race, 

tradition and the future. See for example, Mentinis 2006: 124; further discussion of the Neo-Zapatistas’ use of ‘the nation’, ‘nationalism’ and ‘national identity’ can be found 

throughout chapter 2. 

9 Zapatista communiqués continue to be published, translated and shared through many different mediums. The website for Enlace Neo-Zapatista (enlaceneo-

Zapatista.ezln.org.mx) contains the most up to date information on all Zapatista activities, as well as a complete historical archive. All of the information on this site is in 

Spanish. There are a few English language collections that contain a good selection of communiqués. See for example, Hayden, T. (ed) (2002) The Zapatista Reader, Juana Ponce 

de León (ed) (2001) Our Word is our Weapon; Subcomandante M., Ruggiero, G., and Pena-Vargas, C. (eds) (2007) The Speed of Dreams and Subcomandante Marcos (2005) 

Conversations with Durito. Online there are hundreds of sites that contain information on the Zapatistas and translate their communiqués, although in many cases these sites 

have not been updated, and some of the translations are unreliable (in English at least). Wherever possible, I make reference to sources, although this in itself is problematic 

because communiqués are purposely not copyrighted, and live in the public domain. In many cases I have undertaken the translations myself, and so I am responsible for any 
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Whilst not explicitly talking about the indigenous people of Mexico, the historical snapshot 

outlined in the declaration creates an image that indigenous people are the ‘original’ inhabitants 

of the Mexican territory, the creators of the nation, and the ones who, having been made 

invisible or dispossessed, are now demanding to be recognised. The EZLN thus constructs a 

historical indigenous subject, that exists in a given territory, before colonisation by Spain, and 

who subsequently has been used and transformed through the various nation-building projects. 

In doing so, the EZLN’s demands are simultaneously about race, ethnicity, class and nationalism, 

allowing them to be interpreted in many ways.  

The EZLN’s First Declaration also speaks of an indigenous subject that has been in a constant 

struggle – thus a ‘rebel’ subject. What is interesting about these words is that insomuch as it 

speaks of a “History of Mexico”, a linear trajectory that leads to the economic, political and 

social situation of Mexico, the neo-Zapatista subject allows different histories to serendipitously 

come together, so that a neo-Zapatista is at once indigenous, rebel, Mexican, global, modern, 

and postmodern.  

To understand the different histories that the EZLN’s discourse draws from and from which it 

builds ‘a neo-Zapatista’, I explore the parallel narrative of Indian subjugation and Indian 

resistance wherein the neo-Zapatista subject is made visible. On the one hand, we are 

presented with a history of the exploitation of the Indian, first by colonisation, and then in the 

movements for Independence, the war against the USA, French intervention, and finally in the 

Mexican Revolution. But in these stories the Indian is not just the oppressed subject, it emerges 

as a rebel. The indigenous neo-Zapatista embodies the parallel narrative of Indian subjugation at 

the hands of several projects of ‘modernity’, and a subjugated history of Indian resistance 

                                                                                                                                           
errors, inaccuracies or misrepresentations; and I have indicated when I have done so. I have also left several ‘key’ words in Spanish, because I do not feel they can be translated 

directly and clearly.  
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(Higgins 2010: 174). As I will show in the next section, the EZLN’s use of simultaneous 

histories of exploitation and rebelliousness constructs an indigenous neo-Zapatista subject that 

can be at once indigenous, mestizo10 and Mexican.  

    

 

                                                
10 The term mestizo was first used to describe a racial identity of a child born from the mixing of Spanish and Indigenous ‘blood’. The word developed to create a national 

(Mexican) subject, a citizen whose cultural identity comes from the mixing of racial, ethnic and national identities (Spanish, indigenous, ‘white’, ‘black’). Such ‘all encompassing’ 

labelling has been criticized for homogenizing the Mexican population, particularly with regards to indigenous identities.  Ronald Loewe’s anthropological  (2010) Maya or 

Mestizo?: Nationalism, Modernity and its Discontents presents a history of the term mestizaje and an account of the complexities of ‘indigenous’ and ‘mestizo’ identity 

formation in contemporary Mexico.  
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Indian as Rebel: from colonisation to revolution 

The establishment of the Spanish empire’s territory called La Nueva España (New Spain) 

developed a colonial legacy of exploitation, racism and paternalistic authoritarian rule. The first 

system put in place to mould the colonial subject was the encomienda, which gave individual 

Spaniards the right to demand labour and tribute from the Indians (Higgins, 2004: 41; Rabasa 

2010: 20-21). This system took advantage of the already-existing local Indian authorities that 

gave way to more hidden colonisation processes as individuals felt a continuance in their local 

economy and political structure. Coupled with this was the Spanish system of reducción, a 

process whereby indigenous people were moved into larger towns where conditions were 

believed to favour the mixing of indigenous and Spanish systems of thought and organisations.  

But Spanish colonisation was not only developed through economic and political means, but 

largely through a process of religious conversion. Spanish missionaries advocated on behalf of 

indigenous people writing to the Spanish crown that they saw ‘potential’ in the population and 

requesting more religious leaders to aid in the conversion process11 (Ricard 1986). 

Paradoxically, acts of rebellion by indigenous communities made use of Christian beliefs to 

                                                
11 For a detailed analysis of the development of the Church in Mexico see Ricard, R. (1986) La Conquista Espiritual de México: ensao sobre el apostolado y los métodos misioneros 

de las órdenes medicantes de la Nueva España 1523-1524 a 1572 México: Fondo de Cultura Económica. See also Gurzinsky, S. (1991) La Colonizacion de lo imaginario, Sociedades 

Indígenas y la Occidentalización en el México Español. Siglos XVI – VIII México: Fondo de Cultura Económica. 

Image 1: Painting of the caste system in Mexico, anonymous, 18th century. 
Unknown author, Museo Nacional del Virreinato (Mexico) 

During colonisation, the Spanish commissioned a series of painitings 
documenting the racial combinations that existed in the lands they possessed. 
The overall themes that emerge in these paintings are the "supremacy of the 
Spaniards," and the "regression to an earlier moment of racial development" that 
mixing with Blacks would cause to Spaniards. In contrast, mixtures with Blacks, 
both by Indians and Spaniards, led to a high number of combinations all of which 
resulted in a complex and hierarchical caste system. (For more see Carrera, 
Magali M. (2003). Imagining Identity in New Spain: Race, Lineage, and the Colonial 
Body in Portraiture and Casta Paintings Austin: University of Texas Press.) 
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articulate demands for local autonomy (Khasnabish, 2010: 23). An example of this is the Tzeltal 

Mayan Revolt of 1712. The story tells of a young girl from the Tzeltal village of San Juan Cancuc 

claimed to have been visited by the Virgin Mary, who instructed the girl to build a chapel in her 

name. But when the villagers began construction, the catholic priest deemed this to be devil 

worship, and ordered the people to be punished. The villagers resisted these aggressions 

thereby challenging Spanish political and religious authorities, and managed to overthrow them. 

Their success was short lived, and even though Spanish authority was restored, this story has 

become ingrained in the history of Chiapas and is significant in ideas outlining the indigenous 

peoples’ character as rebel (Khasnabish 2010: 23; Weinberg 2000: 23).  

Resistance to the Spanish regime took many forms, including armed rebellion. By the beginning 

of 1810 the struggle against colonial domination met with popular struggles for Mexican 

independence (Khasnabish 2010: 25). But, although the Independence of Mexico is often 

thought of as a nationalist movement, the reality was more complex. Far from being a unified 

movement of ‘the people’ towards national sovereignty, different interests were sought. There 

were commercial elites who looked to gain more control over the ‘bureaucratic pivot’ of 

Mexico City; those who rebelled against the ‘centralized officialdom’ of the colonial state; and 

those seeking to realise a regime of social justice (Khasnabish 2010: 25; Wolf 1969: 7-8). Yet 

although their aims were in many cases different, they all shared a sense of injustice that had 

racial undertones. The racialisation of ethnic difference developed throughout the 18th and 19th 

Centuries, with the establishment of ethnic and social categories through a complex system of 

castes based on the racial categorisation of people. This stretched to the children of Spanish 

colonisers born in Mexico, who were labelled “criollos”, and did not hold the same status as 

those Spanish-born. As I argued earlier, religion was used as a tool both to colonise and to 

resist colonisation. At the time of the Independence, it was Father Miguel Hidalgo and Father 
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José Maria Morelos y Pavón who raised peasant armies in opposition to the abuses and 

excesses of the colonial state (Cockroft 1998: 55). Father Morelos became emblematic of the 

fight for social justice as he proclaimed on 17 November 1810 an end to discrimination, 

institutionalised racism, slavery and Indian tribute, as well as calling for a return of the lands 

stolen from indigenous people to them (Wolf 1969: 8). The Wars of Independence lasted until 

1821 when the administrative elites allied with military elites as a way in which to protect their 

interests. In other words, those elites used the struggles of indigenous and mestizo people to 

build a movement for Independence eventually established a regime that would equally take 

control of land and labour.  

During the following years, Mexico experimented with its newfound independence, looking to 

establish its own political system through the struggle between liberals and conservatives. In 

1850, the liberals gained control and issued the Liberal Reform, which abolished clerical and 

military privileges and forbid corporations from owning property (Cockroft 1998: 71). This also 

meant the liberal modernization of Mexican political, social and economic relationships 

(Khasnabish 2010: 27), which had consequences not only for the conservative commercial 

elites, but also for peasant and indigenous communities.  

Although the Reform Laws were intended to free the individual from traditional fetters, 

‘freedom for the landowner would mean freedom to acquire more land to add to his (sic) 

already engorged holdings; freedom for the Indian – no longer subject to his community and 

now lord of his own property – would mean the ability to sell his land, and to join the throngs 

of landless employment’ (Wolf 1969: 13). Chiapas, which was annexed to Mexico at the end of 

the Wars of Independence, experienced this modernization as exploitation and domination 

because the individual was now ‘free’ to sell their labour. This meant that many peasants who 
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had land, or had been given back some land, were now free to sell it to the ‘free’ and open 

market. 

 Revolutionary Zapatistas 

The project of modernization advanced by the liberals through the Reform Laws, was 

consolidated in General Porfirio Diaz’s dictatorship, and it was to set the conditions for the 

Mexican Revolution of 1910. During Diaz’s time, Mexico experienced a period of growth and 

wealth, namely through emphasis on exports based on foreign investment and its integration 

into a ‘world-market’. Together with this was the development of communications, and in 

particular the introduction of the railway. The railways allowed producers to meet regional, 

national and even international demands, and with this, the division of ‘communal’ land 

increased with ease. This also meant that lands passed from small villages to haciendas, 

independent owners to caciques, and new commercial crops began to replace basic, ‘typical’ 

products such as corn, beans and chilli, with more commercial goods such as cotton, sugar, 

coffee, tropical fruits and rubber. Diaz and the ‘Científicos’ (scientists) known as such because 

of their self-identification as positivist scientists pursued Mexico’s modernization through the 

application of enlightened knowledge and ‘natural law’. In the words of Alex Khasnabish ‘true 

to the spirit of an age that managed to combine ‘scientific enlightenment’, with racist theories 

of ‘progress’ and the ‘civilizing’ mission of colonial and imperial domination, under Diaz’s 

paternalistic control, Juarez’s liberal reform became a nightmare of modernization for 

indigenous peoples as it sought to undermine the few remaining bases of social and political 

autonomy afforded to them’ (2010: 29). In other words, the introduction of ‘modern’ 

techniques in social, political and cultural institutions sought to transform ‘Indians into yeoman 

farmers, free laborers (sic), and Mexicans’ (Benjamin 1996: 33). Coupled with a modernization 

that transformed the indigenous peasant through their labour, was the social and cultural 
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project of mestizaje12 as a means of unifying and forging a Mexican identity, something that 

served to alienate indigenous people.  

Together with this, ‘cacique mestizos’ who accumulated land, capital and political power were 

increasingly dominating indigenous villages. This resulted in important rural struggles, and the 

fight for land and water soon joined the larger, national, fight for local political power (Knight 

1986: 104-107). At the centre of these struggles was the demand for political autonomy as a 

response to the established system wherein the local political leader was bound to the 

Executive power, who had the monopoly and power to do anything with the lands. It was not 

always the case that the local political leader was ill intentioned, but they would always be on 

the side of the rich (Marquez Camarena quoted in Brading, 1991: 45).  

The centralised liberal government of the urban revolutionary leader Francisco I. Madero 

believed in a model of governance that preferred ‘outsiders’ to govern localities, as they 

believed this would lead to a more just, impartial, and impersonal system. Emiliano Zapata, 

leader of the agrarian movement from the South, directly opposed Madero and the científicos, 

and demanded the redistribution of land, the dismissal of officials at both local and federal levels 

and the free election and impartial appointment of new officials. These demands were 

contained in the Plan of Ayala published on 28 November 1911, a document which ‘has since 

been hallowed as a sacred text in the Mexican people’s exodus from Porfirian bondage into the 

promised land of the Revolution’ (Knight, 1986: 309). The plan was an outright critique of 

Madero, now seen as a ‘sell-out’ and as betraying the revolution.  

Neo-Zapatistas – that is the Zapatistas of the 1994 insurrection in Chiapas - are thus influenced 

by revolutionary Zapatismo not only in their name. As Alan Knight comments, the Zapatista 

                                                
12 The notion of mestizo in Mexico belongs to a conscious nation-building project (see for example Knight, 1990; Bartra, 2003; Garcia Canclini, 2000). Originally, mestizo was 

the word used to designate an individual whose parents were a mix of Spanish (typically the father) and an indigenous (‘referred to as native’ and typically the mother), it was 

later used by the post-revolutionary government to forge a unified a Mexican national identity as a mestizo identity, meaning ‘hybrid identity’. 
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movement was ‘fundamentally nostalgic, backward-looking and nostalgic […] it represented a 

conservative reaction against economic and social changes that were proving detrimental to 

indigenous culture’ (1986: 310). Neozapatismo, as I will expand on throughout the next section 

of this chapter, also draws a critique of the social and economic changes brought about 

neoliberal globalisation. Both Zapatismo and neozapatismo present a romanticised version of 

indigenous cultures (using the word in its broadest sense), and are constituted as communal 

movements not only because they demand the restitution of communal lands but because 

‘grievances, membership and objectives were constituted at the level of the community’ 

(Knight, 1986: 310).  

The Mexican Revolution ended on December 1 1920 with plans of regional redevelopment and 

reconstruction. One of the most significant reforms was that led by José Vasconcelos, minister 

of education, who ‘laboured to create the new man (sic), the twentieth-century Mexican, the 

future citizen of the state which had still not become a nation’ (Meyer 1991: 208). Vasconcelos’ 

program looked to use the arts to forge a nation as well as a national (mestizo) identity13.    

The Emergence of the National Liberation Front (FLN) 

The years following the independence were spent developing the project of nation building 

through the redistribution of lands, and education. The student movements of 1968 had a 

profound effect on Mexico, and are a major influence of neozapatismo. On October 2nd 1968 

students organised by the Consejo Nacional de Huelga (CNH, National Strike Council) 

assembled at the square of Las Tres Culturas located in Tlatelolco, a central area of Mexico City, 

to protest the government’s repressive tactics and question the legitimacy of the PRI. The 

Summer Olympics were due to open in Mexico City 10 days later, and the government was 

                                                
13 For a more detailed discussion on the program of mestizaje see Vasconcelos, J (1997) The Cosmic Race: a bilingual edition Baltimore, London: John Hopkins University 

Press 
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keen to show an image of peace. Although accounts differ as to who ‘fired first’, flares and 

bullets began to fly, and the protest resulted in a massacre. The government declared the 

official death count to be 27 and blocked any investigation. Unofficial accounts cite over 300 

killed, and subsequent investigations confirm that government snipers fired at the military in 

order to provoke them.  

In 1969, a year after the events at Tlatelolco, a group of university students formed the 

National Liberation Front (FLN following its Spanish initials), composed as a revolutionary 

group whose aim was to establish a people’s republic with a socialist government (Mentinis 

2008: 2).  The FLN was set up as a ‘political and military organisation whose purpose is the 

seizure of power by city and country workers, with the objective of establishing a popular 

republic and a socialist system’ (La Jornada, 6 February, 1994). The group’s leader was Cesar 

Germán Yáñez, and his brother Fernando Yáñez —also a member of the FLN — would 

become one of the founding members of the EZLN, now known as Comandante Germán. 

Yáñez saw in Chiapas immense revolutionary potential because it contained the necessary 

conditions for the aggravation of social inequalities: it was an area rich in natural resources (oil, 

wood, hydroelectric power) yet people lived in poverty and isolation. The geography of the 

area allowed them to move more freely, and the border with Guatemala offered an escape 

route (De la Grange and Rico 1997:116-119; Henck 2007: 57-58). The following image (image 

2) is a map of Mexico – one can locate Chiapas as the southernmost state bordering 

Guatemala. Images 3 and 4 provide a closer look at Chiapas, the latter showing a closer look at 

the location of the Lacandón jungle where the FLN established their foco in 1972.  
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Image	  2: Map of Mexico 
© Destinos 2011 
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Image 3: Map of Chiapas 

©http://www.explorandomexico.com.mx/photos/maps/full-chiapas_l(2).gif 
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The Rise of the EZLN 

The Zapatista Army of National Liberation (EZLN) emerged as an armed wing of the FLN on 

17 November 1983, its comandantes were members of the FLN who had survived a raid against 

Image	  4: Closer look at eastern Chiapas 

Blue area: Lacandon jungle 

Blue striped area: Lacandon community 

©http://chiapas.pangea.org/html/item0080.htm 
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their organisation in 197414. One of these survivors was Rafael Sebastian Guillén Vicente, 

professor of philosophy at the Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana (UAM). He is thought to 

have joined the FLN in the Highlands of Chiapas in 1984, adopting Subcomandante Marcos as his 

nom de guerre15. 

 Marcos recalls that the realities the FLN met when they first arrived in Chiapas were very 

different to their vision of indigenous practices and ways of life. They found that they had an 

idealised view of indigenous traditions and were not prepared for the many problems affecting 

these communities, including racism, sexism, alcoholism and violence. They also found that they 

were not the first to come to the jungle to help or train the indigenous peasants. Bishop 

Samuel Ruiz had arrived into Chiapas in the 1960s to promote social consciousness, and to 

politicise the indigenous people who had been marginalised for many years. Bishop Samuel Ruiz 

(who was later to become a key figure in the Zapatistas’ negations with the government) 

successfully established an ‘indigenous church’ (LeBot, 1997: 45), and many of the indigenous 

people’s values and aspirations were now strongly influenced by liberation theology. This meant 

that when the FLN arrived they were not able to simply apply their revolutionary ideologies, 

but they had to fit into the religious and moral sensitivities of the indigenous people.  

Marcos announces this as the ‘first defeat of the EZLN,’ as what led to their transformation 

from traditional guerrilla, into indigenous neo-Zapatistas: they learnt from the jungle, and from 

the ancient traditions of the Mayan culture (LeBot 1997; Henck 2007). And then, only once 

they had become indigenous neo-Zapatistas, it was those communities who looked towards 

armed struggle. As Marcos writes  

                                                
14 See Hector Aguilar Camin’s La Guerra de Galio who captures the generation that lived the 1968 student movements and the guerrilla that followed.. 

15 Assumed name or pseudonym. 
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‘when everything in the world was saying no to armed struggle, because the option of 
communism had disappeared, we thought that people here would also say no to 
change, and particularly to armed struggle. It was logical, there was tremendous 
ideological bombardment. But the opposite happened in the communities. That was 
when more people joined us, when more people joined the Zapatista Army militia, 
when more towns declared: ‘we are being left with no other choice.’ When everything 
internationally was saying no to armed struggle, we were saying yes, yes, yes.’ (quoted 
in Henck, 2007: 133) 

As I mentioned earlier in this chapter, and in the introduction, the novelty of neozapatismo lies 

in the combination of four distinct elements: globalisation, the Mexican context, Guevarism and 

liberation theology, and Mayan practices and ways of life – particularly their notion of mandar 

obedeciendo. This latter part came from the intersection of the FLN with the indigenous 

peasants of Chiapas. The process whereby they formed a collective group of neo-Zapatistas, 

took both time and negotiation. According to Marcos’ account, entire communities wanted to 

become neo-Zapatistas but also retain their autonomy, so they asked that all decisions pass 

through their local community leaders. This led to the formation, in 1993, of the Clandestine 

Revolutionary Indigenous Committee (CCRI), an integrated network of interregional 

commands, allowing the EZLN to establish itself as a ‘people’s army’ under the command of the 

CCRI.  

It was not by accident that the FLN decided to go to Chiapas. As mentioned earlier, Yáñez saw 

in Chiapas revolutionary potential not because of its indigenous population, but because of the 

high levels of social marginalisation and inequalities that evidence the failure of Mexico’s 

“modernization”; and also because the geographical landscape of Chiapas offered natural 

resources and security. In fact the highlands of Chiapas (known as Los Altos) have been a site of 

social resistance since colonisation, largely due to its identification as a Maya region (Benjamin, 

2000: 421). Even after the War of Independence (1810-1821), and the establishment of a 

“modern Mexico”, Chiapas looked to be independent from the state. Historically, Los Altos has 

been inhabited by poor peasants, farmers, and campesinos that worked the land, and whose 
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taxes supported the ruling elites.  Since colonisation, people from the area of Los Altos have 

moved to the Lacandón jungle where they established their own system of assemblies; and in 

these communities, everyone over the age of 16 would meet to agree upon decisions that 

affected the community (Womack 1999:18). These communities became the support basis of 

the Zapatistas, and their assembly-based forms of direct democracy became one of the 

hallmarks of neozapatismo (Khasnabish 2010: 69). Neozapatismo was thus born from the 

failure of traditional Latin American guerrilla tactics (LeBot, 1997: 75). Rather than convert the 

indigenous communities into a guerrilla army, these inverted the hierarchy, and the members of 

the old vanguard that remained in the Jungle became fighters under the command of the 

indigenous leaders.  The FLN began to train indigenous communities as an army, under the 

name of Zapatista Army of National Liberation (EZLN), invoking the peasant hero of the 

Mexican Revolution Emiliano Zapata. On January 1st 1994, the Zapatista army that rose was not 

a guerrilla; it was a political movement (Castañeda, 1994). 

The EZLN and indigenous people 

An important critique to existing literature on neozapatismo, or the neo-Zapatista movement, 

is the allusion of Chiapanecan Indians as ‘indigenous Zapatistas’. This is problematic in three 

ways. The first is that it assumes that all of the indigenous people of Chiapas are neo-

Zapatistas, and in doing so it also glosses over inter-community conflicts that are problematic 

particularly when it comes to community decision-making practices, and it prioritizes a neo-

Zapatista identity over ethnic differences. Second, it ignores the many non-indigenous people, 

also peasants and also poor who are marginalised within this discourse, precisely because they 

are not indigenous, which fails to account for tensions that exist between the indigenous and 

non-indigenous Zapatistas. Third, it homogenizes indigenous identity by not recognising the 

diverse histories that different indigenous pueblos (nations) have had.  
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Together with this is the idea that the EZLN brought revolution to the indigenous people of 

Chiapas. In fact, the emergence of independent peasant and indigenous organisations in Mexico 

was visible from the middle of the 1970s, and their presence was strengthened by the 

continued crisis of state corporatism which pushed local, community-based movements to 

break their local boundaries and fight for control of lands and production processes at a 

national level.  In many occasions such organisations were advised by urban militants who at the 

time were members of opposition parties or who after the student massacre of Tlatelolco in 

1968 had shifted their revolutionary struggles to the countryside. It was precisely the 

convergence between urban militants and peasants where alliances were built resulting in, 

amongst others, the Unión de Comuneros Emiliano Zapata (UCEZ) founded in Michoacán in 

1979; as well as the peasant organization Emiliano Zapata active in Chiapas since 1982. 

Ideologically, these organisations were influenced by the church liberation theology whose 

clergy trained indigenous leaders as catechists (Stephen, 1998: 3), and by Maoist-socialist urban 

intellectuals who opened debates about political and cultural autonomy.   

So far in this chapter I have looked at some of the key historical moments that have influenced 

neozapatismo. The aim of this section was not to provide a historical lesson nor present a full 

account of all of the literature in this field, but rather to give the reader unfamiliar with 

Mexico’s history a sense of the historical context that led to the Zapatista uprising. In 

particular, I wanted to highlight the fact that the Zapatista rebellion did not ‘come out of 

nowhere’ but rather, it is part of a long history of social struggle that emerges in contexts of 

cultural and political change (Collier and Quaratiello, 1994). The remainder of this chapter 

looks at the formation of neozapatismo from the moment of its uprising. In doing so I identify 

some key differences that have transformed the movement into a ‘radical’ or ‘new’ form of 

activism and social organisation thus laying the foundation for the theoretical framework that I 
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develop in chapter two, and through which I address the broad research questions outlined in 

the introduction to this thesis.   

	  

Assembling	  Neozapatismo	   	  

 

 

 

 

Image	  5: Central and Eastern Chiapas Municipalities. On January 1st, 1994 EZLN occupied 
San Cristobal de las Casas (4), Ocosingo (26) Altamirano (27), and Las Margaritas (28) 
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‘January 1st 1994. At eight in the morning I was ready to go have breakfast at the plaza 
and then take a bus towards Ocosingo, from where I would take a small plane towards 
the ruins of Bonampak and Yaxchilán. As I leave the hotel, a couple of girls from 
Monterrey tell me: ‘you can’t go, the Municipal Palace and the Zócalo are occupied by 
guerrilla…they arrived last night and they are armed’.’ 

John*16 tells the story of New Years Day 1994 as a tourist in San Cristóbal de las Casas, 

Chiapas. It has become a familiar story: masked guerrilleros took the city of San Cristóbal by 

surprise, leaving tourists wondering if they would get out, and the government to make sense 

of their demands. By the evening of January 1st, three other municipalities, Ocosingo, Altamirano 

and Las Margaritas had been occupied by the guerrilla army who called itself the Zapatista Army 

of National Liberation (EZLN) (see image 5, above). The Zapatista uprising began as an armed 

struggle against the Mexican federal army, against the ruling Revolutionary Institutional Party 

(PRI) and its leader Carlos Salinas de Gortari. Stated in their First Declaration of the Lacandón 

Jungle published in 1993, the General Command of the EZLN issued a call to the Mexican 

people to ‘Join the insurgent forces of the Zapatista National Liberation Army’ and help in the 

struggle for work, land, housing, food, healthcare, education, independence, freedom, 

democracy, justice and peace; and to help establish a government that would be free and 

democratic17. 

The EZLN issued a declaration of war that significantly did not put the ‘indigenous’ as a central 

part of their struggle but rather spoke more broadly of the poor and marginalised people of 

Mexico. Their language evidenced Marxist-Leninist revolutionary influences as they stated that 

their aims were to defeat the bourgeoisie politically, establish a system of social ownership of 

the means of production, and integrate the urban proletariat fight with the peasant and 

indigenous fight (Guerrero-Chiprés 200: 96, 109). 

                                                
16 Names have been changed for purposes of anonymity. However, this is not the case for all participants, as some actively demanded to be written under their own names. I 

elaborate this in detail throughout the methodological discussion in chapter 3. 

17 For a full list see the First Declaration of the Selva Lacandona  
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A particular point of dispute was the function of NAFTA. For the EZLN, NAFTA signified the 

potential destruction of the poor and marginalised people of Mexico. This is because the 

changes made to Article 27 paved the way for the incorporation of communal lands (ejidos18) to 

the urban land market in Mexico, and the Zapatistas saw this as putting their lands up for sale.  

Following Article 39 of the Mexican Constitution – which states that ‘National Sovereignty 

essentially and originally resides in the people. All political power emanates from the people and its 

purpose is to help the people. The people have, at all times, the inalienable right to alter or modify their 

form of government’ the Indigenous Revolutionary Clandestine Committee – General Command 

(CCRI-CG) of the EZLN issued the First Declaration of the Lacandón Jungle, titled ‘Today we say 

‘Ya Basta’!’ (Enough is enough), written as a Declaration of War. At this time the Zapatistas 

believed that the only way of opening a democratic space and countering the hegemonic power 

of the PRI was through armed struggle (Mentinis 2008: 9). The uprising thus began in the style 

of old Latin American revolutionary groups, and the fight between the EZLN and the Mexican 

military lasted for twelve days with contrasting documents counting somewhere between 207 

to over 450 deaths19. But, on January 12, a huge march in Mexico City, evidenced public 

support for the Zapatistas, pressuring Salinas’ government to find a solution to the violence, 

culminating in the announcement of a cease-fire to be followed by peace negotiations between 

the newly created ‘Commission for Peace and Reconciliation in Chiapas’ and the EZLN.  

                                                
18 Ejido is the name given to the traditional form of communal village land tenure. This system was largely replaced by the Spanish administrative systems throughout the 

colonisation process. During the Mexican Revolution,ejidos became a matter of debate amongst different factions, and after the Revolution, much of the rural countryside was 

divided into ejidos re-distributed amongs peasants and farmers.  For a more detailed account, see Knight, A. (1986) The Mexican Revolution, Lincoln and London: University of 

Nerbraska Press, pp. 422-425. 
19 Khasnabish documents that the Mexican National Human Rights commission counted 207 dead, whilst the Diocese of San Cristobal de las Casas reported 400 dead, and 

John Womack Jr. counting anywhere from 19 to 275 civilians, 12 Mexican army soldiers, more than 70 Neo-Zapatistas and 38 state police (2010: 11) 
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Peace Accords 

The shift from armed uprising, to non-violent movement was the first step in the 

transformation of the Zapatistas into ‘postmodern revolutionaries’. The communiqués issued 

by the EZLN in the days prior to, and after the cease-fire, described the violence and 

oppressive tactics of the Mexican military, they announced that they would fight with words 

and with ideas, because this would be the only way to ‘fight the army’s bullets. These 

communiqués denoted a discursive shift and they were seen as projecting a ‘new revolutionary 

movement: one which does not aim to take power, but simply to create a world in which 

people can live with dignity’ (Holloway and Peláez, 1998: 7). In a well known excerpt from one 

of Marcos’ communiqués to the Mexican government, this linguistic shift is noticeable; gone is 

the ‘Declaration of war’, and in its place is a proposed dialogue with civil society: 

‘What are we supposed to ask pardon for? What are they going to pardon us for? For 
not dying of hunger? For not being silent in our misery? For not having accepted humbly 
the giant historical burden of contempt and neglect? For having risen up in arms when 
we found all other roads blocked? … who should ask for pardon and who should grant 
it? Those who, for years and years, sat at a laden table and had their fill while death sat 
with us, so everyday, so ours that we stopped being afraid of it? Those who filled our 
pockets and our souls with declarations and promises? Or the dead, our dead, so 
mortally dead of ‘natural’ death, of measles, whooping cough, cholera, typhoid, tetanus, 
pneumonia, paludism and other gastrointeral and pulmonary delights?’20 

Marcos acknowledged this discursive shift, and added that it was not just their language that 

had changed but also, their military and political strategies. This change has been seen as one of 

their strengths, because their organisation is built upon the notions of ‘listening and speaking’. 

Therefore, when a dialogue was proposed, and people manifested their desire to end the 

violence, the Zapatistas responded by saying that ‘they listened’. Evidencing their influence from 

urban movements (FLN) they used military and political strategies stemming from movements 

                                                
20 Translation taken from Ponce de Leon (ed) (2001: 39) 
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of national liberation in the sixties, and to these they added an ‘indigenous ingredient’21. This 

instance of change is an important facet in analyses of the Zapatistas, and it is an element that 

fosters both critique and support, as I will elaborate throughout the next chapter in my reading 

of readings of the Zapatistas.  

In these first twelve days, it was possible to see elements that had influenced this Zapatista 

insurrection. First is the legacy and some of the elements of the Revolutionary Zapatistas who 

fought for communitarian and political autonomy and for the redistribution of land. Second, the 

emergence of an indigenous subject constituted as a ‘revolutionary subject’ through the 

(hi)stories of indigenous struggles, especially in Chiapas. Then are the urban intellectuals who 

experienced the student movement of 1968 and their aftermath. The dialogues between the 

EZLN and the government would evidence a further element constitutive of neozapatismo. The 

Zapatistas’ agreement to speak to the government’s envoy Camacho Solis was conditional on 

the talks being mediated by Bishop Samuel Ruiz Casas. Samuel Ruiz had been an important part 

in the EZLN’s early development and now he was again in the peace negotiations with the 

government. This dialogue took place in San Cristóbal de las Casas, Ruiz’s diocese. The 

dialogue between the EZLN and the government was unsuccessful, and on June 12, 1994 the 

CCRI-CG of the EZLN issued the Second Declaration of the Lacandón Jungle. Here, two 

distinct new themes can be observed: an emphasis on the national character of the movement, 

and the inclusion of ‘people and governments of the world’ into the dialogue. The neo-

Zapatista movement became a movement that included national civil society called on to 

                                                
21 Described in an interview with journalist and intellectual Carlos Monsivais and Hermann Bellinghausen, ‘Marcos 'gran interlocutor.' El diagolo persiste,’ interview with 

Subcomandante Marcos, La Jornada, 8 January 2001. The interview is also available at EZLN, http://www.ezln.org/entrevistas/ 20010108.es.html.  
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participate in a National Democratic Convention (CND) whose aim would be to establish a 

new constitution, and a different way of doing politics22. 

The National Democratic Convention (CND) took place in the Lacandón jungle, in an area re-

named Aguascalientes. This name alluded to the place where, in 1914, leaders of the Mexican 

revolution convened to discuss the future of the Revolution. It was through the CND that 

Marcos ‘became a revolutionary idol now targeted not only by the Mexican and US intelligence 

but by marketers and advertisers too’ (Mentinis, 2006: 14). This was to be the success of the 

convention: the propulsion of Marcos from the national into the international spotlight; and so, 

on January 1st, 1995, came the Third Declaration of the Lacandón Jungle where Marcos called on 

Mexican civil society to form a movement for national liberation, later consolidated as a 

political force in the Fourth Declaration of the Lacandón Jungle (on January 1st 1996) and was 

named the National Zapatista Liberation Front (FZLN following its Spanish initials). The FZLN 

was set up as an independent, civilian organisation whose aims, aligned to the EZLN, were for 

justice, freedom and democracy, through the formation of local, regional and state committees. 

As national support for the Zapatistas was very strong by 1996, the formation of the FZLN 

gave them an arm through which to disseminate the Zapatista message.  

By the end of 1995, civil society’s pressure on the government to address the conflict in 

Chiapas, led to continued negotiations and on February 16, 1996 the signing of the San Andrés 

Accords. In them, they highlighted the need to reform Article 27 of the constitution reiterating 

Emiliano Zapata’s commitment to return land ownership to those who work it. The EZLN 

                                                
22 The Second emphasises that this is not a new way but a different way: ‘We aren’t proposing a new world, but something preceding a new world: an antechamber looking 

into the new Mexico. In this sense, this revolution will not end in a new class, or group in power. It will end in a free and democratic space for political struggle born above the 

fetid cadaver of the state-party system and the tradition of fixed presidential successions. A new political relationship will be born based not in the confrontation of political 

organisations among themselves, but in the confrontation of their political proposals with different social classes’ (in Ponce de Leon, 2001: 46) 
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emphasized that this was crucial in creating mechanisms of sustainability for the indigenous 

people, so that their autonomy could be lived and recognised.   

Subcomandante Marcos had successfully transformed a Declaration of War into a ‘war with 

words’; that is, from the material use to the symbolic use of arms, thereby emphasising 

concepts like democracy, justice and humanity, and with an openness to dialogue with the 

government and ‘civil society’ (Mentinis 2008: 9). Subcomandante Marcos emerged as the 

‘interlocutor’ between these groups that by this time also included national and international 

media and NGOs (Guerrero-Chiprés, 2000: 89). Civil society’s strong opposition to the use of 

armed forces as a means to resolve the conflict in Chiapas made the government re-think its 

tactics, and they were pushed to use other means than the traditional repressive military tactics 

to silence the ‘indigenous Zapatistas’; at least in a visible way23. The emergence of a (unified) 

Mexican civil society was also beneficial to the EZLN who transformed ‘civil society’ into a 

political actor within their discourse. In Zapatista communiqués, a ‘Zapatista civil society’ 

emerged as a political actor seen as articulating a plethora of social, cultural and political 

identities, that function as a collective ‘we’ (Leyva Solano, 2009: 89).  

	  

Civil	  Society	  and	  Neozapatismo	  

One of the interesting aspects of the public presence of a ‘civil society’ in the days following the 

1994 uprising is that it changed the discourse and actions of both the EZLN and the 

government. In the First Declaration, the EZLN called on the ‘people of Mexico’ to join the 

military forces of the EZLN following their general command. The neo-Zapatista message of 

                                                
23 Many accounts suggest that the PRI government continued to use oppressive military forces, or low intensity warfare tactics. So, although their image to Mexican civil 

society and international observers was that they would resolve the issues in Chiapas in a non-violent way, it is certain that this was not completely true (Stephen, 2002) 
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national liberation and of oppression had resonated with many people, but their violent 

methods did not. ‘Civil society’ thus manifested itself against violence whilst at the same time 

recognising the legitimacy of Neo-Zapatista demands (Leyva-Solano and Sonnleitner 2000: 172).  

Civil society as a political actor became one of the transformative elements of the moment, 

one which was not planned, but which Zapatista discourse was quick to take in. The emergence 

of civil society as a unified actor was related to the effects that neoliberal policies were having 

in the everyday lives of people in Mexico. The economic crisis of 1980 (in Mexico), the opening 

up of markets to international corporations, and the reduction of state intervention in the 

economy, created many tensions between the political system and post-revolutionary 

corporate structures. This meant that society began to question more openly the relationship 

between society and the state, something that led to a crisis in the mechanisms of 

representation. By 1992, when much of the continent was celebrating the anniversary of the 

‘discovery’ of America, peasant organisations organised in protest denouncing that the 

revolutionary agreement was broken by and through Salinas’ project for modernisation. The 

Zapatista uprising evidenced the marginalisation and poverty in many sectors of society that 

had come as a consequence of these processes of modernisation; and civil society, already 

questioning the legitimacy of the state, responded positively to the Zapatista demand of a true 

electoral democracy, ending the PRI’s paternalistic rule substituting it with a new political and 

economic regime.  

Significantly, civil society’s involvement in the conflict pushed both the EZLN and the 

government to pursue non-violent means, something that became one of the transformative 

elements of the Zapatistas into ‘postmodern revolutionaries’. For example, in the days 

following the uprising, taking advantage of civil society’s opposition to violence, communiqués 

issued by the EZLN denounced the violence and oppressive tactics of the Mexican military, and 
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announced that they would counter with words and ideas, rather than with arms. This created 

a ‘new revolutionary movement: one which does not aim to take power, but simply to create a 

world in which people can live with dignity’ (Holloway and Peláez, 1998: 7).  

The EZLN’s Marxist discourse was quickly transformed into a discourse with more wide, 

civilian tones: about democracy, justice and dignity for all. In 1993 the First Declaration of the 

Lacandón Jungle states as one of their five main aims to  

‘form new troops with all those Mexicans who show interest in joining our struggle, 
including those who, being enemy soldiers, turn themselves in without having fought 
against us, and promise to take orders from the General Command of the Zapatista 
National Liberation Army.’ (General Command of the EZLN, in Ponce de León 2001: 
14-15).  

By the Second Declaration from the Lacandón Jungle, the discourse has shifted to address ‘civil 

society directly’:  

‘In December 1993 we said, “Enough!” On January 1, 1994, we called on the legislative 
and judicial powers to assume their constitutional responsibility and to restrain the 
genocidal policies that the federal executive imposes on our people. We base our 
constitutional right in the application of Article 39 of the Political Constitution of the 
United Mexican States: “National sovereignty essentially and originally resides in the 
people. All political power emanates from the people and its purpose is to help the 
people. The people have, at all times, the inalienable right to alter or modify their form 
of government.” The government responded to this call with a policy of extermination 
and lies. […] Another force, a force superior to any political or military power, 
imposed its will on the parties involved in the conflict. Civil society assumed the duty of 
preserving our country. It showed its disapproval of a massacre and it obliged us to hold a 
dialogue with the government. […] Our sovereignty resides in civil society. Only the people 
can alter or modify our government. It is to them that we address this Second Declaration 
from the Lacandón Jungle” (CCRI-CG in Ponce de León 2001: 44-45, my emphasis) 

The EZLN’s call to ‘civil society’ recognises its heterogeneity and gives it political power by 

placing them above or superior to ‘military or political power’. In this excerpt, civil society is 

characterised as being the foundation of government, and in this case, of the protection of 

Mexico. Importantly, the EZLN remains rather vague as to whom, or which groups constitute 

“Zapatismo civil”, and this is intentional. In this second declaration, two distinct new themes 
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can be observed. First is an emphasis on the national character of the movement. Second was 

the inclusion of ‘people and governments of the world’ into the dialogue. As national support 

for the Zapatistas was very strong by 1996, the FZLN became the organisation responsible for 

the dissemination of the Zapatista message, and acted as mediator between the EZLN and 

Zapatista support bases in Chiapas with civil society, as well as national and international 

organisations.  

Civil neozapatismo 

Having outlined the ways in which ‘civil society’ emerged as an important actor in 

neozapatismo, it is necessary to flesh out some more what is meant by the term ‘civil society’ 

in order that we may begin to think more critically and analytically about the ways that it is 

used. To frame civil neozapatismo, I borrow from the work of Leyva Solano and Sonnleitner 

(2000) who define “neozapatismo” as a contemporary social movement in Mexico 

characterised by expressing generalised motives of social discontent, and articulating a radical 

critique of the regime that causes such discontent. In their view neozapatismo is part of a wider 

set of new social movements in Mexico which they refer to as “coalitions of discontent”, that is 

movements that are inclusive and open to all ideologies and social classes, and having flexible 

organisational structures, organising in critique of political regimes (Esteva 1994: 48-49).  

Leyva Solano and Sonnleitner’s (2000) analysis of neozapatismo broadly follows the distinction 

made by Subcomandante Marcos who distinguished different social groupings that make up the 

wider Neo-Zapatista movement. Marcos distinguishes between “armed Zapatistas” – the 

politico-military structure (EZLN); a “civil Zapatismo” thought of as ‘organic’, made up of 

groups and organisations that become part of the Zapatista movement; and a “social 

Zapatismo” referring to the wider and more dispersed part of the movement.  
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As a means to integrate what Marcos describes as ‘civil’ and as ‘social’ Zapatismo, Leyva and 

Sonnleitner (2000) incorporate these into the wider notion of “civil neozapatismo”. Civil 

neozapatismo is characterised by four main factors: the social background of activists, their 

particular conception of socio-political change, their strategic objectives, and their technical 

means. Broadly speaking, they represent peasant and indigenous organisations, urban middle 

classes, and alternative or marginalised groups; they mobilise through decentralised webs - at 

local, regional, national and international levels, building strategic alliances with the EZLN. 

Strategically they advocate the use of non-commercial media.  

In other words, civil neozapatismo can be analysed by looking at three axes. First, is the spatial 

dimension that identifies different levels of action as local, regional, national and international, 

looking at the ways in which these interconnect. Second is an organisational dimension that 

traces how different organisations develop distinct objectives, use divergent strategies and 

tactics. The third dimension looks at the identity of its members, revealing the wide socio-

cultural diversity of neozapatismo (Leyva Solano and Sonnleitner 2000: 174).  

In the combination of these analytical axes, Leyva Solano and Sonnleitner (2000) argue that 

there are five discernable ‘ideal types’ of civil neozapatismo understood as: agrarian 

neozapatismo, democratic/electoral neozapatismo, indianist/autonomist neozapatismo, 

revolutionary/alternative neozapatismo, and international/antineoliberal neozapatismo (2000: 

175-196). Through this analytical framework the authors seek to highlight the contingent, 

multifacetic and polysemic character of civil neozapatismo. This framework also allows us to 

look at the complex dynamics between the peasant indigenous movement of Chiapas and the 

Mexican government at both state and federal levels, as well as the intersection of these with 

other sectors of Mexican and international civil society (Leyva Solano and Sonnleitner 2000: 

171).  
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International	  Zapatismo	  

‘Many words walk in the world. Many worlds are made. Many worlds make us. There 
are words and worlds that are lies and injustices. There are words and worlds that are 
truths and truthful. We make true words. We have been made from true words. In the 
world of the powerful there is no space for anyone but themselves and their servants. 
In the world we want, everyone fits. We want a world in which many worlds fit. The 
nation that we construct is one where all communities and languages fit’. 
(Subcomandante Marcos in Ponce de Leon, 2001: 80 my emphasis) 

In the previous section, I argued that one of the main factors in transforming the Zapatista 

uprising into neozapatismo was the involvement of civil society. As I explored, individuals, 

groups and organisations from different and often opposing sectors of society organised either 

in support of the Zapatistas or to work directly and collaborate with the EZLN and Zapatista 

communities. Using Leyva Solano and Sonnleitner’s (2000) analysis of neozapatismo, I 

highlighted three axis of analysis: spatial, organisational and identitarian. Thinking of 

neozapatismo through this analytical framework allows us to account for the polysemic, 

multifaceted and contingent character of civil neozapatismo. This prioritises a methodological 

focus on types of connections rather than focusing the analysis on individual groups and 

organisations. Said differently, neozapatismo broadens the meaning of solidarity, in a way that is 

different to other new social movements. I want to look in more depth at this broadening of 

solidarity. I mentioned earlier that Mexican civil society became an active part of neozapatismo 

through the ways in which it intervened between the EZLN and the Mexican government, but 

what earned it the label of ‘postmodern’ was its international reach. This is what I refer to, 

following Thomas Olesen (2005) as ‘International Zapatismo’, an inspiration and paradigm for a 

new form of solidarity, highlighting he way that activists have adopted, adapted and linked up to 

the Zapatistas’ campaigns for radical democracy and against neoliberalism.  
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The 1994 uprising somewhat surprisingly attracted the attention and support of national and 

international media, NGO members, the Red Cross, journalists and photographers from 

around the world (Mentinis, 2006: 11). As one observer commented ‘up until the first day 

there were no gringos in San Cristóbal, but after the visit by the guerrilleros they sprout like 

mushrooms. They say they are journalists and they queue by the hotel telephone to 

communicate their ‘reports’ to their countries’24. Mexican civil society emerged as an important 

actor and in the first days of the conflict demanding an end to the violence. People organised 

peace camps, accompanied people and visited communities collaborating with international and 

national NGOs as well as Catholic followers of liberation theology (Earle and Simonelli 2006: 

119). As Zapatista popularity grew, organisations were able to use their already established 

networks to report on militarization and violence in Chiapas area. Parallelly, already established 

anti-NAFTA networks began the work of translating and disseminating information on and 

about the Zapatistas, as well as Zapatista messages, letters and declarations (Cleaver 1998).  

The Zapatistas recognised ‘international civil society’ as an important actor in the construction 

of the movement. International support equally took different forms: from ‘advocacy networks’ 

who sent material support, to groups and individuals who travelled to Chiapas so as to take 

part in Zapatista initiatives. Perhaps the most important initiative in consolidating international 

Zapatismo, is the 1996 ‘First Intergalactic Encounter for Humanity and against Neoliberalism’ 

held in the Zapatista autonomous town of La Realidad in August 1996. Activists, intellectuals, 

journalists, indigenous people, Zapatistas all gathered in La Realidad to discuss ways in which to 

organise in countering neoliberalism and the expansion of governmental trade organisations. 

The encuentro was supported by a plethora of famous faces that helped propel the movement 

globally; among them Eduardo Galeano, Yvon LeBot, Danielle Mitterrand and Alain Touraine, as 
                                                
24 ‘Hasta el primer día no había gringos en San Cristóbal, pero tras la visita de los guerrilleros brotan como hongos. Dicen ser periodistas y hacen cola en el teléfono del hotel 

para comunicar a su país amplios ‘reportes’.’ Full note available in Spanish at http://www.bibliotecas.tv/chiapas/ene94/01ene94i.html 
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well as José Saramago and Susan Sontag; along with celebrities like Oliver Stone and musicians 

including Rage Against the Machine, the Indigo Girls and Manu Chao amongst many others. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the closing lines of the encuentro, Marcos reiterated,  

‘the human and rebel voice, consulted on the five continents in order to become a 
network of voices and resistance, continues […] We declare (first) that we will make a 
collective network of all our particular struggles and resistances, and intercontinental 
network of resistance against neoliberalism, an intercontinental network of resistance 
for humanity, This intercontinental network of resistance, recognising differences and 
acknowledging similarities, will try to find itself in resistances around the world. […] 
This intercontinental network of resistance is not an organising structure; it has no 
central head or decision maker; it has no central command or hierarchies. We are the 
network, all of us who resist. (Second) That we will make a network of communication 
among all our struggles and resistances, against neoliberalism and for humanity. This 
network will attempt to create channels so that words may flow to all paths that resist. 

Image	  6	  -‐ Subcomandante 
Marcos with film director 

Oliver Stone in 1996. 
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Image	  7	  -‐ Subcomandante Marcos 
with what is said to be film director 

Oliver Stone in 1996 – because of the 
clothes he is wearing (same as in the 

previous photo) 
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It will be the medium by which distinct resistances communicate with one another […]’ 
(Subcomandante Marcos in Ponce de León 2001: 117). 

Marcos actively called on international civil society to become an active part of neozapatismo 

assembling a global network of resistance against neoliberal globalisation. This 

internationalization of Zapatismo had two significant consequences: the solidification of 

alternative media forms (i.e. Indymedia) and flows of communication, and the solidification of 

alter-globalisation movements who moved away from traditional organisational tactics like 

‘movement identity’, to being about a common goal ‘resistance for dignity’. Support groups in 

solidarity with the Zapatistas were established in France, Spain, Italy, Denmark, Switzerland, 

Belgium, Germany and the United States.  

Whilst the International Encuentros were putting the spotlight onto Chiapas, the government 

was nonetheless trying to keep the movement under wraps; in a 1997 visit to Nicaragua then 

president Ernesto Zedillo assured publicly that the Zapatista movement was ‘insignificant’, and 

that ‘problems in the region had been addressed’. However, a few days later, on 22 December 

1997, the Tzotzil community of Acteal was attacked leaving 45 men, women and children 

people dead, and displaying signs of severe violence, now referred to as the Acteal Massacre. It 

is believed that the massacre was carried out by a paramilitary group consisting of 60 

indigenous priistas (supporters of the PRI), dressed in black uniforms, armed with machetes and 

AK-47 assault rifles (Mentinis, 2006: 20). The violence displayed by the paramilitary forces 

renewed public interest in to the conflict in Chiapas and international civil society continued to 

pressure for a resolution.  

	  

The	  Zapatour	  
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The new millennium brought elections to Mexico and with it not only the future of the country 

but also of the EZLN. The conflict in Chiapas had somewhat been overshadowed by the 

student protests at the National University (UNAM), whose students went on strike in April 

1999 and were still going strong into the new year. In February, Zedillo ordered the 

preventative police (PFP) to occupy the University in order to mount pressure on the students 

with some positive results. For the Zapatistas, the student protests became a vehicle through 

which to critique the politics and policies of the leftist PRD (Democratic Revolutionary Party). 

When the July 2nd elections came, it was the former CEO of Coca-Cola, Vicente Fox, who 

emerged as the new president; and he promised to solve the Chiapas conflict ‘in 15 minutes’.  

The Fox administration did not meet that promise, and in 2001 the Zapatistas began the ‘March 

for Indigenous Dignity, the March of the Colour of the Earth’, travelling from San Cristóbal de 

las Casas to Mexico City. The EZLN toured 28 states of Mexico, meeting with other 

indigenous groups and social movements demanding the ratification of the COCOPA bill25 to 

be entered into the constitution. They returned to Chiapas awaiting the results of the vote in 

Congress, who on 25 April announced changes to the constitution in relation to indigenous 

rights, which were rejected by the EZLN and the Indigenous National Congress (CNI). As a 

result, the EZLN decided to stop all negotiations and all dialogue, and retreated back to their 

bases. It would be over a year before another communiqué would come from the mountains of 

the Mexican southeast.  

	  

Retreat	  to	  the	  Jungle	  	  

                                                
25 The COCOPA bill was issued by the legislature’s Harmony and Peace Commission, comprised of legislators from the four most powerful political parties (PRI, PAN, PRD 

and PT). Taking the mot relevant aspects of the San Andrés Accord signed between the EZLN and the government in 1996, it recognises that Indigenous people are a part of 

Mexico; that is, whilst they have their own forms of social and political organisation, they have a right to be both Indigenous and Mexicans. This also means that they should 

have representatives in Congress, in particular to balance decisions that pertain to indigenous villages and peoples.  
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After 2001, the Zapatistas seemed to retreat from the public sphere. Whereas before they 

published letters and communiqués regularly, they now looked to rebuild inwards, in their own 

communities in Chiapas. This relative silence signified for many Mexicans that the Zapatista 

strategy had largely failed. One prominent explanation was that the Zapatistas had imagined the 

‘real Mexico’ as an indigenous nation, overlooking the complex hybridity of Mexican culture 

(García Canclini, 2001). This retreat from public view did not, however, mean that the 

movement had disbanded. In those years of relative silence disillusioned by the government’s 

lack of commitment, the Zapatistas returned to Chiapas to develop their autonomous 

communities following indigenous social and political practices. In 2003 they transformed 

Zapatista municipalities known as Municipos Autónomos Rebeldes Zapatistas (MAREZ 

following its Spanish initials), into Zapatista caracoles in order to transform the relationship 

between communities, the EZLN and outside actors. This discussion forms the basis of chapter 

four, where I develop in more detail the structural changes brought by the dissolution of the 

MAREZ and establishment of caracoles. The result of this work formed the basis for the Sixth 

Declaration of the Lacandón Jungle (La Sexta), published in June 2005. This set out a renewed 

manifesto entitled the Other Campaign in which they imagine Other Politics through Other players 

that has both continuity and rupture with previous Zapatista manifestos. In La Sexta the EZLN 

announces an explicitly far-reaching political force through the creation of a Left, anti-capitalist 

group which the Zapatistas will be a part of. The aim of La Sexta is to rebuild Mexico from 

below and from the left, elaborating a new constitution, in other words, another kind of politics 

(Hernández Navarro in Subcomandante Marcos, 2006: 13, 21). 

On January 1st, 2006, twelve years after their initial uprising, the EZLN launched its Other 

Campaign as a national campaign for building another way of doing politics (Mentinis, 2006)26. 

                                                
26 See chapter four for my account and analysis of the Sixth Declaration of the Lacandona Jungle and the Other Campaign.  
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Significantly, the Other Campaign looked to expand the scope of the radical politics of 

recognition by linking marginalised resistance groups into a movement of others.  

 

Conclusion	  

In this chapter I have set the wider context of the Zapatista uprising by highlighting some of the 

key moments that have influenced and led to the development of a neo-Zapatista ideology. I 

began by looking at how the EZLN draws on the parallel narrative of Indian subjugation and 

Indian resistance in order to construct a Zapatista subject as ‘indigenous rebel’.  It is indigenous 

insofar as it is the ‘original inhabitant of the land’, and Zapatista because it can also be mestizo 

and Mexican. I then looked at the influence the Mexican Revolution, and in particular Emiliano 

Zapata, have in the construction of neozapatismo. In particular through demanding the 

restitution of communal lands, and in constituting grievances, memberships and objectives at 

the level of the community. From here I developed the emergence of the National Liberation 

Front, the group of urban intellectuals who, informed by the legacy of the 1968 student 

movements in Mexico formed a group whose aim would be to establish a people’s republic 

with a socialist government. The group’s leaders, Cesar and Fernando Yáñez would become the 

founding members of the EZLN who travelled to Chiapas in order to organise and train a 

revolutionary group. It was in the jungle of Chiapas where Sebastián Guillén emerged as 

Subcomandante Marcos, and the EZLN transformed into indigenous Zapatistas. In other words, 

it is here that the Marxist-Leninist ideology, and Guevarist conception of revolution met with 

Mayan cosmology and ways of life hybridizing into an altogether different movement.  

In order to explain this ‘new’ movement, the chapter continues by outlining the main tenets of 

neozapatismo. In particular it highlights the emergence of ‘civil society’ as central to its 
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transformation, because civil society operated between the Zapatistas and the state. ‘Civil 

neozapatismo’ articulated a radical critique of the neoliberal regime, and significantly for 

theorisations, it included different sectors of society and different organisations in a single 

movement for transformation. Such movements connected transnationally, giving rise to 

‘international Zapatismo’ (Olesen 2005), which became the paradigm for a new form to 

solidarity that I discuss towards the end of the chapter. The chapter closes by setting the 

context for my empirical research. The failure of the Mexican government to meet EZLN’s 

demands led to a series of protests followed by the Zapatistas’ retreat into the jungle, where 

they begun to build autonomous communities in 2003. The success of these communities, 

according to the EZLN, is what led to the publication of the Sixth Declaration of the Lacandón 

Jungle setting a new social and political project of collective autonomy. This project was 

promoted by the Other Campaign, which is where my empirical work begins.  

In the following chapter I set the theoretical framework that informs my thesis. I focus on how 

the Zapatistas are ‘read’ as building a new social and political project through their 

radicalisation of notions of ‘democracy, justice and liberty’. 
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Chapter	  Two	  |	  Reading	  the	  Neo-‐Zapatistas	  critically:	  radical	  democracy,	  autonomy	  

and	  nationalism	  

‘The Zapatistas have best captured the paradoxes and hopes 

 of the postmodern age with the slogan ‘one world with room for many worlds’. 

(Roger Burbach, Globalization and Postmodern Politics, 2001: 13) 

 

‘For Marx, revolutions are the locomotive of history. But perhaps things are  

different. Perhaps revolutions are the way by which humanity,  

that travels on this train, pulls the emergency brake.’  

(Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project, 2002 [1975])  

	  

Introduction	  

In chapter one I outlined that this thesis is situated in the moment of the Other Campaign in 

Mexico and the United States of America (USA). It focuses on the construction of spaces of 

otherness and how Zapatista ideas and ideals of political and social organisation are interpreted 

and experienced in people’s everyday lives. In order to situate this research, I identified two 

distinct areas of neozapatismo where my analysis will intervene. These are mediated online 

spaces, where images, and information about the Zapatistas flow, and material embodied 

spaces, that is, the physical spaces where Zapatista practices take place. My research examines 

how the neo-Zapatistas’ construction of an ‘indigenous identity’ led to the construction of a 

‘neo-Zapatista identity’, which in turn, embodied a new social and political project of social 

resistance without violence. Furthermore, my research explores the implications of 

neozapatismo being a movement for national transformation. 
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As I will explore throughout this chapter, it is the concepts and ideas of neozapatismo, 

embodied in their ideal of a ‘world where many worlds fit’27 that translated a seemingly local 

and localised movement into the global discourse of anti-systemic or alter-globalisation 

movements. However, as I will show, conceptualisations and theorisation of the Zapatistas as 

agents of global transformation from below have tended to be uncritical and romanticise 

Zapatista practices and ways of life. Importantly, as I will develop in this chapter, existing 

research on the Zapatistas does not adequately account for the fact that the Zapatista project 

is one of national transformation; nor analyse in any depth the contradictions and conflicts that 

arise from ignoring the national dimension of neozapatismo. Moreover, although in some 

academic literature the conflicts between indigenous and non-indigenous peasants in Chiapas 

have been accounted for,28 these are explained, uncritically, by pointing the finger at the policies 

of the PRI government claiming that the government is responsible for intimidating campesinos 

to join the Zapatistas. Non-academic accounts, in particular from activists, glaze over many of 

these tensions through arguing that, ‘well that’s just Mexico’ (field notes 4/4/2006).  

By assessing the ways in which people interpret and experience neozapatismo in the everyday, 

with the conflicts and contradictions that arise, this thesis questions whether the Zapatistas 

real power lies in its symbolic imaginary that offers an idea of global transformation ‘from 

below’. In other words, the lack of significant change or transformation in the everyday realities 

of the ‘Mexican people’ evidences that the Zapatista project of national transformation has in 

some ways been unsuccessful.  Yet, as will be shown, for all of its failure to radically transform 

                                                
27 The concept of ‘a world where many worlds fit’ emerged from the Fourth Declaration of the Lacandona Jungle, published in January 1996 (http://palabra.ezln.org.mx/). It is 

worth noting that this also coincided with the creation of the National Neo-Zapatista Liberation Front, an organisation defined as pacific and civil, independent and democratic, 

Mexican and national, that fights fro justice in Mexico. This was intended to build a political force that would contain different people of Mexico (teachers, indigenous people, 

students, women, peasants, etcetera), and in doing so, presenting an image of a political project that incorporates all these small ‘worlds’ and therefore ‘a world where many 

worlds fit’.  

28 See, for example Lynn Stephen, 1997; Jan Rus, Xochitl Leyva Solano, Shannan Mattiace, Rosalva Aida Hernandez (2002) in Una nueva idea de nación: autonomía indígena en 

México. Some of this literature is discussed in the last section of this chapter which deals with Anthropological literature on the Neo-Zapatistas.  
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the ‘Mexican people’, the Zapatistas have been used, and continue to be used, by the academic 

and non-academic Left, to articulate ideas of and about new forms of organisation and 

movement that arise in the age of information (Castells, 1998; Leyva Solano 2010). They have 

also become an important symbol amongst activists as many of their slogans have now become 

banners of anti-capitalist struggle. In many ways, one of the greatest strengths of the Zapatista 

project is that it has led to a new understanding of activism and social movements that is no 

longer about identity politics, nor uniting under a single cause, such as for ‘the environment’ or 

‘gender politics’. Rather, what the Zapatistas offer is a radical way of imagining and enacting 

mobilisation, through the collectivisation of groups into a struggle against neoliberal 

globalisation.  

In this chapter I situate my work within literatures and debates on Zapatismo that give 

particular attention to the radicalisation of ‘democracy’ and ‘autonomy’ in Zapatista discourse 

and praxis to develop the theoretical rational for my research questions. Theorizing 

neozapatismo is problematic, not least because of its continuous transformation. Academic 

theories have sought to explain, support, and ‘unmask’ aspects of the sometimes contradictory 

and elusive neo-Zapatista discourse and praxis. The refusal of neozapatismo to ‘define’ itself 

politically has led to a plethora of ‘readings’. Consequently, within analyses on both the 

discourse and praxis of the movement, the Zapatistas appear under labels such as 

‘revolutionaries’, ‘postmodern guerrillas’, ‘armed reformists’, and ‘social democrats’ (Mentinis 

2006: 31). It is beyond the scope of this chapter to exhaust all the possible readings of 

neozapatismo. Rather, it seeks to set out the broader theoretical context through which the 

Zapatistas, as a social and political movement, are theorised. By doing this, my main purpose is 

to identify two common problems characterising these readings. The first is the uncritical 

approach that often results in the idealisation of the movement and prevents a critical reflexive 
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process of its practices and ideological tenets. The second is a decontextualisation of the 

movement which results in a lack of discussion of the subjectivity and the everyday of the 

movement.  

I begin by looking at the ways in which Zapatismo was theorised from its inception as a 

‘postmodern’ movement, focusing on ‘readings’ of Zapatismo as radical. I discuss how analyses 

locate this radical transformation in Zapatista discourse, and in the practices of Zapatista 

communities. I then move on to assess Laclau and Mouffe inspired readings of neozapatismo, 

who regard Zapatista notions of ‘democracy, justice and liberty’ as being radicalised by 

Zapatista discourse. In doing so, the Zapatistas are considered to develop a novel project of 

radical and social transformation. The radicalisation of notions of democracy, justice and liberty 

are seen as being enacted through the establishment of autonomous self-government in 

Zapatista communities, in their practice of mandar obedeciendo (govern by obeying), and 

through the radicalisation of the concept of power. I continue my discussion of different 

‘readings’ of neozapatismo by looking at autonomist Marxist perspectives whose focus is on the 

way in which neozapatismo makes a critique of capitalist development, by showing the 

conditions of poverty and oppression that it produces. Importantly, they read neozapatismo as 

a struggle, not for power, but against it. In order to do this, they leave aside traditional 

revolutionary rhetoric (‘socialism’, ‘vanguard,’ ‘proletariat’) and instead using categories like 

‘democracy’, ‘justice’, ‘freedom’, and ‘dignity’. These readings recognise however that there is a 

central dichotomy that makes part of the Zapatista discourse and that is ‘for humanity against 

neoliberalism’ – as epitomised in the Intergalactic Encuentro for Humanity and Against 

Neoliberalism in 1996. The struggle against neoliberalism is not about taking power, but about 

building another world, and this is credited with marking a radical break with the traditions of 

the revolutionary and non-revolutionary Left, this is what makes a ‘new revolution’ (Holloway 
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1998: 4). Significantly however, the Zapatistas aim to challenge neoliberalism through reforms 

to the state, situating themselves in defence of the Mexican nation. The chapter thus concludes 

by framing ‘the nation’ and ‘the state’ in the context of neozapatismo. 

 

From	  ‘traditional’	  to	  ‘postmodern’	  fighters	  

When the EZLN exploded onto the national and transnational political stage, for many people 

they seemed to “come out of nowhere”. This is not surprising given that the business elite was 

fearful that knowledge of a rebel group in Chiapas would derail NAFTA negotiations 

(Khasnabish, 2010: 62). So, when the masked Zapatistas emerged, many questions arose as to 

their origins, their ideology and ultimately, their goals.  

But what seemed to begin as a ‘traditional’ revolutionary movement had quickly transformed 

itself into a different kind of movement, in the Zapatistas’ own words, into a war with words 

and not weapons. Importantly, the EZLN made use of new information technologies to 

disseminate their messages and experiences, and to connect with sympathisers worldwide. The 

changing organisational forms brought by new information technologies also meant that 

information on and about the Zapatistas circulated without their direct involvement. The 

Zapatistas were thus waging a war of ‘ink and internet’ (Hernández Navarro 2009), and this 

resonated with academics and non-academics from the Left who read the Zapatistas as 

constructing new and innovative form of activism and mobilisation enabled by information and 

communication technologies. Such new forms of mobilisation and activism emerged as a way to 

challenge neoliberal democracy; at a time when it seemed that resistance movements in Latin 
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America had faded away.29 The Zapatistas became the favourite cause of the global Left, and in 

their intentional avoidance of a concrete social and political project has been read as one of its 

strengths and part of what makes it ‘postmodern’ (Burbach, 2001: 116-144).  

As I outlined throughout the introduction, the Zapatista movement has been largely credited 

with being the movement that kick-started the anti-globalisation movement (Lynd and 

Grubacic, 2008: 6). Living the consequences of neoliberal economic policy promoted by 

NAFTA, the Zapatistas exposed social inequalities and proposed a new strategy for change. At 

the time of the uprising, it seemed like the EZLN was employing the Marxists strategy of taking 

control by seizing state power through military means. But Marcos was quick to declare that 

they did not see themselves as a vanguard part nor did they want to take control of the state, 

“Yes, the moment has come to say to everyone that we neither want nor are able to, 
to occupy the place that some hope we will occupy, the place from which all opinions 
come, all the answers, all the routes, all the truth. We are not going to do that.” 
(Marcos quoted in Lynd and Grubacic, 2008: 8) 

From the beginning the EZLN has tried to avoid political classification, by creating a hybrid 

political identity. Lynd and Grubacic (2008) document an encounter they had with a woman 

named Teresa Ortiz in Chiapas, who spoke to them of Zapatismo. Teresa spoke of three 

sources of Zapatismo. First, is the craving for land – something that comes from the heritage of 

Emiliano Zapata – as is evidenced in their name. A second source is liberation theology, 

particularly through the influence of bishop Samuel Ruiz who introduced and promoted the 

idea of “tomar conciencia” (“taking conscience” (or consciousness)). And the third component 

according to Teresa Ortiz is the Mayan tradition of mandar obedeciendo, to “lead by obeying”. 

In my research I encountered similar stories, and found that Zapatismo is “made-up” of these 

                                                
29 See David Slater (ed) 1994, Latina American Perspectives special issues on social movements in Latin America. Contributions in the journal reflect the emergence of 

resistance movements in the earli 1990s as a response to neoliberal policies in Latin America.  
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three components. But there is a further component which is also very important to 

Zapatismo, and that is Marcos. As the ‘spokesperson’ of the EZLN, Marcos represents the 

ideas and ideals of Zapatismo, he writes the communiqués and speaks for the Zapatistas. In 

doing so, he is part of creating Zapatismo. This is evident in two distinct ways; the first is the 

influences of Marxist-Leninist thought, Guevarist ideology, and Althusserian and Gramscian 

philosophies.30 The second is the role of media – materially and symbolically - in constructing 

neozapatismo. 

	  

Radical	  Democracy	  

Radical democracy, contend Laclau and Mouffe (1985), is the best route towards progressive 

social change for the Left, because radical democracy appropriates the most progressive 

moments of the liberal democratic, anti-racist, anti-sexist, anti-homophobic and 

environmentalist traditions (Smith, 1998: 6). Said differently, radical politics proposes to extend 

democracy beyond its liberal democratic origins to include difference.  Thus, for Laclau and 

Mouffe (1985), the ‘democratic revolution’ is more than the product or result of a series of 

historical events, but rather, a condition of possibility for the radicalisation of social resistance. 

Resistance becomes political in the sense that it begins to oppose not only a specific instance of 

domination, but to put an end to the entire structure of subordination itself (Laclau and Mouffe 

1985: 152-3). For Laclau and Mouffe (1985) antagonism is discursively or symbolically 

constructed, and there are two types of social antagonism: popular and democratic. Popular 
                                                
30 Rafael Sebastián Gullén Vicente, in his thesis uses an Althusserian approach to critique the Mexican education system. Full details can be found in Guillén Vicente, Rafael 

Sebastián. Filosofía y Educación: prácticas discursivas y prácticas ideológicas, sujeto y cambios históricos en libros de texto oficiales para la educación primaria en Méxco. BA 

Thesis. Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, 1980, Print. The influences of Gramsci’s work on ‘civil society’, Guevarist ideas of revolution in Latin American, and a 

Marxist critique of labour and class are evident in the wide body of literary work of Subcomandante Marcos. Notable examples can be found in Conant, J. (2010) A Poetics of 

Resistance: The Revolutionary Public Relations of the Neo-Zapatista Insurgency Oakland, Edinburgh: AK Press 
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antagonism involves the simplification of social spaces into two opposing camps. Democratic 

antagonisms on the other hand recognise the increasing complexity of the social world and 

divide only minor social spaces (Mentinis 2008: 43).  As Mentinis (2008) explains, ‘left-wing 

hegemony can only be established if the floating signifiers of ‘liberty’ and ‘equality’ are fixed 

within a democratic discourse through a multiplication of social spaces’ (2008: 39). And 

furthermore, left-wing hegemony must unite all the struggles to create a nodal point on the 

basis of radical and plural democracy (Townshend 2002).   

This means that, for Laclau and Mouffe (1985), resistance is discursively constructed. And a 

discourse of resistance becomes politicised insofar as the discourse is reappropriated and 

contextualised into new meanings. This discursive transformation is illustrated by their 

differentiation between relations of subordination and relations of oppression. In the former, 

the individual is subordinated to another, but that individual does not see this as something that 

blocks her from fully realizing her identity. In the latter case, the individual is also subjected to 

the will of another, but in this case recognises that this relation of subordination stops her from 

realizing her full identity (Smith 1998: 7-8). It thus follows that the subordinated agent becomes 

radicalised only when ‘she finds a compelling account for her condition, provides her with the 

critical tools that she needs to join with others in constructing an alternative world, and shows 

her how the entire subordinating structure might be overthrown through collective struggle.’ 

(Smith 1998: 8). It is precisely the radicalised interpretation of the principles of liberty and 

equality that can interrupt relations of subordination.  

Radical discourse thereby creates the discursive conditions in which even the most normalised 

forms of subjection can be viewed as illegitimate and the elimination of subordination can be 

imagined (Smith 1998:  8).  Radical democratisation must also involve the elimination of the 

structural relations of oppression – such as sexism, racism and homophobia – that are often 
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combined with class relations in many complicated ways. In a radical democratic society, there 

would be equal access not only to the material resources necessary for self-development but 

also to meaningful participation in social, cultural political and economic decision-making. The 

radical democratic society however also needs to establish political solidarity at a transnational 

level in order to challenge the structural relations of oppression that develop transnationally.  

We can follow radical democratic theory approaches in many left-academic works on 

Zapatismo, some of which I will outline in the following section. Such readings ground their 

analysis on the idea that Zapatismo provoked ‘new imaginations of the political amongst a 

diversity of activists, a process which has in turn served to lay the groundwork for the 

articulation of new forms of radical political action’ (Khasnabish, 2007: 516). This means that 

people not only related to and supported the struggle of the indigenous peasants of Chiapas, or 

the indigenous people of Mexico, but that they found that those struggles resonated with their 

own struggles (Muñoz Ramírez, 2008). As Smith (1998) has argued, for the radical democratic 

project to develop, ‘what is needed is a theory of social structures and identity formation that 

explores the complex ways in which the multiple forms of exploitation and oppression 

intersect, overlap, combine together, shape one another and contradict one another’ (Smith 

1998: 40). 

The EZLN is credited with taking a radical approach to the practice of politics, through the 

radicalisation of notions of ‘democracy’ as well as radicalising the practice of politics through a 

practice of mandar obedeciendo, and a different conceptualisation of autonomy. In these 

‘readings’ Zapatista slogans such as ‘globalization from below’, ‘a world where many worlds fit’, 

‘govern by obeying’, ‘ya basta!’, ‘walking we ask’ are credited with making innovative and radical 

use of pre-existent indigenous social and political practices, Marxist-Leninist revolutionary 

rhetoric as well as Mexican symbolism to imagine different and radical worlds (Khasnabish, 
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2007: 217). As Mentinis puts it, the Zapatista political discourse is ‘an amalgam of what can be 

called urban constructed postmodern discourse and an indigenous pre-modern shamanistic 

discourse –with liberal, social-democratic, socialist and anarcho-utopian elements’ (2008: 102) 

that has managed to incite the revolutionary imaginary and involve people all over the world. 

 

Radical Zapatismo 

Alex Khansnabish’s (2010) Zapatistas ‘reads’ Zapatismo as a rebel political philosophy and 

practice that emerges out of the lived reality within which it is situated: from the social, cultural 

and political space of Chiapas, where it replaces Marxist dogma with indigenous realities 

(Khasnabish, 2010: 69, 81). In the closing lines of his book, Khasnabish concludes that the rebel 

influence of Zapatismo will not be found in the symbolic power that the label “Zapatista” 

conveys, but in its practice, in the creation of ‘a new kind of politics rooted in the formation of 

new kinds of relationships and new kinds of spaces and practices which embody the principles 

of inclusivity, democracy, dignity and hope’ (Khasnabish 2010: 203). For Khasnabish, Zapatismo 

functions as rebel praxis because it embodies and seeks to provoke entirely new ways of 

thinking about practicing political possibility. Indeed, he argues that Zapatismo has resonated 

with activists engaged in alter-globalisation, anti-capitalist and social justice struggles because of 

the fundamentally rhizomatic character of Zapatismo’s ‘transnational resonance’. 

This notion of rhizome is taken from Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari (1987), who take the 

botanical notion of rhizome, to describe a new way of thinking about realities because the 

rhizome, composed of ‘dimensions, or rather directions in motion’ has no essential essence, 

rather, it changes as the relations that comprise it change (Deleuze and Guattari 1987: 21). 

Khasnabish argues that the notion of rhizome ‘provides a new way of thinking about such 
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phenomena as social movements and the imagination’ (2009: 29) because it offers a metaphor 

through which to ‘consider the indirect, informal, unanticipated, and unpredictable dimensions 

of social movement activity. What the notion of the rhizome encourages is a remapping of how 

social movements and their organizations fit together, how they interrelate, and with what 

consequences’ (Khasnabish 2009: 30).  

In other words, transnationalised Zapatismo is rhizomatic, according to Khasnabish, because 

the experience of Zapatismo has been shaped by dynamics that expand beyond concrete 

struggles in Zapatista communities, and beyond Subcomandante Marcos’ eloquence and literary 

flare. Beyond these actors, the experience of Zapatismo ‘has also been shaped by the actors 

who have taken up the challenge of communicating it, the technologies employed to 

disseminate it, and the desires, needs, and socio-political realities of those who have received it’ 

(Khasnabish 2009: 30). In order to understand how meanings are produced and communicated 

it is imperative to have an analytical perspective that allows for complexity and that recognizes 

political encounters as sites of radical possibility, ‘which in turn are capable of generating their 

own rhizomatic encounters and effects’ (Khasnabish 2009: 32).  

Zapatista notions of ‘justice’, ‘democracy’ and ‘freedom’, their demand for dignity and 

autonomy, and their practices of ‘good government’ have been interpreted in different ways. 

Rather that critiquing Zapatista discourse for being vague, Khasnabish argues that by using 

labels undefined, meaning becomes contextualized, such that Zapatista ideas can be used in 

relation to the lived realities constituting different terrains of struggle, and ‘they serve as points 

of rhizomatic connection among collectives, individuals, and imaginations’ (2009: 32). The 

discourse of democracy is radicalised by individuals not just to participate in the political 

system, but also to actually determine ‘the nature’ it. More specifically, direct democracy is 

about invoking poder popular (people power) by applying direct participation in all levels of 
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society involving collective and inclusive decision-making practices (Ballesteros Corona and 

Cunninghame, 1998: 17). In other words, the Zapatistas radicalise the notion of democracy by 

prioritizing collective action over institution; “freedom” is used to mean autonomy and self-

determination. This desire and need for autonomy implies the right to self-organise according 

to the needs, customs and practices of the immediate local community; rather than to submit 

to a form of government formerly imposed by the centralized nation-state and now by the 

global interests of neoliberal capital (Ballesteros Corona and Cunninghame, 1998: 17). In the 

context of Chiapas, this means indigenous autonomy and self-determination within the confines 

of the Mexican national territory.  

Neozapatismo is seen to radicalise the democratic discourse by mixing indigenous practices of 

community organising, together with the Zapatista critique of global neoliberalism.31 In the 

words of Luis Hernández Navarro ‘among the most important consequences of the Zapatista 

movement in our times is that it has stimulated dreams of social change, and resisted the idea 

that all emancipatory projects must be sacrificed to global integration’ (2002: 64-65). In so far 

as it inspires radical socio-political projects, it creates a revolutionary subject; the Zapatista 

thus becomes a radical revolutionary subject. 

In practice, the radicalisation of the democratic discourse stems from the radicalisation of the 

notion of ‘autonomy’ to mean “global autonomy” (Aguirre Rojas 2009). Politically, “global 

autonomy” signifies a radically different form of government labelled “Other Government”, 

imagined through a radically different form of politics “Other Politics” that collectively form a 

‘new society’ (see image 9). Both the “Other Politics” and “Other Government” are grounded 

                                                
31 In an article entitle ‘The Fourth World War has Begun’, Subcomandante Marcos imagines the ‘Cold War’ as the Third World War and argues that neoliberal globalisation 

as the current condition is the new type of war that we live in. He states: “If the Third World War saw the confrontation of capitalism and socialism on various terrains and 

with varying degrees of intensity, the fourth will be played out between large financial centres, on a global scale, and at a tremendous and constant intensity.” (2001: 559)  
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on the practice of mandar obedeciendo (govern by obeying), meaning that politically in Zapatista 

communities, the people rule and the government obeys.  

In order to make this democracy possible neo-Zapatista discourse radicalises notions of 

‘governance’ and ‘obedience’ thereby challenging established ideas of political power and state 

power. Beyond the political sphere, Zapatista autonomy advocates a different form of social 

organisation. “Global autonomy” means that the subaltern social subjects recover their capacity 

to freely make decisions about the desired forms and ways of life in economic, social and 

cultural spheres. Said differently, “global autonomy” imagines a different form of social 

organisation ‘from below’ where decisions are made ‘outside’ of the powers of global neoliberal 

capitalism.  

Before moving on to ‘autonomy’ as one of the central framing concepts, I want to develop in 

more depth two of the central tenets of neozapatismo —mandar obedeciendo and the concept 

of power— because they are aspects that not only situate neozapatismo as a radical practice of 

politics and governmentality, but crucially, because they are important in both my analysis and 

critique of academic readings of neozapatismo.  

Mandar Obedeciendo 

The concept of mandar obedeciendo has long played an important part in shaping the 

Zapatistas' image. Described as a 'Mayan tradition' or as the horizontal exercise of power 

among the population (Paulson 2001), mandar obedeciendo has become the brand name of 

what is widely associated with Zapatista-style based democracy of self-government. 

The notion of mandar obedeciendo comes from the combination of already established 

communal decision-making practices and the EZLN’s discourse of radical democratic 

transformation. Zapatista communities in this sense are described as places where the 
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community rules while the authorities obey (Womack, 1999: 19). This is conceptualised as a 

radical transformation of political organisation because it inverts traditional hierarchical 

structures (Harvey, 1998: 166-7) such that in the Zapatista autonomous communities 

leadership positions are rotated, and decisions are always taken collectively (Mentinis, 2006: 

101). 

The practice of mandar obedeciendo is considered to be challenging hegemonic practices 

because it revolutionises the modes through which individuals understand, assume, and relate 

to different modes of power, with the spaces and functions of the state, and with political and 

social power. It is argued that the Good Government Councils (JBGs) and MAREZ provide 

examples of how to assemble ‘local’ movements in the capitalist market, without subordinating 

to their logic. They also provide examples of how to take advantage of the most advanced 

technologies and cultural industries, giving a different meaning to knowledge and popular 

culture. In this way, the mechanisms and dominant codes of the dominant ideology are being 

challenged. For example, within Zapatista communities, women explore how to transcend 

patriarchy not through a false and generic individual empowerment discourse but from the 

reconstruction of a collective ‘we’; that is, through a shared struggle with the whole 

community.  

 

Mandar Obedeciendo is the founding principle on which the “Other Government” and the 

“Other Politics” develop, and from which a “new society” emerges (see image 8 below).  
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In practice the “Other Government” is characterised by a process of direct democracy where 

decisions are made by the whole town assembly. The principles are to: obey and not rule, 

represent and not replace, build and not destroy, unite not divide, serve not be served, go 

down not go up, propose not impose. They also set to follow the logic of representing 

absolutely, that is not breaking the link between the social and the political, or between the 

community and its leaders, making the latter utterly dependent on the former. It is an “Other 

Government” where leaders are judged strictly on moral terms – in the ways that they have 

successfully worked within the principle of ‘govern by obeying’. 

Continuing this analysis, the “Other Politics” is thought to radicalise the notion of politics itself 

by seeking to build politics from below and the Left; from an anti-capitalist logic and which goes 

against the current political, social and economic ways of thought and of practice. Indigenous 

Zapatistas are thus considered to propose building a world that is not isolated from the nation 

(Mexico), or the international world, but to build from there a new world, one that is not 

capitalist, thereby showing that another world is still possible. Neozapatismo is thus not only 

about presenting Zapatista territories as an example of a non-capitalist world, but also aims to 

maintain a critical and active social movement, composed of indigenous people and thousands 

Mandar	  
Obedeciendo	  

Other	  Politics	   Other	  
Government	  

New	  Society	  

Image 8 – Flow 
chart showing the 
‘new society’ 
imagined through 
“global autonomy”.  
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of people that make up the Other Campaign: the national movement that seeks to radically 

transform firstly Mexican society and from there the whole world (Aguirre Rojas 2009).  

According to Aguirre Rojas (2009) ideas of ‘government’ and of ‘politics’ are radicalised 

through Zapatista discourse whose use of paradoxes and oxymoron serves to challenge the 

capitalist, ‘modernist’ (i.e. rational) ways of thinking; to find another logic, and a deeper 

coherence and understanding of the global. Thus the Zapatista logic is a global logic that 

inspires and presides over the “Other Politics” and the “Other Government” deconstructing 

and ‘radicalising’, traditional understandings of politics and performativity of politics. It is 

important to bear in mind, particularly since we are looking at readings of neozapatismo 

through the radical politics lens, that in these analyses, power is not simply reversed to mean 

the majority ruling the minority. Rather, both are considered to be part of popular self-

government; that is, the process though which Zapatista communities govern themselves 

without any external forces or powers outside of their communities.  

Re-framing the concept of Power 

The establishment of NAFTA symbolised a transition to a neoliberal paradigm where the state 

had to readjust its role as regulator of capitalist accumulation (Stahler-Sholk 2010). Markets for 

goods and services become increasingly globalised through systems of production that are 

increasingly transnational, occurring through networks of firms. Such systems of transnational 

production are mobile and flexible, not fixed in time and space (Castells 2000: 115), such that 

power is no longer simply concentrated in state institutions. As a result, anti-systemic 

movements ‘no longer focus on taking state power but rather seek to transform society from 

below while challenging capitalism as a global paradigm’ (Stahler-Sholk 2010: 272-3). 
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The Zapatistas have become a referent for anti-systemic movements through their critique of 

power, and because of their focus on building autonomous spaces through transnational 

networks (Olesen 2005). Neozapatismo becomes the rebel philosophy and praxis that 

embodies an approach to politics based on the pursuit of ‘democracy, liberty and justice’. As I 

have argued in this chapter, the Zapatistas are considered to radicalise such notions of 

‘democracy, justice and liberty’ through their radical critique of power (Khasnabish, 2008: 84). 

This critique of power is part of a wider critique of ‘traditional’ revolutions, where one group 

or party looked to gain power or control over the state. The EZLN upholds that, rather than 

take control, revolutions should look to change the world without taking power, and to give 

power to the multitude32 through the practice of self-government. The Zapatistas believe that a 

‘new world’ must be built based on social relations that are not power relations, but that 

emerge out of a mutual recognition of dignity (Khasnabish, 2008: 84). 

In other words, neozapatismo functions as rebel praxis because it embodies and seeks to 

provoke new ways of thinking about, and of practicing, political possibility. After the San 

Andrés Accords were not met, in 2003 the EZLN announced that Zapatistas would organise as 

‘communities in resistance’ meaning that they would function outside of the state; rejecting all 

government aid and programs. This meant that such ‘communities in resistance’ had to find 

alternatives for social programs and services such as health and education. The structures of 

self-governance at the level of the community, the municipality and the caracol, were designed 

to reflect a process of empowerment from below, thereby re-framing the concept of power in 

practice.  

                                                
32 I have opted to use the term ‘multitude’ because the notion of the people is tied to the nation-state. In the context of neozapatismo, in their language and communiqués I 

felt that this designation was more appropriate.  
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To sum up, analyses using neozapatismo to illustrate the possibility of radical democracy focus 

on the organisation of Zapatista communities wherein the maximum authority is the people’s 

assembly. Political systems are radicalised through the application of direct democracy where 

all individuals participate in decision-making processes. Communities thus define the ways of life 

within their communities, as well as the global futures of them.   

Autonomy	  	  

Thus far I have outlined how the EZLN is considered to have created of a new and radical form 

of politics that stems from indigenous practices of collectivity, building new spaces of radical 

democracy. I also explained how this radical democracy is imagined through their emphasis on 

the practice of mandar obedeciendo, and in doing so, re-frame the concept of power.  I will now 

develop a deeper understanding of the Zapatista concept of autonomy, as a central part of their 

discourse and praxis.  

I outlined in the introduction to this chapter that literature on the Zapatistas is diverse, and it 

is beyond the scope of this chapter to go over all such literature. Nonetheless, there are also 

common themes, common threads that weave the different analyses of the Zapatistas, and of 

Zapatismo through focusing on the notion of ‘autonomy’. This is because autonomy is 

theorised as being the very project of collective, horizontal existence; it is ‘the desire to allow 

differences to deepen at the base without trying to synthesise them from above, to stress 

similar attitudes without imposing a line, to allow parts to co-exist side by side, in their 

singularity’ (Lotringer and Marazzi 1980: 8). Autonomy, understood as a way of acting 

collectively, is made up of fluid organisations that question the legitimacy of the state, as such, 

neozapatismo can be seen as part of this movement for autonomy.  
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The Zapatista project of autonomy is seen as ‘different’ because it proposes a flexible model of 

‘autonomy of autonomies’; it advocates for ‘civil society’ to define its own demands according 

to their local visions rather than imposing a unified model of self-governance (Stahler-Sholk 

2010). Within autonomous Zapatista communities in Chiapas, practices vary from one caracol 

to another, and from one MAREZ to another, particularly among communities formed in 

different historical circumstances (historic ejidos, nuevos poblados, or settlements on lands 

"recovered" from landowners after 1994, isolated rancherías of a few families, etc.). Rather 

than imposing a model of self-governance that creates a different level of administration within 

the state power structure, the MAREZ and caracoles seek to establish their own collective 

control (Stahler-Sholk 2010: 280).  In this light the struggle for true democracy is understood 

as the struggle for true self-government.  

Radical politics approaches also argue that the Zapatista insurrection extended beyond their 

communities giving an alternative discourse for social movements such that they have become 

the ‘imaginary linking thread of the so-called anti-capitalist struggles’ (Mentinis, 2008: 103). This 

has been achieved through the Zapatistas’ politico-poetic discourse and praxis that has opened 

up a space for radical politics. In other words, the Zapatistas broke with traditional 

understandings of ‘revolution’ and created a new discourse and model of revolutionary politics 

‘based on democratic horizontal structures, on network organisation, and which puts emphasis 

on direct operations as well as information warfare’ (Mentinis 2008: 103). The Zapatista notion 

of autonomy becomes central because it is through autonomy that the established order is 

contested.   
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Indigenous autonomy 

The dialogues established between the EZLN and the government after the Zapatista uprising 

were designed to discuss the inclusion and rights of the indigenous people of Mexico. Central 

to these debates was a debate on the meaning and practice of “autonomy”, as something that is 

constitutive of indigenous ways of life. Because there is not a singular ‘indigenous identity’ that 

existed prior to colonisation and that has remained the same since then, practices of autonomy 

mean different things in different places, such that autonomy is practiced differently. It has been 

widely acknowledged in theoretical and empirical work, mostly anthropological (Mattiace et al. 

2002) that indigenous identities have been shaped and formed through social relations with 

other indigenous and non-indigenous peoples. This means that the practice of ‘indigenous 

autonomy’ and of ‘indigenous traditions’ also continues to change particularly through the 

relationship between indigenous communities and the Mexican state (Mattiace, 2002: 236). 

The debates on autonomy recognise that indigenous people in Mexico practice different forms 

of autonomy as their experiences and relations with non-indigenous communities and the state 

are historically varied. For some communities, autonomy was a means of survival, as the state 

did not provide basic services such as hospitals or schools. In other communities, autonomy 

was a means of preserving their political and cultural traditions. Whatever the experiences of 

autonomy had been, by the end of the 1980s, indigenous people and organisations demanded 

autonomy understood as control over territory and natural resources found in indigenous 

regions (Mattiace, 2002: 248; Esteva, 1999: 375-379).  

During the development of the San Andrés peace accords, the two main projects for autonomy 

were discussed widely, these projects advocated for either ‘regional autonomy’ or 

‘communitarian autonomy’. These debates made reference to three different levels of 

indigenous autonomy. On the first level are intra-communitarian debates between indigenous 
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men and women, with different political and religious memberships. The second level is 

between indigenous and non-indigenous people exploring the possibility of creating 

autonomous governments within Mexico’s federal system –and whether these should be (for 

example) multi-ethnic, to include mestizos, what kinds of rights would prevail, etcetera 

(Mattiace, 2002: 243). The third level of discussion occurs between the government and the 

indigenous movement represented by the National Indigenous Congress (CNI).  

Addressing the three levels of autonomy aforementioned, the multi-ethnic autonomous regions 

(RAP) proposed the creation of a new level of government between the municipal government 

and state government defined as a ‘regional government’. Supporters of this current formed the 

National Plural Indigenous Association for Autonomy (ANIPA) in 1995, and advocated for an 

autonomy that operates within the nation-state (Esteva, 1999: 375). Giving autonomy to 

particular regions is intended to give a different structure to the state by transforming the 

political organisation from a centralised, homogenous and authoritarian state, to a ‘state of 

autonomies’ that will allow the participation of indigenous people (Diaz-Polanco, 1997: 176), by 

radicalising the discourse of democracy. Critiques to regional autonomy models highlight the 

danger of the plans to operate within the nation-state (Esteva, 1999: 375) thereby making 

‘autonomous governments’ part of a vertical form of government (Diaz-Polanco, 1997: 109).  

Whilst intellectuals and indigenous leaders defend this system as not being assimilationist, 

commentators emphasise the role that institutions have taken within autonomous regions in 

Chiapas and Oaxaca (Esteva 1999; Diaz-Polanco, 1997). For example, in certain regions, 

political organisation has, for hundreds of years, been based on the indigenous system of ‘usos y 

costumbres’33 where the general assembly elects openly and directly the municipal president 

                                                
33 The term ‘usos y costumbres’ refers to traditional political organisations in which the general assembly elects openly and directly the municipal president and other 

electoral posts without the intervention of political parties. It is used to describe forms of governmentality in many indigenous communities..  
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and other governmental posts without the intervention of political parties. Commentators 

argue that whilst the system of ‘usos y costumbres’ has been in practice for centuries, it is 

currently carried out with the consensus of the ruling party, which would grant an indigenous 

community a certain amount of autonomy to elect their representatives through the 

community assembly. Once elected, the representatives were registered as candidates of the 

PRI. Ballot boxes were stuffed with votes for the PRI and the community officials signed them. 

This arrangement assured the community an inflow of government funding and enough 

autonomy to elect its local representatives. 

Contrary to regional autonomy approaches; communal autonomy projects make a distinction 

between the nation and the state so that the notion of the national can be imagined ‘from 

below’ (Stephen, 1996). Communal autonomy proponents believe that the nation is 

multicultural, and that indigenous autonomy must be built through everyday decision-making 

practices relevant to the laws, economics, politics and social lives inside indigenous 

communities/nations (Mattiace, 2002: 257). This notion of autonomy is considered to be more 

radical (Esteva 2002; Aubry 2002) because it looks to build a system of governance that is 

different to that of the state. One of the problems with this approach is that community based 

systems do not address whether a particular community will be constituted as ‘multi-ethnic’ or 

‘mono-ethnic’, nor how it will address tensions that exist within those communities –as in the 

case of the experience of oppression women have in these communities (Millán 1998). In other 

words, communal autonomy projects seem to be debated at the third level, which is between 

government institutions and the CNI, and don’t fully include the first and second level of 

discussions, something that will be very problematic in the instances of creating autonomous 

community membership. 
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The EZLN recognised the contradictions and problems inherent in both the regional and 

communal autonomy approaches and addressed these in the dialogue with the government 

between 1994 and 1996.  The EZLN’s project at this time looked to form a social pact that 

would allow for the effective participation of all people(s), a national project and a project of 

the state based on plurality of the people and the cultures that make it up (Esteva 1999: 370). 

The San Andrés accords although signed by the government, were later severely modified, and 

the government’s revised proposal was rejected by the EZLN, something that led the 

Zapatistas to organise into autonomous regions (Díaz-Polanco, 1997: 2); which in turn, led to 

the formation of autonomous municipalities (MAREZ). From the government’s perspective 

questions arose as to how Zapatista territories would be marked. The government also argued 

that since the San Andrés accords were precisely what recognised pueblos indios (indigenous 

peoples) as political subjects, it validated practices of ‘self-determination’ and ‘autonomy’ 

(Aubry 2002). In claiming the San Andrés accords as unfulfilled, the government felt this would 

take away the legality of the autonomous authorities (Díaz-Polanco 2003).  

What these different analyses reveal is that autonomy is understood and practiced differently in 

areas controlled by the EZLN, and those controlled by the government. Moreover, policies 

involving indigenous people have constantly debated the role that ‘autonomy’ will take within 

communities, and in their relationship to the nation-state, yet there is no consensus as to what 

‘autonomy’ means. These studies reveal that there are three distinct ‘levels’ where debates 

about autonomy take place. The first are intra-communitarian, between indigenous and non-

indigenous groups. At the second level questions arise as whether to create autonomous 

governments that operate within, or outside, the Mexican federal government system. And 

third, between the government and the indigenous movement as is represented by the CNI. 

For the Zapatistas, the establishment of the MAREZ was a manifestation of their resistance to 
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this ‘levelling’, and a way of forcing the ratification of the San Andrés accords, it was their way 

of building (radical) autonomy.  

Autonomous Zapatistas communities were eventually organised into caracoles, better 

understood as ‘new population centres’ in territories that have been occupied since the 1994 

uprising. Before the establishment of these areas, Zapatista-dominated communities regularly 

bordered villages under government control, and who were mostly PRI sympathisers. Other 

communities were inhabited by Zapatistas who lived alongside PRI loyalists as well as members 

of other indigenous organisations such as ARIC Independiente y Democrática34 (Barmeyer 

2009: 62). A closer look at communal and autonomous practices reveals that there are certain 

issues that are not reflected or addressed by most of the literature on neozapatismo as I 

develop throughout chapter four.  

Autonomist Marxist Perspectives 

Autonomist Marxist theory can be traced to the Italian operaismo of the 1950s and the concern 

for the workers’ own needs and perceptions of their problems and the nature of their struggle 

(Mentinis 2006: 42). Such theories have been developed and elaborated based on their critique 

of Marxist traditions as being too one-sided in their analysis by focusing exclusively on the 

mechanisms of capitalist exploitation and being unable to theorise working class self-activity 

(Cleaver 2000). Contrary to traditional Marxist understandings of conflicts, autonomist 

Marxists argue that the autonomous struggle of the working class is the important factor in 

bringing about crisis, eventually forcing capital to adjust to the new conditions produced by 

                                                
34 ARIC Independiente y Democrática is an indigenous, social, peasant organisation with a wide social base, whose work focuses on the growth of communities in the area of 

las Cañadas, Ocosingo and Montes Azules in the Lacandona Jungle. The organisation has a long history in the region stemming from its roots in the National Indigenous 

Congress in 1974, and the resulting organisation Quiptic Ta Lekubtesel (1975), the ARIC ID has been recognised for its defence of land and territory, as well as promoting 

sustainable agriculture, social and personal empowerment for indigenous women, and building economic alternatives. For more information see La Neta 

http://chiapas.laneta.org/documento.php?id=30 
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class struggle (Cleaver 2000). It is difficult to produce a coherent account of autonomist 

Marxism because the theory is in a dynamic process ‘where concepts and ideas are 

continuously scrutinised and reworked, and because there are important differences in the 

focus and analysis among the various autonomist Marxist theorists’ (Mentinis 2006: 43). 

Differences aside, it can be argued that all academic autonomist Marxists share a redefinition of 

the working class to include a wider array of social groups. For Holloway then, class struggle is 

the struggle against the ‘classification’ that capital is continuously attempting, the struggle 

against being working class, the struggle against dead labour (Mentinis 2006: 45). Autonomist 

Marxist readings of the Zapatistas see Chiapas as one of the targets of the global restructuring 

of capital. As Ceceña and Barreda (1998) argue, the conflict in Chiapas ‘is much more than a 

problem regarding effective land reform […] in Chiapas, a region of strategic economic and 

geopolitical importance what is at stake is the rearranging of the material bases of the US 

hegemony in the world’ (1998: 57). The Zapatista struggle is thus not only about agrarian 

reforms, or for better politics for the indigenous population; it is a war waged against the 

expansion of capital and its consequences (Mentinis 2006: 45).  

Autonomist Marxist perspectives take the antagonism between ‘neoliberalism’ and ‘humanity’ 

to be at the centre of Zapatista struggle. Central to these analyses is the way in which 

neoliberal globalisation changes traditional understandings of class and therefore of class 

struggle. Harry Cleaver (2000) for example, redefines the concept of the working class to 

encompass all those whose work is directly or indirectly exploited by capitalism (Mentinis, 

2006: 44). Significantly for autonomist Marxists, the Zapatistas take us away from the weakness 

of labour (the breakdown of unions, solidarity networks, parties, etc.) to the potential of labour 

as the constructor of social alternatives. As Lorenzano outlines, ‘we can safely maintain that 

Zapatismo currently represents the highest expression of profound processes of class 
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recomposition, leading us from the weakness of labour (the breakdown of unions, solidarity 

networks, parties, etc.) to the potential of labour as the constructor of social alternatives’ 

(1998: 148). Furthermore, expanding the concepts of labour helps us understand the 

importance of the organisations of ‘civil society’. Civil society organisations of various kinds 

(human rights groups, women right groups, environmental groups, unemployed, etc.) consist of 

‘new workers’, workers, in other words, with different levels of involvement in the process of 

production but whose labour is, nevertheless, exploited. And it is these new workers, who 

demonstrate a powerful capacity for self-organisation, and self-valorisation, which the Zapatista 

discourse addresses, opening up the possibilities for the construction of a new collective 

identity among them (Mentinis 2006: 45-6).  

This ‘new’ working class thus encompasses peasants, students, women and other marginal 

groups who derive their position in relation to capital (Mentinis, 2006: 45). Hardt and Negri 

have termed this ‘the multitude’ for which they mean to encompass the ‘innumerable internal 

differences that can never be reduced to a unity or a single identity —different cultures, races, 

ethnicities, genders, and sexual orientations; different forms of labour; different ways of living; 

different views of the world; and different desires’ (2006: xiv). In other words, the multitude is 

a ‘multiple social subject whose constitution and action is based not on identity or unity, but on 

what it has in common’ (Hardt and Negri 2006: 100).  

Autonomist Marxist perspectives are grounded on Hardt and Negri’s work (2000, 2005) who 

see contemporary society as characterised by a post-Fordist system of production that takes a 

network form, something that gives power to transnational corporations ‘beyond and above 

the traditional boundaries of the nation-state’ (Hardt and Negri 2000: 304). This new global 

order and form of sovereignty over the global political economy, which they call Empire, has 

succeeded imperialism and the nation-state. Its apparatus of rule is decentred and de-
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territorialised, yet capable of incorporating all activities within its domain, managing hybrid 

identities and flexible hierarchies through its own fluid networks of command (Thompson 

2005: 73). This means that the capitalist world market is all encompassing; there is no ‘outside’ 

or boundary; meaning that it not only extends the factory to social life, but it extends power to 

every social institution. Capitalism thus seeks to subjugate labour to a new set of conditions 

and fortify the foundations of world hegemony and hierarchical power structures (Ceceña and 

Barreda, 1998: 39).  It is from within Empire that ‘the multitude’ works to create an alternative 

global society. The multitude, say Hardt and Negri, is a class concept, a class that is determined 

by class struggle, through resistance and common struggle (2006: 105-106). Because the 

multitude comes from within Empire, then it uses the same logic to organise in opposition. The 

Zapatista movement is thus not considered to be a revolution within the nation-state, or one 

that seeks to change the policies of the state, but to ‘rearrange the material bases of the US 

hegemony in the world’ (Ceceña and Barreda, 1998: 45); that is, to challenge the expansion of 

capitalism and its consequences.  

 

Problems	  and	  limitations	  of	  the	  ‘readings’	  of	  Zapatismo	  

So far, I have outlined the ways in which the Zapatistas are seen as radical, in that they created 

a new discourse and praxis of revolutionary transformation. Contrary to traditional 

understandings of revolution, the Zapatistas outline their revolutionary project as one that 

does not aim to take power, and this is made explicit. Radical politics perspectives ground their 

analyses on Zapatista communiqués and slogans, focusing on the ways in which Zapatista 

discourse radicalises democracy in the lived process of mandar obedeciendo. Such ‘readings’ lack 

a critique of the Zapatista’s centrality of nationalism, or a critical analysis how autonomous 

communities organise and function in the everyday; something that serves to over romanticise 
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Zapatista discourse and praxis. A further limitation is that they are often uncritical of the role 

of media and communications in the construction of neozapatismo – both nationally and 

internationally, often taking the existence of communication networks as an a priori, as a 

medium through which information flows.  

As I will elaborate on in the last section of this chapter, and through my research, the Zapatista 

project is still one of national transformation. Yet there is little critique in the academic 

literature as to what the national means in Zapatista discourse. Is ‘nationalism’ simply used as 

symbolically as a means of garnering support; or does it also imply a set of relationships that 

are tied to the state? A deeper critical engagement with how the national is used in Zapatista 

discourse is necessary in order to further understand the EZLN’s use of ‘the nation’ as a 

political strategy. Furthermore, its analysis will provide an exploration of the ‘role’ of ‘the 

national’ in the context of alter-globalisation movements.  

A further limitation of the readings is that they lack an analysis of the everyday lives of the 

people living in Zapatista communities. They do not directly address that certain challenges for 

radical transformation that are problematic or raise questions about how they challenge the 

logic of capitalism through it. In autonomous Zapatista communities there is still a lot of work 

to do in order to achieve economic self-sufficiency, as they continue to depend heavily on 

monetary support from the USA and Europe. There is also a scarcity of productive projects, 

arguably because of the focus on health and education, something that has led to labour 

migration; and this is problematic in terms of community membership. Many of the assemblies 

have disproportionate representation of men over women (Stahler-Sholk 2010: 278-286). And 

there are many ‘members’ who leave communities in favour of financial aid from state 

programs. Outside of the Zapatista caracoles, it is not evident that the Zapatistas have achieved 

any sort of revolutionary transformation in Chiapas.  
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Radical politics readings of the Zapatistas have highlighted the importance of Zapatista 

discourse in terms of its innovations in imaginings of socio-political structures. We cannot deny 

that the Zapatistas have been influential to the ACM and other alter-globalisation movements, 

and that their slogans of ‘govern by obeying’, ‘humanity against neoliberalism’ and ‘a world 

where many worlds fit’ to name a few, have become part of the anti-capitalist rhetoric. 

However, approaching the Zapatistas from this perspective also means that many of the 

contradictions of their praxis are rendered unimportant.  

The readings presented in this chapter do not critically engage with the ‘indigenousness’ of the 

Zapatistas, particularly as practices of autonomy, communal decision-making practices through 

the principle of mandar obedeciendo and social organisation are constructed as being essentially 

indigenous. This means that they are imbued with a sort of pre-colonial romanticism that has 

made it more appealing for western activists and academics. In fact, the way in which 

autonomous municipalities are run reveal a combination of Mayan practices with the Catholic 

cult of village saints –introduced by the Spanish crown-, the administrative structures of the 

ejido and organisational elements introduced by Maoist students in the 1970s (Barmeyer, 2009: 

85). It is interesting then that indigenous autonomy is constructed as a system that was not 

only part of Mayan heritage but also practiced amongst indigenous communities; yet as Harvey 

explains, Maoist brigades from the cities (asesores) encouraged the reintroduction of traditional 

elements of indigenous democracy to counteract the centralisation of decision making (1998: 

30).  

Establishing autonomous Zapatista zones, or caracoles meant a complete separation from any 

kind of state support. This decision has sometimes been made at the expense of the indigenous 

inhabitants of those communities; and to the ‘outside world’; the EZLN has reinforced the 

utopian vision cherished by their sympathisers around the globe (Barmeyer, 2009: 217). Media 
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reports about the ‘realities’ of Chiapas are variable and accounts from rebel villages are vague. 

And because Zapatista communities operate outside of the state, then they depend much more 

on international support, both in terms of money but also volunteers such that many of the 

projects developed could be seen as being decided by others outside of the communities. Earle 

and Simonelli (2005: 140-141) refer to a ‘fast-food model of community involvement’ where for 

example, the Chiapas-based NGO for Women’s Development (DESMU) offered indigenous 

women a list of possible projects like the promotion of horticulture, or the breeding of hens, 

rabbits or bees, and women would discuss and chose one of these options. This creates the 

illusion of grassroots decision-making.  

In some cases this has meant hardship for communities where resources are focused on 

strategies for mobilisation rather than on basic needs. Together with this, the government has 

set up projects around Zapatista territories giving them financial aid as well as providing 

teachers and doctors. This is summed up by Marcelino, a man in his seventies from the 

community of San Emiliano.  

‘Look, nothing of what you see now was here when the first of us arrived in this place. 
There was only puro monte (only Jungle) when we came here some forty years ago … 
things have become much better since then. First, people from the North came here 
and brought us la religion (religion). We all walked all the way to Ocosingo to buy our 
santo (patron saint). This is when we built our humble church. More people moved 
here and San Emiliano became a colonia (settlement). When the asesores (Maoist 
advisers) came here twenty-five years ago, they opened the eyes and ears of the people 
in the village. They taught us Spanish as well as to read and write so we could petition 
for land in Tuxtla Guiterrez, which we needed so our grown sons could feed their 
families. Now that there is a road here and we have electricity, San Emiliano has finally 
turned into a mero pueblo (proper village). If people are sick, they can travel to the 
hospital in Altamirano. Things here have gotten much better. All we need now is for 
everyone to have their own car’ (interview February 1997, in Barmeyer 2009: 133-134) 

Marcelino reveals the different historical influences that make up indigenous Zapatistas. But he 

also reveals that what those communities want is ownership of land, as well as more spending 

in the region (building of roads and hospitals).  The decision by the EZLN to reject government 
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aid did not sit well with many groups, such as the community of Las Cañadas. The EZLN’s 

response was that the decision was made by the CCRI-CG after a consultation process. But it 

was not clear whether this was a true democratic decision and posed many question marks 

over the actual everyday practice of decision-making, as well as the running of the indigenous 

council. I explore these questions throughout chapters five and six, particularly with reference 

to empirical work in the Oventik caracol, as well as in the autonomous community of Zirahuén 

in the state of Michoacán.  

Throughout this section I have outlined some of the problems and limitation with both the 

radical democratic and autonomist Marxist approaches to an analysis of neozapatismo. 

Significantly, I have argued that one of the main limitations has been a lack of critique of the 

Zapatistas’ centrality of the national, and of a critical analysis of how autonomous communities 

organise and function in the everyday. This ‘gap’ in the literature is where my research 

intervenes. It seeks to engage critically not only with the Zapatistas’ use of nationalism and 

national identity in building solidarity, but also to explore what this means for Zapatista 

communities and Zapatista supporters (adherents) within and outside Chiapas. In order to 

frame my research, throughout the remainder of this chapter I outline my theoretical framing 

of ‘the national’ as it informs my research.  

 

Nationalism	  	  

Throughout this chapter I have outlined some of the key ‘readings’ of the Zapatistas, identifying 

some of their problems and limitations. Importantly, one of the main critiques was that the 

academic literature failed to engage in a critique of the Zapatistas’ use of the Mexican nation, 

both symbolically and as a political project. Radical politics approaches see the use of patriotic 
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language as a completely normal strategy. Autonomist Marxist approaches seem to give 

Zapatista nationalism a ‘radical’ meaning without elaborating a critique of it. In this section I will 

engage critically with the Zapatistas’ use of ‘the nation’ setting this in the wider context of 

Mexican nationalism, as it is constitutive of Zapatista identity.  

In both Zapatista discourse and amongst Zapatistas Mexicanness is a central source of 

identification. For example, in the case of the Movement for Justice in El Barrio, based in New 

York City, members commented on their ‘becoming’ adherents to the Zapatistas because they 

“are Mexican”. In Zapatista declarations, from the first to the last, they continue to state their 

intent as a movement for national transformation. To critically engage with Mexicanness as a 

central component of neozapatismo, I want to outline examinations onto the Mexican 

experience of ‘the nation’ looking at how Mexican communitarian ideologies have helped to 

shape contemporary notions of nation and feelings of nationality. 

‘The Nation’ 

Conceptualisations of the nation have been primarily concerned with understanding how forms 

of association and belonging developed in ways that ascribed shared identities based on 

ideological and affective frameworks. Within the field of ‘nation studies’ debates abound 

regarding the appearance and development of the concept of the nation and the different 

purposes it has served (Bhabha 1990, Anderson 1991, Hobsbawm 1994, Gellner 1998, Smith 

2001). Such debates reveal the complexities of the idea of the nation, and of the experience of 

being a ‘national’. For Bhabha (1990) the lived experience of the nation is related more to 

cultural contexts than to discourses of belonging. The sense of belonging, according to Bhabha 

(1990) is more lived in the everyday, and is therefore more affective than conceptual or 

ideological. A nation is a shared affect, a feeling of collective belonging. My understanding of the 
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nation is thus influenced by Bhaba’s ideas of belonging as something that is affective, and 

something that is lived, as well as by Benedict Anderson (1991), who argues that the nation is a 

limited and sovereign imagined political community. In Anderson’s work, the nation is an 

invention, a creation, and imagination because its members will never all meet or know each 

other, yet they share a feeling of meaningful communion (Anderson 1991: 4-6). 

In Zapatista discourse, the Mexican nation is imagined as indigenous, meaning that it is not just 

symbolic but also tied to a territory. In the quote below, Marcos equates Mexican nationalism 

as indigenous, as something that is historic, that was there before, something ‘original’.  

“Once upon a time there was a country called Mexico. Probably the future generations 
of Mexicans won’t know this (thanks to a criminal reform in the educational system), 
but the legend of the cultural foundation of the Mexican nation had nothing to do with 
mestizaje. It also does not relate to the brutal Hispanic conquest nor to the wars of 
invasion […] No, the historical, cultural and symbolic referent of this nation has to do 
with indigenousness: over an island, an eagle devours a snake, whilst a nopal serves as 
its pedestal. This image would be a badge, the flag, synonym, collective mirror and 
cultural anchor for Mexicans from the 19th to the 21st Century.’ (Subcomandante 
Insurgente Marcos, 2004) 

Yet, the construction of the Mexican nation extends beyond an indigenous past, as different 

points of resistance throughout the wars of independence and of revolution serve to reinforce 

the affective ties to the Mexican nation. In contemporary studies authors have highlighted the 

difficulties in understanding the complex idea of the national in a territory occupied by such 

diverse groups of people as colonisers, slaves, indigenous groups, and in the identities forged by 

the mixing of these. Monsiváis, for example questions the extent to which we can even think of 

a collective identity when during the 19th century the national project was monopolised by the 

elites, excluding ‘pariahs’ (artisans, workers, servants, prostitutes, beggars, abandoned children) 

from the enterprise (Monsiváis 1994: 34). Likewise, the ethnic, cultural and linguistic diversity 

of the Mexican population has been the main obstacle in successfully building a national project 

with a collective identity (Salazar Sotelo 1993; Moreno Figueroa 2006).  
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The ways in which the Mexican nation and Mexicanness as a national identity are used in 

Zapatista discourse evidence the complicated and often contradictory development that it has 

had. However, we could argue that there are two elements through which we can categorise 

these notions. The first is both ideological and affective, the sense of belonging to a particular 

community. The second is organisational, meaning the sharing of a series of elements - 

territory, history, language, ethnic identity – organising into different political institutions 

(Moreno Figueroa 2006: 38).  

Once again, the complexity of national identity can be seen to benefit Zapatista discourse in 

that it can be allowed to mean different things in different contexts. Following the radical 

politics readings, Mexicanness becomes radicalised. In the context of the movement, Zapatismo 

aims to challenge the new global order by opposing the policies of the Mexican state; who is 

regarded as betraying the nation (Castells, 1997; Gallagher and Froehling 2002). Furthermore, 

the Zapatistas have made use of the symbols of the nation to legitimize their actions, as Peña 

(1995) has argued, Marcos has made sophisticated use of revolutionary history not only to 

ground the rebels’ concerns but also to sell them to the wider public (Gallagher and Froehling 

2002: 85). To name the movement, the EZLN invoked Emiliano Zapata – hero of the Mexican 

Revolution and the agrarian reform. Indeed Zapata saw himself as part of the Mexican nation, 

and fought in defence of the land for peasants all over the country. Following from Zapatismo, 

the EZLN place their struggle in the national context and significantly, locate the solutions to 

their struggles within a national context. This is also evident in the identities of the Zapatistas 

who from the initial days of the uprising have demanded to be recognised both as Indians and 

Mexicans. It is clear that Zapatista discourse makes use of nationalism, of Mexicanness, to 

identify the people that are being oppressed. The meaning of the Mexican nation is used 

differently in order to extend its meaning in different contexts. Politically this is done so as to 
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create an oppositional discourse between the nation and the state. Building a new Mexican 

nation, it would seem, required the radical transformation of the state. 

Between EZLN and the State 

As I have outlined earlier in this thesis, indigenous and non-indigenous communities in Chiapas 

had long fought for their autonomy and rights to land. The appearance of the FLN in Chiapas in 

the early 1980s brought a more radical perspective to the campesinos of Chiapas  (Perez Ruiz 

2006) in that they sought a radical transformation of the state and its relationship to the 

indigenous subject. Through the 1994 uprising, the EZLN inserts the indigenous people of 

Mexico in the media discourse which led to the creation of new regional and national spaces 

where compañeros would meet to discuss their cultural rights (Mattiace et al 2002). In these 

discussions, campesinos would describe the ways in which neoliberal policies were bringing 

foreign investors into their lands, meaning an end to their agricultural productivity. 

Chiapas, a major coffee producer, saw its small coffee producers compete with the 

international market through the dismantling of INMECAFE, a government initiative set up to 

support coffee production among small farmers.35 The epitome of these policy changes was the 

changes to Article 27 of the Mexican constitution that established the legal bases for the 

privatization of the ejido. This law allowed ejidatarios to sell or rent their lands, whilst at the 

same time allowing private companies to purchase these lands; moreover, it also paved the way 

for agricultural companies to associate with ejidatarios (Mattiace et al 2002: 35). 

In the intersection of agrarian law reforms and the socialist discourse of the EZLN came a 

renewed discourse of ‘ancient’ rights to land and ‘new’ demands for autonomy and the 

                                                
35 For a detailed discussion on the coffee trade in Chiapas, and the impact of neoliberal policies see Poniatowska and Hernandez (2000) Café Organico: Organic coffee 

Mexico: Sedesol 
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recognition of indigenous law, such that ways of life and ideas about life are in a state of flux. 

For the peasants of Chiapas, this has also meant pressures and influences from the EZLN, and 

the government, which often place them in opposing camps. 

The EZLN and the government proposed different initiatives and plans for Mexico in the ‘global 

order’, and these were both national in scope. For the state, this meant privatization, 

investment, economic growth, individual opportunities and all the buzzwords that surrounded 

the NAFTA discourse. It was their belief that this could be the basis of a new nationalism that 

would unify all Mexicans allowing them to ‘sit at the table with first world countries’ thereby 

leading Mexico to be recognised as a modern nation (Stephen, 2002: xxv). For the Zapatistas, 

this new nationalism is imagined through autonomy, as it privileges grassroots governance 

within local, regional and national culture (Stephen 1997: 12).  

But the establishment of Zapatista autonomy was accompanied by a conflict of interest 

between the guerrilla movement and local communities. In some cases, communities wanted 

different projects to those offered by the EZLN but would go along with these so that they 

could continue to receive the support that they needed (Barmeyer, 2009). Other times, 

ejidatarios supported government campaigns like PROCEDE36, which assigned individuals a 

certificate demarcating their individual plot, mapped and measured (Stephen 2002: 65-73).  

In the region of Chiapas, particularly since the indigenous movements of the seventies, 

assemblies, unions and communities fighting for indigenous autonomy have not only established 

but in many cases developed their own systems of governance. Their aim has been to establish 

                                                
36 PROCEDE (Programa de Certificación de Derechos Ejidales y Titulación de Solares) is the name given to the government’s program of land reform in Mexico, which works 

in the country’s agrarian communities. It is a program for certification of rights to ejido lands and was developed during the government of Carlos Salinas de Gortari. The 

program has three aims: a) surveying and certifying parcels, b) certifying rights to common use lands, and c) titling urban plots for individuals. Each farmer receives a certificate 

that does not confer actual ownership until the land is transferred after the farmer dies, at which time the new holder can apply for an actual title. Henceforth, the parcel can 

be sold or used as collateral on a loan. Some of the main problems associated with this program is that it encourages the privatization of land, thereby threatening 

communitarian organization in shared territories. 
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‘multi-ethnic’ autonomous assemblies. Due to the attention brought by the Zapatista uprising 

to the indigenous people –particularly of Chiapas- government initiatives have also continued to 

exert pressure in the area. This has meant that the campesinos of Chiapas are often caught 

between the government and the EZLN and have to negotiate not only between these two but 

also other indigenous and campesino assemblies that pre-date the EZLN. This is largely due to 

the fact that peasant communalism and individualism are not mutually exclusive. In spite of their 

collective practices, many Zapatista campesinos did not lose sight of their options regarding 

individual land ownership (Barmeyer, 2009). In fact, no single territory can declare to be purely 

a Zapatista municipality or an autonomous multi-ethnic region because many people have 

remained loyal to the official administration such that ‘the juridical and territorial boundaries 

were therefore virtual in the sense that they depended on the respective affiliation of the 

people who lived there.’ (Barmeyer, 2009: 58) Within communities, the different projects 

offered by Zapatistas, the government or NGOs might not necessarily be those that the 

communities want, but the feeling is that they have to go along with these in order to continue 

receiving support. It could be argued that Zapatista autonomy and de facto independence from 

the Mexican state came at the cost of new dependencies on outside actors and the resources 

they provided (Barmeyer 2009: 175). 

The large body of anthropological work focusing on the Zapatistas of Chiapas evidences that 

the situation is much more complex. Most importantly, these stories challenge the idea that 

there is an indigenous subject with a shared sense of history and cultural practices. Indigenous 

communities in Chiapas are largely multi-ethnic where Tzotzil, Tzeltal and Chol communities 

share a territory, and successfully adapted to different people coming into their communities, 

as well as to changes within their community structures (Stephen 1997). Contrastingly, in 
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Oaxaca, communities are mostly mono-ethnic, and this has led to friction between indigenous 

communities and to an unwillingness to change certain practices. 

What my research reveals, something that is imperative we consider, is that today’s indigenous 

communities are far from being the primordial entities that many EZLN sympathisers imagine 

them to be. They are characterised neither by a special harmony among their inhabitants nor 

by a particular caring attitude toward the nature that surrounds them. Patriarchal structures 

are pervasive and consensual decisions are often the result of undemocratic processes. 

Individual liberties that are often taken for granted by most Zapatista solidarity activists from 

US and Europe are almost nonexistent (Barmeyer, 2009: 220-221).  

 

Conclusion	  

Throughout this chapter I have looked at different readings of the Zapatistas, identifying 

recurring themes and indicating some of the absences in the literature. More specifically, I 

questioned how the Zapatistas have been credited with creating a “new” and “different” kind of 

‘movement’ that is radical and postmodern. Because of the breadth of the literature, I 

distinguished different approaches that I have grouped as: radical democracy, and autonomist 

Marxist perspectives. I began by looking at radical politics approaches that consider the EZLN 

as opening a space for the radical practice of politics through their re-conceptualisation of the 

concept of power, their practice of radical democracy embodied in their notion of ‘govern by 

obeying’, and a focus on autonomy. One of the problems with these approaches has been their 

tendency to romanticise Zapatista praxis, and are often uncritical of how ‘autonomy’ and 

‘radical democracy’ work everyday within Zapatista communities because the analysis operates 

at the level of Zapatista rhetoric. Autonomist Marxist approaches expand on the reading of 
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neozapatismo as radical by arguing that, set in the context of Empire they are an example of 

‘the multitude’, they are an expression of class struggle in the new world order. This struggle 

however, is not for power but against power, emerging from within and not from outside.  

In outlining the problems and limitations of these readings I concluded that that readings of 

neozapatismo and of the Zapatistas often overlook the complexities of Zapatista autonomous 

communities in Chiapas, particularly as they relate to indigenous and non-indigenous members; 

in their relationships with non-Zapatistas; their relationships to communities outside of 

Chiapas; as well as in the influence of non-governmental organisations in the everyday 

processes of those communities.  

It is precisely the connections and flows in these spaces that my research intervenes, as it looks 

to understand the mediation of neozapatismo. Informing my research is thus a critical 

engagement with the Zapatistas’ use of ‘the nation’ and ‘national identity’ as central to their 

social and political project.  This conceptual framework gives rise to the following broad 

research questions. First, how is the ‘new’ project of neozapatismo, informed by the Sixth 

declaration, promoted and developed throughout the Other Campaign? How are meanings 

constructed in the everyday process of building neozapatismo as it travels through the different 

areas of Mexico? Second, what is the role of media, in particular, ‘alternative’ media in 

constructing Zapatismo? Third, in what ways is nationalism used as a mechanism through which 

to build solidarity? Finally, in what ways is International Zapatismo enacted? The following 

chapter explicates how I went about investigating these research questions, developing the 

methodological framework adopted in this thesis. 
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Chapter	  Three	  |	  Here…	  There…	  Everywhere!	  Multi-‐Sited	  ethnography	  of	  the	  Zapatista	  

Other	  Campaign	  

 

‘Do your methods properly. Eat your epistemological greens. Wash your hands after mixing with the real world. 

Then you will lead the good research life. Your data will be clean. Your findings warrantable. The product you will 

produce will be pure. Guaranteed to have a long shelf-life.’ (Law, 2003)  

 

Introduction	   	  

In the above quote, John Law depicts a particular kind of social science inquiry that seeks 

methodological ‘cleanliness’ by setting clear methodological boundaries from which to look at 

the world ‘out there’. This, we are reminded, is ‘useful’, but it is also important to consider that 

in practice, research needs to be messy and heterogeneous (Law 2003: 3) because the world is 

messy and heterogeneous.  

When I began to develop a theoretical and methodological framework for my research into 

neozapatismo, it became evident that the field of neozapatismo was not only ‘messy’, it was 

complex. It is complex because of the different sites where neozapatismo operates, often 

mixing online physical spaces across space and time. It is also complex because of the different 

actors that are engaged with neozapatismo, or that are in some ways a part of the Zapatistas. 

And it is complex because of its ebb and flow, because it is not a constant ‘out there’ 

movement or organisation. This posed many methodological challenges. 

Already, analyses of the Zapatistas have concentrated on particular aspects of neozapatismo, 

and in doing so have created neat-ish areas of knowledge and inquiry. We have, for example, 
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ethnographic fieldwork, mostly carried out by anthropologists who spent long periods of time 

in Chiapas working within autonomous Zapatista communities (Mentinis 2005, Mattiace et al 

2002; Leyva Solano 2005), or working in NGOs collaborating with Zapatista indigenous 

communities (Barmeyer 2009). Then there are studies looking at the historical and political 

aspects of neozapatismo, focusing on the particular discourse created and enacted by the 

Zapatistas (Benjamin 1996, 2000; Harvey 1998; Holloway 1997, 1998, 2002; Khasnabish 2010). 

Others look at the Zapatistas’ use of media as revolutionary (Cleaver 1997, 1998; Castells 

2002; Bob 2005); and yet others focus on transnational and/or global neozapatismo (Olesen 

2005; Zugman Dellacioppa 2009).  

My research looks at the mediation of neozapatismo, the way that neozapatismo is lived in the 

everyday, and the ways in which information by and about the Zapatistas is produced and 

shared. It questions the idea that Zapatistas are ‘agents of global transformation from below’, 

through looking at the experience of neozapatismo in the everyday life of people not just in 

autonomous communities in Chiapas, but by people and organisations that declare themselves 

to be ‘Zapatistas’. Rather than approaching the ‘Zapatista movement’ as one dimension, I 

wanted to trace how connections have constituted neozapatismo. 

My approach to neozapatismo was inspired by Latour’s (1993, 2005) notion of ‘symmetry’. The 

notion of ‘symmetrical anthropology’ relates to Latour’s (1993) argument that modernity has 

depended upon a constructed dichotomy between nature and culture. In his reading of 

scientific inquiry then nature appears as an a priori in relation to culture. To counter this, 

Latour suggests a practice of ‘symmetrical anthropology’, a key element of Actor Network 

Theory (ANT), meaning that ‘to be symmetric, for us, simply means not to impose a priori 

some spurious asymmetry among human intentional action and a material world of causal 

relations’ (2005: 75). In other words, Latour makes a critique of the kind of social science that 
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works through a priori conceptions of what constitutes ‘the social’. He thus distinguishes 

between a sociology of ‘the social’ the bounds and legitimacy of which is decided before a study 

begins; and a ‘sociology of associations’ which does not determine or prejudge what might be 

of social meaning and consequence (Blunt 2009: 53). Whilst my research does not take an 

actor-network approach, it is influenced by the notion of ‘symmetrical anthropology’ in its idea 

of tracing connections between things without preconceptions, and to move between sites 

without having preconceptions or a priori ideas about those sites. 

I began this research looking at the ‘Zapatista network’, mapping different (dis)connections and 

flows. Spatiality and temporality were a consideration, because neozapatismo operates in 

embodied physical, and geographically distinct spaces, as well as in online spaces. Moreover, 

Zapatista activities are varied, so activities in the ‘Zapatista network’ are constantly changing. 

There are periods of relative silence where Zapatista activities are confined to autonomous 

communities, and their website (Enlace Zapatista) and times of ‘noise’ when events increase the 

level of attention. Having considered Latour’s notion of ‘symmetrical anthropology’, I extended 

this to include multiple sites as determining ‘the field’ of neozapatismo. I felt that a multi-sited 

approach would be the best suited because it follows people, connections, associations and 

relationships across non-contiguous space (Falzon, 2009). As Marcus (1995) outlines ‘multi-

sited research is designed around chains, paths, threads, conjunctions, or juxtapositions of 

locations in which the ethnographer establishes some form of literal presence, with an explicit, 

posited logic of association or connection among sites that in fact defines the argument of 

ethnography’ (1995: 105). As a strategy, Marcus suggests to use ‘tracking’: follow the people; 

follow the thing; follow the metaphor; follow the plot, story or allegory; follow the life or 

biography; follow the conflict (1995: 106-110). In the context of neozapatismo I set out not 
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only to ‘follow’ the Zapatistas but also to track the constitution of neozapatismo in the 

everyday. 

 

Fluid	  and	  temporal	  spaces	  

I have so far outlined that in setting the field of study as neozapatismo, multi-sited research 

allowed me to look at the construction of neozapatismo by applying Marcus’ idea of ‘following’. 

The Zapatistas have built a field that has no clear boundaries, that comprises any moment ‘that 

dreams of a better world, that is, anything that fits with their strategy of creating a world in 

which many worlds fit’ (Conant 2010: 15). In practice for this political and social project to 

develop, the Zapatistas interplay physical actions with symbolic actions. As Conant observes, 

‘they prefigure the diversity of ends they are struggling toward, now, by the diversity of 
means and media they employ to get there: jokes, fables, masks, dolls, songs, radio 
broadcasts, videos, posters, popular theatre, poems and murals, etc; they accompany all 
of these, without doubt, with marches, caravans, road blockades, voter boycotts, civil 
disturbances, land occupations encuentros, as well as the construction of schools, clinics, 
bodegas, collectives, autonomous governing councils, etc. Each and all of these serve to 
reinforce the values and visions that drive the movement’. (Conant 2010: 15) 

It is thus not only countless objects that are part of, and make up, the Zapatista network, but 

that there stories, metaphors, conflicts for me to follow. This is somewhat problematic as it 

opens a very wide array of ‘things’ to follow. I set myself the task of following whatever ‘story’, 

‘object’ or ‘person’ document the ways in which these connect and disconnect, mapping how 

the Zapatista world assembled as I travelled in and out through it.  

My interest in neozapatismo extended beyond the autonomous communities in Chiapas, 

outside of San Cristóbal de las Casas. I was particularly interested in looking at how people 

connected to the Zapatista movement across geographical spaces and through online space. I 

wanted to explore how meanings about neozapatismo were constructed, and in some ways 
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trying to uncover the allure of neozapatismo. Thus, there was no single bounded space, or field 

site, but a space of neozapatismo that connects in and through different sites. Thinking of 

neozapatismo as a networked site allowed me to focus on the relations within networks, and 

how they constitute subjects and produce social space.  

The first issue that presented itself was the question of access to the field. Preliminary research 

carried out in San Cristóbal de las Casas revealed that Zapatista communities are very guarded. 

I found it almost impossible to speak to the Good Government Councils or visit Zapatista 

autonomous communities on my own, even after all my letters to the Good Government 

Councils who are in charge of the administration of Zapatista regions. Together with this, most 

of what had been written about the Zapatistas had been published between 1994 and 200137, 

and there was not much visible Zapatista activity when I started my research in early 2005.  

 

Access	  to	  the	  field	  

‘When all doors seem closed, a serendipitous encounter gives me hope’ (field notes 2005) 

A few days after leaving San Cristóbal de las Casas in 2005, I was in a small surfer beach town 

in Oaxaca called Puerto Escondido, feeling the impossibility of the task I had set for myself. 

How would I meet the Zapatistas? I was sitting at a bar one evening, discussing Mexican politics, 

when I began to have a heated debate about the Zapatistas with a self-confessed gringo called Al 

Giordano. A note on my field diary reads ‘Al referred to me as the most foreign Mexican he 

                                                
37 The years after the 1994 uprising and until after the Intercontinental Gatherings For Humanity and Against Neoliberalism in Chiapas and Spain (1997, 1998) saw the largest 

numbers of participants in Neo-Zapatista events, as well as a publications from the EZLN, Marcos; as well as many scholarly and journalistic works. This was followed in 2001 

by the ‘March For Indigenous Dignity, the March of the Colour of the Earth’, a Neo-Zapatista caravan – renamed Zapatour in the Mexican Press – marched from San Cristóbal 

de las Casas into Mexico City to demand the recognition of the San Andrés Accords before congress.  The government’s failure to met these demands saw the Neo-Zapatistas 

retreat to their communities in Chiapas. In 2003 they announced the birth of Neo-Zapatista caracoles (snail shells) as the basis of their autonomous communities. During this 

period, and up until the Sixth declaration and the Other Campaign, there were no national or transnational mobilisations or actions organised by the CCRI-CG or the EZLN. I 

explore all of this in detail throughout Chapter Three where I develop the historical context of the Neo-Zapatista activities and autonomous communities in Chiapas. 
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had ever met, I’m not sure what he meant by that… was it a complement or an insult’. These 

words stayed with me throughout my research, and made me think much more about my 

position in the research not only as a researcher but also how others perceived me.  

I did not know this at the time, but this chance encounter with Al would soon become one of 

the most important of my academic life. As I prepared to return to London in the summer of 

2005, the EZLN published its Sixth Declaration of the Lacandón Jungle; and with it an 

opportunity to immerse myself in the field. Al Giordano was editor of an online newspaper 

reporting on Latin America, called Narco News. Shortly after the publication of the Sixth 

Declaration, Giordano sent me an email inviting me to collaborate with him. He wrote ‘see, I 

am doing good on my promise to show you the real Mexico […] and we could use your 

impressive language skills’ (e-mail correspondence 3/2/2006). Although I was not fully conscious 

of the implications of this at first, working as a translator with Narco News not only gave me 

the first entry into the Zapatista world, but it also made me a part of its construction.  

My first field site became the ‘Other Journalism with the Other Campaign’, where I would be 

working as a correspondent with the Narco News team that was following the Zapatista 

caravan throughout the Other Campaign. But this field site also opened other research sites, 

the Zapatista caravan itself, as well as the places and events that the Zapatista caravan would 

visit throughout its campaign. This was to be only the beginning. At the beginning, I was 

completely immersed in my research field. Thus, my research practice involved a practice of 

auto/ethnography and a rejection of the divide between observer and practitioner (Juris 2008). 

To make this even more problematic, because I was working as a journalist, I became a part of 

the research field in itself, meaning that developing a reflexive ethnographic praxis was even 

more important. As I will show, neozapatismo involves emotions, and part of the research 

involved engaging with these dynamics. Thus, as I develop in chapter four, becoming a Zapatista 
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includes sharing feelings of indignation, fear, pain, solidarity and hope. In many ways this was 

not a methodological choice per se, as throughout the fieldwork such emotive connections 

were made, something that was interesting in itself. As Margaret Mead once said, ‘the surest and 

most perfect instrument of understanding is our own emotional response, provided that we can make a 

disciplined use of it’ (in Jacknis, 1988: 172).  

So far I have outlined some initial field sites: the members and work of the Other Journalism 

with the Other Campaign – including news, stories, images and videos produced and shared 

online; the Zapatista caravan, the places visited in the Other Campaign – including people and 

organizations involved in these; and the ethnographer’s body. As I will develop in the next 

section, multi-sited research would allow me to inquire within and between different sites. 

 

Multi-‐sited	  ethnographies	  

Ethnographies have been traditionally associated with participant observation in people’s daily 

lives and for extended periods of time during which the researcher listens to what is being said, 

watching what happens, talking to people, and generally collecting whatever data are available 

(Hammersley and Atkinson 2007: 1). From this definition it is clear to see that the label 

‘ethnography’ is not used in a standard fashion, and it often overlaps with other labels such as 

‘qualitative inquiry’, ‘fieldwork’, ‘interpretive method’, and ‘case study’. It is further challenged 

by ‘new’ kinds of ethnographies, such as ‘‘virtual ethnography’ – where the data may be 

restricted to what can be entirely downloaded from the internet (Hammersley and Atkinson 

2007: 2).  

In sociology, particularly through the influence of the Chicago School, ethnographies are not 

generally associated with the idea of studying the ‘exotic other’ in the form of ‘far-away 
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cultures’; rather, in the words of C. Wright Mills (1959), it involves ‘making the familiar 

strange’. In fact, ethnography is a ‘methodological choice which privileges an engaged, 

contextually rich and nuanced type of qualitative social research, in which fine grained daily 

interactions constitute the lifeblood of the data produced.’ (Falzon 2009:1) To achieve such 

engaged and contextually rich data, the researcher combines field techniques such as note-

taking, aural and visual recordings, interviews, and observations. With recent technological 

advancements, ethnographers are increasingly using an array of multimedia tools including 

video, photography and sound recording, to ‘record and analyse the sonic and visual aspects of 

their field in increasingly high definition’ (Rhys-Taylor 2010: 30). Such research practices 

require the researcher to participate and in doing so establish relations of trust and reciprocity 

with their informants. 

In 1995, George E. Marcus proposed to break with conventions of ethnography and developed 

the notion of a ‘multi-sited’ ethnography to look at social phenomena that could not be 

accounted for following only one site (Falzon 2009: 2). Marcus argued that ‘multi-sited research 

is designed around chains, paths, threads, conjunctions, or juxtapositions of location in which 

the ethnographer establishes some form of literal, physical presence, with an explicit, posited 

logic of association or connection among sites that in fact defines the argument of the 

ethnography’ (Marcus 1995: 105). Because sites are connected spaces, one could argue that the 

spaces between sites are as important as the relationships between them. In other words, 

where ‘traditional’ ethnography suggests deep immersion and thick description of a single 

locality, multi-sited ethnography argues that to immerse oneself deeply in transnational 

phenomena one must abandon the privilege of locality, embrace mobility and ‘go with the flow’ 

(Kjeldgaard et al 2006: 521). 
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As with ‘traditional’ ethnographies, multi-sited ethnographies have no clear boundaries in the 

sites of study. Moreover, because of the multitudinous sites ethnographic practices are equally 

non-descript. To make sense of things, multi-sited research follows people, connections, 

associations and relationships across space (Falzon 2009: 1), and also across time. In terms of 

my own research practice, I understand multi-sited ethnographies, following Falzon (2009) as 

necessarily implying some form of geographical de-centeredness; I say this because (some) 

advocates of multi-sitedness argue that ‘site’ does not necessarily mean ‘location, or ‘place’, but 

also ‘perspective’ (Falzon 2009: 2).  

In some ways, multi-sited research responds to theoretical changes brought by contemporary 

sensitivities to issues of space, as Doreen Massey puts it:  

First, ‘that we recognise space as the product of interrelations; as constituted through 
interactions, from the immensity of the global to the intimately tiny ... Second, that we 
understand space as the sphere of the possibility of the existence of multiplicity in the 
sense of contemporaneous plurality; as the sphere in which distinct trajectories coexist; 
as the sphere therefore of coexisting heterogeneity ... Third, that we recognise space as 
always under construction. (Massey 2005: 9) 

This means that we have to recognise crucial characteristics of the spatial, and its relation to temporality 

(Massey 2005: 88). Methodologically, multi-sited research will necessitate the combination of 

‘polymorphous engagements’ (Gusterson 1997), meaning interacting with participants across 

different and dispersed sites, doing fieldwork by telephone and email, collecting data from 

multiple sources, and so on. This also means that the research is often faced with a much wider 

choice of possible sites, meaning that sites will be favoured over others, and the inclusion of 

some sites will exclude others. However, site selections are to an extent made gradually as 

new insights develop, as new opportunities come into sight, or even by chance (Hannerz 2003: 

207). The flexibility afforded by multi-sited research allows the space for these insights, 
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opportunities, or ‘chances’ to develop, because it gives the researcher time to think about the 

materials. 

But these are not the only advantages. Multi-sited research can also allow the researcher not 

only to study ‘things’ that are more mobile, or translocal, but it is also a form of research that 

fits in to contemporary life/work demands. Moreover, it can be more suited to study 

‘temporary’ sites such as ritual events, workshops, assemblies or conferences (Hannerz 2003: 

210). 

Multi-sited ethnography of neozapatismo 

Hannerz (2003) describes that site selections are made in different ways, one of them being ‘by 

chance’. I had left Chiapas in 2005 contemplating my next move, thinking about how to 

immerse myself in the ‘Zapatista world’. Three things had become clear during my time in 

Chiapas. The first was that the people working with Zapatistas are very guarded about any 

information that they give. The second is that there is a requirement of collaboration; that is, all 

those interested in neozapatismo gain information through practices of exchange. And three, 

that staying in Chiapas did not necessarily mean that I would get any closer to the Zapatistas 

living in the ‘mountains of the Mexican southeast’38.  

One thing that was clear was that there was mess, a lot of it. The Zapatistas existed in Chiapas, 

in Mexico, in the USA, in websites and journals, in photographs and films. They had given the 

world the first postmodern guerrilla movement, and ‘everyone was Marcos’, neozapatismo was 

in the everyday. Yet for many of the people I encountered throughout Mexico, little had come 

from the Zapatista movement, and many Mexicans viewed Marcos as having ‘sold out’ to the 

                                                
38 This is in reference to how the EZLN, Marcos and the CCRI-CG sign their communiqués and letters.  
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gringos; some even said that Marcos was living in a big apartment in Madrid39. Some of those 

who had participated in the 1994 uprising as activists, reporters or academics, felt that the 

Zapatistas were ‘all show and no substance’, and so had instead joined the political ranks of the 

leftist Democratic Revolutionary Party (PRD). When I asked them to put me in touch with 

some of their Zapatista contacts, one of them quickly remarked ‘Ay darling, you are so cute 

trying to learn about the Zapatistas now… they’re gone, it’s all just a show now’40.  

Was it? Certainly from my readings on the Zapatistas this was not the case; but I did wonder 

how such different stories and experiences of neozapatismo came about. To explore this 

question, my research looks at the construction of spaces of Zapatista otherness, and how 

these are inhabited, experienced and articulated in people’s everyday lives. Such spaces exist in 

a myriad of ways, spaces and places: in the mountains of Chiapas, the slums of Mexico City, 

University classrooms all over the world, Internet cafés, the streets of New York, Madrid and 

London, and the multitude of online spaces dedicated to them. These spaces operate in 

material embodied practices and at a symbolic level.  

Since its inception in 1994, the Zapatista project has been in a constant state of flux, the 

uprising that began as an armed guerrilla movement, was quickly transformed into a ‘war of ink 

and internet’; a movement whose primary aim was against capitalism changed its course to be 

about indigenous people of Mexico –more specifically the indigenous people of Chiapas. Most 

recently, it has become a struggle for and about ‘others’. In my research, I question how people 

inhabit and experience Zapatista otherness. During the initial research period following the 

Other Campaign, I found that many people were ‘infatuated’ with the Zapatistas; it had a 

                                                
39 I encountered this particular story several times. The first was speaking to *Juan a shop keepe in San Cristobal, during my initial fieldwork in 2005, who stated that the Neo-

Zapatistas had been quiet all those years because he had moved to Spain. Throughout my time with the Other Campaign, discussions about whether the Marcos in front of us 

was the ‘real’ Marcos, led many to repeat that ‘they had heard’ that Marcos was living in Madrid. 

40 Personal correspondance 3/4/2005 
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certain appeal, which I was eager to understand further. I wanted to understand how and why 

different people ‘fall in love’ with the Zapatistas, and not any other peasant movement Mexico. 

How do they connect in different spaces and translate in different localities? A multi-sited 

research approach would allow me to trace (inter)connections, and relationships between 

sites.  

Once I had gained access and permission to speak to someone or to go somewhere, several 

methods were used in these spaces, responding to the particular situations encountered. This 

influenced the data collected, as they create particular relationships to ‘informants’. In the 

following section, I address different methods used, which were: participant observation, semi-

structured interviews, field diary, online discussions, and audio-visual recordings. 

	  

Ethnographic	  Methods	  

Participant Observation 

As I outlined earlier in this chapter, my decision to undertake ethnography was partly based on 

the desire to understand the appeal of neozapatismo. In order to look at the ways in which 

people interpret and practice neozapatismo, ‘being there’ was crucial. I have also noted that 

access into Zapatista communities proved too difficult at first. Then, the Sixth Declaration was 

published, and the EZLN announced the Other Campaign that would tour around the country. 

It is at this point where I begin my participant observation. First in preliminary meetings held in 

Mexico City, and then as the Other Campaign toured through Mexico. Since I was working 

with an online newspaper Narco News, part of the work I carried out was informed and 

dictated by them, and so I also became a part of the production of neozapatismo. The fact that 

I conducted this research as at once a social researcher and media practitioner presented a 
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precarious line to navigate, as does any experience of participant observation, maintaining both 

intimacy with the research field and enough detachment to produce informed analysis. Actively 

participating in the field meant that it was not always possible to be clear, with everyone, and in 

every conversation, about my research interests. It was therefore incredibly important to 

maintain a practice of self-reflection continuously assessing my role as participant observant, or 

as participant observant. 

Field diary 

Part of my self-reflexive praxis was based on my field diary, or rather diaries, which I have 

maintained throughout the entre PhD process. This way, ideas and reflections are not taken as 

something that only happens ‘out there’, but rather, they are treated as a continuous process 

of collection and reflection. Writing every day is a challenge, and admittedly there were periods 

of relative silence, where I only wrote a few things that week, about an email I exchanged, or a 

quick online chat I had with someone. But looking back on these, and reading them as part of 

the construction of neozapatismo, has revealed interesting connections and links that without 

the diary I would have forgotten. During periods of intensive fieldwork, it was also difficult to 

write in the diary, although in this case it was mostly due to the heavy workload involved in the 

reporting of events in the Other Campaign. Each event often lasted four to five hours, and 

there were usually 3 events a day. This meant a lot of material to sift through in the evenings, 

after which I would spend my time writing, editing or translating. It was only after sending our 

news stories at around 3am that we would go to bed, and this was the time I could write in my 

diary.  
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Semi-Structured interviewing 

One of the benefits of moving from one site to the next, is that this often occurs at different 

times, giving the researcher time to process the data from one site, thereby continuously 

informing the research. The fieldwork in the Other Campaign led me to New York City, which 

in turn led me to Los Angeles; and Los Angeles led me back to Oventic. However, in the sites 

where activities were not taking place, I had to arrange interviews in order to gain access into 

the groups and communities. Having already established relations in the field, such other sites 

were ‘opened’, requiring flexibility in the methodological tools I used.  

From the data gathered during the Other Campaign I developed a list of questions and prompts 

to take into different sites. In Oventic, I was asked to submit my questions to the council, and 

they would deliberate on them first. Only after they had reviewed the questions was I allowed 

in to speak to the council members. With Movement for Justice in El Barrio (MJB) in New York 

City, I first conducted a series of interviews via Skype, and only after then was I briefly invited 

to join them in New York. Finally in Los Angeles, I had been referred to specific individuals 

working with Zapatista groups. These interviews were conducted over the phone, and 

questions changed and developed informed by previous interviews and notes.  

Aural and Visual Recordings 

As part of my work with Narco News, I filmed events and interviews throughout the Other 

Campaign. As agreed with Al Giordano, I was allowed to keep the photographs and videos that 

I took with my own camera. This was an incredibly rich source of material, not least because of 

the intensity of events, but because I was able to revisit those recordings time and time again, 

making for richer data. It has also, I hope, allowed me to present some of the images that are 

very present in my mind, and that words are not sufficient to communicate them. 
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Ethical	  considerations	  

Before going into research sites that (in)formed my research, I want to take some time to talk 

about ethics. There are two concrete ways in which my involvement in the research project 

and its subjects requires particular consideration: my positioning as a journalist whilst 

conducting fieldwork, and my relation to the ‘other journalists’. It is equally important however, 

to consider the ethical implications faced with the increasing mediation of research practice as a 

socio-technical process that constructs identities, maintains relations and modifies experiences 

‘in the field’ (Beaulieu & Estalella 2012: 5-7). 

The British Sociological Association (BSA) clearly outlines that ‘the anonymity and privacy of 

those who participate in the research process should be respected’, and that all information is 

‘kept confidential’ often through distorting names, locations and times41. In some sites this was 

unproblematic, particularly in my conversations and interviews with individuals. But the very 

object of inquiry is not anonymous and many of the actors involved in it are avoiding precisely 

that. The Other Campaign is grounded on the idea of ‘many voices being heard’, and also ‘being 

recorded’. Thus, many of the main figures of the study speak in their own names, and about 

their own organisations. This was an important part of their struggle, but also their politics. An 

important part of neozapatismo is the notion of collaboration, so that there is always a relation 

of exchange. More than keeping anonymity, maintaining a relationship of collaboration was 

much more ethically important for participants. Certainly, it was echoed by many, they did not 

want to be something under investigation; in keeping with Zapatista language, it is always a 

dialogue. Thus ethical issues concerning access, disclosure, recording and (re)presentation were 

constantly negotiated throughout and between different sites.  

                                                
41 www.britsoc.co.uk/media/27107/StatementofEthicalPractice.pdf [accessed 22 May 2012] 
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The BSA also states that in situations where access if gained via a ‘gatekeeper’ the researcher 

must take ‘account of the gatekeepers’ interest’. Al Giordano was precisely that ‘gatekeeper’. 

Once I had collaborated with Narco News, I was assumed to have a political position (as of the 

left). Activists, journalists, and participants ‘recognised’ me as an ‘alternative journalist’, so when 

individuals came to speak to me, I had to be open about my involvement and to respect the 

position of Narco News. This meant that throughout my fieldwork, any associations and 

connections that I made (by myself or otherwise) happened in conversation with Al Giordano.  

Whilst some working within social movement often define themselves as activists-academics 

(Juris 2008; Leyva Solano, personal communication), my position was much more of an 

‘outsider’ as I did not have links or ties with any Zapatista or pro-Zapatista groups or 

organisations. This was one of the difficulties in gaining access. But once I became a part of 

Narco News, I was viewed as being a part of neozapatismo, something that presented more 

opportunities for access to different sites. This became crucial, particularly when I wanted to 

extend my work beyond the physical space of Mexico, and into the United States (in New York 

and Los Angeles). In many ways, I was a part of neozapatismo as my work with Narco News 

meant that I was a part of (re)presenting the Other Campaign. Ethically, however, it was a 

difficult thing to navigate as informants would presume not only that I was politically affiliated to 

the Left, but crucially that I was an ‘adherent’ to the Sixth Declaration; meaning that I would 

explicitly uphold Zapatista ideals. Such ethical issues were constantly negotiated with the 

participants in this study, and in themselves became sources of data, although this was only 

really a concern when conducting interviews.  

A second consideration was my relationship with Narco News and its collaborators, 

particularly those that I would interact and work with. Before embarking on the Other 

Campaign with Narco News, I attended a meeting with the ‘team’ in Tepoztlan, where I spoke 
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about my research, and the capacity in which I would be working. This gave people an 

opportunity to voice an issues or concerns they might be having. It also gave me clearer 

expectations as to the work I would be doing, and Al set some ‘ground rules’ for all of us to 

follow, and that I could not go beyond, because they had to do with the image and status that 

Narco News had within and amongst Zapatistas. 

Further ethical questions were around the notion of ‘informed consent’ particularly when many 

of the sites were mobile and temporary, and involving different actors. For example, 

throughout the different events in the Other Campaign, in plazas, parks, auditoriums, meetings 

lasted hours. Such events were public, and where they were closed, the ‘alternative’ media 

were invited to record the voices being heard. This means that such voices actively looked to 

be talked about and written about, although perhaps not in a doctoral thesis? Because of this, 

throughout my thesis I try to (re)present these voices in their contexts.  

For the Narco News team, composed of journalists and filmmakers, getting their work 

published, was of importance, and they said, their names were already associated with 

neozapatismo and being published on several websites; such that even if they wanted to be 

anonymised, it would take no Sherlock Holmes to find out who they were. They were happy 

not just to be research subjects, but open about their involvement and participation. 

Perhaps the most ethical ‘grey area’ had to do with my own position as a researcher. As I have 

outlined, I began as an ‘outsider’ of neozapatismo, and almost in an instant, I had become an 

‘insider’ with a privileged position of access through my involvement with Al Giordano and 

Narco News. Being a part of Narco News connected me to other sites that would not have 

accepted me without this affiliation. Because of this I felt that a form of self-reflexivity was 

important, and as my research developed, this took the form of an auto-ethnography which I 

frame as ‘practicing [this] self-reflexivity by having a closer look at one’s own longings and 
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belongings, with the familiarity that –when viewed from a distance- it can change one’s 

perspective considerably’ (Kraft Alsop 2002). This meant constantly reflecting on how the 

stories that I was telling affected the way that I thought not only about the Zapatista 

movement, but also about myself. 

 

Research	  Sites	  

The Other Journalism with the Other Campaign 

It is well documented that changes in production and dissemination of information, made 

possible by changes and innovations to ICTs, transformed Zapatismo into a ‘global’ movement. 

The radical use of the internet employed by the Zapatistas is considered now as the ‘radical 

ideal’ by alternative media commentators and social scientists (Atton 2003: 6). In the press 

releases before setting off on the Other Campaign, Subcomandante Marcos clearly expressed 

the need for media coverage, and stressed the importance that the media have in the process 

of organisation and dissemination of information.  

Media processes are thus constitutive of the Zapatista movement, and I felt it was important to 

look more closely at the role that ‘alternative journalism’ has in the construction of 

neozapatismo. In what ways is it a tool for organisation? How does it (re)present the events, 

and the voices of the people in them? How are ‘alternative media’ practices different to 

commercial media? How are stories produced? 

Throughout the weeks I participated in the reporting of events for Narco News, I was involved 

in all aspects of the journalistic process: from preliminary scouting sessions, to interviews, 

filming, photographing and editing. Perhaps most significant was the work that I carried out as a 
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translator because, aside from Al, I was the only fully bilingual member of the team. George and 

Andrew —in charge of documentary film— spoke very little Spanish. Jennifer, also a student 

from the US, could speak Spanish but not write or translate. Rosa, a Mexican journalism 

student did not speak any English and Sarahy, the youngest of the group had some command of 

English but not enough to write or translate pieces. Through translation I was involved in the 

different processes of news stories. 

The Narco News team of ‘Other journalists with the Other Campaign’ had been in southeastern 

Mexico, covering the states of Quintana Roo, Campeche, Yucatan and Chiapas from which they 

had set off on January 1, 2006. I joined them throughout the caravan’s visit to the central region 

of Mexico (in the States of Michoacán, Morelia, and México). I flew from London at the end of 

March and drove to Tepoztlan to meet the team. No-one received pay but our food and travel 

expenses were either paid for by contributors to Narco News, or provided by organisers in the 

places that we visited. The team were without transport now, and I brought a very valued 

commodity, a van.  

We communicated with the Zapatista caravan and other ‘authentic journalists’ via mobile 

phones on the ‘pay as you go’ Telecel network. A lot of the information we received regarding 

changes to venues or calendar events were given to Giordano from a contact in the Zapatista 

caravan; a contact that was never revealed to me. Journalists all shared information, but again 

this was done via the more established and permanent people in the groups of media teams. 

Others did not belong with any group but floated from one to the other based on personal and 

group convenience.  
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My position as an alternative journalist granted me the ability to move freely, but it also set me 

apart from individuals, specific organisations and the Zapatista caravan. In many cases then, to 

expand on the information I had obtained on the grounds, I was able to hold both formal and 

informal interviews with a wide variety of people. In doing so, I collated a wealth of material42 

that allowed me to further explore the ways in which people were interpreting the Other 

Campaign. 

On top of this, many of the activities were organised as a sort of ‘open mike’, I say ‘sort of’ 

because each state had their own organising committee, with their own agenda, and set-up. As 

we travelled through every event and in between states, it became apparent that there were a 

lot of politics involved in the organising of events within each state, and that some people were 

prioritised over others, and this is something I develop further in chapter four. However, 

                                                
42 Much of the material collected has been used in conference papers, and in academic 
discussions. In order to make this material available to other and to motivate further 
discussion, I have collected the material in a website/blog http://yaelgerson.wordpress.com At 
the time of writing, the website is still under construction, although some material is already 
visible.  

Image	  9	  &	  10: Badges worn throughout the Other Campaign 
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outside of the politics of organising, when individuals went up to the microphone to voice their 

opinions, suggestions, wants, complaints, they too provided an insight into how they were 

understanding and interpreting the meaning of the Sixth Declaration and the objectives of the 

Other Campaign. Such testimonials were recorded using video and sound recording 

technologies, which has allowed me to go back to the data throughout my analysis; as well as 

including observations as noted in my field diary. 

Although I was presenting myself as a reporter for ‘authentic journalism’, I made use of my 

ethnographic gaze (Latour, 2010) to document the events and activities of Narco News, 

Zapatistas and supporters.  Many of the days were spent in the meetings the Zapatistas had 

with adherents, and I had to spend the large majority of the day interviewing people, 

documenting the interventions of the meetings, taking shots, and then back in our base writing 

or translating news stories for Narco News. Often, this left very little time and energy to 

document other things I experienced, witnessed or observed. Undoubtedly I missed things, but 

I was able to document with relative ease, using photography and video, even in the most 

intimate of settings.  

The Other Campaign in Michoacán and Morelos  

I have outlined how gaining access into the field presented my first site for ethnographic 

attention. Now in Mexico, and following the Zapatista caravan, I became a part of the Other 

Campaign. Here, although recording for Narco News, I was also recording for myself (as 

researcher). Having negotiated this with Al Giordano, he allowed me to keep any recordings or 

images taken with my own equipment, so long as I made copies that would remain with Narco 

News.  
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The Other Campaign looked to connect already existing movements and actions of protest by 

presenting themselves in those places, listen to people’s stories of resistance, and share those 

stories throughout the visits in other places. These sessions took the form of meetings, rallies, 

assemblies, public events, occupations, and marches. Every day involved at least two or three 

different ‘sessions’ often walking in between spaces. Days were incredibly long. John Gibler, 

reporting and writing on the Other Campaign reflected, 

‘For hours in the stifling heat, people take up the microphone to speak. No one polices 
for content or time.  The meetings go for as long as people keep lining up to talk. And 
the listening is strenuous, at times exhausting: the length of the meetings, the relentless 
seven-days a week, two-to-three-meetings a day pace, the heat, and the inevitable 
droning of attention seekers. But mostly, the intensity of so many of the interventions 
requires a fierce level of concentration. Truly listening, as the Other Campaign 
proposes, is a mental marathon unlike anything I have ever known’ (Gibler 2006) 

Each individual protest, meeting, intervention could have been looked at in itself asking how it 

understands resistance, how it organises resistance, and also how it connects to wider acts of 

resistance. In other words, it was about investigating how these stories were weaved together 

and became ‘the Other Campaign’; it was the act of translating and transforming these into 

something ‘Zapatista’ which was interesting to me. If Marcos —or the Zapatista 

representatives— were on the campaign to build a network of ‘others’, then how were they 

going about it? And how did individuals and groups interpret the Other Campaign and 

therefore organise their own participation with other groups? Was neozapatismo successful in 

building national solidarity, and national change? 

The weeks I spent in the states of Michoacán and Morelos were very intense, and there were a 

lot of things I did not have much time to reflect on. If we were not reporting in the field, then 

we had to rush back to our base and begin the process of writing, editing, or translating. Most 

days were spent working until three or four in the morning. Throughout this time, I kept a field 

diary in which I wrote as often as I could. Inevitably though, some things were forgotten, or left 
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out. Often, I was only able to write at the end of the day, so in itself some diary entries are a 

memory act in themselves. The visual and aural recordings proved to be of great importance, 

because they gave me the ability to return to the material many times, and after visiting 

different sites and reflecting on different themes. As I outlined earlier in the chapter, one of the 

advantages of multi-sited research is that it allows time and space for reflecting on data 

gathered, using that to think about other research sites.  

Sometimes however, things are outside of the researcher’s control, and the research has to 

adapt to the field, not the other way around. I had set out to follow the Zapatista caravan 

throughout the states of Michoacán, Morelos, and Estado de México. A few days before our 

arrival into Mexico, on May 3rd, state police blocked sixty flower vendors from setting their 

carts in nearby Texcoco, and the merchants called on the Front of Peoples in Defence of Land 

(FPDT) from the town of Atenco for solidarity. Peasants from San Salvador Atenco were well 

known for their resistance tactics, because of their resistance from 2002 onwards, to the 

construction of a new airport. Federal and state police responded to this with extreme 

violence, as Molotov cocktails and homemade missiles were met with barricades and teargas, 

killing several youths, and openly raping men and women (Conant 2010: 309).  

The Zapatistas marched to Atenco in support, and Marcos called for solidarity from all groups, 

in accordance with the Other Campaign’s principle of ‘if they strike one of us, they strike us 

all’. But faced with war and more bloodshed, the EZLN called a red alert, the Other Campaign 

put on the breaks, and Delegado Zero returned to Chiapas in order to ‘regroup’ (Conant 2010: 

310). Our Narco News team, faced with the violence and danger in Atenco, disassembled, and I 

returned to London with much to think about and reflect upon.  
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San Cristóbal de las Casas  

From the data collected throughout the Other Campaign, questions arose about the work that 

the Zapatistas had done in Chiapas, in particular with relation to the Zapatista caracoles. It is 

these caracoles that are credited with the laying the groundwork for autonomy; that is 

becoming the model of neo-Zapatista autonomy. As I have already outlined, and will develop in 

more detail throughout chapter four, Zapatista caracoles were assembled after the San Andrés 

accords were not considered by the EZLN to have been fully met. The EZLN and indigenous 

Zapatistas retreated into the jungle with the task of building democratic autonomy themselves. 

The apparent success of the caracoles turned them into a socio-political model to follow. In 

Zirahuén for example, the Purhépecha people were developing their own caracol in which so 

far, they had successfully built an autonomous school.   

These caracoles were one of the foundations of the social and political national movement 

proposed by the Sixth Declaration and promoted by the Other Campaign, so I decided to 

return to Chiapas to visit some of the Zapatista caracoles. As part of this research, I planned a 

visit to CIDECI: The Indigenous Centre for Integral Training, designed as a university that 

provides free education to members of indigenous communities on topics such as women’s 

rights and political action, and is affiliated with the Zapatista movement.  

Although I had worked with Narco News, I arrived in San Cristóbal de las Casas alone, and 

some time later. Many of the people that I knew were no longer there. I recognised that feeling 

of ‘this is going to be harder that I thought’ creep back in. The few people I knew were very 

reticent to giving me any tips or information, all they could do was put me in touch with the 

representative of La Otra in San Cristóbal saying that maybe I could get an interview. As I 

walked through San Cristóbal de las Casas, there were reminders that this was the ‘birthplace’ 

of international neozapatismo sprinkled throughout the city. Wall stencils of Subcomandante 
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Marcos, Zapatista souvenirs, and EZLN t-shirts were all visual reminders of neozapatismo. 

There were also shops and collectives selling ‘Zapatista’ products, and tourist centres offering 

visits to Zapatista communities. The coletos (name given to the locals of San Cristóbal) 

expressed frustration at the attention that indigenous Zapatistas get over others who are also 

in need; and they are critical of ‘Western hippies chasing the EZLN’ because they see them as 

fuelling ‘Zapatourism’. 

With few contacts, I decided to visit a café called Terra Adentro, which is part of a cooperative 

supporting autonomous Zapatista communities. By the third day of my visit, Ernesto, one of the 

waiters asked me what I was doing in San Cristóbal. I explained that I was writing about the 

Other Campaign, and that I wanted to know more about the autonomous communities in 

Chiapas. Ernesto quizzed me on everything that had been published on Zapatismo, asking 

whether I had read this or that book, and seen this or that film. In hindsight I think it was a bit 

of a test, to measure my ‘true knowledge’ of the Zapatistas. Perhaps he wanted to know 

whether I was serious, or it was just a fad. In any case, I suppose my answers were good 

enough as he invited me to a session at CIDECI the following evening, where we were to 

discuss the work of Immanuel Wallerstein. Ernesto became a different ‘gatekeeper’, and after I 

was seen with him, others seemed to relax around me, and I was invited to workshops, bars, 

gallery openings, etcetera. Whilst my time here was limited, and much of the data I gathered 

here was not of significant depth to be included fully in this thesis, it did reinforce many of my 

observations of Zapatistas and adherents of Zapatismo. It also allowed me to participate and 

enter CIDECI to see another way in which the word of the Zapatistas has been translated. 
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Oventic 

The second aim of my visit to San Cristóbal was to visit autonomous communities. By the time 

I reached San Cristóbal the swine flu (H1N1) epidemic was said to be reaching the south of the 

country, and this meant an almost total shutdown of services. As I had witnessed in Mexico 

City a few days before shops closed, transport services were severely limited. Authorities 

requested people stay at home, and not to greet each other with kisses. So, although I had 

planned to visit two or thee of the caracoles, in the end I was only able to visit Oventic, which is 

located about 30 minutes outside of San Cristóbal. I found a taxi that would take me as buses 

were running a very limited service. Many people had warned me of danger in Chiapas, not only 

directed at Zapatista communities, but also from Zapatistas themselves. Although up to now I 

hadn’t felt scared nor experienced any aggressive confrontations, I felt exposed.  

From what I had read and heard in conversations with people, the caracol of Oventic is not 

open to the public. Not everyone is allowed access, and one normally has to get permission 

from the Good Government Councils or work as a human rights observer. I was going there 

on my own. After about one hour driving through the winding roads, we reached the top of a 

hill and a sign indicating that we had reached the Good Government Council for the 

autonomous Zapatista community of Oventic. This evidenced the difficulty in accessing the 

Zapatistas, something that by this point was not unfamiliar to me. Because my methodology 

was grounded on ‘following’ where one thing led to another, I arrived in Oventic on my own, 

having been unable to make any deeper connections. As other accounts that I read told, this is 

where the story ended. For me, greeted by the Security Council, I was allowed into the caracol 

of Oventic and allowed to speak with the members of the JBG.    
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New York City 

Having observed and participated in acts of protest, mobilisation and solidarity throughout the 

Other Campaign, as well as the processes of documenting and reporting on said events and 

activities, I continued my research in the Zapatista caracol of Oventic and CIDECI. It was in 

CIDECI where I heard about how the Other Campaign had been developed outside of Mexico. 

In one of the sessions we had, a video from a group called the Movement for Justice in El Barrio 

based in Harlem, New York was screened. I found this ‘movement’ very interesting, and set 

forth to investigate “La Otra Nueva York” as they refer to themselves. The Movement for Justice 

in el Barrio is a movement against gentrification in east Harlem, New York, and in 2006 adhered 

themselves to the Other Campaign, and now officially belong to the Other Campaign.  

The Other New York provided a good example to explore how such movements joined 

together and how the New York Zapatistas interpreted and applied the objectives and ideals 

set out by the Other Campaign. Unsurprisingly it was difficult to get a meeting. By now, I had 

become accustomed to sending multiple emails with no response, leaving messages and finally 

resorting to Al Giordano who always ‘knew somebody’, who ‘knew somebody’. Once in New 

York, I called the MJB headquarters, and left some messages. After emailing one of Al’s 

contacts, and without hearing anything back, I received a phone call back from the MJB. I 

explained what I wanted to speak to them about to which they replied ‘we have no time to 

help all of you with your school projects’. Once again I experienced the frustration of not being 

‘allowed in’. I realised that in all of the different sites that I had been conducting research, I had 

only been allowed in once an ‘exchange’ had been established. Let me explain, what the MJB 

encounter brought to the surface is that Zapatistas and Zapatista supporters operated through 

relations of exchange, meaning that if I wanted to get information, or visit their communities, 

then I had to offer something in return. For me this meant returning to Al Giordano and Narco 
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News. Al agreed to let me write a story about MJB and publish it in Narco News. I went back 

to MJB and explained that even though I was a ‘researcher’ I also collaborated with Narco 

News and that in exchange for speaking with me, I would write a piece about their work. They 

were very concerned with the ‘impact’ that this had, and when I explained the online presence 

and readership of Narco News they agreed to a phone interview.  

The experience I had with MJB revealed that there were other Zapatista groups in the USA and 

that these had close ties with Zapatista communities in Chiapas. At the MJB offices, they 

showed me a video from the encuentro held in La Realidad in Chiapas where different Zapatista 

groups based in the USA had sent a video to Chiapas presenting their own resistance and 

explicitly extending their solidarity with the Zapatistas of Chiapas. I wanted to explore then 

whether there had been any changes in Zapatista organisations and Zapatista supporter 

organisations in the USA since the publication of the Other Campaign. In other words, I 

wanted to explore the idea of an International Zapatismo as it is experienced in practice. The 

MJB subsequently connected me with an organisation based in Los Angeles called Casa del 

Pueblo.  

Los Angeles 

Casa del Pueblo, based in Los Angeles, is an organisation working also works with mostly 

Mexican and Chicano residents dealing with housing issues. The organisation consider 

themselves to be ‘Zapatistas’. But by the time I got in contact with Casa del Pueblo, they were 

no longer working as a collective organisation due to opposition between members. One of 

the ‘founding members’ of Casa del Pueblo explained that what had begun as a cooperative 

founded on Zapatista ideals, had been ‘hijacked’ by “lefty political organisers”, and taken in a 

direction that was no longer ‘Zapatista’. I found this very interesting and wanted to learn more 
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about what had happened since joining the Other Campaign. I was directed to speak instead to 

Eduardo Flores from a Zapatista cooperative Flor y Canto and Mary Ann from the Chiapas 

Support Network, who have been collaborating with the Zapatistas since 1994. The 

conversations with them, as well as the work carried out with MJB inform my discussion of 

‘international Zapatismo’ in chapter eight.  

 

Methodological	  Considerations:	  translations	  

Les Back tells us that ‘the art of listening to the world, where we take the people we listen to 

as seriously as we take ourselves, is perhaps the most important quality that sociology can offer 

today’( 2007:163). It is this practice of listening which I have actively engaged with throughout 

my research. Listening to the voices of people in their everyday: how they see themselves, how 

they see the world, and what changes they hope can come in the future. I have tried not to 

romanticize these voices, but to listen to what they have to say.  

One of the most difficult things for us, as researchers, to do is to listen to those voices without 

preconceptions, or prejudgments. Throughout this research I have been in a privileged position 

of being bilingual, and being able to navigate through the different voices rather seamlessly. So 

in my travels from Michoacán to New York, and from San Cristóbal to Los Angeles, I could 

record the voices, and engage in conversations without struggling with language.  This also 

meant that where I was, I became an active participant. In Mexico, working with journalists and 

activists from the USA and Europe, I translated the words of the people, but also some of their 

actions. In New York, some of the MJB don’t speak English and others little Spanish, so again, I 

translated between these two.  
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For me, both personally and as a researcher, the ability to communicate between these two 

languages created a broader and richer understanding of the spaces and construction of 

neozapatismo. It also reveals interesting data as knowledge about the Zapatistas is translated in 

particular ways. In this thesis, I have made my own translation of letters, documents, 

communiqués and speeches where I have deemed this both necessary and relevant. This is not 

to discredit other translations, but because in my reading of both the original and the 

translation, there were inconsistencies or areas they could be improved upon. I of course take 

full responsibility for any errors in my understanding and my translation of these texts.  

 

Conclusion:	  A	  guide	  to	  readers	  

In the opening of this chapter I situated neozapatismo as my field of study; a field that is both 

messy and complex. I outlined that this research looks at the mediation of neozapatismo, and at 

the ways in which neozapatismo is understood and practiced in the everyday, thereby tracing 

the connections that constitute neozapatismo.  

To address these questions, using Latour’s (1993) notion of ‘symmetrical anthropology’ and 

Marcus’ idea of following, I concluded that a multi-sited approach would be the most suitable. 

Because access to the field was one of the main concerns, it became increasingly important to 

be flexible, develop collaborative relations, relations of trust; in other words, to “go with the 

flow”. After some time flirting on the outskirts of the field, I gained access through 

collaboration with an online newspaper called Narco News.  

Thus, Narco News became my first research ‘site’ which took me to a different site, as I 

followed the Other Campaign throughout the states of Michoacán, Morelos and Estado de 

Mexico. At this time, the Zapatista caravan was due to continue on a tour throughout different 
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states of Mexico (see Appendix C), but other events changed the course of the campaign, and 

the Zapatistas returned to Chiapas in the middle of the campaign. At that time I too returned 

to England and began processing my data. This was one of the advantages of the multi-sited 

approach, and interestingly, my data led me to New York City, Oventic and San Cristóbal (in 

Chiapas), and finally to Los Angeles.  

Throughout all this time however, I conducted my research as both a social researcher and a 

practitioner with Narco News. This presented ethical considerations as I was seen as 

representing Narco News when speaking to many people and groups, particularly in New York 

and L.A. I maintained a close relationship with Al Giordano, and it became increasingly 

important to have open conversations about my role in documenting the movement 

(something which is not very popular), and my involvement in relations of collaboration and 

exchange with the different groups and organisations. This required constant self-reflection. 

As outlined, multi-sited research allowed me not only to travel between sites, and to trace 

different kinds of connections, but also it gave me time ‘in between’ to think about what I was 

experiencing ‘in the field’. To reflect this, throughout the following chapters I present the 

material - not chronologically - but thematically, in a way that I think is able to show how 

neozapatismo is constituted.  
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Chapter	  Four	  |	  The	  Other	  Zapatistas?	  Neo-‐zapatismo	  and	  the	  Other	  Campaign	  

Introduction	  

This chapter looks at how the Other Campaign marks a different moment of neozapatismo, a 

moment that challenges already established Zapatista networks, and re-works them into a neo-

Zapatista network. This most recent alternative seeks to connect local processes with other 

struggles around Mexico and the world by linking three kinds of organisations: the EZLN and 

Zapatista autonomous communities; independent grassroots organisations; and NGOs. These 

neo-Zapatista networks are constituted by organisations that support Zapatista demands, and  

those who develop alternative practices of participatory democracy and autonomous 

development based on the ideology of neozapatismo (Swords 2007; Leyva Solano 2009).  

As noted in the introduction, the Sixth Declaration of the Lacandón Jungle (2005) outlined the 

strategy of the Other Campaign. In the Declaration, the EZLN announced a definitive break 

with particular organisations, most notably the FZLN – the civil political (mostly urban) 

organisation that sought to create a new form of democratic politics based on Zapatista 

principles. The EZLN also limited the role of Enlace Civil, an organisation created in 1996 to 

bridge indigenous communities and national and international civil society. The Declaration also 

described the restructuring of the EZLN, particularly in terms of its relations to Zapatista base 

communities in an aim to allow autonomy to develop through civilian practices rather than 

embedded in a military structure (that of the EZLN). In other words, the Other Campaign 

sought to articulate the local practices of autonomy en los hechos (in practice) to other 

struggles throughout Mexico, and in doing so link indigenous and non-indigenous struggles to 

form a national political force (Mora, 2007: 65).  
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One of the strengths of the EZLN, that which has made it ‘radical’, has been its ability to 

continually ‘re-invent’ itself in ways that speak for and constitute neozapatismo in different 

ways. During the first days of 1994, what was considered to be a Zapatista ‘movement’ 

followed a more traditional Latin American guerrilla style as an armed agrarian struggle, 

demanding access to land, and resource distribution as central to self-determination 

(Dinerstein 2009: 5). By 1996 the movement had been transformed to fight for the recognition 

of indigenous rights. The period from 1996 up to 2005 focused on building autonomous 

governance in Zapatista rebel municipalities. The Other Campaign now attempts to link local 

processes to other struggles throughout the country and the world (Mora 2007: 70).   

Throughout this chapter, I look at the ideological shift that constitutes neozapatismo. The 

political identity of neozapatismo, born in the context of the Mexican Revolution has been 

transformed so that it resonates with a different historical moment wherein globalisation of the 

neoliberal economy has brought new and complex issues that require a greater political-

ideological diversity (Leyva Solano 2009: 112).  In other words, neozapatismo is seen as 

responding to changes in global social, political and economic situations, as well as through 

their own history.  

To better understand this, throughout this chapter I present an overview of Zapatista 

structures, documenting the ways in which these have changed and developed from the 

uprising up to the present day. Drawing on ethnographic work carried out in Chiapas, I explore 

the changes brought by the restructuring of Zapatista autonomous zones into caracoles. In 

doing this, I frame my ethnographic research as it documents how such new practices 

constitute a neo-Zapatista network. 
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The	  death	  of	  Aguascalientes	  and	  the	  birth	  of	  Caracoles	  

Zapatista struggle for recognition 

The EZLN did not initially present itself as an indigenous movement but it became the symbol 

for the fight of the indigenous people of Mexico (van der Haar 2004: 99). The EZLN has taken 

two routes in the fight for indigenous rights and cultures. On one hand, their negotiations with 

the government resulted in the San Andrés Accords. In practice they created parallel 

government structures amongst the Zapatista civil population so as to create ‘autonomy in 

practice’ (van der Haar 2004: 99).  

The 2000 presidential elections in Mexico saw the end of the monopolistic reign of the PRI in 

Mexico, and the emergence of a sense of hope that the newly elected president Vicente Fox 

Quesada of the Centre-Right Partido Acción Nacional (PAN) would bring about social and 

political change. Upon election Fox famously declared that he would resolve the conflict in 

Chiapas ‘in 15 minutes’. There were signs of hope for resolution as during his first weeks in 

office Fox ordered the release of 17 political prisoners, and ordered the withdrawal of 

paramilitaries from the community of Amador Hernández in Chiapas43. This was seen by the 

EZLN as a step towards the resumption of dialogue between them and the government 

(Marcos, 2000)44.   

On January 1st 2001, the EZLN announced that a delegation of the CCRI-CG was to travel to 

Mexico City to have a dialogue with legislators in the Congress of the Union in order to 

elaborate on the COCOPA bill and establish the legal recognition of indigenous people. The 
                                                
43 Marcos declares that in August 1999 military forces invaded the community of Amador Hernández, located in the Montes Azules with the intention to build a military base. 

This was seen by the EZLN and indigenous Neo-Zapatistas as a way to appropriate their land. Marcos declared the withdrawal of the army as symbolizing the success of Neo-

Zapatista support bases, as well as national and international civil society who protested against the occupation since that time.  

44 Marcos outlined three demands that needed to be met if dialogue was to be resumed.  These were, the liberation of political prisoners, the withdrawal of the army from 

the other 6 areas outlined by the EZLN, and the constitutional recognition of indigenous ‘rights and culture’.  
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EZLN organised a March of the People the Colour of the Earth, also known as the March for 

Indigenous Dignity45 which set off from San Cristóbal de las Casas on February 24th 2001. 

Indigenous Zapatistas, members of the EZLN and the CCRI-CG as well as national and 

international supporters walked across the southern states into Mexico City demanding the 

right of indigenous people to be recognised as both indigenous and Mexican (CCRI-CG, 2001).  

The government issued a revised law on Indigenous Rights and Culture46 which was rejected by 

the EZLN on the grounds that it did not address the demands for autonomy of the indigenous 

people as outlined by the COCOPA law (Subcomandante Marcos 2001). Marcos argued that 

the new law also ignored the demands of the National Indigenous Congress that represents 56 

indigenous communities (pueblos). 

In a statement published on April 29 2001 the EZLN declared that they would not resume any 

negotiations with the government until it recognised constitutionally the rights of indigenous 

people’s ‘rights and cultures’. They asked national and international civil society to keep 

resisting, and reiterated their own commitment to resist and be rebel. But this statement 

pointed to a change in strategy, and for the next two years very little was heard from the 

EZLN47. The Zapatistas were to split from political routes in their search for the recognition of 

indigenous people as both indigenous and Mexican. In response to the government’s failure to 

recognise their existence, the EZLN started the work of building relations of effective 

autonomy in the rebel territory (Khasnabish 2010: 154).  In the summer of 2003, the EZLN 

announced the death of the autonomous municipalities known as Aguascalientes; and the birth 
                                                
45 Also known as The March of the Colour of the Earth. The name alludes to what Marcos calls the different ethnias that constitute the ‘real Mexico’ who seek to be 

recognised and fight for the recognition of others.  

46 This was drawn up as a revised version of the COCOPA bill, for an outline of the law and the changes from COCOPA see Alonso (2001) ‘The Indigenous Law: A Mocking 

Step’ Revista Envío http://www.envio.org.ni/articulo/1501 

47 Between May 2001 and January 2003 only 11 communiqués were published none of which spoke of the EZLN, Neo-Zapatista support bases, or the CCRI-CG 

(palabra.ezln.org.mx) 
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of ‘caracoles’ (snail shells) in an effort to change the relationship between the EZLN and 

autonomous communities, and between communities and national and international civil 

society.   

Autonomous Municipalities 

The 1996 San Andres Accords signed by the EZLN and the government outlined the 

government’s promise of constitutional reform that would recognise the rights of autonomy 

and self-determination of the indigenous people. They were meant to establish new 

relationships between indigenous pueblos and the state. As I have explored elsewhere in this 

thesis (see p. 55), the constitutional reform announced in 2001 was significantly reworked 

unilaterally (by the government) and did not fulfil the demands outlined in the San Andres 

Accords. Other bodies such as the Comisión de Seguimiento y Verificación de los Acuerdos 

(COSEVER), the Comsión Nacional de Intermediación (CONAI), and the Comisión de 

Concordia y Pacificación (COCOPA) had reduced their work with Zapatista communities 

considerably to the point that they were beginning to disappear. It was clear that the dialogue 

between the EZLN and the government had failed, and as a consequence the EZLN retreated 

back into the jungle to develop a new strategy that would come from autonomous practices 

already established in some communities of Chiapas.  

Communities in Chiapas had developed a de facto autonomy in an attempt to resist policies of 

the state, questioning the legality and legitimacy of its institutions (Burguette Cal y Mayor, 2005: 

242). Such communities sought to establish autonomous institutions that would fill the void left 

by government institutions. In Chiapas, there had already been some experience of this. After 

the Mexican Revolution, the 1917 constitution ordered the repatriation of lands. In Chiapas 

there were few governmental bodies dedicated to this task, and so the agrarian reform was 
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realised de facto, albeit with violent consequences (Mora 2007: 70). Throughout the 1970s and 

1980s, several communities declared themselves ‘autonomous’ with varying degrees of success; 

and in 1987 the first indigenous de facto autonomous community is declared in the Tojolab’al 

region that incorporates the municipalities of Las Margaritas and Altamirano (Hernández, 

1999). By October 1994, organizations that made up the Consejo Estatal de Organizaciones 

Indígenas y Campesinas (CEOIC) declared certain regions as ‘autonomous’ and established 

Pluriethnic Autonomous Regions (RAP) (Gómez 1999). In December of 1994, the EZLN 

launched the military campaign known as ‘breaking the siege’ and through it established 

Zapatista ‘rebel municipalities’ (municipios autónomos en resistencia) as an initiative of civil 

resistance. By 1998 there were 38 autonomous municipalities in eastern and central Chiapas.  

The San Andrés Accords were significant not only because they outlined the legitimacy of 

indigenous claim to autonomy, but also because it provided the EZLN with the discursive tools 

to speak of ‘autonomy in practice, in which autonomy can be constructed with or without legal 

authorization’ (van der Haar 2004: 103). It is important to note that these autonomous 

municipalities are spaces of resistance and spaces of governmentality, where communities can 

develop different forms of organisation and administration. These ‘rebel municipalities’ 

constituted the territorial base of the Zapatistas in which they sought to provide batter basic 

services such as health, education and infrastructure; and to establish democratic governmental 

practices, even when faced with heavy paramilitary occupation and government pressures. 

Democratic decision-making processes within the municipalities invited and accepted help from 

‘outsiders’ and became an example from which movements all over the world tried to learn 

(Podur, 2003). These ‘rebel municipalities’ were formalised and in 1998 renamed Autonomous 
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Zapatista Rebel Municipalities (MAREZ) localising each municipality within a given territory and 

assigning parallel representatives to those of the state48.   

Due to the regional differences within the state of Chiapas, the MAREZ developed and 

organised in different ways. Their membership is also diverse such that some are classified as 

‘monoethnic’ –where members share the same language49 (i.e. in the region of Los Altos); as 

‘pluriethnic’ –including several indigenous languages (tzeltal, tzotzil, chol, Tojolab’al) and also 

including mestizo peasants. This means that autonomous practices in the MAREZ can, and often 

do, differ widely. 

 

Aguascalientes 

Through the MAREZ, rebel Zapatistas articulate an alternative project for social and political 

organisation. As I outlined above, in Chiapas, the EZLN developed ‘rebel municipalities’ that 

sought to create political practices of self-governance in order to achieve ‘democracy, justice 

and liberty’. But the EZLN also reached out to ‘civil society’50, something that set them apart 

from other uprisings in Latin America. In chapter one I explained that the 1994 uprising was 

followed by twelve days of violence; and it was civil society who demanded the cease-fire and 

asked the government to negotiate with the EZLN. The civil ‘side’ of the Zapatistas became 

                                                
48 See Appendix 1 for a table showing how the different MAREZ have been grouped and organised into caracoles according to their geographical location. 

49 There is some debate over the use of the term ‘ethnia’ to describe, differentiate and designate boundaries between indigenous people. Scholarly texts often use the term 

‘culture’ to express the combination of tradition, history, and language; other group individuals simply in terms of language. I prefer to use ‘language’ as the different make-up of 

such groups, (some literature here maybe). Where I have used the term ‘monoethnic’ and ‘pluriethnic’ is through government and institutional framing in those terms.  

50 The Neo-Zapatistas use the term ‘civil society’ as a sphere that is established apart from the state. As Dinerstein develops ‘through autonomy – a category of struggle, civil 

society ceases to be the only site where the legitimation of capitalist hegemony occurs to become a political and symbolic space where he contention between hegemonic and 

counter hegemonic practices takes place’ (2009: 4). What Dinerstein suggests is that, although the boundaries between the state and civil society are recognised as being 

blurred, even within liberal theories of civil society the state is necessary in constituting civil society. As Gramsci has postulated, civil society is constituted by capitalist society. 

Civil society plays a crucial role in the legitimisation of capitalist hegemony (Ehrenberg 1992: 210; Dinerstein 2009: 3)  
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increasingly important, and as a response to this, the EZLN created the Aguascalientes as 

cultural centres of exchange and encounter between the EZLN and support bases, and 

between rebel Zapatistas and national and international civil society.  

The first Aguascalientes was created in the spirit evoked by the Convention of Aguascalientes 

held during the revolution in 1914, where leaders of different revolutionary forces – Pancho 

Villa, Emiliano Zapata, Venustiano Carranza and Alvaro Obregón - met to discuss strategies 

against the dictatorship of Porfirio Diaz. The ‘new’ Aguascalientes of Guadalupe Tepeyac was 

created in the heart of the Lacandón Jungle, in the municipality of Las Margaritas. The aim of 

this Aguascalientes was to host the National Democratic Convention (CND) organised by the 

EZLN and held in August 1994. The EZLN used its resources to prepare the area for visitors; 

they built a library, a pressroom and accommodation. In 1995 the Mexican army went into the 

Aguascalientes of Guadalupe Tepeyac and destroyed much of the installations. As a result, the 

EZLN built five Aguascalientes, one for every area of Zapatista influence, and in them housed 

five libraries, and five centres of cultural exchange.  

These centres were announced in the closing statement of the National Democratic 

Convention (CND), where the EZLN invited: 

‘civil society to begin collaborating, so that indigenous Zapatista civilians and civilians of 
cities (NGOs, etcetera) begin to work together. The Zapatista support bases have 
created centres of Zapatista resistance, that is, villages or communities that continue 
resisting without accepting anything from the government. These villages are our flags, 
they are symbols of Zapatista resistance. We invite you to create many Aguascalientes in 
response to the destruction of the Aguascalientes of Guadalupe Tepeyac, and that 
those Aguascalientes become centres of resistance. We want to tell civil society: ‘we are 
going to create many Aguascalientes an we need your help. We are going to have 
centres of resistance and we want you (civil society), and I (EZLN), to do something 
together for the wellbeing of indigenous people: to set up a good hospital that does not 
belong to the government, with medicines, doctors, equipment, etcetera, with schools 
and training workshops, with children’s games and workshops and schools for women, 
with its own cinema and theatre, its sports and everything. But with nothing from the 
government. Together we will together create a place where the people rule, where 
anyone can see that we don’t need the government, and where it is evident that the 
Mexican people can dialogue and even reach agreement. Where we can build peace 
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with justice and dignity amongst us, without the government, its army or its police’ 
(Subcomandante Marcos, 1995, own translation). 

  
In Chiapas, the five Aguascalientes were established in the regions of La Garrucha, Roberto 

Barrios, La Realidad, Morelia and Oventic; other Aguascalientes were established in other parts 

of Mexico (notably Mexico City, UNAM, Cuernavaca, Tijuana), and internationally in the USA, 

and Europe51. Through the Aguascalientes information about the Zapatistas’ autonomous 

municipalities was disseminated and they became models for community organisation and 

democratic self-government.  

In many ways it came as a surprise when, in a series of communiqués entitled Chiapas: the 

thirteenth stele, the EZLN announced the death of Aguascalientes on August 8 2003, and 

subsequent ‘birth’ of the caracoles on August 9 2003. Subcomandante Marcos called for a 

gathering in Oventic, and invited supporters and communities who have, and continue to build 

solidarity, and not those who view indigenous people as needing ‘pity and charity’. Marcos 

recounts, 

 ‘we tried to learn from our encuentros with national and international civil society. But 
we also expected them to learn. The Zapatista movement arose, among other things, in 
demand of respect. And it so happened that we didn't always receive respect. And it's 
not that they insulted us. Or at least not intentionally. But, for us, pity is an affront, and 
charity is a slap in the face […] I saved an example of ‘humanitarian aid’ for the 
Chiapanecan indigenous, which arrived a few weeks ago: a pink stiletto heel, imported, 
size 61/2... without its mate. I always carry it in my backpack in order to remind myself, 
in the midst of interviews, photo reports and attractive sexual propositions, what we 
are to the country after the first of January [1994]: a Cinderella. (...) These good people 
who, sincerely, send us a pink stiletto heel, size 61/2, imported, without its 
mate...thinking that, poor as we are, we'll accept anything, charity and alms. How can 
we tell, all those good people that no, we no longer want to continue living Mexico's 
shame. In that part that has to be prettied up so it doesn't make the rest look ugly. No, 
we don't want to go on living like that.’ (Subcomandante Marcos, July 2003, own 
translation)52 

                                                
51 See for example, Subcomandante Marcos’ words to the Madrid Aguascalientes http://flag.blackened.net/revolt/mexico/ezln/2002/marcos/madridOCT.html 

52 http://www.nodo50.org/pchiapas/chiapas/documentos/calenda/chiapas.htm 
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By changing the organisational structures of the Aguascalientes, the EZLN looked to gain more 

control over relationships between Zapatista rebel communities with national and international 

‘civil society’; with national and international support groups; and with non-Zapatista 

communities and organisations in Mexico.  

There were several reasons for this. First, material and financial help from the ‘outside’ was 

becoming problematic. International aid agencies and NGOs dictated what the communities 

need, and, without even consulting them, thereby imposing not just specific projects, but also 

the times and means of their implementation. As Marcos outlined, ‘imagine the desperation of a 

community that needs drinkable water and they're saddled with a library. The one that requires 

a school for the children, and they give them a course on herbs.’ (Subcomandante Marcos, 

2003). This also meant that some municipalities received more money than others, resulting in 

unequal development.  

Second, within Zapatista communities, the presence of the EZLN had led in some cases to 

vertical patterns of organization, because of their role in civil governance functions. The EZLN 

monitored the practice of mandar obedeciendo in regional governance by assigning local 

responsables in charge of the organisation in each community, regional responsables of a group of 

communities, and area responsables of a group of regions. Those who did not respect and 

follow the practice of mandar obedeciendo were replaced by the general command (CCRI-CG). 

This meant that the EZLN was seen as being ‘too involved’ in the practices of self-government 

within Zapatista autonomous communities.   

Lastly, tensions between Zapatista and non-Zapatista indigenous communities in Chiapas were 

increasing. Zapatista rebel communities set up parallel governments in their municipalities 

running alongside government municipalities. But whilst some individuals identified themselves 

as Zapatistas; others declared themselves simply as Zapatista supporters. Within these 
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communities there were also Zapatista opponents, whist others declared themselves as 

‘neutral’. This meant that autonomous municipalities did not enclose continuous territories 

something that exposed these membership tensions (van der Haar 2004: 103). 

To address these problems, the EZLN announced a new kind of governing body, the Good 

Government Councils (JBG henceforth). The JBGs would encompass four to seven MAREZ and 

build a house in each Aguascalientes from where they would operate, and which were to be 

renamed caracoles. The EZLN leadership withdrew from civil governance functions so as to 

separate the military and civil structures in the rebel municipalities. The JBGs, as I will outline in 

more detail below, would now be in charge of monitoring civil governance, and of the 

distribution funds and support. In an attempt to improve relations between Zapatistas and non-

Zapatistas, the EZLN removed all road blocks guarding Zapatista territory, rescinded the 

payment of taxes, and extended an invitation for all to make use of the services available in 

rebel communities (van der Haar 2004: 105).  
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Good	  Government	  Councils	  (JBG)	  

 

 

 

 

In the Zapatistas’ words, the death of the Aguascalientes would mean an end to paternalism at 

the hands of NGOs; and this was an explicit effort to give Zapatista communities more control 

over resources and governmentality. Since the initial days of the uprising, the Zapatistas spoke 

of justice, freedom and democracy for the people of Mexico. Their discourse soon shifted to 

speak explicitly for the recognition of the indigenous people of Mexico, and in the San Andrés 

Image	  11 -  Map of the five Caracoles of the EZLN: La Realidad, Oventic, 
Morelia, La Garrucha and Roberto Barrios. Each one of then houses a Good 

Government Council (JBG) 

 Source: Gustavo Castro for CIEPAC1 
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Accords, the EZLN sought to make this a constitutional reality. The government’s failure to 

make significant constitutional changes led the EZLN to retreat into the Chiapas jungle, 

focusing instead on the development of Zapatista autonomous communities. Zapatista 

autonomy was grounded on the idea that democracy did not simply mean electing 

representatives to form a government, but it is an exercise in the politics of everyday life, one 

that is necessary for the (re)production and organisation of (indigenous) communities.  

The Aguascalientes were defined as ‘zones’ that covered the area of influence of the MAREZ. In 

2003 they are renamed caracoles to mark the introduction of new regional administrative 

structures (Barmeyer 2009: 61). JBGs were set up to coordinate the MAREZ, as well as to 

teach individuals the practice of governance in their own, rotating leadership structure: the JBG 

houses one or two representatives from each of the MAREZ, and the representatives rotate in 

order that all members of the community are part of the democratic process, and through this 

learn about democratic governance. The Committee of Clandestine Indigenous Revolution 

(CCRI following its Spanish initials) in each region monitors the operations of the JBGs in order 

to prevent acts of corruption, intolerance, injustice and deviation from the Zapatista principle 

of mandar obedeciendo.  The EZLN is still responsible for the defence of the civilian population. 

The JBGs do not substitute the functions of the MAREZ, and they continue to be responsible 

for the provision of justice, community health, education, housing, land, work, food, commerce, 

information and culture. 

More specifically, there were concrete issues that the CCRI and the EZLN wanted to address 

through the restructuring of Zapatista autonomous communities. In terms of the relationship 

with national and international civil society, it had become apparent that some communities 

benefited more than others (i.e. receiving more aid), a situation which had led to the creation 

of interest groups, and internal inequality. This had also led to the deterioration of the 
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legitimacy of self-governing bodies.  Together with this, there had been an increasing number of 

human rights complaints lodged against Zapatista communities. As Araceli Burguette Cal y 

Mayor develops, inter-communitarian aggressions, dispossessions and arbitrariness, were 

justified as practices of autonomy, or as an aspect of indigenous culture; in some cases it was 

even argued to be a part of direct democracy and mandar obedeciendo (2003: 37). The use and 

application of ‘autonomy’ was reportedly being abused and as such it had lost its democratic 

power; and this is precisely what the EZLN wanted to change. By transforming into a 

membership structure regulated by the JBG, and monitored by the CCRI and the EZLN, 

neozapatismo became more about joining indigenous Zapatistas to indigenous non-Zapatistas; 

and indigenous and non-indigenous struggles. This restructuring thus aimed to transform 

neozapatismo from a ‘movement’ into a ‘membership structure’. In doing so, the EZLN and 

CCRI-CG were able to (re)define the rights and obligations of the various members, as well as 

the relationships between civilian organisations and politico-military structures. In simple terms, 

a new level of authority was formed organised into communities, municipalities and regions.  

The JBG is also in charge of regulating funds, memberships, visitors and relationships with the 

media. Donations can no longer be made to specific communities or individuals, but have to be 

made to the JBG which then has the task of redistributing funds. Only those people and 

organisations registered with a JBG will be recognised as Zapatistas, and allowed entry into 

Zapatista territory. The EZLN outline these changes so that 

 ‘members of civil society will now know with whom they must reach agreement for 
projects, peace camps, visits, donations and etcetera. Human  
rights defenders will now know to whom they should turn over the denouncements 
they receive and from whom they should expect a response. The army and the police 
now know whom to attack (just bearing in mind that we, meaning the EZLN, have 
already gotten involved there)… The media who says what they're paid to say now 
know whom to slander and/or ignore. Honest media now know where they can go in 
order to request interviews or stories on the communities. The federal government 
and its ‘commissioner' now know what they have to do to not exist. And the Power of 
Money now knows who else they should fear.’ (Subcomandante Marcos, 2003a).  
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If autonomous rebel municipalities are to succeed and continue to build on autonomy in 

practice, then the functioning of the JBGs is central. It could be argued that the EZLN was 

transferring a lot of the responsibilities that they had been in charge of, onto the civilian 

population. This means that individuals would now be part of a process of leadership-in-action, 

learning through praxis. The JBGs are responsible for coordination and vigilance of autonomous 

municipalities; monitoring abuses of autonomous authorities; making sure that the principles of 

good government are being followed; mediating conflict between and within communities; 

registering civil bases and following-up complaints made against them.  

As I outlined, the renaming of the Aguascalientes to caracoles was made to signify a change in 

administrative structure. The administration of communities is done by representatives from 

autonomous municipalities who rotate every thirteen days in order to avoid clientelistic 

networks, as well as to teach everyone within communities the practice of politics. The EZLN 

concedes that this was set up as an experiment in a ‘different’ form of governmentality; and it 

continues to build on the successes and failures it experiences in the everyday practice of 

politics.  

Administrating the MAREZ is challenging, not least because membership affiliations are 

constantly changing. To this date the MAREZ are reported to be constituted by over 1,100 

rebel communities, each with a population of 300-400 people, and sharing a territory. In order 

to make the transition from Aguascalientes to caracoles the General Command of the EZLN 

ordered the separation of civil structures from politico-military structures; and JBGs were 

designed to coordinate. These structural changes mean that there are now three levels of civil 

government in the rebel Zapatista autonomous regions: a regional level with a JBG; municipal 
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level with an autonomous council; and at the level of the community with representatives from 

the communities in resistance.53  

The flow chart below (image 12) illustrates the different ‘levels’ of government and decision-

making processes, which begin at the ‘local’ level with every community in every town naming 

their authorities, and electing the communal representative who becomes the municipal agent. 

Through these, the MAREZ is assembled, and they become the decision-making organ of every 

municipality; the councils of the MAREZ are in charge of making decisions that affect larger 

areas, so that representatives from different areas come together in assemblies to reach 

consensus. The MAREZ also designate a representative who will attend and be a part of the 

Good Government Council.  

 

 

 

                                                
53 For an extended structural analysis see Burguete, Cal y Mayor (2005), who conducted extensive fieldwork between 1994 and 2004, documenting the structural changes to 

these communities.  

Image	  12	  - MAREZ – Neo-Zapatista rebel autonomous municipalities are distributed into one of five 

caracoles. Each caracol has a Good Government Council (JBG). The ß---à indicates regulatory 

relationships. The relationship is not presumed to be hierarchical but of mandar obedeciendo.  Source: 

Burguete Cal y Mayor, 2005 
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In later chapters of the thesis, I look at the ways in which the EZLN promote Zapatista 

caracoles as a model for autonomy. That is, throughout the Other Campaign and in the Sixth 

Declaration of the Lacandón Jungle, the EZLN speak of the success of the caracoles in Chiapas 

and propose it as a model of how autonomous practices can develop in different contexts. 

Much of what is discussed in the gatherings during the Other Campaign is how to adapt this 

model to individual needs and contexts.  

This is also the model that is talked about by activists and scholars who see in the Zapatistas as 

a novel form of political and social organisation. It is therefore both necessary and important to 

talk about what these caracoles are, and how they are organised. Drawing on the 

anthropological work of Neils Barmeyer (2009) and Xóchitl Leyva Solano (2007, 2010), as well 

as my own work in Chiapas, I look at the organisation of Zapatista caracoles both inside and in 

their interaction with other non-governmental organisations; and in particular I look at the JBG 

of Oventic. Specifically, my work focuses on the practice of autonomy, as it is embodied in 

Zapatista communities, looking at how autonomy is both understood and practiced within 

autonomous Zapatista communities. As I outlined in chapter two, the Zapatistas are considered 

to have developed a form of radical politics largely because of their re-conceptualisation of 

autonomy. I therefore felt it was important to look at autonomy in practice within communities 

in Chiapas. I then move on to look in more detail at the practice of ‘mandar obedeciendo’ as this 

is also considered constitutive of radical politics. The chapter closes with a discussion of La 

Otra Campaña in order to set up the context of the empirical work discussed in the remainder 

of this thesis.  
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Zapatista	  Caracoles	  

 

The EZLN chose the image of the snail (see image 13) in order to symbolise the different 

‘levels’ of neozapatismo. Starting from the global, their thoughts and views are internalised 

moving through the national, the regional, and the local, until it reaches what they refer to as 

‘Votán-Zapata’54, the guardian and heart of the Zapatista people.  Marcos writes: 

‘And so, from the shell's most external curve, they thought words like ‘globalization,’ 
‘war of domination,’ ‘resistance,’ ‘economy,’ ‘city,’ ‘countryside,’ ‘political situation,’ and 
others which the rough draft has eliminated after the usual question: ‘Is it clear or are 
there questions?’ At the end of the path from outside in, in the centre of the shell, only 
some initials remain: ‘EZLN.’ Afterwards, there are proposals, and they paint, in 
thought and in heart, windows and doors which only they see (among other reasons, 
because they still don't exist). The disparate and scattered word begins to build a 
common collective path. Someone asks: ‘Is there agreement? There is,’ the now 
collective voice responds affirmatively. The shell is traced again, but now in the 
opposite path, from inside out. The rough draft continues the reverse path until only 
one sentence remains, filling the old blackboard, a sentence which is madness to many, 
but which is, to these men and women, a reason for struggle: ‘A world where many 
worlds fit.’ A little bit later, a decision is made’. (Subcomandante Marcos 2003)  

Zapatista caracoles function as centres for cultural and political convergence between 

Zapatistas and civil society, monitoring ‘outsider’ presence. All visitors, or potential visitors 

have to report to the council as they represent the autonomous municipalities within their 

designated sphere of influence. Caracoles house the administrative office of the JBG. My visit to 

                                                
54 Marcos created Votán-Zapata as the ‘guardian and heart of the people’. Votán is the Tzeltal name of the deity of ancient Chiapas, and Emiliano Zapata the most respected 

revolutionary of Mexico (Benjamin, 2007: 447) 

Image	  13 -  Neo-Zapatista snail 
of Oventic, Good Government 
Council 
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autonomous Zapatista territory began at the JBG ‘Corazón Céntrico de los Zapatistas Delante El 

Mundo Zona de Los Altos’, in other words, Oventic (see image 14 below). 

 

I travelled to the caracol of Oventic, located outside of San Cristóbal de las Casas. Oventic was 

the first rebel caracol and where the first JBG was established after the consultation in August 

2003. Access to Zapatista communities is heavily guarded, and one has to apply to the Good 

Government Councils to be granted access to their communities. But Oventic is located 

outside of San Cristóbal de las Casas, and is accustomed to receiving more visitors because its 

geographic location gives them direct control over the people moving within Zapatista territory 

(Ghiotto and Pascual 2008: 21). In other words, Oventic functions as a security measure for 

Zapatista communities because it is able to monitor the flows of people, information, and of 

money, thereby spreading these more evenly throughout all the communities.  

All my attempts at establishing communication with the JBGs independently had been 

unsuccessful; but I had heard that Oventic sometimes allows people to ‘drop in’, so I travelled 

there in the hope that they would let me into the caracol and that I would be able to speak to 

the JBG. As I explored throughout chapter three, one of the features of my methodological 

approach was that I moved through the ‘neo-Zapatista network’ following the connections that 

I made along the way. Throughout the Other Campaign, I was an ‘alternative journalist’. Now I 

Image	  14 - Sign at the entrance of Oventic, 
signalling that this is now Neo-Zapatista 
territory. The sign reads: ‘For everyone 

everything, for us, nothing’ ‘Rebel 
Autonomous Neo-Zapatista Municipality’ 

Good Government Council. 

 Heart of the Neo-Zapatistas in front of the 
world.  

Area of Los Altos. 

Author’s own photograph 
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was here as a researcher, but with nothing previously arranged, I was unsure as to whether 

they would allow me into the Oventic.  

The following is an excerpt from my field notes: 

‘No tourist offices seem to know how to get to Oventic. I decided to take a taxi. 
Pascual, originally from Chamula, takes me on this journey. The road is windy and 
uphill. We are diverted because there is a procession celebration May the 3rd (I am not 
sure what this is) … we continue on our journey through the mountains, twisting and 
turning over green forests. Houses on hills splash the mountains with purples, green, 
blues and pinks. There are dozens of ‘replicas’ of the church at San Juan Chamula – but 
smaller. They sit atop the hills only connected to the ground by a long staircase. It is 
clear to see why people feel this place is magical’ 

‘I arrived at Oventic at 11 in the morning. An elder woman wearing a red bandana 
covering her face greets me. Her Tzotzil and my Spanish barely mange to communicate 
so she signals to elder man who, as he walks over, covers his face with a balaclava. I 
explain that I want to visit the caracol and he takes me to the ‘centro de vigilancia’. 
There they ask me for my ID, name, organisation and motive. Following people’s advise 
I say that I am an ‘adherent’ and that I want to speak to the JBG because I am writing a 
piece on their good work. They let me in. I am asked to leave my passport which 
makes me feel uneasy. It is the only ID I have and I realise how difficult it would be to 
get back to the city without it. The masked man takes me down the quiet street to a 
little house that says JBG on the front. A woman opens the door slightly and the man 
explains who I am. She orders me to wait and says a meeting is in progress. A group of 
men wearing white sombreros lay in the shade created by the house next door. I grow 
restless and begin to walk around the caracol fearful that will get yelled at for 
trespassing, or for walking unescorted. I nervously take out my camera phone and snap 
a few pictures. All of the buildings are decorated with murals painted by hand. They 
have Che, Zapata and Marcos. A few houses are open and they are selling goods, 
clothes, coffee and even Coca-Cola! It seems strange that it is so empty, everything is 
empty.’ (field notes 3 May 2009) 
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The JBG of Oventic (a photograph of the outside of the house is seen in image15 & image 16 

shows the good government council in session the day I visited) asked me to write my 

questions down on a piece of paper and hand them in for consideration. I then waited for over 

forty minutes. When I entered the house of the JBG the council members said they would only 

answer a few of my questions for which they had already prepared answers. In response to my 

question on building autonomy, the JBG replied that the practice of autonomy “is because the 

indigenous people saw that the San Andres Accords were not upheld, and it stopped believing 

that they would one day be upheld. So, we are building our own autonomy. Autonomy is that 

the indigenous people are just in their own culture and language and dialect. Autonomy means 

not to depend from the federal or state government” (field notes 3 May 2009).    

Image	  15: JBG house at Oventic  

Author’s photograph 
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My experiences at Oventic echo much of what has been written. There is certainly a sense that 

things are being developed in practice, but also that these processes are informed by a singular 

discourse, the Zapatista discourse. I could not help but feel at times that things were being 

repeated almost as if they had been memorized; everywhere people repeated the same 

phrases, abstract statements that did not reflect the everyday practice or application of these 

ideas. Moreover, when I brought up these questions, I was looked at with suspicion, and many 

people simply stopped talking to me. Certainly there are reasons to understand the 

guardedness of Zapatistas, but there was something more aggressive about this.  

 

Image	  16: The Good Government Council house and members in 
Oventic, 29 April 2009. 

Author’s photograph 
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Mandar	  Obedeciendo	  

Before I move on to the Sixth Declaration and the Other Campaign, it is important to make a 

small note of the Zapatista notion of mandar obedeciendo, as this is not only central to Zapatista 

discourse, but also what is regarded as constitutive of the singularity in the Zapatistas 

(Holloway 1996; Zugman Dellacioppa 2005; Reyes and Kauffman 2011). I have retained this 

phrase in Spanish because in the literature written in English this has been translated in different 

ways. Thus we find the meaning to be ‘lead by obeying’, ‘govern by obeying’ and ‘rule by 

obeying’. In fact it can mean all three, but equally each one of these can also mean many things. 

So, ‘mandar’ could be translated as simultaneously lead and govern and rule. But what is 

different in neozapatismo is that its struggle does not aim for the establishment of sovereignty, 

it is not a Left looking to transform and take power. Instead, it asks to lead/govern/rule by 

obeying, thereby creating a ‘new spatialisation of struggle that makes possible the creation and 

everyday maintenance of a system for the development of autonomy’ (Reyes and Kaufman 

2011: 506). In other words, mandar obedeciendo is the method through which autonomy is 

implemented; autonomy is the daily struggle of mandar obedeciendo.  

The principle of mandar obedeciendo is applied in all decision-making practices, which means 

that such decisions, in practice, can take a long time – weeks and even months. As Tischler and 

Matamoros (2008) argue, the practice of mandar obedeciendo breaks with western constructs of 

temporality such that Zapatista ‘thought’ is borne from the rupture of homogenous 

temporality, because it is grounded in indigenous practices. As Mexican journalist Ramon Vera 

argues 

‘The idea of mandar obedeciendo is fundamental. And this idea is a very indigenous 
idea. In the Indian communities, the ‘cargos’ can be understood as a position of service 
to the community and not as a position of power where the people even a year before 
are bothering the possible candidate saying, ‘It’s your turn next, it’s going to be our 
turn soon for the community. You better get ready.’ He has to save his money from his 
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corn harvest because he isn’t going to be able to work in any other position when he 
takes on this position. He is even going to have to spend his own money. This is very 
interesting. The Indian communities have used the cargo system for a very long time 
now. This system has worked because they are constantly taking account of what the 
person does in this position. In order to mandar, you have to be able to serve. And the 
one who doesn’t serve, well, they get rid of him. (interview 1999 cited in Zugman 
Dellacioppa, 2009: 99) 

As an ethical and political concept, it is clear to see why mandar obedeciendo has been popular 

with activists and scholars. As Zugman Dellacioppa argues, mandar obedeciendo has become 

part of the daily language of social movements, unions, civil groups and even political parties 

(2009: 100). But there are tensions that arise from such practices, and that pose challenges to 

the path of autonomy. Such challenges need to be recognised in order to be overcome.  

It is seductive to think of the practices of autonomy in Chiapas as coming from ‘ancient 

traditions’ of the indigenous people. Not only would this be wrong, it is also problematic; it 

homogenises indigenous identity and experience. Indigenous communities just within Chiapas 

have complex histories and are often in conflict. Even in the case of Zapatista indigenous 

communities, some of them are exclusively mono-ethic and closed off from other indigenous 

and mestizo people. It is imperative that both activist and scholars recognise that Zapatista 

discourse is influenced by three main threads: indigenous traditions and cultures, including 

certain autonomic organisational structures that developed as a consequence of colonialism; 

the organisation into assemblies something which was acquired through the work of the 

Dioceses of San Cristóbal; and the political teachings of the Marxist-Leninist-Guevarist guerrilla 

that the FLN taught them in the first years of organisation (Ghiotto and Pascual 2008: 27). 

	  

The	  Sixth	  Declaration	  of	  the	  Lacandón	  Jungle	  
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Having solidified their bases in Chiapas, and following what the Zapatistas saw as the decaying 

social and political situation of Mexico55, the Zapatista general command (CCRI-CG) decided it 

was time to publish their Sixth Declaration of the Lacandón Jungle. On the one hand, they felt 

that the success of the Zapatista caracoles, reflected that this was a real possibility for Mexico; 

but it was also published at a time of political turmoil in Mexico. When the Sixth Declaration 

was published in June of 2005, it was also announced that there would be an ‘Other Campaign’ 

that would set off on January 1st 2006 and tour the whole of Mexico. This was not to be an 

electoral campaign, but one which would aim to subvert and in some ways ridicule the 

presidential campaigns of 2006.  

I begin my exploration of the Other Campaign by outlining some of the main positions of the 

Sixth Declaration (La Sexta as it colloquially referred to) because of the importance that is 

attached to being (or becoming) an ‘adherent’ to La Sexta. Within my initial research period in 

2006, following the Zapatista caravan, as well as in subsequent meetings with la Otra in Mexico 

city, Chiapas, Morelos and New York, I had to qualify myself as ‘adherent’ (or not) of la Sexta. 

This signified that neozapatismo had transformed from a ‘movement’ to an ideological and 

political position. People would now be a part of neozapatismo as members, and the 

relationship would be one of exchange. All of the marginalised groups in society 

 ‘indigenous, workers, campesinos, teachers, students, housewives, neighbours, small 
businesspersons, small shop owners, micro-businesspersons, pensioners, handicapped 
persons, religious men and women, scientists, artists, intellectuals, young persons, 
women, old persons, homosexuals and lesbians, boys and girls – to participate, whether 
individually or collectively, directly with the Zapatistas in this NATIONAL CAMPAIGN 
for building another way of doing politics, for a program of national struggle of the left, 
and for a new Constitution.’ (CCRI-CG 2005) 

                                                
55 In 2003, Neo-Zapatista rebels unveiled a series of theses about national political struggle which they called Plan la Realidad-Tijuana —a jab at the controversial plan Puebla-

Panamá. A year later, in 2004, Subcomandante Marcos and writes Paco OIgnacio Taibo II, published a novel called Muertas Incómodas (Uncomfortable Deaths What’s missing 

is missing). In these works we see the ideological beginnings of what was later published in the Sixth Declaration.  
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We see here that there is an ‘opening up’ of neozapatismo to include not only marginalised 

indigenous and peasant groups, but also explicitly, transforming into a membership structure 

that fits in all ‘others’, all marginalised groups no matter their social composition. 

The Sixth Declaration of the Lacandón Jungle came divided into different sections published as 

a trilogy. These are: I) What we Are, II) How we are now, III) How we see the World, IV) 

How we see our country which is Mexico, V) What we want to do VI) How we’re going to do 

it. Sections I and II give an overview of who they are, and what they have done in the years 

from 1993 to 2005; sections III and IV outline their views on the current political systems in 

Mexico and the world, and sections V and VI conclude by offering their plan for this new 

strategy. 

There are significant changes from the five previous declarations. The first and most obvious 

change is the use of language. For example, in the First Declaration, they state: 

‘We are a product of five hundred years of struggle: first led by insurgents against 
slavery during the War of Independence with Spain; then to avoid being absorbed by 
North American imperialism; then to proclaim our constitution and expel the French 
empire from our soil; later when the people rebelled against Porfirio Diaz’s 
dictatorship, which denied us the just application of the reform laws, and leaders like 
Villa and Zapata emerged, poor men just like us who have been denied the most 
elemental preparation so they can use us as cannon fodder and pillage the wealth of 
our country.’ (Subcomandante, M. 2006) 

Section I of the Sixth Declaration, entitled ‘What We Are’, outlines their origins and reasons of 

their struggle in a very different way: 

‘Well we, the Zapatistas rose up in arms in January 1994 because we thought enough 
already with the wickedness of the powerful, who only humiliate us, steal from us, 
imprison us and kill us, and nothing, nobody says or does nothing. That’s why we said 
‘Ya Basta!’, we’re no longer going to allow them to treat us as less, and treat us worst 
that animals. And so, we also said we wanted democracy, justice and liberty for all 
Mexicans, although mostly we focused on the Indian peoples. Because it turns out that 
most of us in the EZLN are indigenous people from here, from Chiapas, but we don’t 
want to fight only for our own good […]’ (Subcomandante, M. 2006) 
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The discursive shift is evident, but not always obvious in English translations of the text. This 

may not seem very relevant to non-native speakers of Spanish, because most of the English 

translations published in print and online, fail to capture this stylistic shift. Previous declarations 

of the Lacandón Jungle, as well as Marcos’ communiqués were both political and poetic. They 

told stories through metaphors, oxymoron and paradoxes to convey their political messages. 

Durito de la Lacandón, the pipe-smoking beetle became a postmodern Quixote, a knight-errant 

who reveals the truths of globalisation and neoliberalism.   

La Sexta, by contrast, employs the vernacular. Gone are labels like ‘neoliberal’ and ‘capital’ and 

‘the dispossessed’; in its place are the ‘rich and powerful’ who ‘steal from us’. The style is 

colloquial, using non-standard Spanish. This is supposed to represent the way that ‘the people’ 

speak. On the surface, it would seem as if the text captures a moment in a conversation. It 

imagines an active reader who is in conversation with indigenous Zapatistas as if having ‘a chat’.  

Underneath the surface however, something different is revealed. The colloquial Spanish that is 

spoken in these lines both echoes and constructs an indigenous Mexican through combining 

words and sounds that come from the mix of standard Spanish and indigenous languages. In 

using this language, it is thought that words come from the support bases and not from  

Subcomandante Marcos.  

The Other Campaign surfaced to coincide with the 2006 presidential elections, but rather than 

running against them, it offered a ‘different way of doing politics’, and ‘capitalism’ once again 

becomes central to their critique. In quite a traditional Marxist style, the Zapatistas argue that 

capital has become the singular organising principle of society. Through capital relations of 

exploitation that are (re)produced, to the extent that they have now become invisible. But 

today’s capitalism, they argue, is called ‘neoliberal globalisation’, because it (re)produced) 

relations of exploitations across countries and all around the world. This neoliberal capitalism 
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thus seeks to destroy nations (CCRI-CG, 2005). Again we see here the defence of ‘the 

national’ of central importance to neozapatismo. 

When the Other Campaign was published, a series of assemblies and round table discussions 

were set up throughout Mexico, where people discussed the content of the Sixth Declarations 

so as to collectively establish the content of this political force (Mora 2004: 66). The panel 

discussions at the Universidad Autónoma de la Ciudad de México (UACM), which I attended, 

showed the diversity of people and organisations that looked to participate in the Other 

Campaign. There were urban youth collectives, feminist collectives, gay, lesbian and transsexual 

activist groups, NGOs, trade unions, anarchists groups, indigenous organizations, journalists, 

teachers, scholars, and many others. One of the main issues debated was the need to have an 

equal representation of all the organisations, and there was a feeling amongst participants that 

indigenous organizations would usurp the agenda. This was echoed in other meetings, and was 

not without fundament. In a meeting with indigenous organizations, a representative of Nación 

Purépecha argued that ‘the left has not completely understood the indigenous movement; they 

are illiterate in terms of autonomy and we as indigenous people are fundamental in the fight 

against capitalism’ (Mora 2004: 66).  

The fissures created by the changes brought by the Sixth Declaration extended far beyond the 

effects on indigenous and peasant communities; significantly, they were most felt by the political 

left. The Zapatista project of self-government embodied in their caracoles became a symbol to 

the intellectual left, of a possibility of radical politics56; to develop outside of democratic 

electoral forms of left politics. The Zapatistas sought to reassert their anti-capitalist roots in a 

                                                
56 Through an in-depth exploration of the Neo-Zapatista autonomous zones, as well as their political and ideological discourse, Mihail Mentinis suggests that ‘the Chiapas 

rebellion seemed to offer exactly what was missing from world politics; the re-inciting of the imaginary of the revolutionary transformative activity, a discourse and practice 

that brought together an analysis of global capitalism together with an emphasis on global autonomy and idealised ideas about the indigenous world – and all this presented 

through Marcos’ irresistible prose which produced an irresistible myth’ (2006: 58).  
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‘new way of doing politics’. People who participated either individually, or as an organisation, in 

the Zapatista solidarity network faced a disjuncture: they could either join the Zapatista non-

electoral political project, or they continued their efforts in building and supporting a left party 

that would build a more socially just Mexico.  

Creating and enacting a boundary between the Zapatista left and other lefts, created social and 

political tension. This has become a main source of critique for Marcos and the Other 

Campaign, not only from civil society but also from intellectuals57. This seemed to reify 

problems between Zapatistas and non-Zapatistas. In a meeting with former members of the 

FZLN they said to me: 

‘Ay Yael, you are so cute trying to be part of the Zapatistas…but they’re over. They’re 
just making fools of themselves pretending to have some sort of government’ (field 
notes 2005) 

In a similar way, when I was in San Cristóbal de las Casas, an adherent of La Otra commented 

that  

‘there are many people who think they are the ‘original’ Zapatistas … and the thing is, 
they just don’t accept us. And well, that’s bullshit. Because we are the ones who are 
now trying to make things actually happen. I mean yeah, they were part of a movement 
that was all big and popular, and yeah, there’s some sort of nostalgia on our part. But 
that’s the thing, we’re not adherents of La Otra because ‘está de moda’58. All of us who 
are working here, we are also part of other organisations, who want to change the 
reality of the people here in San Cristóbal. And those attitudes just don’t help’. (field 
notes 24/9/2009) 

As a new initiative, the Sixth Declaration reiterates the Zapatistas’ continued relations with 

peoples and organisations around the world that fight against neoliberalism and for humanity. In 

                                                
57 Such as Elena Poniatowska, who after having been a staunch supporter of Marcos and the Neo-Zapatista initiatives, qualified the Zapatista initiatives of 2005 and Marcos’ 

use of his national and international influence, as simply disqualifying Lopez Obrador rather than focusing on the project of establishing rights for the Indigenous people of 

Mexico. Other Mexican intellectuals such as Octavio Rodriguez Araujo likened the critiques between  Lopez Obrador and Marcos as a bar brawl, and reflective of the typical 

divisions in the Left. (www.jornada.unam.mx | 9/8/2005). 

58 Fashionable, or ‘in style’. 
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terms of Mexico, the plan is to listen to all the ‘humble and simple’ Mexicans who are being 

exploited. Explicitly they say that they are no longer fighting only for or with the indigenous 

people, but all the marginalised Mexicans, even those in the United States. Their aim is to build, 

along with the ‘simple and humble’ people of Mexico, a national project that is clearly from the 

Left; they will find an 'other politic', in order to make a new Constitution. To do this, they will 

visit the places to which they are invited into, and where people seek to connect with persons 

and organisations that ally themselves to the Sixth Declaration. Interestingly, whilst there is 

some undertone of debate amongst what to do, from this instance there is a demarcation of 

‘adherent’. Such adherence is characterised by an alliance to the Left in non-electoral terms.  

	  

Conclusion	  

This chapter has set up the structural changes in Zapatista organisation. More specifically, it 

looks at how the transition from Aguascalientes to Caracoles marks an important transition in 

the structure of autonomy within Zapatista autonomous communities, because it separates 

those communities from the direct involvement and influence of the EZLN. This is done with 

the direct aim to teach everyone within the community the practice of politics in the everyday, 

and through rotational leadership structures, have everyone experience the practice of politics. 

This context is important for my research because it forms the basis of the Sixth Declaration of 

the Lacandón Jungle and The Other Campaign as the latest initiatives of the Zapatistas, and 

where my research takes place.  

In the Sixth Declaration the Zapatistas announce a new social and political project through 

which to build a ‘new’ Mexico through building alliances between ‘simple and humble’ people of 

Mexico, linking struggles form the left. To do this, the EZLN embarks on an Other Campaign 
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through which this message will be reiterated. The experience of autonomy in communities in 

Chiapas is used to show the possibility of this project. In the next chapters of the thesis I 

explore the Other Campaign, document how people experience and live neozapatismo in the 

everyday. Chapter five in particular is an exploration of the idea that one becomes a Zapatista, 

and this is something that is at the centre of neozapatismo, as I will develop. 
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Chapter	  Five	  |	  Becoming	  a	  neo-‐Zapatista:	  La	  Otra	  Morelos,	  La	  Otra	  Michoacán	  

Introduction	  

The EZLN’s announcement of the Sixth Declaration on June 6, 2005, followed by the 

organisation of the Other Campaign during that summer marked the reappearance of the 

Zapatistas into the public after almost four years of silence. EZLN activities are never 

unplanned or coincidental, and the silence had given the Zapatistas some time to revise their 

strategy. The Zapatistas gained international recognition mainly through the 1996 

Intercontinental Gatherings held in Chiapas where over 3,000 participants from all around the 

world gathered in the different Aguascalientes, to hold a series of ‘round tables’ to discuss ‘for 

humanity and against neoliberalism’59. The meetings in Chiapas solidified a network of 

individuals and organisations that were according to their own definition, anti-capitalist. But 

they also provided a different method through which to create solidarity, following the 

Zapatista discourse, of ‘from below and to the left’. Indeed, as I have outlined elsewhere in this 

thesis, many activists trace their origins to the Zapatistas’ call for an intercontinental network 

of resistance (Juris 2008: 69), and to the Zapatista method of making struggles visible through 

non-violent and mediatic action. Internationally at least, it seemed the Zapatistas had succeeded 

in opening the possibility of a different way to do politics.  

In Mexico however, circumstances for indigenous and peasant groups outside of Chiapas 

continued to be difficult. The Zapatistas had brought international attention to the indigenous 

people of Chiapas, and although they spoke of a national campaign to address national issues, 

                                                
59 A good account of the encuentro, how it was organised, and the different round table activities see http://anarchism.pageabode.com/andrewnflood/Neo-Zapatista-

intercontinental-gathering-humanity-neo-liberalism 
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most of the aid and resources were sent to Chiapas. NGOs, activists, scholars, journalists, 

filmmakers, photographers and the like documented the social and political ‘realities’ of the 

people of Chiapas, in a disproportionate way to the rest of the country. In particular, little 

attention was paid to the states of Oaxaca (which borders Chiapas) and Guerrero (bordering 

Oaxaca) —amongst the poorest states in the country and also have large indigenous 

populations— who reported increasing abuse by the government, and in particular by the army 

(López y Rivas 2002: 3).  

From the outset the EZLN has declared itself to be for national liberation. One of the strategies 

to achieve this has been to capitalise on the international attention that has attracted 

international activists interested in human rights and indigenous rights, and nongovernmental 

organisations, as well as independent and activist media. I will develop the mediatic and 

international dimension of neozapatismo throughout chapters seven and eight. This chapter 

however, focuses on the efforts to build national solidarity in the Other Campaign.  As I 

discussed in chapter four, during February and March 2001, the EZLN organised the March for 

the Colour of the Earth in which a Zapatista caravan travelled from San Cristóbal de las Casas 

into Mexico City. With thousands of supporters both along the way and in Mexico City, the 

Zapatistas arrived in congress to demand the recognition of indigenous peoples through 

amendments to the constitution. The ‘law on indigenous rights and culture’ approved by the 

senate on 28 April of that year was quickly rejected by the EZLN as well as by the National 

Indigenous Congress (CNI). Members of these organisations claimed that the laws passed by 

congress were significantly different to the ones agreed in the San Andrés Accords, and the 
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COCOPA bill. Crucially, the approved bill did not constitutionally recognise the autonomy of 

indigenous people60. 

The response from the EZLN and Zapatista communities was to concentrate on building their 

caracoles, as a way of building autonomy on their own rather than relying on the government. In 

this way they established their own authorities, organised education, health, and the 

administration of justice (Hernández Navarro 2006: 11). Externally, the Zapatistas remained 

silent for a lengthy period, but in the summer of 2005 the EZLN published the Sixth 

Declaration from the Lacandón Jungle (La Sexta), and resumed the dialogue. There are points of 

continuity between La Sexta and previous communiqués, but also significant points of rupture. 

For example, in the 2005 document, the EZLN announce that they will continue to be a 

political and military force who reiterate their declaration of war against the Mexican army (as 

announced in the First Declaration). However, in a shift of emphasis, they state that they will 

no longer seek to build change through the existing constitution, and legal political system. 

Rather, they will aim to build an anti-capitalist force from the Left, understood as a broader 

political movement, of which they (the Zapatistas) are only a part.  

Through an analysis of politics in Mexico, and other countries, the EZLN have long directed a 

large part of their critique on ‘the Left’ arguing that many organisations claiming this political 

status are not really of the Left. In their view, the identifiable characteristic of the Left is 

whether it struggles against, or resists, neoliberal capitalism. La Sexta thus articulates a political 

strategy that builds solidarity from below into a political force. It calls on the people of Mexico 

to build another kind of politics, and a new national political pact through writing  a new 

                                                
60 For a breakdown of the changes to the COCOPA bill see Rodríguez Lascano’s  analysis presented in Alerta Net http://www.alertanet.org/F2b-Criticas-Dictamen.htm 

[accessed 27 April 2012] 
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constitution (Hernández Navarro 2006: 19, 21). And this is where the Other Campaign 

becomes an important actor it is designed to be the organisational tool of La Sexta.  

The Other Campaign needs to be understood in relation to the EZLN’s political philosophy. 

They have explicitly expressed the fact that they are not a political force, and they will not 

speak the language of parties. They do not seek to overthrow the government, or to compete 

against them in the elections. Hernández Navarro considers that the Other Campaign  

‘is changing the rules of institutional political play. Up until now, only the political class, 
properly registered, could attend the banquet. The table was set and the rules 
established; in Mexico, by law, politics is a monopoly of the parties. Nevertheless in this 
occasion, a new member of the household has come along uninvited: neozapatismo. It 
doesn’t respect etiquette or formalities. It taunts and uses a haughty language […] it 
looks to open a space for millions of people who do not have real political 
representation’ (2006: 23, 25). 

It is this apparently very different form of political organisation that is the focus of my 

ethnographic work, explored throughout the thesis. In particular it examines three areas: the 

building of national solidarity, the role of online journalism in mediating neozapatismo, and 

transnational neozapatismo before and after the Other Campaign. This chapter looks at 

processes of building national solidarity by the Zapatista caravan comprised of Subcomandante 

Marcos —now Delegado Zero— and other Zapatistas who travelled to different towns and 

cities disseminating the message of La Sexta and trying to build solidarity between those 

nonpartisan groups form the Left.  

Ahead of the arrival of the Zapatista caravan, from the time of the publication of la Sexta, 

groups and collectives that located their struggles in the same state, organised the calendar of 

events for the visit of the Zapatistas. Marcos often broke the schedule to visit communities that 

during the encuentros declared themselves in resistance and asked the EZLN for help. In some 

cases, the changes would last one or two days, in others, such as San Salvador Atenco, they 
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lasted months. Because of this, and for matters of depth and clarity, this chapter focuses on the 

events of La Otra Morelos and La Otra Michoacán, as the Zapatista caravan toured these two 

states in the central region of Mexico.                 

Following the caravan with Narco News, I documented the different events in the states of 

Michoacán and Morelos, speaking to Zapatistas, participants in the encuentros, members of the 

Zapatista caravan, human rights watchers, activists, journalists, scholars, and passers by to name 

but a few. Days were incredibly long and difficult. Hours were spent following the Zapatista 

caravan to two or three events during the day, and then returning to work producing news 

stories for the Narco News website. In chapter seven, I look in more detail at my time with 

Narco News as well as on the wider role of media in the construction and mediation of 

neozapatismo.  

In this chapter I begin to develop my ethnographic work. I ask the reader to be somewhat 

patient, as it may seem at points, that I am simply telling you the story of my time with the 

Zapatista caravan. But this is purposeful. As the days passed, I became increasingly attached to 

the Zapatistas and the Zapatista cause. Having begun as a sceptic of the Zapatistas, I felt myself 

becoming transformed by the stories of the people that I spoke to, and by the stories that I 

heard. In anthropology this has sometimes been referred to as ‘going native’, something that 

raises questions regarding the role of ‘the researcher’ and the ability to be ‘critical’ of the 

‘object of study’. What I experienced however was not so much a process of ‘going native’, but 

something which I realised is a part of what makes up neozapatismo: the transformative power 

it has on people. As I will document throughout this chapter, I became a Zapatista.  
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Becoming	  a	  Zapatista	  I	  –	  La	  Otra	  Michoacán	  

 

The Narco News team left its hub in Tepoztlan, Morelos, on the morning of April fourth for the 

daylong trip to Zirahuén, a town located about 21 kilometres from lake Pátzcuaro in the state 

of Michoacán (see image 17 above – lake Pátzcuaro is located just south of the capital Morelia). 

Located in the sierra, the town of Zirahuén borders a lake surrounded by pine, ash and oak 

trees. Compared to the nearby town (and lake) of Pátzcuaro, Zirahuén has remained rather 

untouched by tourist and residential developers, who cater mainly to expats looking for the 

idyllic Mexican ‘simple’ life61.  

In preparation for the Zapatista caravan the state-level organisation ‘La Otra Michoacán’ 

organised a meeting in Zirahuén to discuss the problems that peasant communities have 

experienced due to land conflicts stemming from the intersection of land reform, and ejidos. 

The town of Zirahuén has successfully established an autonomous (Zapatista) school, which 
                                                
61 See for example Linda Breen Price’s (2009) Zirahuén, Michoacán: Mexico’s Walden Pond. Price presents a description of the housing and development in the region of 

Zirahuén, mainly as it has developed for expats. Interestingly, Price describes life in Zirahuén as perfect for those looking for ‘a lifetime of simplicity’, and where ‘good 

relationships are more important than having money’.  http://www.mexconnect.com/articles/3500-zirahuen-michoacan-mexico-s-walden-pond [accessed 30 April 2012] 

Image 17 – 
State of 
Michoacán, 
Mexico 
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would house the Zapatista caravan, as well as the meetings and ‘open table’ discussions that 

made up the encuentro. For me, it would be the first time I would see and be with the Zapatista 

caravan, and the first time I would see Subcomandante Marcos ‘in the flesh’.  

Our Narco News (NN) van arrived in the town of Zirahuén by nightfall, after nearly seven hours 

of driving through dusty roads. There was a collective sense of nervousness and anticipation, 

and I did not know what to expect. Some people in a house near the school offered some 

space for us, the Narco News team, to sleep in and they fed us some quesadillas. The cold 

smoothness of a beer reenergised me. Drinking our cold beers we contemplated the days 

ahead. I wondered what I would feel like when I finally met the Zapatista Subcomandante, and 

although I had always been very sceptical of him, I was curious as to why he was ‘such a big 

deal’. There was an air of excitement. As the sky grew darker we waited for the phone to ring 

and let us know that the Zapatista caravan had arrived. After a few hours we got news that the 

caravan was in the outskirts of Zirahuén, getting ready to come into the town. Quickly, we 

abandoned our bottles, grabbed our equipment and made our way through the cobbled streets 

to the entrance of the town. The organisers had placed two long pieces of mecate (rope) lining 

the streets that led to the school, forming a sort of barrier that would stop the crowds getting 

too close to El Sup, as he is known colloquially. People were anxious with anticipation. Some 

had been there all day trying to get the best spot on the line.  

I was feeling very tired, and although the text message we had received said that the caravan 

was right outside Zirahuén, another two hours passed before we could get a glimpse of the 

Voyager vans that were carrying Delegado Zero, and his entourage. Once they saw the people 

lining the streets, the Zapatistas got out of the car and began walking towards the Efrén Capiz 

autonomous school located in the town centre where a makeshift stage had been assembled to 

host all the activities of La Otra Zirahuén. People hurried excitedly to the edge of the rope 
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wanting to walk next to the Subcomandante. I stood about a head above most people (a feat 

considering I am only 5’3), so I was able to capture the Subcomandante’s promenade to the 

centre stage.  

Cameras were flashing all around and film was being wound. My heart’s palpitations were 

following the speed of the flashes, and I realised that I was actually excited to see Marcos. The 

crowd carried me along, and I was swimming through the sea of people. I couldn’t believe my 

eyes, and I felt like I was more amongst a throb of teenage fans outside the Leicester square 

premiere of Twilight than in the small town of Zirahuén.  

Throughout the rest of the night members of the Zapatista caravan were taken into a 

courtyard to watch the “Old Man dance”, a ‘traditional’ Purépecha dance, and to have some 

food. Giordano called the NN team back to our base before the festivities ended, in order to 

write our reports the Zapatistas’ arrival to Zirahuén. The images from my camera were quickly 

posted on the web –not just on the Narco News website, but they were shared by other 

journalists and activists also reporting from Zirahuén. Image 19 (below) is a photograph of 

Subcomandante Marcos’ arrival at Zirahuén, accompanied by Marcos Paz, one of the organisers 

for La Otra Michoacán. This photograph was published in the Narco News website that evening62.  

                                                
62 The article entitled Neo-Zapatistas in Zirahuén: “They fight united and fight well, for their land, for their forests, and for their lake, too” can be found on the Narco News 

website: http://narconews.com/Issue41/article1719.html [last accessed 24/5/2012] 
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We turned our computers off at around 3am knowing that the following day would be a late 

start to the Zapatista activities, leaving us with some time to have breakfast and visit the town 

and the lake of Zirahuén. As we strolled through the cobbled streets of Zirahuén we were 

transformed to just another group of foreign tourists. It did not matter that some were 

American and three of us Mexicans, we looked different in our clothes, our shapes and 

hairstyles. That morning we were not recognised as reporters for Narco News, and this changed 

people’s attitudes towards us. Many approached us to sell artisanal goods and food, others 

would look down when we turned to speak to them, and others seemed quite annoyed at our 

presence and were quite aggressive. As we arrived at the lake, we understood why it is such a 

valuable area of land. It is because of not only its beauty, but also its emptiness. Only a few 

wooden houses circled the lake (image 19); in their steps a woman was kneeling down washing 

clothes against a dark grey rock (image 20). A few canoes in the distance carried fishermen in 

their efforts to get that ‘catch of the day’ (image 21).  

Image	  18 – Photograph of Sucomandante 
Marcos’ arrival in Zirahuén, as it appeared on 

Narco News, April 4 2006. 

Author’s own photograph  
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From the apparently idyllic quality of these images, it is clear to see how and why Zirahuén has 

become attractive to developers; equally, the apparently poor living conditions of the people in 

the lake can seem to justify the discourse of development. There was certainly a sense that this 

replicated within our team. When we were walking from the lake Amber63 said: “this town is 

magical, it’s like, like I imagine life always was, you know, a time where life was ‘simpler’, and 

people were happier because of it. I mean it’s like money just makes people unhappy.” (field 

notes 4/4/06). Contrastingly Sarahy responded: “yeah, it’s beautiful, but it is clear people need 

better infrastructure, and the government is not doing anything. Besides, it is the rich avocado 

farmers which have driven some people to sell their lands, and others are more stubborn, so it 

is complicated” (field notes (5/4/06). This dissonance is striking: in some ways they were both 

expressing negative opinions towards foreign investors and corporations, and the impact they 

have in places like Zirahuén. But there is a difference between the two: US-born Amber saw 

the wooden houses and lesser infrastructure as something that was beautiful and therefore 

something to be ‘saved’. Sarahy on the other hand expressed that infrastructure is necessary 

(i.e. better roads, good plumbing, electricity), but that development has to be “good”. 

                                                
63 With respect to anonymity I have used people’s real names where they have explicitly asked to be named, otherwise all names have been changed.  

Image	  19,	  20	  &	  21 – Three photographs, three views of Zirahuén lake. Photo 19: a closer look at some 
of the wooden houses and wooden boats where.  Photo 21: the ‘empty’ lake. Photo 20: a woman washing 

clothes in the lake. Author’s own photographs 
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The stories that Sarahy and Amber speak of adequately represent many stories that I 

encountered throughout the Other Campaign. In particular they parallel the trends that non-

Mexicans view ‘remote’ towns with very little infrastructure as something that is desirable; and 

this romanticism of (and about) the poor, marginalised, peasant and indigenous Mexico 

permeated many of the stories that were written and told.  On the contrary Mexicans spoke of 

the need for infrastructure, warning that this needed to come from national industries rather 

than foreign investment. It was a really question about development, and judging development 

in ambiguous terms as “good” or “bad” development.  

Most days, activities begun around noon, so Amber, Sarahy and I left the lake, and went to the 

school. Giordano had ordered us to ‘search for people’s stories’; so that we could report on 

the struggles that people were facing in Zirahuén, and what they expected from the Zapatista 

caravan. I was paired up with Brett, and set off to the Efrén Capiz school, which was playing 

host to, and housing the Zapatista caravan. I soon learnt that the Efrén Capiz school was an 

autonomous school built in August 2003 by the people of Zirahuén without permission from 

the governments and with very little funds. The school –originally named after the legendary 

revolutionary Emiliano Zapata- was renamed after the political activist Efrén Capiz who was a 

co-founder of the Unión de Comuneros Emiliano Zapata (UCEZ)64.  

Together with traditional subjects such as Maths, Spanish, English and even psychology, there is 

a strong vocational ethos and an emphasis on ‘rescuing’ the Purépecha indigenous culture. 

Upon arrival, one would hardly imagine that the space before them was a school. A large 

square patio, now being used as the ‘spectator’ area has a large and bare adobe wall in which 

                                                
64 The UCEZ formed in the 1980s as a peasant organisation in the state of Michoacán. The UCEZ represented 150 ejidos and comunidades agrarias in the defence of 

communitarian lands. Significantly, the UCEZ sought to re-create the corporate Indian community through the defence and recuperation of communal lands. For an extended 

discussion of indigenous groups and struggles in Michoacán see Purnell, J. (1999). See also Gledhill, J. (1988: 264) who emphasises the organisations aim to re-create such forms 

of communal life, rather than the romanticized ‘looking-back’.  
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are housed several incomplete rooms. To the back is a two-story house painted in white and 

red. Only the ground floor has doors and windows, whilst building of the second floor is yet to 

reach the adjacent grey adobe wall which seems to be waiting for it. To the right lies a short 

brick wall separating the school from a traditional Spanish style house.    

In the entrance of the patio, several men lean against the entrance wall that lies about hip 

height. They wear jeans and short sleeve shirts. Some men wear baseball caps whilst others 

have more traditional cowboy hats in white. The walls are decorated with a myriad of posters 

displaying the different organizations that are being represented and supported in that space. 

There is a printed banner depicting an image of Efrén Capiz; alongside it, a hand painted banner 

also naming the school together with portraits of Capiz and Subcomandante Marcos, and a 

group of snail shells. Both of the signs read “never again a Mexico without us”65. The main patio 

is sprinkled with blue school desks where people are sitting down and eating food that the local 

women are continuous cooking in one of the classrooms at the back of the school. A large 

print of the Virgen of Guadalupe that has been stuck onto one of the desks catches my 

attention (see image 23 below), as the image overlaps the communist flag that hangs from a 

nearby table selling the magazine Rebeldía, along with books of Marx and Lenin. As my camera 

pans around the walls of the patio and the outer walls of the school, more banners announce 

their message: “Communist, Marxist-Leninist Party the Other Campaign is Anti-Capitalist”, 

“Frente Popular Revolucionario”; images of Pancho Villa and Emiliano Zapata next to the words 

‘fight and struggle’. A red star shines at the centre of the black flag of the EZLN, next to which 

floats the flag of Mexico. When the wind sweeps its bottom corners, a mural of Emiliano 

Zapata appears identifiable by his youthful face and distinctive moustache (see image 22 below). 

As I zoom out and begin to look around me, I see that almost half of the forty or fifty people 

                                                
65 ‘Núnca más un México sin nostros’  
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there are either organizers or press mostly doing the same thing I am doing: recording the 

sights and sounds around us. I develop this in much more detail throughout chapter seven, but 

something that was striking throughout the Other Campaign was the amount of media 

presence: cameras recording every sound, every image, every movement. Subcomandante 

Marcos was a big part of this, not least because of the mediatic importance his image has, but 

because he assigned this role to the media, he actively asked the ‘alternative press’ to 

participate and document the Other Campaign precisely so that all those stories of pain and 

suffering, as well as the stories of struggle could be shared. 

 

I continue to film in and around the school. A large sheet of yellow tarpaulin covers the stage, 

and underneath it, the sun gives everything so much warmth that I almost feel uncomfortable. I 

can hear something happening around the corner. I climb some unfinished stairs to take a 

glimpse and see a group of women cooking. The women stand in a circle around a large 

rectangle table filled with what look like long green palm leaves, more likely to be some sort of 

corn leaf due to the climate and flora of the region. At the end of the table there are two blue 

Image	  22 – the templete –a wooden table, coca cola chairs, communist flag, EZLN, and Mexican Flag, 
as well ass papel picado. Behind one can see a mural of Emiliano Zapata. Image	  23	  - Chair with a 

sticker of the Virgen de Guadalupe. Image	  24 - Banner for Chuskuta collective. It says: ‘from below and 
to the left,’, ‘Against to Imperialist invasion, ‘NO to Wall-Mart!’ 
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plastic buckets containing a maize dough that when dry is moistened with water stored in old 

plastic Sprite and Fanta bottles. Most of the women stand around the table untangling the leafs 

with which a few women wrap the small balls of dough that they have rolled. These are 

fastened with a toothpick like stick and then placed in a pile to cook. It resembles the 

technique and look of tamales, but in a much smaller scale. I asked the women what they were 

cooking. ‘Tamales!’ they excitedly replied, and asked me to join in. Martha66, one of the women 

said with a wry smile: ‘well, they are small, but we have to feed so many people!’ As I begin to 

roll the tamales in banana leaf, I remember those scenes from Mexican soap operas where the 

comadres, fulfilling their ‘domestic duties’ (cleaning, cooking, laundry) use these spaces as 

conversational epicentres: they are the ones who know everything that is happening. Amongst 

the three generations of women, we converse like in the soaps, they talk about the everyday 

struggle of their lives. They talk about their fear of losing the little land they have for growing 

their food and keeping their animals, about the cold nights and dry seasons that bring fires to 

the surrounding forest, and they worry that the rich people will come to build their fancy 

houses by their lake of Zirahuén. For them, ‘the rich’ are those who can afford to buy and build 

their own homes, those who buy and not grow their own food. As Martha continues to tell me 

about this, one of the other women shushes us, and whispers … “quiet, they might hear us”. 

“Who?” I ask. “The neighbours … they work with the government”. She says something I can’t 

quite hear, and the other women laugh. When I asked Martha about the ‘neighbours working 

with the government’, she explained that there are difficulties within communities, because 

some people ally themselves with the government in an effort to get more land. Often this 

works, and it means that the rest of the campesinos, or shared owners of particular pieces of 

land, are now left with nothing – not even the legal tools to fight the government.  

                                                
66 Names of the people I spoke to throughout the ethnographic fieldwork have been changed. The names of the people in the Narco News team remain the same, unless 

stated otherwise.  
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This got me thinking about many of the Zapatista communiqués that I had read, and wondered 

how different groups were identified. Put differently, were there separate and ‘identifiable’ 

indigenous communities, and peasant communities? I asked the women about the Purépecha 

people, who are the predominant indigenous communities of Michoacán. The women said that 

in some cases they organise into closed communities that are very guarded and cut-off from 

others. Mostly however, communities practice Purépecha traditions as something that is a part 

of their everyday life: their dance, music, language, food and history is part of their ‘ways of life’. 

The difference is, they say, that not everyone wears the ‘traditional Purépecha dress’, well at 

least not in the town. This is evident: the bustle of women cooking and preparing for their 

arrival mostly wear jeans and t-shirts covered by large and thick fleece jackets. The younger 

women wear their hair in tight ponytails with a raised fringe (fleco batido), a very popular style 

in Mexico modelled by soap stars in the 1990s. Men are mostly dressed in jeans, with short-

sleeved shirts, white straw cowboy hats, and either sandals or cowboy boots.  

The sunshine rises to the middle of the sky ridding the trees of their shadows. ‘Zapata vive, la 

lucha sigue’ is echoed from a distance. The sound grows lower ‘Zapata vive, vive’ chants a 

moustached man. ‘La lucha sigue, sigue’ respond a crowd of people following the 

Subcomandante who is being shielded by a ring of men who are in turn surrounded by a ring of 

cameras. They glide through the patio to reach the podium. Voices continue ‘Carpiz, vive. La 

lucha sigue’. More people join in the chant and the sound grows larger and deeper as Marcos 

climbs up the small wooden steps. ‘De la Costa, a la sierra, se lucha por la tierra’67 the crowd 

chant as they anxiously wait for the Subcomandante to address them. He is standing in front of 

Zapata’s mural, discussing with some of the people from his caravan. His pipe is lit and he 

smokes it rapidly. The thick white smoke glistens in the hot sunshine. Marcos grabs his 
                                                
67 The people chanted: ‘Zapata lives, the struggle continues, Zapata lives, the struggle continues. Capiz lives, the struggle continues … from the coast to the mountains we 

struggle for our land’ 
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newspaper, shakes the hand of one of the organisers and stands ready to begin the formal 

proceedings. The crowd begin to chant ‘Marcos, Marcos!’. Two men come towards the long 

wooden table, draw back their red Coca-Cola plastic chairs and sit down. Marcos begins to 

make a few notes in his pad. Moments later Evita Castañeda, the widow of Efrén Capíz, sits 

next to Marcos. Tall metal speakers announce that the itinerary includes four stages followed 

by lunch between 2.30 and 3pm after which time the caravan will move on to the capital city of 

Morelia. The photo below is of this meeting.  

 

 

 

Image	  25 – The templete in the Efrén Capiz school. Marcos, identifiable by his balaclava is sitting in 
the middle with Evita Castañeda on the right. Behind her the flag of the EZLN – the red star on the 

black background is visible. On the left sit Marcos Paz and two other organisers. Author’s own 
photograph 
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The next hours are spent listening to individuals speaking of the difficulties that they face in 

their everyday; but in particular, involving two aspects. The first are the tensions between 

different indigenous communities, where violence between groups has ensued. Many other 

campesinos spoke of being dispossessed of their lands; namely through the projects of 

PROSECO and PROSECOM which aid the privatisation of land, that is then sold to foreign 

investors for touristic development.  

In their interventions, the people reiterate the need to build a new politics ‘from below and to 

the left’; because the extranjeros (foreigners) from Spain, Japan, France, China and the USA 

together with the rich and urban elite of Mexico used them and saw them as servants. Hours 

feel like days, the microphone is never empty and it becomes difficult to keep track of what 

everyone is saying. We are past the 2.30 to 3pm lunch deadline. Agitated organizers attempt to 

rush the last speakers and discourage others from coming up.  

Finally organisers intervene to allow the Subcomandante to speak. After hours of sitting and 

listening Marcos rises from his chair and walks towards the microphone. He doesn’t have a 

script, but speaks calmly and almost without hitches or repetitions. His speech is long as he 

recounts different interventions heard throughout the day. The words or Marcos were both 

poetic and inspiring, always reiterating the message of the Other Campaign: 

“the bet that those up there are making is the same as that from 500 years ago, if they 
find that those below are divided and opposing each other, they will be able to defeat 
them over and over again; and the story of 500 years ago will repeat itself again. We 
not only need to find agreement with those communities that artificially oppose us. We 
don’t only have to look for —and that’s what the caracoles are there for— unity with 
other pueblos indios […] we don’t only to extend the voice of the caracol, the voice of 
alert, and the voice of rebelliousness towards the Mexican south-east. Rather we need 
to extend this to all the other people of this country. We need to open up towards 
our teachers, towards students and young people, to open up the voice and ear of the 
caracoles to the workers of the city. Open the voice, the word and the heart to all of us 
who make up the Mexico from below. That is the function of the caracoles, that is the 
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proposal we are offering, and the one we have been able to build in the Mexican 
southeast. A place where those from below meet. A place where rebelliousness can be 
born, grow up, and reproduce. A rebelliousness against the government that is at the 
service of foreigners. A place that can unite as a web throughout the whole country. 
[…] Compañeros and compañeras, yesterday we said that you are not alone, and that 
you not only count with the voice, the ear and the combative arm of the National 
Zapatista Liberation Army, you also count as part of the Other Campaign, and count 
on the same forces that we all do […] there are difficult days ahead, but they are less 
difficult that those we have been living for 513 years. In those difficult, terrible and 
wonderful days we must find by our side, the workers of the city and of the 
countryside, young people, women, the elderly, the children, and all those who 
populate the Mexico from below, with them, and from below lets raise this country 
again so our flag can once again fly with dignity, which is how it should fly” (field 
recording 4/5/2006 my translation) 

There is a clear nationalistic sentiment in Marcos’ words, as he asks people ‘from below’ to join 

together and raise the Mexican flag “with dignity”. He is appealing to indigenous Zapatistas to 

expand beyond the needs of their own communities, and build solidarity with other groups 

who are also oppressed. This is the project of the Other Campaign. This is because in all of the 

places that he visited there were experience of oppression and aggression between groups, for 

example between workers (obreros) and peasants; and this is precisely the kind of faction that 

Marcos seeks to change. This is the solidarity he looks to build, and in order to do this, he 

moves away from the identification of Zapatista as indigenous, to Zapatista as ‘from below’, and 

the unifying principle that is reiterated by Marcos is the building of a new Mexican nation. 

Through Marcos’ words I felt the stories of pain, of suffering and of oppression; and I felt that 

now there was a possibility for something different, for that new Mexico, and I could be a part 

of it. Once Marcos finished, I left the school and joined the Narco News team that was already 

waiting in the van by the entrance.  

We left Zirahuén in the afternoon to travel to the capital city of Morelia. The next morning’s 

events began in the Ciudad Universidad Nicolaita where students called for a national alliance 

of students in support of free university education for all, as well as equality for female students 

and academics. Not all of the Narco News team had come to the university, as Al prioritized 
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finishing articles and producing a video from the time in Zirahuén. Al and I drove to the 

university where we would later meet with the team. I was on my own, free to walk around. A 

large colonial building with open patios houses the university. There is an ample green space 

amongst the buildings where a stage has been raised. Several microphones await and there is a 

large papier-mâché head. Only its eyes are visible, and a red, blue, pink and yellow balaclava 

covers the rest of the face. The sun is beating down, and people group under trees, next to 

shrubs, or far away from the stage, in one of the corridors, to protect themselves from the 

sun. At a distance I hear the Zapatista hymn, as the caravan approaches, more people join in. 

The hymn is followed by the Mexican national anthem. As the music begins, people raise their 

right arms in a salute, and being to sing. I begin to sing with them, and as I look around I realise 

that all the people looking into the crowd, from windows, or in corridors, are also singing. As 

the anthem draws to an end, I can see the organisers on the stage playing with the 

microphones, and then the meeting begins.  

The sun is incredibly hot, and I walk to a nearby tuck shop to get a drink of water. As I stand 

listening to the students, another group of students passes by. One of them says laughing ‘oh 

look it’s the Zapatistas, maybe we can get some weed from them’. His friends laugh with him, 

and carry on walking down the open corridor. The meeting at the university is much shorter 

than all the other meetings we have been in so far. Here there is one general theme: education, 

and the people speaking are all talking about the same theme.  

When Marcos takes the microphone I know it is my cue to go to the car, as this is our 

rendezvous point with the rest of the team. Once there, Al says he has received word from the 

caravan that they will make a quick stop at a nearby neighbourhood called Felícitas del Río 

where local residents have been opposing and resisting against a petrol station. Sarahy and I are 

sent to follow on foot, whist the rest of the team go in the car to set up the equipment. We 
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see the crowd being to move and we run to join them. One of the cars in the Zapatista 

caravan, a dark green Jeep Cherokee named ‘El Mojao’ protects us from the oncoming traffic as 

we walk through the streets lined with houses. Children peek out of windows and look at us 

from the rooftops.  I was caught right in the middle of things, swimming in a sea of cameras 

with the push of the people who wanted to get that bit closer to the Subcomandante.  With 

my camera glued onto Marcos, we arrived at a small street where local residents were staging a 

protest against a petrol station that PEMEX wanted to build opposite a school and in a 

residential area.  

The small street is closed off by a couple of beaten-up cars. The signs above the schools 

declare ‘No a la gasolinera’, and an old man dressed in white was selling key holders made out of 

wood in the shape of rifles. The templete68 in the ‘residential’ area of Felícitas del Río sits in the 

middle of a road which had been closed off by two beaten-up trucks. On one side lies a school 

shaded by two large weeping willows. On the other side of the road, divided by a central 

reservation, lies the bit of land destined for the gas station. The space is rather small. It is 

boarded up and graffiti spells in red: ‘Danger, Chavo Lopez ‘RAT’ solución (sic). He’s spending the 

people’s money in Spain. No gas station. We don’t want it here. Out. Chavo, brother of the pork and 

the swine. 8 months. Not one more in Morelia. Out’. To the right of the boarded up wall, there a 

banner catches my attention. It looks like resembling a political candidate’s promotional 

propaganda With a deep blue background, and a photograph of a young good-looking dark-

haired man, with the caption  ‘Tolerante Martínez. Your values should be recognised, do you have 

                                                
68 It is difficult to find a better way to describe the multifacetic stages that were organised for Marcos to sit and around which to have the discussions. These not only varied 

in size but were shaped by the different architectures and spaces available for these meetings. However small or large, Marcos always refer to them as templetes, which 

roughly translates as ‘bandstand’. The allusion is to the bandstands located in the centre square of parks all around Mexico built during the XIX and XX century. Presumably, 

Marcos uses the term templete so as to indicate their equal importance: whether a small table or a large stage, they are all the centre of activity, in illusory terms up there, 

where the music is happening.  
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the courage or do you not care?69‘ It was not at first obvious to me why I found this particularly 

interesting; after all we were in the middle of a presidential campaign, which meant that there 

were also municipalities, governorships, and senate seats open for elections. Images of 

politicians decorated the streets of Mexico. But this poster kept coming back to mind, so I 

decided to do a little research on this ‘Tolerante Martínez’. As it turns out, there was not much 

information about Tolerante, and the only article I found about him, published in La Jornada 

Michoacán, was that he was a ‘politician’ invented by Fox’s government in an attempt to remind 

people to be ‘tolerant’ and that the PAN was a ‘tolerant’ political party who (of course) looks 

after the best interests of its people. I am not certain whether it was a contrived measure to 

put this poster next to the boarded up petrol station, but it became something very significant 

to me because it exemplified the kind of manipulative tactics that the government use so as to 

sway voters.  

As we approached the templete70 —a small plastic foldout table— I had been pushed so much 

that I had to climb on top of the table to avoid falling into the crowd. Many of the students who 

had been at the previous rally had made the way with the Subcomandante to join their support 

for the opposition of the gas station in the neighbourhood of Felícitas del Río. Someone from 

the Zapatista caravan, distinguishable by their orange t-shirts, pulled me off the table to allow 

Marcos to stand up and speak. Perhaps the organisers were not expecting as many people, but 

the mob now surrounding the table could not be moved back, the only way left for El Sup was 

to stand on the table to be heard. 

                                                
69 In the Spanish it reads ‘Que te reconozcan tus valores, ¿tienes el valor o te vale?’ The phrase is making a play on the word ‘valor’ which can be translated as value or worth; 

so it is playing with the allegory of valour for values, and to this, adding the colloquial expression or ‘te vale (madres)’, meaning ‘do you give (a dam)?’ 
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I had lost everyone in my team, and was a bit disoriented. Still stuck in between a mass of 

people, I could hear a man’s voice trying to organise a few people, but mostly shouting “don’t 

break the fence”71, there were women, children, and young people, many of who were wearing 

red t-shirts saying ‘no gas station’. Once I had squeezed out of the templete, I saw the crowd in 

a different way, it was not so much large as it was all squished together, but people began to 

tire: they had seen El Sup, so they could leave the epicentre and listen from one of the nearby 

shaded places where people had set up some tables serving deliciously refreshing agua de 

jamaica and agua de horchata72. People wearing red shirts were speaking to others carrying lined 

notebooks. I zoomed in to them, and they suspiciously raised their eyebrows signalling their 

discontent and discomfort at my filming them. There was an element of fear in them. As if I 

could give my tape to the authorities that would then know whom to blame, or arrest for the 

disruption.  

                                                
71 “No rompan la valla” 

72 These are traditional flavoured waters served throughout Mexico. Jamaica means hibiscus flower water, whilst the ‘horchata’ is water made from rice  

Image	  26	  – Photograph of Marcos arriving at 
Felícitas del Rio. I am standing at the table 

where I was being pushed by other 
photographers. It is possible to make out one 
photographer on the right and the security 

doughnut creating a barrier between Marcos 
and the spectators.  

Author’s own photograph 
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At a distance voices echoed; “la lucha sigue (the struggle continues)”… children swaying white 

banners with red stars announcing ‘popular power’, an hand-made signs asking “Where are we 

going Mexico?”. The megaphone announces the organisations allied against the petrol station, 

allied to the Other Campaign, and against any political parties. Is I pan through the crowd, my 

camera catches the eye of a moustached man, who did not look too happy with my pointing 

camera. I turned the camera off, and approached him to say that I was a member of the 

‘alternative’ press and that I was there to document their story. Still somewhat hesitantly, he 

agreed to speak to me. He really just spoke at me  

‘the petrol station is a tantrum by the governor of the state; and because the people 
collectively opposed this, because the people had gained ‘popular strength’, the 
governor and Mr Nosetti, a businessman, now refuse to relinquish any power and leave 
the people alone; and so they use force against any who oppose them’. 

 The site of struggle against the gas station became a site of struggle against ‘capitalism’s 

offensive’: it became a platform from which to oppose not just the gas station, but also the 

privatisation of the Institute of Social Security and Services of Government Workers (ISSTE), as 

well opposing the ‘sale of Mexican Petroleum (PEMEX). Once again, I encountered a similar 

story: the government, it’s officials and the ‘rich’ were the interconnected oppressors who, 

afraid of collective resistance would use any measures to ensure that people are divided, so 

they wouldn’t unite in resistance. 

We left before the meeting had finished, partly because we had gathered most of the 

information we needed and had to go back to the ‘office’ – which was really a hotel room – ,   

to upload all the new content onto Narco News. We also had to re-stock on videotapes, 

download all photographs and prepare for the evening session that was to take place at the San 

Nicolás Secondary School.  Most of the NN team stayed in the ‘office’ to work on their stories 

or videos, and once again I was sent to oversee the evening’s session at the San Nicolás school. 
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 The San Nicolás secondary school is a large colonial building whose large wooden doors lead 

onto a shaded and fresh patio. Chairs are lined up and cover the entire patio; the templete, a 

small antique wooden table, only fits Marcos, no other organisers – as shown in image 27 

below. The organisers and members of the Zapatista caravan sit behind the table, recognisable 

by their orange shirts. They organise speakers, and followed the Subcomandante’s commands.  

               

The meeting goes on for hours. The events at the university and then at the Felícitas del Río 

neighbourhood were like a distant memory. Here, people speak on a diverse array of topics: 

the evils of multinationals, the danger of the mass media, problems of land ownership, the need 

for self-sufficiency, the increasing awareness and need of protection for the land, the danger of 

foreign investors in Mexico’s strong crops (such as avocado), the privatisation of universities 

(and education). The speakers in the room embody the diversification of a neo-Zapatista 

identity: women, indigenous people, students, workers, the elderly, peasants. The meeting lasts 

Image	  27 – Photograph of 
Marcos in San Nicolás 
Secondary School. The 

templete is a small wooden 
table only for him. Behind 

organisers are identifiable by 
their orange t-shirts and hone 
of his security officers stands 
behind and to the left of him.  

Author’s own photograph 
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well into the night, and by the end, I am exhausted; not only from the long hours of filming, 

writing, and talking, but also from the hours of listening to the stories of pain and oppression. 

After all of these hours listening to people’s stories I begin to feel their pain, and in that space, I 

begin to share their stories. I too am becoming a Zapatista adherente. 

The final event in Morelia was held publically in the Plaza San Francisco. Several of the groups, 

organisations, cooperatives and collectives that had participated throughout the state of 

Michoacán came together in a show of unity.  This diversity was visible, there were women and 

men in traditional Purépecha dress, young boys wore Che Guevara and EZLN t-shirts, there 

were Goths and people in cowboy boots and large straw hats; and they all sang in unison: ‘ni 

PRI, ni PRD, ni PAN… el pueblo lo quiere es poder popular’ (No PRI, PRD, or PAN…the people 

want popular power). Mexican flags flew alongside communist flags, anarchist flags, balloons, 

and umbrellas shading people from the sun that was beating down. The photographs below are 

a small selection of the different groups and organisations in attendance. The stage was much 

larger, and raised. This was not a small adherents reunion, but a public event, in a public square, 

there for everyone in Morelia to see; there for the Zapatistas (or Marcos) to send the message: 

‘there is an other Michoacán. We have seen it, not only in its suffering but more importantly in its 

rebelliousness. There is in this Michoacán rebellion and dignity; there are many colours, many flags, 

many sizes but a single suffering: the capitalist system that oppresses, exploits and rejects us’.    
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As the words echoed in my head, something caught my attention: there was some sort of 

commotion on the path leading to the stage. Some people were asking for ‘Artemio’ to be 

heard, but it looked like the organisers didn’t want to give him the microphone. Eventually a 

man wearing a white short-sleeved shirt, blue jeans and a brown satchel is allowed on stage. I 

was standing quite high up a nearby building and it was difficult to hear what he was saying. I 

make out some bits: ‘people need a real democratic approach, a socialist path […] support the 

PRD”. Another reporter next to me exclaims ‘Ah! He is one of the government’s spies!’, and 

the man is booed off the stage, his voice overcome by more chants ‘no queremos y no nos da la 

gana, ser una colonia norteamericana. Si quieremos, y si nos da la gana, ser una nación libre y 

soberana… Marcos, Marcos!!’.73 I couldn’t help but smile.  

                                                
73 We don’t want to be a North American colony. We want to be a free and sovereign nation 

Photos of people attending the events in Plaza San Francisco, Morelia.	  Image	  
28: ‘socialist’ man holding a banner with Pancho Villa, and wearing a Che 
Guevara t-shirt. Image	  29: a group of anarchists.	  Image	  30: Women in 

Purépecha dress. 
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Image 32: Poster for the Other 
Campaign in the state of Morelos.  
The image shows a hand coming 

from a snail shell, in a ‘thumbs up’ 
motion, The thumb is wearing a 
balaclava. The bar underneath 
shows the dates 7-13 April, and 
under each date, the events and 

locations for the day are 
displayed.  

Author’s photograph & poster 

Image 31 – 
map of the 

state of 
Morelos, 
Mexico 
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Next stop on the Other Campaign was the state of Morelos, whose capital city Cuernavaca - 

known as the land of eternal spring- lies only about a one-hour drive from Mexico City through 

the toll road. Many chilangos have moved to Cuernavaca something that has led to the rapid 

expansion of this town into a small city. The first stop in Cuernavaca was a small area outside 

of the city centre called Ocotepec. I realised that I was no longer so enthralled by the presence 

of Marcos, at least not as much as the first time I saw him when I felt a need to be as close as 

possible, almost as a way of ensuring it was ‘him’ or he was ‘real’. But for others, this was their 

opportunity to see this almost mythical figure. I felt a sense of security, like somehow I was 

now part of the Zapatistas, I didn’t have to prove myself, or be in the front of the line, I ‘knew’ 

the Zapatistas.  

Marcos marched to the templete, along streets that had been closed off by organisers expecting 

the caravan’s arrival. He was always be surrounded by a fluctuating cordon, perennially changing 

shapes so that it was almost impossible to see who was simply nearby and who was 

‘protecting’. There were a lot of people already waiting in the courtyard area reserved for the 

meeting. People began to spill over onto the sides, as I tried to find a good spot to set up the 

filming equipment. As the organiser began to announce the schedule of events, I could hear an 

argument in the corner, people were shouting ‘No, no, they have to put their names down’ ... ‘put 

your name down so you can speak!’ One of the organisers takes the microphone and explains 

that several groups, cooperatives, collectives have put their names down and are scheduled to 

speak, and if anyone else wants to speak, then they too have to put their names down. Some 

people are not too happy with this, as they shout that this is not fair. But the speaking resumes, 

and the list of speakers is announced, as they are grouped into ten distinct themes: the 

environment, cooperatives in resistance, culture, sexual diversity, women, children and 

education, politics, workers resistance, urban resistance and land. Each of these themes was 
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represented by at least two different organisations. We knew that this would be a long day. I 

had been assigned to translate for one of the journalists, Amber Howard, as she decided on 

‘her’ story. One of the women speaking for ‘women’ spoke of the rise in femicides, and the 

need to bring justice to those women. As soon as she left the stage, Amber and I followed her 

and asked for an interview. She took us to the local radio station where she works so that we 

could see the work that they do, and find a quieter place to video interview. For the first time I 

felt that working as a ‘journalist’ was clouding my research, because I could not follow the 

stories I wanted to follow, or listen to the event, I had to follow Amber and her stories, ask 

her questions. 

That afternoon we moved to the adherents meeting in Cuernavaca. The small patio that was 

host to this meeting was tucked in a small hilly street in the centre of Cuernavaca. Security 

officials stood at the door, and there was an air of tension. Almost as if they knew they had 

been infiltrated –as they would later say- by members of the PRD. Perhaps they had been, but 

it was not so clear what the threat of that was. Some days later, and in many interviews Marcos 

would declare that his fear was that the PRD would try to appropriate the Zapatista discourse 

and use it in their electoral campaigns. This tension between the Left divided intellectuals and 

activists, and it was one of the most direct criticisms to this new incarnation of the Zapatista 

movement. I sat on the floor right next to Marcos. I could smell the sweetness of his vanilla 

tobacco as he smoked from his pipe all afternoon. He received more notes, books, and even 

some jokes. The interventions here were longer. People would speak for up to 40 minutes at a 

time. Again, there was a similar array of people denouncing injustices: women, students, people 

with disabilities, indigenous peasants, workers; and at the end of the meetings, when Marcos 

would stand up and give his speech, he would recount how in every place they visited they had 

heard the multitudinous plights of the people, and onto this, he would highlight what he 
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thought (or saw as) the dominating injustice. In the case of the ‘secret’ meeting in the centre of 

Cuernavaca, it focused on abuses against homosexuals, transgendered, transsexuals – or other 

loves, as they are referred to in the Other Campaign.  

The heat subsided, and the sun took with it people’s enthusiasm. When one of the organisers 

asked if anyone had anything else to add, whiny voices uttered ‘ya, ya’… and they wanted the 

Subcomandante to speak. Many of the faces around the room were now familiar as they joined 

and flowed all of the meetings that had taken place in Morelos. But it seemed that the people in 

this meeting felt that they were the ‘true adherents’ as many of the participants mentioned 

items discussed in previous meetings and attempted to organise activities to follow the 

Zapatista caravan’s visit. People knew each other’s names, and this in many ways set them apart 

from others who perhaps were just becoming involved in the movement of La Otra. Marcos’ 

final speech seemed to clarify many of the questions that had arisen about the ‘deeper’ level of 

La Otra, about what it ‘really’ meant because there were many conflicted views of this as the 

participants evidenced through their interventions. 

It seemed to me then that there was a ‘correct’ way to be an ‘other Zapatista’, and this was 

dictated by Marcos: it was, he said, about finding out not only one’s own pain, but the stories of 

everyone else, to realise that the Other Campaign belonged to the people, and not exclusively 

to the EZLN, or to the Zapatistas of 1994 —those who were now claiming that they were 

more legitimate Zapatistas. I wondered how these encuentros would look without Marcos. So, I 

asked him, ‘it would look pretty much the same […] except that maybe there would be less fights 

over protagonism, or for who gets to sit next to Marcos for the photo’ (field notes 9/4/06). These 

struggles for protagonism were heard throughout the Other Campaign, and evidenced the 

tensions between groups that Marco identifies, as I elaborate throughout the next chapter.  
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The next morning saw events in Tlanepantla —also known as the land of the nopal74— which is 

a small quiet village in Morelos. Most of the villagers make a living from the prickly pear plant. 

The NN team arrived early in the morning, in time to see the town in the middle of their 

preparations for the Zapatista caravan. Women and men were weaving decorations made from 

palm leaves. There were two big pick up trucks carrying huge plastic water tanks filled with 

agua de jamaica, and a small group of apron-clad women cooking, as they said, the traditional 

dishes of the region: nopales with egg, nopales in green salsa, nopales with chicharrón (pork 

scratching), as well as red rice and tortillas. My stomach rumbled. The Narco News team sent 

me on a coffee run, but everything was closed, and it would seem that everyone was preparing 

for the caravan. Yet, aside form some people making palm decorations, and a group women 

cooking, the town looked empty. With every shop closed and in desperate need of coffee, I 

began to knock on people’s doors, offering to pay them for some coffee and offering to 

prepare it myself. The door opened. A woman let me in and told me to ‘help myself’. “Where 

is the coffee?” I asked. She pointed to a big jar of Nescafe sitting in the larder, next to Catsup 

(ketchup), a stack of Styrofoam cups, a jar of chipotle chillies, and a couple of bags of pasta 

soup. I asked if she had ‘real coffee’, but she shrugged her shoulders and said this was all she 

had. House by house I encountered the same thing, and by the time I reached the fifth larder, 

too ashamed to go back without coffee and too ashamed to say ‘no’ for a fifth time, I took 

some six cups of Nescafe coffee to the press team.  As I walked back and handed the coffees 

out, I felt that I had been snobbish for turning them down. This reminded me of a story I had 

heard the day before in Cuernavaca, 

‘One year, I got the idea to spend the summer teaching people to read and write, so I 
would go to the community of Santiago Xanicintla, and one day Dona Julia who invited 

                                                
74 Nopales are a vegetable taken from the segments of the prickly pear. It is a plant indigenous to Mexico, and features in many Mexican food dishes. The ensign on the 

Mexican flag is that of an eagle sitting on a prickly pear cactus, eating a snake. This represents an Aztec legend that told of the city that would be built, when the people spotted 

a snake sitting on a nopal, and eating a snake. That spot is now Mexico City.  
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me for breakfast offered me a Maruchan [instant noodle] soup. So I said to her ‘it’s not 
fair, aren’t we supposed to be in the countryside, and I have to get excited about seeing 
the woman making their tortillas? And now you tell me to eat a Maruchan soup?’ (field 
notes 5/5/2006, my translation)  

I realised that there was a certain duality with respect to land and the reality of the people who 

live in it. On the one hand, peasants worked and lived off the land, and on the other they also 

wanted to be part of modernisation, they wanted to drink Nescafe and eat instant noodle 

soups. As I drank my coffee I thought about these contradictions, and tried to find a way to 

understand them. People started to arrive at the plaza. After being with the caravan for a 

couple of weeks, our movements had become almost like a routine. The Other Campaign had 

turned into a marathon of sorts: a marathon of listening and learning about people’s struggles.  

As different people took to the microphone and the hours passed people grew tired. And 

suddenly a spark. Dressed in a light blue short-sleeved cotton shirt, and khaki trousers belted 

underneath his round belly, a boy looking more like a ‘mini’ politician took to the stage. When 

he spoke, people gasped and laughed. He spoke like a politician: with a deep, calm, paused 

voice, he began:  

‘Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen. I consider to be of extreme importance to 
retake the topic of democracy and plurality here in Morelos […] lets forget already the 
politicians that during their campaigns are dedicated to promising, and making promises 
to the people, and when they get into power they forget everything. For children, it is 
difficult to understand them […] while international organisations speak of peace and 
justice [and] our authorities speak of honour and respect, the only thing we observe 
and hear about in different communications media, are shameful and reproachable acts. 
[…] When they get into power they lose important values such as understanding the 
needs of society, tolerance, honour and the love for their people and their patria […]  
Comandante Marcos, welcome to this, the beautiful state of Morelos. On behalf of 
Morelense children, this is your house, and Tlayacapan also welcomes you with open 
arms … thank you’ 

There were many things that struck me from this boys’ speech. The most obvious one was the 

ways in which he reproduced the performance of politics, the tone and rhythm in which 

politicians speak, very slow, paused and with emphasis. The second, is how much of the 
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audience also perceived this, and there was a sense of empathy, people seemed to feel 

tenderness towards him. What the boy was making visible, was the performativity of these 

forums; in that even though they are organised as open forums, meaning that anyone should be 

able to go to the stage and speak, in fact they are planned events, with registered speakers. As 

such, agendas can be designed, and organisers can use emotion strategically in order to 

generate the commitment that is necessary to maintain participation, to build ‘affective 

solidarity’ (Juris, 2008).  

The next morning, April 10th would prove to be eventful as I had anticipated. That morning the 

Zapatista caravan was headed for Tetelcingo and Cuautla. At Narco News, we had decided to 

stay in that morning to write and update the website with the last few days’ activities. Spending 

all day with the caravan, listening to people’s stories, and tracking down information, we 

arrived back to our hotel exhausted. But no more than a couple of days could pass without us 

substantially updating the website as to the stories of the Other Campaign. There were only 

three writers in the team –since the rest focused on video, so there was a lot of work to do in 

that time. I handled most of the English translations, but we also had to send the articles to the 

Italian and German translators in time for us to publish them as close together as possible. I 

thought that the 10th of April would be a different day, as it was the anniversary of Zapata’s 

death, I expected events would be full of allegories and allusions to the legacy of Zapata, the 

revolutionary hero who not only gave the name to the movement but significantly, he was from 

the state of Morelos.  

This memory of Zapata would become crucial in the events that unfolded that day. The mobile 

phone rang at around 6:00 am. We were all fast asleep having stayed up most of the night 

editing video footage, writing our stories and translating them so they could be sent to the 
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webmaster based in the US75. We could hear Al speaking on the phone, I couldn’t make out 

who it was or what the conversation was about. Hopefully, I thought, it’s nothing serious and 

we can sleep for a bit longer. The days following the caravan had been exhaustingly long. We 

were only a team of six, and writing news stories every day meant long nights fuelled on beers 

and cigarettes; as much of a cliché as this sounds. Al came running in, and ordered us to get 

ready and run to the van. Something had happened. The following is an excerpt taken from my 

field notes,  

Yael: Al, who was on the phone? 

Al: we have to go. 

Sarahy: Yes, but who was that on the phone, what’s going on? 

 Al: It was Bellinghausen … apparently Marcos called him to say there is a change in 
plans, and we are no longer going to the event in Tetelcingo.  

Yael: so, what’s happening, where are we going now? 

Al: Just get in the car. 

Yael: OK but I’m driving, you drive like a maniac and this is my car 

Al: Well the police are there, so it might get tricky. I’ll drive.  

Bellinghausen, a long-time reporter of the Zapatista movement for Mexican newspaper La 

Jornada, had relayed the original instruction from Marcos. It seemed that a network of 

communication had been activated, but it was unclear as to how exactly it operated. So far, 

they only communication I witnessed had been through mobile phone: Marcos to Bellinghausen, 

                                                
75 I have used the real names of the reporters and photographers working with Narco News according to the permission given to do so. The webmaster working from the 

US during this time has asked to remain anonymous.  
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then Bellinghausen to Al; but we were only given directions as far as the Autonomous 

University of Morelos in Cuernavaca. As we arrived to the rendezvous point we had no idea of 

where we were going, and neither Bellingshausen nor Marcos were there.  Our Narco News 

van took its place in the queue of cars lined up outside the University. The cars forming part of 

the caravan were identifiable by the white paint scribbling on the side and rear windows 

spelling their Zapatista collective names such as ‘La Tortuga’, ‘La Rueka’, ‘Sochoc 2’, and ‘El 

Cerloque’ to name a few. Alongside the names were large painted five point stars and the 

slogan ‘La Otra Campaña’. The majority of these cars had set off from Chiapas, alongside the 

‘official’ Zapatista caravan carrying the Delegado Zero and his ‘security’. The other caravan was 

assembled by activists reporting on the Other Campaign for English, Italian and French speaking 

publications, most of them online. We waited for over an hour. No one seemed to know 

where we were headed, or why it was taking so long to leave. The rumours began to spread: 

we were waiting for Marcos to arrive and lead us to a secret location, Bellinghausen was taken 

prisoner and so was unable to contact the caravan… there was a latent sense of excitement, 

but also some frustration.  

The morning passed slowly and many of us grew restless and tired. It was 10 am. We could be 

working, or we could be resting, but this was a game of patience. One of the film editors in our 

crew, Greg, simply said ‘If we are tired, imagine how tired Marcos must be’. Marcos, I thought, and 

not anybody else? John Gibler, an American correspondent for independent media who had 

been following the campaign from January 1st excitedly proclaimed that this was the first time 

since the campaign began that plenary events had been changed in such a secretive manner, 

‘this must be big’ he said.  At around 10:30 am the phone rang giving a location for the caravan 
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to proceed to. With excitement, people jumped in their cars, engines turned on and we 

screeched our way through the streets of Cuernavaca and into the Autopista del Sol76. 

As far as I could see, there were no police cars, nor anyone chasing us, but we were speeding 

through the streets as if we were. ‘Perhaps we need to be there urgently’ Sarahy said, and I 

shrugged my shoulders and held on. Leaving the centre of Cuernavaca, we were encroaching 

on the more expensive neighbourhoods of the city; ‘where most houses come with their own 

swimming pool’. We turned into a quiet uphill road, this time moving more slowly and quietly. 

We reached a cul-de-sac. It was the residential neighbourhood of Acapantzingo, where a small 

group of environmentalists had been opposing the construction of a through road in the gully 

of Los Sauces. The abandoned yellow diggers stood still; seven people had chained themselves 

to the trees. Al ordered us to get off and speak to the people chained to the trees, to find out 

what was happening. He spotted Bellinghausen and rushed over to speak to him. For all the 

hype and buzz building up as we waited, the calmness we found in Los Sauces was confusing.   

I saw Gloria, a blonde curly-haired woman I had spoken to in the previous adherent’s meeting 

at Cuernavaca. She had chained herself to a tree, and was sitting, legs stretched out on an 

unfolded a large cardboard box. 

Yael: Hi Gloria! 

Gloria: Hey! 

Yael: So…. What’s going on? 

Gloria: Well, isn’t it obvious, we’ve chained ourselves to the trees  

Yael: well obviously, but why, what’s going on? 

                                                
76 This is the main motorway that connects Mexico City to Acapulco, running right through the state of Morelos and its capital, Cuernavaca.  
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Gloria: Well basically the injunction we had [protecting the gully from the building of a 
road] expired this morning at 11 am, and the work was ready to go ahead. See (points 
to the diggers). They [the  police] were coming to clear the camp we had set up eight 
days ago. We don’t want a highway to be built here, because it will mean the 
destruction of the gully, and the gully gives us a better climate system and it is also an 
ecosystem, so we don’t want it to be destroyed, and they come to throw cement […] 
so the police were coming, so we’d rather chain ourselves than for them to knock over 
the trees. 

Yael: So, where are the workers, and the police? 

Gloria: Yes, when they saw that more and more people were coming, and when they 
found out that the Other Campaign was coming, they left, the mounted police left, the 
police … the riot police, squad cars, ambulances, everything… but we’re afraid because 
they’re here, two blocks away. 

Yael: But do they have any rights, legally? 

Gloria: yes, because at precisely 11 am the injunction expired, an injunction that the 
neighbours who did not want this had obtained in the attorney’s office, and so without 
the injunction they could do whatever they wanted. It was when they were about to 
come in, and they found out you were coming, and they left. They’re hidden, because 
they are here, two blocks away.  

 

 
Image	  33	  – Protester chained to a tree at Los Sauces. On the left is the 

abandoned bulldozer. 
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After speaking to Gloria, I looked for the police, walking the two to four blocks in every 

direction, but there was no sign of them. I climbed the hill back to continue collecting 

photographs. ‘I didn’t find the police’ I said. No one replied. I noticed that the burgundy 

Voyager van carrying Subcomandante Marcos was parked on the side entrance of Los Sauces, 

underneath a large tree providing ample shade from the beating sun. He remained in his car. I 

headed back into the gulley, but there didn’t seem much to do. Aside from the seven people 

chained to trees, there were the people of the caravan –including the alternative media vans, 

and the newly incorporated cars that had just arrived from UNAM in Mexico City. Everyone 

was waiting for Marcos to come out of his van. Once it was apparent that he would not be 

coming out straight away, many people took to the shady conservation areas. Some laid down 

to take a nap, others sat in circles and shared a spliff, and other used the time to upload stories 

and photographs, and sort out our equipment. Al and Bellinghausen spoke more excitedly than 

anyone else. A silver Mercedes convertible car approached the road and beeped its horn at the 

parked cars of the caravan. Al directed me to speak to them, and tell them what was going on 

so that they too would join the fight. ‘Why me?’ I asked. ‘Because you are a chilanga fresa, and 

they’ll relate to you’. I went up to the car and explained what was happening. ‘Marcos, here? 

[laugh] whatever, that guy is such a poser’ and with those words they sped away.   

12 pm. Marcos emerges from his caravan and silently walks towards the trees. A group of men 

form a human shield around Marcos as they accompany him around the gulley. He eventually 

stops next to the grey brick wall, picks up and stares at a piece of red plastic that says 

‘PELIGRO’ (DANGER) – this is shown in image 34 below. I recognise many of the faces. The 

shield is made up of the members of La Otra Morelos, they are surrounded by photographic and 

video cameras mostly from alternative media.  
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```` 

 

Students from the newly adhered caravan of the UNAM and some residents of Acapantzingo 

come out. Everyone waits to see what the Delegado Zero will say. In the background ‘Zapata 

Vive, la lucha sigue’ echoes. Marcos picks up the red tape and holds it close to his face. He says 

nothing. Click, beep go the cameras, and he waits until everyone has had their shot. Still silent 

he gets back and goes back into his van. There he would remain for another six and a half 

hours. Marcos, it seemed, had called the comuneros of Zirahuén who arrived at around 4pm 

along with Evita Castañeda. A few minutes later the comuneros of Atenco arrived, machete in 

hand, to show their support along with members of the National Indigenous Congress (CNI). 

The back of a white pick-up truck becomes the stage. The group chants ‘EZLN, EZLN, EZLN’ as 

machetes bang against each other. Marcos jumps on to the back of the pick-up truck and 

begins: 

‘our most elderly, the most elderly of these lands, tell the story of the Tzitzimime 
[people], the ones that only eat bone, those with a false heart, the devourers of men, 
who persecuted Quetzalcóatl and Mayahuel, but they became a tree in order to hold 
the ceiling of the world. So the good wind made it that whoever carried the symbol of 
the snail would become a tree so as to be able to hold on its head, the world that had 
fallen. Today, here in the south of Mexico, in the south that is referred to, by Nahuas 
and Mayas, as the left side of the sun, where the red thorn tree rises, we remember the 
tree of life, of struggle and of dignity that was our General Emiliano Zapata Salazar, and 

Image	  34: Marcos at Los Sauces. On the left Marcos is arriving shielded by a man-made circle 
holding back the people with cameras. On the right he is holding a piece of red ribbon saying 

‘danger’ which had been used to cordon off the area.  

Author’s photograph 
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we bring the message of the Other Campaign and the Sixth Declaration, the message of 
struggle from below and to the left, the message that is in the south and on the left side 
of the sun, with all who struggle for a freer, more just and more democratic Mexico, 
that is, for an Other Mexico’ (own translation)77 

The following day, Bellinghausen’s headline in La Jornada reads ‘México: The defence of a gully 

created a unification of social classes in Morelos’78. La Otra has achieved the transformation and 

unification of people in resistance across all classes. I grabbed my mobile phone and called my 

mother who was expecting me back the next day, “Don’t wait for me” I said, “I am staying with 

the Zapatistas”. 

The days in the states of Michoacán and Morelos had become a haze of interconnected 

moments, of people, and objects floating around. I was trying to make sense of all of the 

stories, conversations and emotions shared in those days, not having much time to process the 

events that were unfolding. It is easy to lose oneself in the moment, in the world of the other 

campaign, and all of us lost some sort of connection to the ‘outside world’. I was speaking the 

language of neozapatismo, I was looking at the word through the eyes of neozapatismo, and in 

many ways losing the objectivity that should inform my journalistic work. But I also felt I was 

contributing to ‘reality’, as if I could see what was really happening no longer blinded ‘by 

neoliberal capitalism.’ I was becoming a Zapatista. 

 

Conclusion	  

Throughout this chapter I have presented part of my ethnographic fieldwork that took place as 

I followed the Zapatista caravan throughout the states of Michoacán and Morelos. Largely, it 

                                                
77 Recording taken during my fieldwork 10 April 2006. Also available on http://piezasdelrompecabezasdelaotra.org/piezas/mp3/morelos/lossauces/19.mp3 

78 La defensa de una barranca produjo la unión de clases sociales en Morelos. Accessed through http://www.redindigena.net/noticias/boletines/602.html#3 
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takes the form of ‘thick description’ so as to give the reader a sense of the intensity of the 

events and activities that make up the Other Campaign. My research began in the state of 

Michoacán where I worked as a journalist covering the daily events in Zirahuén and then in the 

city of Morelia. As the days passed, I became aware that I was becoming involved in people’s 

stories, and losing certain ‘objectivity’, at least in my journalistic work. Reflecting on this, I 

realised that I was becoming a Zapatista, I was adhering to the demands of the Sixth 

Declaration, and as I got to know the people of the Zapatista caravan, I was beginning to feel 

like I was part of something. These feelings of belonging were cemented during my time in 

Morelos, and as I grew more comfortable in the movement, I began to see some of the 

difficulties and contradictions that made-up neozapatismo. Whilst I tried to reflect on these in 

the field, I realised that I had to pull away from it to gain a critical perspective. Yet the ‘pull’ of 

neozapatismo was interesting in itself, and as I reflected on this I began to identify the EZLN’s 

strategy of building ‘affective solidarity’.   

The following chapter looks in more detail, and critically, at how ‘affective solidarity’ is built 

through using an ambiguous notion of the ‘Mexican nation’, creating an emotive link. Although 

the ambiguity in Zapatista discourse is seen as something that makes ‘radical politics’, my 

research suggests that in the everyday interpretation and practice of politics, such ambiguity has 

led to tensions and conflicts between groups. This is something which extends to relations 

between and with groups ‘across the border’ in the Unites States, as I explore in chapter eight. 

Chapter seven looks more closely at the role of media in neozapatismo, looking on the one 

hand at the way in which the Zapatistas manage and manipulate the media for their purposes, 

and in the other of the role that the label and work of ‘alternative journalism’ has in creating 

and spreading romanticised notions of neozapatismo.  
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Chapter	  Six	  |	  The	  Other	  Campaign	  and	  Affective	  Solidarity	  

Introduction	  

I have described how in an attempt to unify all spaces and moments of resistance into a new 

political project of the left, as outlined by the Sixth Declaration of the Lacandón Jungle, 

neozapatismo was destabilised. On the one hand, the Zapatistas cannot afford to disassociate 

themselves with their support bases in Chiapas, nor with the forms of social and political 

organisation established in their Zapatista autonomous zones. After all, insomuch as they are 

forging alliances between different resistance groups in Mexico, they are also promoting their 

forms of governmentality that operate through and in the different caracoles of Chiapas.  At the 

same time, they can no longer afford to present the Zapatista identity as (solely) indigenous 

because they risk losing national support, particularly since the dissolution of the National 

Zapatista Liberation Front in 200579.  

In chapter one, I argued that the Zapatistas create an ‘indigenous identity’ that is defined in 

terms of ‘ways of life’ that are at once cosmological and rebellious. In other words, rather than 

it being an identity that is based on a pre-modern ‘Indian’ subject, it is an identity that comes 

from the indigenous peasant’s involvement in all of the movements of resistance since 

colonisation. The Indígena becomes a signifier of rebellion and resistance80. From this, the 

                                                
79 The  Neo-Zapatista National Liberation Front (FZLN in its Spanish initials) was a civil organization based on the Neo-Zapatista ideology. The EZLN proposed the 

assemblage of this organization in their Fourth Declaration of the Lacandona Jungle. Their organization would further links between national and international civil society with 

the aim of achieving the recognition of the indigenous people of Mexico, and establishing democracy, justice and freedom. 

 

80 Indigenous and non-indigenous peasants have participated in all the important events of modern Mexican history; the most important being the War of Independence 1810, 

the Liberal Revolution (1855), and the Revolution of 1910. Official (PRI) Mexican history presents indigenous and non-indigenous peasants as heroic, leading the way of 

revolution, particularly through their demands for land and social justice. Such representations are contested, as indigenous and non-indigenous campesinos as seen as being 

continually repressed and expropriated by the Mexican state (Mentinis 2005: 126). 
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Zapatista discourse puts the indigenous subject at the centre of the forging of the patria; and in 

this discourse the nation provides a framework of commonality, a way to ‘imagine community’. 

The indigenous identity, the ‘Indian’ that the Zapatistas speak of is an identity created in the 

making of the colonial world (Knight 1990; Díaz Polanco 1997). Before Spanish colonialism 

inhabitants of the Americas identified themselves through difference, but it was not through the 

category of ‘Indians’ (Mignolo 2002: 249). What is lost in contemporary accounts of ‘Indians’ is 

that the communal lives of the indigenous people today result from the combination of pre-

Hispanic forms of organisation, and colonial processes of organising indigenous people. Instead 

what proliferates is the myth of a simple and unchanging peasant culture on the brink of 

extinction, and a romantisation of indigenous —mainly Mayan— perceptions of land, 

commonality and democracy (Russell 2005: 569).  It is thus important to look at ‘Indian’ ‘usos y 

costumbres’ as practices that have developed in and through capitalism, and not outside of it.  

This means that political and social organisation of peasant communities has developed in the 

history of ‘500 years of oppression’. One of the mechanisms through which the Spanish were 

able to exploit the pre-Hispanic people and appropriate Indian labour was through (re)creating 

pre-Hispanic communities into fragmented townships ‘flattening’ the pre-existing and complex 

socio-economic, political and cultural organisations (Diaz Polanco 1997). In other words, the 

Spanish took the hierarchical structures of the Indians that were based on nobility, and 

replaced them with councils comprised of local elected officials who negotiated directly with 

the Spanish administration. Together with this, the colonial regime gave each township its own 

‘traditional’ costume and the Church assigned them with a particular ‘Saints Day’. This not only 

flattened the pre-existent hierarchical structures, but it reduced Indian ethnicity to the level of 

the town (Saldaña Portillo 2002). As I will discuss in this chapter, the construction of ethnic 
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identities on the basis of territory becomes problematic because so many of the problems 

faced by communities have to do with land ownership, either individual or communal.  

Throughout this chapter I look at the main themes that emerged throughout my ethnographic 

work in the Other Campaign in Mexico. For clarity I have divided the work into four broad 

themes. As with any such creation of boundaries, these thematic areas overlap, and they are all 

implicated in the construction of each other. However, these are also themes that being 

constitutive of the neo-Zapatista identity, can be identified in distinct ways. I begin with an 

exploration of the ‘Indian’ in the context of the Other Campaign, and how neo-neozapatismo 

frames ‘otherness’. I then look at the Zapatista use of the nation and nationalism as an 

important point of identification, and the means through which ‘affective solidarity’ (Juris 2008) 

is constructed. The Other Campaign combined protests, encuentros, closed and open forums, 

all of which are (re)presented as being autonomously organised by different groups in different 

states of Mexico. In the second section of this chapter I look more closely at the organisation 

of La Otra, and how this reveals that there are hierarchies involved in these ‘democratic’ 

processes. In particular I argue that the EZLN are organisers that use emotion strategically with 

the goal of motivating and sustaining action. Moreover, this research suggests that the role of 

Marcos is essential to the construction of affective solidarity, yet paradoxically is one of the 

main limitations of the movement.  

(De)mystifying	  the	  ‘noble	  Indian’	  

In much of the literature on neozapatismo-as-radical, the Indian ‘noble warrior of Chiapas’ 

becomes an important part of the anti-capitalist network because it (re)produces a sense of 

democracy that is based on ‘traditional’ or communitarian forms of organisation and everyday 

life. In other words, it is no longer ‘the West’ imposing ideologies; rather, these come from the 

‘simple’ people who are fighting for social justice, opposing neoliberal globalisation with Mayan 
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cosmology (see for example, Conant 2010; as well as the contributions in Holloway and Peláez 

(eds)1998).  

The success of the colonial reworking of the organisational structures of pre-Hispanic people is 

not only evident in the successful exploitation of their labour, but also in the ways that 

indigenous lives are essentialised as being organised through horizontal structures. Another 

significant colonial construct is that of the simultaneous particularisation and universalisation of 

indigenous identity. Whilst the colonial regime replaced a heterogeneity of the pre-Hispanic 

people by labelling them ‘Indian’ they also parochialised indigenous identities by disarticulating 

previous cultural, political, and spatial organizations, replacing them with circumscribed 

structures of local identification and governance that existed parallel to, and in the service of, 

colonial governance (Saldaña Portillo, 2002: 35). This means that we have to question to what 

extent autonomous indigenous communities are organised through ‘pre-Hispanic’ ways of life; 

allowing us to also question, to what extent ‘indigenous autonomy’ is used as political rhetoric 

by the EZLN.  

Activists and scholars from the ‘global north’ have used the image of the Zapatista Indian in a 

way that homogenises and presents her as a colonial empire subject but with a new ‘twist’: a 

noble warrior that sits in opposition to the evil neoliberal capitalist Empire. As Russell argues, 

‘the Indian has become a symbol of all that is incompatible with modernity and somehow 

outside it, a part of our past and enlightened postmodern future’ (2005: 566). Marcos has 

certainly been responsible for creating an image of indigenous ways of life as being inherently 

democratic and inclusive. The Marxist-Guevarist guerrilla (FLN) that went to Chiapas to 

politicise people and lead a revolution, Marcos says, was transformed by the indigenous 

communities. From here they developed an understanding of democratic governmentality and 
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developed a horizontal organisational practice based on indigenous practices of mandar 

obedeciendo, and  ‘walking by asking’ (caminando preguntando) (LeBot, 1997; Henck, 2006).  

Of the time of the FLN’s arrival in Chiapas, Marcos recalls that initially they sought to militarise 

people, they did so through Marxist rhetoric. This, he says, was not very successful: 

‘Imperialism, social crisis, the correlation of force with opportunity, these things were not 

understood…They were very honest. You asked them, ‘Do you understand?,’ and they told 

you, ‘No.’ They said to you that they didn’t understand any of it, that they couldn’t understand 

your words, that you should search for other words’ (in Henck 2008: 94) As a result, Marcos 

claims that they realised they needed to translate their language (Marxist, and Spanish) 

transforming it into a language that the communities would understand. Thus, indigenous 

myths, legends and folklore were incorporated into messages now explained in parables that 

were of direct relevant to everyday campesino life (Henck 2008: 94-5). 

This myth of the ‘noble Indian warrior’ has also been propelled by the images of Chiapas that 

circulate the various websites dedicated to the Zapatistas81, of Chiapas, and by several alter-

globalisation groups. These images show a particular story; they contain images of smiling 

children wearing old, dirty clothes; women sitting in small huts making tortillas; and men and 

women in ‘traditional dress’. But crucially these images lie alongside images of ‘rebels’ –men and 

women whose faces are half covered by red bandanas or almost fully covered by balaclavas; 

images of fully armed guerrilla marching down dirt roads; and images of the murals that 

combine at once Mexican revolutionary heroes, Mexican nationalism, indigenismo, and 

neozapatismo (Russell 2005: 567). This results in the predominant image of the Zapatista as the 

masked rebel. And the (re)presentation of neozapatismo connects and disconnects, moves, 

                                                
81 Scott Sady’s photographic project ‘Chiapas: The People, the Land, the Struggle (https://webspace.utexas.edu/hcleaver/www/sadyindex.html) features photographs taken 

whilst working in Mexico as a phtographer for the Associated Press. 
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intensifies at certain times and in certain spaces, removes it further and further such that it too 

has become a floating signifier. This is evident in scholarly accounts, for example, Jeff Conant 

argues that ‘the ski mask comes to signify the very identity of the other, the subaltern, the 

darkness of mystery, ‘the dark earth’ that is a trope for everything indigenous, everything 

native, everything non-European’ (2010: 149). The mask became the symbol of all those whose 

identities are dismissed by the dominant culture.   

Certainly the Zapatista uprising made visible the suppression and dispossession of indigenous 

and non-indigenous peasants. That it became known as a fight for indigenous resistance and 

recognition is something that came after, and as a consequence of international attention and 

attraction towards the indigenous character of the movement. Certainly, as Marcos himself 

expresses, the Zapatista discourse comes from a combination of Marxist language with 

indigenous, mainly Mayan, symbology and language. As Marcos states: ‘it is this [the meeting of 

the indigenous discourse with the urban discourse] that started producing this mixture that 

appeared in the communiqués of EZLN in 1994. It was like being torn between the indigenous 

roots of a movement and an urban element’ (in Mentinis 2005: 156). The ‘Indian’ thus becomes 

an essential part of Zapatista discourse. And it goes some way to explaining its international 

appeal. But in terms of the concrete aims of the EZLN, it is important to recognise that whilst 

the Zapatistas speak of the indigenous communities, they also speak of non-indigenous 

communities; because they look to give a voice to the voiceless, and dignity to the 

dispossessed. In order to do this, the EZLN extend beyond recognising the important role of 

indigenous and non-indigenous campesinos in Mexican history, and also define an enemy in an 

effort to appropriate the nation. I thus look at the ways in which neo-Zapatista discourse looks 

to appropriate la patria82 as a means to create affective solidarity. Through this I question to 

                                                
82 I have chosen to use the Spanish term of ‘patria’, meaning nation or homeland, to emphasise the nationalistic and patriotic sentiment associated with this word as it is used.  
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what extent the Zapatistas’ use of patriotic discourse is radical.  In the analysis of my 

ethnographic fieldwork, I look at the ways in which the Other Campaign looks to build 

solidarity assessing the role that the Zapatista caravan, principally Delegado Zero have in these 

processes. I suggest that in using an ambiguous notion of the ‘Mexican nation’ as a framework 

for commonality, but for building affective solidarity, Zapatista discourse is not radicalising 

‘nationalism’; and this goes some way to explaining the failure to build a national movement, or 

one that extends beyond the autonomous communities and the caracoles of Chiapas. 

 

(Re)Defining	  the	  Mexican	  Nation	  

Territory and land 

During the Viceroyalty of New Spain, the successful combination of pre-Hispanic forms of 

organisation with Spanish forms of governance kept the Spanish crown happy and the 

indigenous people content in their everyday lives. Pre-Hispanic forms of political organisation 

(called Altépetl)83 built an inextricable relation between territory and social organisation; and 

centuries after the Viceroyalty the ‘patria’ came to symbolise the territory where the ancestors 

lived (Florescano 2005).  Thus, the nation has a strong ethnic character in that its territories 

signify a lineage that can be traced, and from which people can identify their ancestry. After the 

Independence, a patriotic sentiment spread that bound people ethnically through ancestral 

blood ties and sharing a territory (Brading 2004).  

                                                
83 Altépetls were given territories subsequently divided into 4, 6, 8 or more sections knows as calpollis. Each calpolli was owned by the chief who head of a particular lineage. 

The Altepetl was governed by an elected leader (called Tlatoani) who served the functions of head of kingdom, head of the army and supreme priest; each head of family, 

barrio or calpolli was in charge of tributes, labour, military or religious activities 
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Notions of land and territory are equally important to indigenous communities. In relation to 

land, indigenous people claim that they should have the right to own, occupy and use land 

individually and collectively. For productive purposes, the land may be divided into plots for 

individuals or families to use, but often it is restricted for community use (Stavenhagen 2006: 

206-209). The land is thus associated with ownership and production. Territory on the other 

hand has more to do with ideas of homeland, where indigenous people have historically been 

rooted in specific locations, and defined geographical areas (Stavenhagen 2006: 2010).  As is 

evident from the assemblies organised throughout the Other Campaign, such relationships to 

land and territory are important in both indigenous and non-indigenous communities. 

Indigenous communities maintain spiritual and historical links with their geographic territories, 

but also ideas of ownership, which lie in conflict with other communities, who also claim 

ownership of the land. Much of this has to do with legislation, and ownership records, as 

evidenced in the following excerpts: 

 ‘Our communal neighbourhood Emiliano Zapata, well we have problems, because we 
arrived there in 1990 and until now it appears that there is a supposed owner who 
comes together with the government, and now wants to charge us for each piece of 
land, and it is a pittance of land, and now the owner together with the government, he 
wants to charge us 20,000 pesos. I mean that’s not fair’ 

  ‘all of the territories that you see there, in the ranch, they are in the Viceroyalty 
titles belonging to the indigenous community of Santa Clara del Cobre […] it’s a place 
where any amount of traditions have survived all this time that the government wants 
to modernize us, and we continue with our traditions’. 

We the peasants, communal peasants […] we organised to […] stop the sale of the 
land, in fact this individual, with his henchmen is in agreement with PROCEDE and 
PROCECOM; he is in agreement with all the governmental programs that pretend to 
dispossess us of our lands and to take away what is ours, what saw us born, what we 
inherited and what we will inherit our children and our grandchildren’ 

In these spaces territory is organised by specific communities, who claim to have ancient ties 

binding them to the land. It is these ties, which, they argue, are being overlooked by 
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governmental policies and institutions. Few commentators would disagree that this is not a 

social and political reality of Mexico; for years national and transnational corporations have 

sought the development of land for commercial interests, in many cases taking advantage of the 

lack of legal documents, of the corruption of the legal system to certify ownership. However, 

as the voices above indicate, ownership of those lands is contested and ‘titles’ to those lands 

play an important legal and political tool. What I want to highlight here is that a historical link is 

made thereby attributing rights to land based on ancestral ties.  

As I outlined in chapter one such ‘ancestral ties’ are problematic, not least because there have 

been over 500 years of colonisation, but also because in practice, indigenous communities are 

heterogeneous and have different claims to the same lands. As participants in the meeting in 

Zirahuén expressed, inter-communitarian violence is common when one community feels they 

have ‘more rights’ to a given territory based on the belief that they have been there for longer. 

For example, Daniel Lorenzo Martínez said during the encuentro, 

 “Recently we have been invaded by the indigenous community of Cirilo, and so we are 
inviting you to join us to confront them with bullets, against the people of Cirilo.” 

This reveals that not only are there many tensions in the intersection between indigenous 

forms of life and processes of modernization as driven by neoliberal capital, but also that there 

are conflicts between different indigenous communities. Such contradictions and complexities 

have been recognised within Mexico, but in the global space of neozapatismo, indigenous 

identity is seen much more as homogenous, and in many ways overlooking these tensions and 

problems. In doing so, the full extent of the EZLN’s project for a ‘new Mexico’ as understood 

by individuals and groups in the Zapatista solidarity network, do not necessarily see some of 

the inherent problems of this project. This ‘postmodern’ strategy of tolerance and horizontal 
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decision-making often does not give a clear direction and people become confused as to what 

the plan of action is (Couch, 2001: 255).  

To advance the Zapatista project, Marcos’s explicit solidarity building efforts are central. 

Throughout the interventions in the Other Campaign, Marcos makes use of a multitude of 

symbols to awake collective memories of resistance, juxtaposing histories in particular ways to 

enable talk of (t)his new political project. Central to this is a (re)definition of the nation, of 

Mexico.  

Mexico becomes the sign that allows the juxtaposition of myths and symbols in order to build 

the political project of the Other Campaign. On the one hand, the image of Marcos on 

horseback evokes the image of Emiliano Zapata. His ragged hat, scarf and dirty boots turn him 

into the military guerrilla fighter (who is still active), his headphones remind of communication 

strategies, the pipe of his intellectualism, and his two watches of his use of poetry and 

symbology. He at once embodies the years of struggle since 1994, and his global impact as a 

global guerrilla poet whose movement has inspired global anti-capitalists efforts. For Mexicans 

however, there is a second level of signification. The iteration of the chant “Zapata vive, la 

lucha sigue” along with the classic Zapatista slogan of ‘the land is for those who work it’ not 

only awakes a revolutionary memory, but also the ancestral rights to land. Together with the 

awakening of the memory of a revolution based on territory (land), the allusion to Zapata 

evokes the memory of the pre-Hispanic past. As Rajchenberg and Héau-Lambert show, ‘the 

Zapatistas of 1911 consider themselves to be the dignified heirs of Cuauhtémoc, they now 

perceive themselves as God’s chosen people, with a libertarian caudillo that is also a new 

messiah: Zapata’ (1998: 3). This is illustrated in one of the corridos84 about the Mexican 

                                                
84 Corridos were songs popularised in the Mexican Revolution. They are songs about contemporary events. Today, many of the most famous corridos depict the drug wars in 

the North of Mexico. These are called ‘narco corridos’. 
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Revolution narrating the trajectory of colonisation, oppression and liberation of the Mexican 

people: ‘Several families, with their cry, showed their gratitude and love for Zapata, who, like 

Christ, came to the end of his days, because he freed our race from oppression’ (my 

translation)85. The agrarian project is thus presented as a Zapatista project obscuring the fact 

that the original Zapatista movement had very little resonance with the indigenous peasants of 

Chiapas and it was not until the government of Lázaro Cárdenas (1934-1940) that the project 

of expropriation and redistribution of land begun (Leyva Solano 1997).  

 

Patriotism as emotive language 

Land and territory are important signifiers for the construction of Mexicanness, and tied to 

these are cultural markers that also become important in the construction of la patria. This is 

evidenced in the almost exact routine followed by different event organisers when receiving 

Marcos and the Zapatista caravan. In preparation for the Zapatista caravan women prepare the 

‘typical dish’ of the region or town, and men and women offer a selection of traditional crafts of 

the area. Sessions begin with the performance of a ‘typical’ dance or something which 

represents the host community. In the case of Zirahuén, it was the Purépecha dance of the Old 

Men, in the Autonomous University of Morelos, it was a punk band. The marching band then 

leads the way for the Zapatistas, they are followed by Marcos who by this time has been 

surrounding by a group of organisers forming a ‘human shield’, people crowd around and chant 

‘Zapata Vive, La lucha sigue’ and ‘Marcos, Marcos, EZLN’. When Marcos arrives onto the templete, 

he is given a garland to wear around the neck.  Then, the escolta (flag escort) usually comprised 

                                                
85 The corrido is called ‘Duel of the General Emiliano Zapato’. The full version can be found, in Spanish at http://www.bibliotecas.tv/zapata/corridos/corr69.html  [last accessed 

2/5/2012] . 
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of local children marches in, and they proceed to lead the crowd in singing the Mexican 

national anthem. Sometimes a music group follow this with the Zapatista anthem. One of the 

organisers introduces and announces the itinerary, naming the (pre-registered) individuals and 

representatives of collectives or organisations. Marcos closes the session.  

These representations show the delicate weaving of different pasts, and so in the Other 

Campaign, Mexicanness appears as a central element of this political project. It constructs 

Mexico as an imagined community (Anderson 1991), a nation identified by an ethnic ‘character’ 

that ties people to a physical territorial space. The following excerpts show the multitudinous 

understandings of nation found, but also, the affective relationship therein.  

The Zapatista’s original plan was, and continues to be, the building of an other Mexico, and in 

all those years there has been a lack of clarity or definition of what this means or how this 

translates into people’s everyday lives. The First Declaration outlines the problem as follows: 

‘we did not learn our military tactics from Central American insurgent movements, but 
rather from Mexican military history, from Hidalgo, Morelos, Guerrero, Mena; From 
the resistance to the Yankee invasions in 1846-1847; from the popular resistance to the 
French intervention: from the great heroic feats of Villa and Zapata and finally, from the 
indigenous struggles of resistance throughout the history of our country […] We will 
try to unite all the Mexican people and their independent organisations around them, 
so that, through varied forms of struggle, a national revolutionary movement will be 
born with a place for all kinds of social organisations whose honest and patriotic goal is 
a better Mexico’ (First Declaration of the Lacandón Jungle, 1995).  

In this First Declaration Marcos is already distancing himself from ‘traditional’ guerrilla-led 

revolutionary movements in Latin America, and building neozapatismo as a movement that 

surges from within Mexico and the Mexican people. The reference to the Independence and 

Revolutionary movements takes certain Histories as political tools; because these movements 

are depicted in Mexican History as being led by the poor, the marginalised, the indigenous and 

campesinos. Moreover, Marcos is calling for a ‘national revolutionary movement’ to create a 

‘better Mexico’. It is unclear however, how this nationalism is different from other Latin 
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American national liberation movements. In other words, it is not clear how this nationalism is 

‘radical’. 

I have outlined how the notion of governance that independent Mexico86 developed was 

moulded by the European modern idea of the nation which sets an isomorphic relation 

between three components: the people, territory and sovereignty of a legitimate government 

(Appadurai 1996). Since the war of Independence, there have been a multitude of plans and 

projects whose object has been to develop and establish a Mexican identity that is bound 

within a national territory87.  This was reinforced through the educational policies of the post-

revolutionary era when José Vasconcelos, as director of education in the post-revolutionary 

government, designed educational programs to develop the idea of a mestizo identity and forge 

a mestizo nation88. From the student movement of 1968 came a critique to the mestizo identity 

as making indigenous peoples and ways of life invisible; and this is precisely what the Zapatistas 

brought to light. Since 1994, the opening of flows of information, capital and people together 

with the increasingly difficult social and economic conditions in Mexico have resulted in 

continuous processes of migration. For many of the indigenous Zapatistas in Chiapas, their 

allegiance to the EZLN meant that they were cut off from government aid; and this led groups 

of indigenous peasants to emigrate to areas where there were already established strong 

Zapatista support bases (Leyva Solano 1997). These types of migrations mean that people often 

identify themselves at once as Nahuas but also as Chicanos; as De la Peña describes ‘ethnic 

                                                
86 Many of the projects of independent Mexico were centred around the establishment of Institutions such as the Institute of Geography and Statistics (1933), commissioned 

with creating the first map of Mexico.  

87 Once the liberal republic was established in Mexico (1861), they conducted an educational outlining the importance of public education. Textbooks highlighted patriotic 

narratives such as the victorious battle of 5 de Mayo against the French, as well as the successful defence of Mexico against the United States. Guillermo de la Peña (1998) cites 

some recommendations given to teachers outlining that when teaching ‘national history’ they should ‘show students the largest amount of stamps and photographs available to 

them; they will point out the natural beauties, to awake in them an aesthetic sentiment and love of nature; […] and to not lose sight the ultimate goal of your teaching is that 

the students know and love the homeland, and to feel a civic duty’ (Peña, 11998:3 cites this extract from the Secretaría de Instrucción Pública y Bellas Artes) 

88 Vasconcelos believed that idea of the cosmic race as being the ‘fourth race’ that combined all other races, would become the prominent and ideal race: a mestizo race.  
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spaces have become discontinuous and mobile, they break physical and social distances and are 

reinvented in communication networks’ (1998: 227). It is interesting that Zapatista discourse 

continues to evoke a nostalgia of ‘the national’, promoting nationalist sentiments as something 

that always existed, and that is now transformed to include the indigenous.  

As Marcos so eloquently put in Zirahuén: 

‘the ancient people used to say that there used to be a warrior of the indigenous 
people whose shield and whose sign of war and strength was a snail. And the ancient 
people tell that this warrior was strong because he could use that snail to call other 
warriors and together defeat whatever threat was presented to them. Some time after, 
the snail was used in the indigenous communities to organise meetings, so that people 
from different places would come and discuss collectively what should be resolved 
collectively. The snail thus became a kind of call so that the collective, the community- 
like we say- would face and resolve their problems’ ‘They also tell of the legend of the 
snail warrior, a Mayan warrior, was around at the time the Spaniards, the foreigners, 
came to conquer these lands. And because the warriors were called upon by the snail 
to fight other tribes of communities that threatened them, so too they were used to 
face the foreigner. They also say we lost, we were conquered because there were 
townships and people that did not respond to this call’ (Subcomandante Marcos speech 
April 3, 2006 in Zirahuén Michoacán) 

Through the story of the confrontation of the ‘indigenous people’ (locals) with the ‘Spanish 

colonisers’ (foreign), this dichotomy is now presented as Mexican (real, rebel, humble, with 

dignity) fighting against the homogenising forces of neoliberal capitalism. Hellman argues that 

‘by drawing on traditional radical themes they [Zapatistas] developed a discourse that spoke 

not only to the most down trodden people in Chiapas, but to disadvantaged Mexicans 

throughout the Republic’ (2002: 166). By using a more open, or un-defined nationalism, 

Zapatista discourse appeals to a wider population, where individuals can give their own 

meanings, and share in their differences.  

In the next section I look at two ways in which this problematic is evidenced. The first has to 

do with the organisational and structural parts of the Other Campaign; how events were 

organised and participants chosen, and how these communicated with the Zapatista caravan. 
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The second deals with tensions and fractures between groups, as these were articulated in the 

interventions throughout. This is important because the EZLN proposes a project for national 

transformation, so it can give us a better understanding of how this transformation can occur. 

Tensions	  and	  Dissent	  

In the Other Campaign tour of Mexico, the EZLN’s project looked to build a new coalition 

from the left that would exist and operate outside (and against) state institutions. It looked to 

connect already existing groups, collectives and organisations that would organise autonomously. 

Groups and collectives already operating within a state would organise together so that the 

caravan could follow some kind of geographical contiguity or logic, but also so that the alliances 

could be formed between urban and rural areas. One of the first challenges emerged in the 

preliminary meetings and discussions that followed the publication of the Sixth Declaration. I 

was in the discussions in Mexico City, and there was certainly the sense that not only were 

there ‘new’ and ‘old’ Zapatistas who debated as to who would ‘lead’ the others for the visit; 

but also about which organisations would be accepted as being of ‘the Left’ and would thus be 

allowed to participate. During the Other Campaign, many of those who were able to speak 

echoed this: 

 ‘I wanted to make a comment or several comments about the organisational problems 
we have had here in Morelia, there are personal and political problems […] I am part of 
a collective that is called ADCAR Acción Directa Anarquista. We are the brother 
organisation to RASH, Reds, Anarchists and Skinheads, and our existence was 
announced today on the radio of the Nicolaita university, we were mentioned as a 
group of cultural resistance, and half an hour later, some compañeros were banned from 
participating today, even though they were written down and registered in the 
program. The problems have existed many times in all organisations of this type, that 
try to be inclusive […] there are many people that are set in their ways, in their forms 
of life, where the anarchists of Morelia are few, where the punks of Morelia aren’t 
worth anything, […] this is why our word has been repressed several times, and we are 
not the only case’  
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Here, a young anarchist expresses that [his] punk groups do not feel included or invited into 

the Other Campaign, meaning that they were unable to participate in the meetings. Such forms 

of exclusion led to factions within the ‘others’, something that was then addressed by Marcos in 

an effort to build solidarity. During the first days of the tour through the states of Morelos, 

such fissures became apparent. The following, in an excerpt from my field diary, which 

illustrates this:  

“I arrived to Ocotepec, Morelos on the morning of April 8. A narrow patio extended 
vertically and behind the microphones was a mural. The Subcomandante arrived once 
again surrounded by his security team and a ring of cameras. The organised welcome 
and dance greeted the Zapatista caravan, and a series of talks ensued. There were 
hundreds of people trying to fit into the patio, but there was not enough room. 
Apparently, the event had been moved at the last minute, and since we were following 
the caravan as ‘all-access’ media, some of these changes passed inadvertently. People in 
the meeting at Ocotepec spoke of their frustration that their organising efforts had 
been usurped by the ‘more powerful’ group of Guardianes de los Arboles, and 
environmental group based in Cuernavaca. From Ocotepec we moved into the centre 
of Cuernavaca, to a closed meeting with adherents. This meeting feels very secretive, 
and only a few people are allowed in through a ‘guest list’. Many people outside feel 
frustrated and excluded, but the organisers claim that this was done in order to protect 
the Subcomandante” 

The organisers in Cuernavaca argued that excluding certain people or groups had been done in 

order to “protect Marcos”. But they also said that many people “now want to get involved” 

when they hadn’t participated in any of the preliminary meetings in preparation. In other 

words, certain people were viewed as being ‘fair weather supporters’ and only wanting to get 

involved because the Zapatista caravan, and in particular Subcomandante Marcos was there. At 

the end of this meetings Marcos himself made reference to these tensions directly addressing 

the fact that ‘fights for protagonism’ ruin the efforts of solidarity that the Other Campaign is 

trying to build, and to the fact that ‘Marcos’ plays a part in this: 

“[In response to a question handed to me on a piece of paper] Would it be possible for 
the EZLN’s struggle to be known in all the places that it is known without Marcos? Of 
course. Perhaps with less problems, with less disputes over protagonism that have 
ruined several meetings or works that have done.” (Subcomandante Marcos field 
recording 8/4/2006, my translation) 
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These tensions were echoed in events throughout Michoacán, where many of the participants 

spoke of how during the planning stage, organisers had a hard time naming the coordinator that 

would meet the delegation, because ‘there were so many sympathisers to the movement, that 

is was difficult to separate the desires for protagonism of many involved’89. In the assembly at 

San Nicolás, participants stated that the problem is found between “us” and not only between 

‘us and the government’. In Zirahuén, it was reported that señoras of the community refused 

access to other settlers with the excuse that there were too many (Envila Fisher, 2006). These 

examples show that ‘self-organisation’ resulted in the exclusion of many people, organisations, 

networks and groups.  

 

Forging	  solidarity	  

As outlined earlier, indigenous imagery became an important symbol that articulated, 

transnationally, the notion of ‘a world where many worlds fit’. In the Other Campaign, the 

challenge was now to broaden the image of the Zapatista-as-rebel Indian, into many ‘others’, 

and this was necessary in order to build solidarity. As I will show, whilst this opened up 

neozapatismo for many, others abandoned it. Moreover, because the commonality between 

groups was set as being both anti-capitalist and Mexican, it meant that there were a lot of 

tensions between groups. In this first excerpt, at the end of the morning session in Zirahuén, 

Michoacán, Marcos is addressing the tensions he has observed between indigenous and mestizo 

groups in an effort to build a new project that unites these, he is not only trying to unite 

different indigenous groups, but also for those groups to look outside.  

                                                
89 Excerpt taken from field notes 11 April 2006 
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‘Throughout our tour we have seen that the indigenous people do not have the 
exclusive hold on this pain, and this is what we want to insist to you and especially to 
those in charge of the Caracol [of Zirahuén]. We should not just open ourselves to 
other indigenous people, nor should we close ourselves within them, because if we do 
so we run the risk of making this movement an ethnic movement of indigenous versus 
mestizo’90.  

Moving on from Zirahuén to Morelia, Marcos reiterates the need for indigenous and non-

indigenous to unite. Now being in an urban space, he makes these ‘others’ more explicit, such 

that is evident that these are potential all members of the Other Campaign.   

 ‘[we hope there will be] unity of all the indigenous people, and of all the indigenous 
people with worker, peasants, students, teachers, employees, with all the simple and 
humble people that make this country advance, produce, roll.’  

To build solidarity Marcos is again here asking for neozapatismo to be more than about 

indigenous rights, but that it should encompass all the struggles against oppression, from 

whatever group these may come. On the one hand, the Other Campaign actively asks people in 

a region to unite in their individual struggles, and build a State-wide collectivity. On the other, it 

seeks to build bridges between groups identified by a similar cause, but not necessarily close 

geographically. So for example uniting those opposing a petrol station in Felícitas del Río, 

Michoacán and Cuautla, Morelos. In Tlanepantla, Morelos, for example, Marcos equated their 

struggles with the price of agricultural produce, with the situation of the peasants of Chiapas. 

The peasant farmers of nopal in Tlanepantla live the same conditions and injustices as the 

farmers of coffee in Chiapas: 

‘Our [the Zapatistas of Chiapas] product is coffee. We have to walk for three or four 
days until we reach the motorway, carrying the coffee on our backs: 25, 30 0r 
sometimes 35 kilos of weight on our backs. Eight-hour days to get onto the motorway, 
and then pay for the bus that gets us to the municipalities administrative centre. Once 
there, the coyote would bump into us, the intermediary who took advantage of the fact 

                                                
90 The following excerpts are taken from transcripts of recordings taken throughout my ethnographic fieldwork. Wherever possible names are given. Some of Marcos’ 

interventions are available on Enlace Neo-Zapatista (http://enlaceNeo-Zapatista.ezln.org.mx/). For a comprehensive collection of recordings from throughout the Other 

Campaign visit http://piezasdelrompecabezasdelaotra.org. This site streamed and recorded the sessions, so it provides more than just Marcos’ words. All this material is in 

Spanish.  
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we spoke little or no Spanish and gave us a few coins for our coffee. The only thing we 
could do there was say no and go back to our communities carrying the same load on 
our backs, or accept the price they were offering us. Then came to government that 
cabrón called Carlos Salinas de Gortari; and he finished with the legacy of General  
Emiliano Zapata when he got rid off Article 27 and said that now the land could be 
bought and sold, and there was to be no more redistribution of land, and that there 
was going to be no more land for the campesinos. So we lie there, just like that, with 
the pain and sadness that I am telling you about: so hard, so strong, that we can almost 
touch it, like a wall closing in on us. […] And so, what they want to do here in 
Tlanepantla, here in Morelos, and here in our country that is Mexico, is for us 
compañeros, to leave the land. And it is not because they want to grow something 
different. What they want is to conquer it like the Spanish did five hundred years ago, 
followed by the North American and the French. And they are the same: the great 
capitalists of Europe and North America who now want the land that we work. They 
don’t care that the people who life off the nopal will starve to death. They don’t care 
that the price [of nopal] falls so much that it is almost not worth planting it. They don’t 
care what can be cooked with the nopal, or what food can be produced with it. We are 
not important to them.’ (field recording 5/4/2006 my translation) 

This excerpt shows the ways in which Marcos builds emotive links between communities; in 

this particular case, between indigenous of Chiapas and campesinos of Tlanepantla. This is 

achieved in telling a story of injustice. First, the coffee farmer has to travel far to be able to sell 

its coffee, only to be confronted by the coyotes who are intermediaries that take advantage of 

their position and pay a very small price for the produce. Second, it presents the indigenous 

peasant coffee farmer as oppressed because of the little command of Spanish – the language of 

colonialism. Third, Marcos situates neoliberalism as taking away their lands, particularly since 

legal regulations regarding land distribution and ownership changed under Salinas de Gortari in 

preparation for NAFTA.  And finally, he equates the struggle of the indigenous people of 

Chiapas to the people of Tlanepantla. Alluding to the Spanish colonisation that oppressed 

indigenous people, Marcos presents capitalism as the new coloniser, one which will also 

colonise with violence and disregard to the people, and importantly, their lands. These 

geographically dislocated struggles can now join, and using the symbolism of Emliano Zapata, 

the revolutionary defender of the land, legitimates this. 
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What is particularly interesting when listening to Marcos’ interventions throughout the Other 

Campaign, is that although the Sixth Declaration speaks of people building those links in their 

own ways, in the sessions throughout the other campaign connections are forged in particular 

ways in order to build national solidarity. This means that Marcos chooses a discourse that will 

resonate more with each group, in each assembly, and that is what he articulates. In the events 

hosted in areas with high indexes of indigenous populations, Mexico is represented as the 

legitimate land of the indigenous people, and they as the original inhabitants of the area: 

‘We have been here for over 600 years, here in Cuernavaca. We come from Nahua 
people […] we still preserve our traditions of more than 600 years. We rule ourselves 
through four barrios, the church is our moral of the people (sic) we are ruled by our 
‘uses and customs’’ 

‘the village of Ocotepec has been characterised throughout its history as a town of 
struggle and resistance […] our community is and will continue to be one of the few 
villages that proudly keeps its ‘uses and customs’ […] as the indigenous communities 
and villages were before the invasion’ 

‘I am from the Indigenous community of Santa Clara del Cobre, a settlement that was 
here since before the Spaniards came, it was called Xacuaro’. 

There is here a strong sense of indigenous past, but also of lineage. It is an ethnic construct 

symbolised by their language, heritage and their ‘usos y costumbres’.  

In the Intergalactic Encounters of Humanity Against Neoliberalism event, hosted in San 

Cristóbal de las Casas in 1996, the Zapatistas promoted the idea of a ‘world where many 

worlds are possible’. It was an explicit attempt to collect heterogeneous voices transforming 

them into a political project using the different discourses of such groups in the fight against 

global neoliberal capitalism. The encuentros became the platform from which agrarian, 

environmentalist, feminist, pro-Indian, human rights, leftist, unionist, guerrilla, and anti-

neoliberal movements could build a collective identity as ‘Zapatista’ meaning ‘in resistance’ 

(Leyva Solano 1997). Whilst the encuentros were successful in establishing a network of 
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solidarity groups and simultaneously a model for social and political organising as furthered by 

the alter-globalisation movement (Graeber 2009); within Mexico, the Zapatista identity 

continued to be imagined as indigenous.  

The Other Campaign, whilst looking to build solidarity amongst actors, also looks to transform 

the national imagery of the Zapatista identity as purely indigenous. Instead, it juxtaposes ethnic 

discourses —legitimacy based on ancestors and land— with a Marxist critique of ‘capital’; we 

see in the Zapatista discourse a return of the term ‘capitalism’ absent since 1994 (Mora, 2007).  

It is both rural and urban. It is at once pre-modern, and the product of colonialism and 

globalisation. And it is the manipulation of different symbolic levels, which makes the ‘Zapatista 

identity’ an empty signifier that can be loaded with meaning according to individual 

circumstances thereby giving way to a new political project. In a sense, the Other Campaign 

merges some of the original ideas of the EZLN with what has given them international appeal: a 

critique of neoliberal (capitalist) globalisation from the postcolonial Amerindian Marxist subject.   

Throughout the Other Campaign, the EZLN attempted to change understandings of 

neozapatismo to now include many ‘others’, as outlined in the Sixth Declaration:  

‘we are going to continue fighting for the Indian peoples of Mexico, but now not just 
for them and not with only them, but for all the exploited and dispossessed of Mexico, 
with all of them and all over the country […] we are inviting all indigenous, workers, 
campesinos, teachers, students, housewives, neighbours, small shop owners, micro-
businesspersons, pensioners, handicapped persons, religious men and women, 
scientists, artists, intellectuals, young persons, women, old persons, homosexuals and 
lesbians, boys and girls, to participate, whether individually or collectively, directly with 
the Zapatistas in this NATIONAL CAMPAIGN for building another way of doing 
politics, for a program of national struggle of the Left, and for a new constitution’ 
(CCRI-CG, 2005) 

In accordance to their ideological flexibility, the EZLN felt that in order to produce national 

change, they would need to build solidarity between all ‘others’, and not exclusively with 

indigenous people and communities. As I have discussed throughout chapter 4, the EZLN 
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announces a transition from a ‘movement’ to a membership structure. Groups, collectives, 

communities, regions, municipalities and organisations were to be adherents to the principles 

announced in the Other Campaign. But for a movement that had transformed itself to become, 

‘indigenous’ this brought a new set of challenges.  

Marcos is thus configuring and assembling the other campaign in a way that combines all of the 

marginal, oppressed, disempowered people of Mexico. This is echoed throughout people’s 

interventions in the different events of the Other Campaign: 

‘The Sixth Declaration is an invitation to leave our individualities aside, and build a 
project of struggle’ 

‘The Other Campaign is marking the path that we need to walk through […] we the 
(factory) workers have realised that Mexico is not a country of workers, it is a country 
of peasants, so we are inviting you to throw away, who? The intermediaries […] and 
people have to buy from the fields and not from transnationals [corporations]’ 

‘we have to unify […] we have to follow up these forums, and we have to have a way in 
which to legally defend ourselves.’ 

‘we are convinced that today the EZLN is a great struggle that can unite all the 
movements that are really from the left, and the movement that can teach us to 
achieve our objectives’ 

‘the government has become one of the main enemies of the indigenous communities, 
but what is more, of the Mexican people’. 

In the above iterations, different individuals express the different ways in which they aim to 

continue this project. The first is a vague idea of a project ‘of struggle’. The second, is a move 

to a peasant past, against modernity and modernisation. The third proposes to challenge the 

current system through legal channels, and another one simply states this as a (real) left 

ideology.  

And Marcos draws all of these together:  
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‘We need, above all the workers from the cities: they, more than us, can hit in the 
heart that gives life to capitalism… it is important that those mobilisations [of May1st] 
have the colour that we are, the colour of the earth, and it is important that in these 
mobilisations and in those demands the workers learn to see us as compañeros and as 
compañeras, and it is also important that we, as Indian people, learn to see them as 
compañeros and compañeras’ 

‘Here in the state of Michoacán, and precisely because of a PRD government, as had 
been made clear, you said it now, there is a strategy. In very few states is the fracture 
between communities and confrontation between peoples so palpable, precisely 
because they are promoted by the government’ 

‘The Other Campaign is above all a proposal of unity, unity between the indigenous 
people, and unity of the indigenous people with other sectors that are also being 
exploited.’  

[to the students] ‘we ask that you join us in the Other Campaign, not the Zapatista 
Army of National Liberation but all the social, political, cultural organizations, groups, 
collectives people and individuals that are already in this thing that is the Other 
Campaign.’ 

These iterations show that Marcos is forging alliances, and building a discourse that 

encompasses individual struggles into a unified movement; and so from one site to the next, 

Marcos takes some aspect or some element that was articulated in that event, into the next 

event, actively making these connections. This way, links are articulated, and the language is 

given to the people to speak of different struggles throughout Mexico. For example, within the 

state of Michoacán, the caravan travelled from Zirahuén to the capital city of Morelia. In 

Zirahuén, most of the events were organised by the Unión de Comuneros Emiliano Zapata 

(UCEZ), whose focus is on issues to do with land ownership. Several of the people who spoke 

in these meetings echoed these issues, particularly with regards to privatisation of the land, and 

governmental programs that deny people their lands. Moving to the city of Morelia, the events 

were held at a university, at a gas station and in a square in the centre, where there was a 

wider array of participants. So to achieve unity within Michoacán, Marcos asks firsts and 

foremost for a ‘unity of all indigenous people’, and from there, unity with ‘others’: 
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‘The response that we bring to the call from the caracol of Zirahuén does not come 
alone, it comes with us, in the caravan, the political organisations of the left, social 
organisations, groups, collectives, and individuals. Through them your voice becomes a 
big voice and a wind that is united in all parts so that other compañeros and compañeras 
in the whole country feel it and make it theirs’. 

However, Marcos is also self-conscious that he does not want to appear to be prescribing 

anything, as he states that:  

‘We are not here to impose ourselves as an organisation, or as the Other Campaign 
[…] we are here to say that we support you, we admire you, and not only us from the 
EZLN but also all the social and political organisations, all the Indian people, groups, 
collectives, peoples and individuals that are in the Other Campaign.’  

It is clear that there is an active attempt at building solidarity amongst the diverse participants 

in the Other Campaign. As I outlined, this is through establishing ‘affective solidarity’ in formal 

and informal networks. Yet, insomuch as this solidarity project seeks to connect different 

individuals, collectives and organisations in Mexico, the lack of a clear and cohesive social and 

political project exposes the fractures and disagreements between these.  

	  

Marcos:	  the	  Subcommander	  of	  Performance?	  

Subcomandante Marcos has continuously proclaimed that he is not a leader of the Zapatistas, as 

his title of ‘Subcommander’ clearly states. In fact, Marcos argues that he only became famous 

through a serendipitous encounter with a French tourist for whom he was asked to translate 

during the Zapatista takeover of San Cristóbal de las Casas in 199491. In fact, when the Mexican 

government revealed him as Rafael Sebastián Guillén Vicente, national and international civil 

society did not react negatively, and instead prioritized the idea that ‘everyone is Marcos’.  

                                                
91 See Laura Castellano’s 2008 interview with Subcomandante Marcos for a full story of this.  
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The significance of the image of Subcomandante Marcos has not been overlooked even by 

mainstream media as he has featured in Vanity Fair (England 1994), Marie Claire (France 1997) 

and Newsweek (USA 1996) and more recently in Televisa Mexico’s dominant television 

network. But he is reluctant to address the question of his ‘leadership’ seriously. Academics 

and activists who support the Zapatista movement recognise his importance as a writer, as a 

commentator and as a poet, but insist that the movement does in fact come from the 

communities92, and not from Marcos. In the Other Campaign people’s words were largely 

directed to Marcos, or looked for Marcos to give an answer to their questions. Groups and 

collectives asked Marcos to ‘bless’ their integration as part of the Other Campaign.  

I wanted to know what he thought of his role in the movement, so during the adherents’ 

reunion at Cuernavaca on April 9th 2006, I handed Marcos a small piece of paper with three 

questions. After reading them, he called me over. ‘Who are these for?’, “for me” I said. He 

answered with the same sentence after each of my questions ‘from below and to the left’ … 

and a postscript: ‘No, seriously, I will answer these throughout my interventions in 

Cuernavaca’. That same day, as night fell, Delegado Zero was given the microphone. He 

responded thus:  

  ‘We know that because of what sometimes happens around the figure of Marcos, that 
sometimes it is him, or it appears that he is the EZLN, or  that he absolutely represents 
the struggle of the Zapatista communities. If there is someone who does not believe 
this, and so acts, it is Marcos, because this story, this travelling shot, this film cannot be 
made. None of those who have been close to the Zapatista movement can categorically 
say that they have been a part of all the Zapatista initiatives, because the history of 
rebellion and quotidian dignity will always be absent. It we they who made us 23 years 
ago, it was the Zapatista indigenous communities who turned this country upside down 
on January 1st 1994, and it was they who illuminated the sky of this country’s history, 
and of the history of the world […] without them [the indigenous Zapatista 
communities] we are nothing, we are worth absolutely nothing. This in response to a 
piece of paper that I was given. Is it possible that the struggle of the EZLN movement 
be known in all the places that it is known without Marcos’ Of course! Maybe with less 

                                                
92 See, for example, the work of Xochitl Leyva Solano (2008), Thomas Olesen (2006), Mihalis Mentinis (2005), Alex Khasnabish (2010) 
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problems or less disputes over protagonism that have ruined several meetings’ (field 
recording 8/5/2012 my translation) 

Elsewhere in this chapter I elaborated on the organisation frictions and tensions that arose 

during the preparations for the Zapatista caravan. Participants in both Michoacán and Morelos 

spoke of the experience of exclusion that they had encountered with organisers. Organisers 

then argued that those participants were only involved in the Other Campaign because they 

wanted to be with Marcos, and they wanted to be seen with Marcos. As the excerpt above 

shows, Marcos is again building solidarity in saying that no one can claim to be more Zapatista 

than somebody else; nor that people can quantify how much work they have done for 

neozapatismo. He is also trying to take the attention away from the persona of Marcos so as to 

build a movement between groups that does not ‘need’ Marcos. This is also why he refers to 

groups as ‘adherents’, meaning that they ‘adhere’ to Zapatista principles outlined in the Sixth 

Declaration, but are not, necessarily ‘Zapatistas’. 

These fights over Marcos evidence that he is a central part of the movement and without 

whom the Other Campaign would have not had the popularity that it did. From the first 

evening at Zirahuén people were waiting on the streets for hours just to get a glimpse of 

Marcos. The campaign, he says, is about listening. Listening to people’s stories of hurt and 

oppression, yet in every place he visited he was the subject of a new rumour, the centre of 

attention, and everyone held their breaths to what he would do and what he would say.   

As I mentioned earlier, almost every individual who took the microphone to speak of his or 

her struggle, addressed Marcos. The excerpts I present below have been taken from several 

meetings that took place throughout the Other Campaign. I present them to illustrate the 

different ways in which people ‘speak’ to or about him:  

‘as the Subcomandante Says from below and to the left’ 
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‘we ask the Subcomandante to join our struggle’ 

‘we thank the comandante cero for supporting us’ 

‘I once saw the Subcomandante from far away, and he was larger and more built’ 

‘that’s not Marcos, this guy is much bigger’ 

‘Welcome Subcomandante’ 

‘Subcomandante Insurgente Marcos’ 

‘Welcome Delegado Zero’ 

‘Comandante Marcos, we welcome you to the beautiful state of Morelos’ 

Not only did every person address Marcos, but that they did so in many different ways: some 

adhered to Subcomandante Marcos, others named him a ‘comandante’ (commander) rather 

than a sub commander, others mixed his ‘new’ identity of Delegado Zero with this ‘old’ identity 

of Subcomandante. Coupled with this are the myths and stories about him. The following is an 

excerpt for my field diary: 

Today, at the university, I sat next to a girl who told me she was extremely excited to 
be there. She had written Marcos some questions and he answered them, which only 
made her more excited. The meeting today was the longest so far, and many people 
seemed to stop listening. Curiously though, a rumour emerged. The organisers of this 
meeting are all wearing bright orange t-shirts sporting the logo of La Otra Campaña. 
There were some others, who I recognise from before, and they are wearing white t-
shirts, also with the logo. I presume that they are the ‘official’ caravan people. Sarahy 
points to a little girl wearing one of the EZLN white t-shirts, she tells me that ‘people’ 
close to the campaign have revealed that that girl is his daughter. She moves freely 
between the organisers and the table where the Subcomandante sits alone. I asked 
Sarahy were this daughter came from, is he married? Yes! She said, didn’t you know? 
Everyone knows he’s married! […] but he is all about the free love which is why he 
always has at lets two really fit girls in his caravan. We both laughed, but I could hear 
some people continuing the debate, or re-telling the story to those who had only 
caught the end bits… 
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A number of interesting points are worth noting. First, are the continued efforts to ‘know’ who 

Marcos is, what he’s like, how old he is, and his personal life. Critics have too often valued as 

hypocritical his labelling himself as ‘indigenous’ whilst being a mestizo urban intellectual. During 

the Mexican Revolution, there was a rumour amongst journalists and peace negotiators that 

Zapata would often send a man who would look just like him to fool those who would fool him 

(Rueda Smithers 2000: 251). But Zapata did not become a revolutionary because of his death 

on April 10th 1919; in fact Zapata’s death game ample ammunition to journalists who 

transformed him into a symbol through which to allude to the indigenous myths of the ancient 

Gods, the caudillo mestizo, and as symbol of revolutionary (free) Mexico (Rueda Smithers 

2000: 256). Marcos has become a new caudillo: with his military dress, headphones, two 

watches, pipe and mask. But also, he becomes an irresistible myth: the new hero of the left.  

	  

Conclusion	  

Throughout this chapter I have looked in detail at data gathered throughout my ethnographic 

fieldwork in the Other Campaign. Through its analysis, I identified several themes that are part 

of the building of neozapatismo. The first is the creation of ‘otherness’ as essentially non-

European, as framed by the use of the “Indian” to identify the ‘other’. In this reading capitalism 

emerges as the neo-colonial force.  I then argued that the Zapatistas use ideas about the nation 

and nationalism in order to build affective solidarity. In the Other Campaign ‘Mexicanness’ 

emerges as a source of identification, and as a central node of neozapatismo.  

The chapter then moved on to look more closely at organisational processes, looking at how 

solidarity is being built in practice; between the heterogeneous groups and organisations that 

constitute the Other Campaign. This evidenced that there are dissonances and discord 
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amongst and between groups, and that rather than differences being worked out by groups in 

their practice of politics, the EZLN’s role is to address these and look to build solidarity. 

Because of this Marcos emerges as the unifying element. 

Marcos is a product of the Lacandón Jungle, he is a neo-Zapatista construct. He represents the 

neo-Zapatistas, and becomes a more legitimate figure than any elected official because he 

presents himself as a spokesman and not a leader. It is because he positions himself as a 

‘spokesperson’ that he is able to gain continued legitimacy from a diverse array of actors. As 

Bourdieu (2005: 203) has elaborated, the spokesperson becomes a more legitimate figure 

because s/he unifies the many, speaks for and of the many by transforming them unto a single 

unit: a group. The spokesperson draws the authority to speak for the group from the group, 

thereby concentrating the symbolic capital on his/her person. In the next chapter I elaborate on 

the role of Subcomandante Marcos by looking at the use of media, both by and on the 

Zapatistas, to create and disseminate neozapatismo.  
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Chapter	  Seven	  |	  The	  Other	  Journalism	  with	  the	  Other	  Campaign:	  building	  

international	  neozapatismo	  

Introduction	  

Technologies of communication have been vital to modern social mobilisations. In the 18th and 

19th Centuries, more people began discussing the ideas of modernity as spread through print 

media; and such ideas were discussed and debated in ‘public spheres’ (Habermas 1989). The 

Industrial Revolution brought more technological changes, which democratised the creation 

and spread of information. This resulted in a new wave of social mobilisations concerned with 

political and economic rights, such as nationalism, unionization, abolition and suffrage (Langman 

2005). Media has been central to the development and activities of social mobilisations.  

Throughout this chapter I look at the role of media in the production and representation of the 

Zapatistas. This discussion is important because information and communication technologies, 

namely the internet, are credited as being an essential part of the ‘success’ of neozapatismo. 

One of the more salient aspects of new communication technologies, in terms of social 

mobilisations, is their ability to disseminate information outside of the power and control of 

media corporations. It is precisely the democratic potential of electronic communication that 

makes the Zapatista movement as one which is enacted and built through the use of such 

media that has transformed it into a ‘postmodern’ movement. In other words, because the 

EZLN were able to disseminate their messages online, this meant not only that the state could 

not control information about the Zapatistas, but also that their words were spread 

throughout communication networks in a greater speed then ever before thereby garnering 

support from all sorts of actors. Furthermore, the Zapatistas have shown that a movement can 
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gain support and appeal through the manipulation of the media, something that has led to ideas 

of ‘alternative’ media practices as I will develop throughout this chapter.  

 

Media	  and	  social	  movements	  

As availability and access to the internet has become more widespread, there has been a visible  

rise of internetworked social movements (ISMs), constituted as ‘network armies’ with a 

distinctly global orientation (Langman 2005; Castells 2000; Sassen 2000). Much of the academic 

literature on ISMs attributes a large part of their success to the ways in which computer-

mediated-communication (CMCs) enable new forms of ‘internetworking’, of mobilising, and of 

organising. They focus on a collective ‘we’ where the individual is often reduced to a ‘computer 

expert’ or ‘hacker’ who has the specialism required for the continued existence and success of 

such movements.  

It is thus important to consider how the Other Campaign engages both ‘the literal motion of 

bodies with the ‘virtual mobilities’ afforded by new information and communication 

technologies. [And] in what ways are the use of ‘fluid’ discourses, organisational forms, and 

action tactics in contemporary ‘global’ movements related to the changing context of liquidity, 

ambiguity and diffuse risk.’ (Sheller 2003: 2) The emergence of ‘virtual public spheres’ and new 

kinds of fluid networks and identities, as well as different kinds of social mobilisations are better 

understood as flows than formal organisations. (Langman 2005: 6)  

The ‘Zapatista movement’ is one the most widely cited examples of Internet use by new social 

movements (Atton 2007: 79). The Zapatistas’ use of the internet has been a big part of their 

communications strategy; a strategy with two clear aims: first, to disseminate their message, 

and second, to assemble networks of solidarity groups. Yet, myths pervade much of the 
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literature on Zapatistas, specifically to do with the Zapatistas’ own direct role in both spreading 

their word and establishing transnational solidarity networks  (Cleaver 1998).  

Alejandra Moreno Toscano, adviser to the president’s representative Manuel Camacho, who 

was in charge of peace negotiations with the EZLN after the initial uprising, said of the 

Zapatista movement at the time, 

‘The novelty in Mexico’s political history was the inversion of the control process 
against the powers that be, on the basis of alternative communication… The newness 
in Chiapas’ political war was the emergence of various senders of information that 
interpreted events in very different ways. The flow of public information reaching 
society, through the media, and through new technological means, was much greater 
than what conventional communication strategies could control’ (in Castells 2004: 76). 

Moreno Toscano’s analysis reinforces the notion that ‘mediation’ of neozapatismo has been 

central to the recognition of the movement, not only as a political and social movement, but as 

a different kind of movement in that it expressed the different voices of its members, and it did 

so in a peaceful way: with words and not weapons. The movement had begun as an armed 

struggle. The (violent) taking of four cities in Chiapas was part of the EZLN’s strategy to garter 

the attention of the media. To this, they would need control on the ground, as well as 

something that was ‘newsworthy’. 

Although ‘alternative media’ channels are an important part of building and disseminating 

neozapatismo, as I will develop throughout this chapter, the use of mainstream media has also 

been an important part of the Zapatistas’ communication strategy because this attracted 

activists, collectives, and NGOs into the region. However, it is the use of information and 

communication technologies (ICTs) that has catapulted the Zapatistas from a local(ised) 

guerrilla struggle, to an informational war (Castells 2004; Martinez-Torres 2001).  

The following section offers a discussion of the Zapatistas’ communications strategy looking at 

the technologies involved in building solidarity. The discussion also looks at ‘media events’, and 
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the importance they have had in turning the spotlight onto Chiapas; something which leads to 

transforming Marcos (and the Zapatistas) into an anti-globalisation icon (Bob 2005). The 

chapter then looks more closely at how stories of the Zapatistas are made through ‘media 

events’ during the Other Campaign; mapping how these stories were circulated through the 

‘neo-Zapatista network’. 

 

Media	  Strategies	  of	  the	  EZLN	  

Several factors have contributed to the success of the Zapatista uprising, with real and symbolic 

impact. In this section, I will outline the EZLN’s use of media, and how these enabled 

neozapatismo to become internationally recognised. In particular I will look at four aspects that 

I believe have been key in creating a Zapatista appeal. First, is the Zapatistas’ ability to gain 

press coverage; second is the accessibility that NGOs and media outlets were given after the 

cease-fire (January 12 1994). Third, the words and the image of Subcomandante Marcos who 

became ‘Mexico’s poet rebel’ (Bardach, 1994); and finally computer-mediated communication 

that disseminated EZLN’s communiqués and Zapatista activities, and that connected support 

groups.  

The Zapatista uprising in 1994 took Mexico by surprise, particularly because the EZLN 

declared war on the Mexican government and the military, and violently took five cities in the 

state of Chiapas. In a 1995 interview93 Subcomandante Marcos explains that taking cities in 

Chiapas was a strategy in order to get attention from the media through which they could 

expose the conditions of poverty that many Mexicans were living in. Because January 1st 1994 

                                                
93 Carmen Castillo and Tessa Brisac, ‘Apéndice: Historia de Marcos y de los hombres de la noche’, interview with Subcomandante Marcos, October 24 1994 in Adolfo Gilly, 

Subcomandante Marcos and Carlo Ginzburg, Discusión Sobre la Historia, Mexico City: Taurus 
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was the day NAFTA came into effect, this message was more resonant. It juxtaposed the image 

of ‘First World’ that the Salinas government wanted to portray, and this was of course 

strategic, as Marcos says: ‘to provoke a political effect, […] we would need a spectacular action 

[…] taking cities and raising flags with large armies, thousands […] seizing county seats with 

many troops’ (in Bob 2005: 128). This strategy thus aimed to attract attention from ‘outside’ of 

Mexico, but also to expose the Mexican government. In the days following the insurrection, the 

Mexican government said of the uprising: 

 ‘professionals of violence, nationals and a group of foreigners, alien to the efforts of 
the Chiapanecan society dealt a harsh blow to an area of Chiapas, and to the heart of 
all Mexicans […] This is not an Indian uprising, but the actions of a violent group, 
armed against the tranquillity of communities, public peace and governmental 
institutions […] this armed group is against Mexico’ (Salinas de Gortari’s message to 
the nation, January 6 1994, in Rovira 2009: 19 own translation). 

But this message did not coincide with the stories, interviews, and testimonies that were 

already circulating in several national and international media. Moreover, by this time, the 

EZLN had already sent their First Declaration of the Lacandón Jungle, outlining their aims and 

demands, and on January 2nd it was published in La Jornada (Mexico), Il Manifesto (Rome) and El 

Mundo (Spain) (Roviro 2009: 20). The press thus emerged as an important actor, something 

which was clearly recognised by the EZLN and incorporated into their media strategy. When 

time came for peace negotiations between the EZLN and the Mexican government, the EZLN 

published a communiqué calling national and international media to cover the dialogues. 

Significantly, they extended a direct invitation to newspapers La Jornada, El Financier, Tempo 

(based in San Cristóbal de las Casas), El Norte (Monterrey), The New York Times, The Washington 

Post, Los Angeles Times, Le Monde and the Houston Chronicle; as well as select magazines; 

television channels; news agencies (AP, UP, ASP, Reuters, Prensa Latina); and community radio 

stations. The only two media channels banned from the events were the two main Mexican 

television networks Televisa and TVAzteca who were seen as being pro-government and biased 
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in their reporting of Zapatista events (EZLN, January 29 1994, http://palabra.ezln.org.mx/). 

Because the EZLN had control over territory, and in particular of the city of San Cristóbal, 

they were able control access of media thereby framing the conflict in their own terms (Bob 

2005: 129).  

It is clear then that the insurrection had the aim of gartering national and international support 

through making the EZLN and Zapatistas mediatically visible. In fact, only two years before the 

uprising, hundreds of Mexico’s poor and indigenous marched from Chiapas to Mexico City 

calling for broader agrarian reform (Bob 2005: 130), but this received very little attention 

outside of Mexico. Similarly, whilst celebrations were being held commemorating 500 years of 

the ‘discovery’ of America on October 12, 1992, 10,000 Indians protested in San Cristóbal de 

las Casas; and this was something that also received little national and international press 

attention.  The EZLN knew that in order to get support from people and organisations outside 

of Mexico, they would have to create a media spectacle that was followed by a ‘rhetorical 

arsenal’ (Bob 2005: 131) comprised of stories, communiqués, letters and documents addressed 

to ‘national and international press’; ‘people and governments of the world’; and some to 

individual scholars, intellectuals, journalists and many others; reinforcing their motto: ‘our word 

is our weapon’.  

Marcos, the masked spokesman of the Zapatistas emerges as an important figure of 

neozapatismo and central to the EZLN’s media strategy. First, Marcos’ letters and 

communiqués express the Zapatista project, and they do so in a poetic way. Second, the image 

of Marcos became irresistible to the media. The photograph below (image 35) aims to 

encapsulate this romanticism, the masked man, looking pensive, his pipe filled with vanilla 

tobacco that emits a delicious aroma as he smokes it. 
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Stories published in newspapers and magazines echoed the mysticism surrounding the figure of 

Marcos. They spoke of his gifted writing, and charisma. Stories portrayed him as ‘the 

Subcommander of Spin’ (Simon 1994), ‘Mexico’s poet rebel’ (Vanity Fair); the new Robin 

Hood94 (60 Minutes) whilst speculating over his love life,95 and commenting on his ‘sex appeal’. 

As Ann Bardach reports: ‘he was hailed as Robin Hood, the Lone Ranger, Geronimo, the ‘first 

                                                
94 60 Minutes’ feature on the Neo-Zapatista uprising opened with the following line: ‘What Robin Hood was to the people of Sherwood Forest, Subcomandante Marcos has 

become to the people of Mexico—a fighter for the rights of peasants who are trapped in poverty by large landowners’  

95 See for example Alberto Tavira Alvarez’s article in glossy magazne Quién, who calls Subcomandante Marcos the ‘sex symbol of the jungle’ (el sex symbol de la selva) whilst 

also speculating on his relationship with journalist Gloria Muñoz Ramírez. The article also included fellow ‘rebels’  James Dean and Russell Crow. Article found online at 

http://www.quien.com/nivel2.asp?cve=99_17&xsl=print.xsl [accessed 29.11.06] 

Image	  35	  -‐ Marcos at the Universidad Nicolaita in Michoacán 
Morelos, April 15 2006 

Author’s own photograph 
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postmodern guerrilla hero,’ even the reincarnation of his movement's namesake, Emiliano 

Zapata, the revolutionary Mexican peasant leader, who was tricked into an Army ambush, but 

who some insist never died…[a] sex symbol’ (1994). In an interview with journalist Laura 

Castellanos, Marcos refers to his status as a ‘sex symbol’ as something which made him 

uncomfortable, and in a way objectified, but that ultimately ‘never more than at this time, is it 

more clear that attractiveness resides in the symbol, and not in oneself… because the mystery, 

the mask, they attract all that which was sowed by the media. I don’t even have the same 

advantage as Brad Pitt, Al Pacino or Robert Redford who are attractive they. This is a mask, 

and whatever you imagine is that mask’ (Castellanos 2008: 68-9). In other words, even though 

the Mexican government ‘unmasked’ Marcos as Rafael Sebastián Guillén Vicente, this did not 

have the desired effect.  

Marcos is able to condense the different roots of neo-neozapatismo into a singular image such 

that ‘we are all Marcos’. Marcos embodies Mayan mythology, Christian discourse, urban 

humour and Guevara’s rhetoric (De la Grange and Rico, 1998: 364). As Manuel Castells has 

argued, ‘Marcos was essential … in establishing a communication bridge with the media, 

through his well-constructed writings, and by his mise-en-scene (the mask, the pipe, the setting 

of the interviews), somehow serendipitously found, as in the case of the masks that played such 

an important part of popularising the revolutionaries’ image: all over the world, everybody 

could become a Zapatista by wearing a mask’ (2004: 83). Marcos, a former professor of public 

relations at the Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana (UAM) in Mexico city had become a 

revolutionary icon, and in his public relations strategy drew national and  international attention 

to Chiapas and the Zapatistas (Fender 2011).  

Marcos uses the ski mask to signify the very identity of “the other”, the subaltern, “the dark 

earth” ‘that is a trope for everything indigenous, everything native, everything non-European 
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(Conant 2010: 149). Marcos transforms the mask into a symbol of the oppressed, of all those 

whose identities are dismissed by the dominant culture.  

 

Marcos’ mask thus embodies the Zapatistas’ revolutionary public relations (Conant, 2010), and 

he ‘stands out […] through an art forgotten by our politicians and ideologues: rhetoric. The 

language of the leaders of the PRI is a language of bureaucrats: phrases constructed of 

cardboard and plastic; that of Subcomandante Marcos, although uneven and full of ups and 

downs like a roller coaster, is imaginative and lively. […] Thanks to his rhetoric and undeniable 

theatrical talent, Subcomandante Marcos has won the opinion battle.’ (Paz 2002: 32-33). But 

whilst Paz credits Marcos for his political rhetoric, and his ability to engage people emotively, 

he also warns that remaining at the level of the media, the movement can easily become a 

‘spectacle’96. In other words, if media representations are taken and re-presented without any 

critical engagement they will turn neozapatismo into something that it is not.  

                                                
96 Although not explicitly, my understanding is that Paz is referring to Guy Debord’s work; in his article he states that ‘for the last 40 years we have lived in what a French 

writer has called ‘a society of spectacles’. Interestingly, also indirecty, he alludes to the danger that spectacle can do to the Zapatistas, and asks for people to ‘turn off the 

television, close the newspaper or magazine, and go out for a walk’ (2002: 31) 

 

Image	  36	  - Glossy magazine 
Quién 

Subcomandante Marcos on the 
cover, with a headline that reads: 
‘The secret love of El Sub’ (2006) 
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I have argued that Subcomandante Marcos is a central node of neozapatismo, and treated by 

many people as a Zapatista leader. This is attributed to the image of Marcos, as well as in his 

writings, which is from which readings of neozapatismo as radical germinate. Together with 

this, the Zapatistas’ use of ICTs is credited with turning a seemingly local movement into a 

global movement of anti-capitalist struggle. I also argued that scholarly readings of 

neozapatismo are often uncritical of the relationship between the EZLN and the media; and of 

representations of Zapatista discourse and praxis, as these are circulated and reinterpreted. 

This is something that has led to romanticised versions of neozapatismo.  

To address these issues, there are three important aspects of ICTs which I will develop 

throughout the remainder of this chapter. The first has to do with technologies themselves, in 

particular the internet, and the different forms of communication that it enables; significantly I 

look at the way the Zapatistas’ use of such technologies are written about, and often 

romanticized, albeit grounded in experiences. The second is the EZLN and Zapatista 

supporters’ use of media, to create spectacles, to disseminate their message, to frame their 

struggle, and ultimately to build solidarity. Finally, and this is where my empirical research 

intervenes, it is the different or ‘alternative’ media forms that developed alongside the Zapatista 

project, and which document Zapatista activities, disseminating stories, and ultimately 

constructing neozapatismo.   

	  

Media	  Myth	  

Myth 1:  Marcos sits in the Jungle writing communiqués on a car-powered laptop. 

These communiqués are uploaded to ‘the Net’ and travel through ‘cyberspace’. 
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Echoing journalistic accounts that saw Marcos as a ‘Robin Hood’ or ‘Superman’, accounts of the 

EZLN’s use of computer mediated communications have also been grossly exaggerated. It is 

easy to see why the image of Marcos or a Zapatista soldier, sitting somewhere in the middle of 

a Jungle writing communiqués and uploading them onto the internet seems like an ideal image, 

particularly at a time in which the world wide web had made internet use more accessible. But 

Chiapas is one of the poorest states of Mexico, and in 1994, there were only two internet hubs 

(Turner 2005), as well as limited telephone and electricity system infrastructure. What the 

internet did provide was a means for the dissemination of information about the Zapatistas, as 

well as aiding in organisation. This was made possible by pre-existing circuits, such as those 

which had been created as part of the struggle to block the NAFTA, or those concerned with 

Latin American, indigenous issues and human rights issues. These networks connected in its 

majority North American (Canada and USA) and Western Europe. In fact, the EZLN has played 

no direct role in the proliferation of the use of the internet, and have always had a mediated 

relation with the internet (Cleaver 1998). 

In actuality, communiqués, letters, announcements, and other words were written by hand, and 

couriered to media stations, passed on to journalists, or given to friends to send elsewhere 

(Bob 2005: 131). The material then had to be typed or scanned into electronic format. This 

was then faxed or uploaded onto the internet, where they were translated and distributed 

through listservs and e-mail lists. But even this has been romanticised; for example Ponce de 

Leon, in the editor’s note to Our Word is Our Weapon says: 

‘This book […] is scripted in the impossible silence of the Lacandón Jungle. Segment by 
segment, it is passed secretly from hand to hand, galloped inside a saddle satchel, 
hidden in a cyclist’s bag, slipped into a backpack, or perhaps inside a sack of beans, the 
propelled in the back of an open truck, crammed with indigenous villagers who make 
the hours-long journey to the closest market, or doctor, and our messenger to a 
contact person with Internet access’ (2000: xxiii) 
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Interestingly, what becomes romanticised is not just the indigenous Zapatista message that has 

already gone through many obstacles to get to the internet, but also, that once there, once it is 

in ‘cyberspace’, it becomes free and it travels everywhere. It is true that once communiqués 

were ‘online’, they could be moved more easily, and primarily they were moved through 

already established anti-NAFTA networks (Cleaver 1998a: 4).  In other words, because 

information technologies had already created new spaces of discussion and dissemination, the 

EZLN was able to transition between a conventional guerrilla war to an informational war 

(Martinez 2001: 347).   

The members, supporters and organizers of the Zapatistas’ projects were using their computer 

skills to disseminate information about the movement, especially with regards to translating 

their main communiqués. As Cleaver points out ‘even the media began to pick up on these 

hitherto invisible currents of communication that undermined and eclipsed their monopoly of 

and ability to limit and distort information but by providing means of almost instantaneous 

interactive discussion and collaboration dramatically accelerated the possibilities of long 

distance organization’ (1998: 5).  

Such efforts of solidarity building and collaboration via the internet are evident in the 

organisation of several encuentros (in Chiapas 1996, and Spain 1997) who brought together the 

EZLN and Zapatista-support bases with anti-capitalist movements, collectives, grassroots 

organisations, NGOs and activists to discuss, among other things, contemporary global 

neoliberal (capitalist) policies, methods of elaborating a global network of opposition to those 

policies and formulas for interconnecting various projects for elaborating alternatives. As 

Cleaver recounts  

‘through extensive e-mails and a small number of intermittent, face-to-face meetings, 
possible approaches to the organization of discussion were debated, agendas were 
hammered out and logistical arrangements were made. The results were stunning. 
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Thousands came to the continental meetings, 3,000 to the intercontinental meeting in 
Chiapas and 4,000 to the intercontinental reunion in Spain. Grassroots activists from 
over 40 countries and five continents attended both intercontinental meetings. Without 
the Internet, this turnout would never have been possible.’ (1998).  

The internet thus helped build solidarity across geographic distances, but it also accelerated the 

speed at which the discourses, images and sounds were available for all to see and hear. This 

was recognised by Marcos who in the closing lines of the encuentro proposed to formalise 

these networks, establishing a network of communication: 

‘… among all our struggles and resistances. An intercontinental network of alternative 
communication against neoliberalism, an intercontinental network of alternative 
communication for humanity. This intercontinental network of alternative 
communication will be the medium by which distinct resistances communicate with one 
another. This intercontinental network of alternative communication is not an 
organizing structure, nor has a central head or decision maker, nor does it have a 
central command or hierarchies. We are the network, all of us who speak and listen.’ 
(Subcomandante Marcos, 1996) 

Both Indymedia and People’s Global Action, came as a direct result of the encuentros, and many 

of the methods preferred by activists and movement organisations developed from the 

encuentro (Juris 2008). Throughout this chapter, I look more closely at the role of ‘media’ in the 

construction of neozapatismo. In particular I focus on my work with Narco News throughout 

the Other Campaign. I begin by looking at the idea of ‘authentic journalism’ and what this 

means with regards to the reporting what was done and how it was done. I then move to a 

discussion on ‘media events’ as an essential part of the Zapatista strategy, and through which 

affective solidarity is promoted. This leads me to a discussion on the mediatic presence and 

manipulation of and by Subcomandante Marcos.  

	  

Zapatistas	  and	  the	  Media	  
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In this next section I look at the significance of strategic communication in the EZLN, because 

‘no matter how small a territory the EZLN held in Chiapas, it quickly occupied more space in 

the media than had any other insurgent group in Mexico’s if not the world’s history’ (Ronfeldt, 

Arquilla, Fuller and Fuller 1998: 44). In particular I look at the ways in which computer 

mediated communication has been used not only by the EZLN and Zapatistas, but also by 

national and international supporters. In doing so, I aim to highlight some of the myths around 

neozapatismo, and to deconstruct what Paz has already referred to as the ‘spectacle’ of 

neozapatismo.  

I have outlined that in the initial days of the uprising, journalists —and in particular press 

journalists— became central to the EZLN’s strategy. On the one hand, they provided a 

platform for the dissemination of Zapatista communiqués and letters; on the other, they 

became a sort of ‘army’ that sought to uncover the true story of the Zapatistas. Thus, many 

journalistic accounts begin with rich descriptions of their trek into the Jungle, bodies jumping 

around in jeeps as they drive pothole after pothole, searching for days on end, being held at 

Zapatista (military) checkpoints, all the time being left to wonder whether Marcos would see 

them or not97 (Rovira 2009: 21; Simon 2002; Bardach 1994; Hayden 2002). Such theatrics 

confirmed Marcos’ ability to manipulate the media, and this played an important part in 

constructing an image of the Zapatistas as postmodern masked indigenous warriors (Burbach 

1994). 

Media coverage also attracted international attention from NGOs, leftist intellectuals, activists, 

and academics many of whom went to Chiapas to carry out their own research. But also, the 

                                                
97 There are a wealth of articles describing similar conditions. Tom Hayden’s collection ‘A Neo-Zapatista Reader’ includes many of these articles. Joel Simon’s article illustrates 

this point. He writes of his interview with Marcos: ‘By the time I set to interview Marcos this past March, three to five carloads of journalists were arriving every day at the 

Neo-Zapatista checkpoint heading into the Lacandón jungle. In San Cristóbal de las Casas, I had teamed up with Susan Ferris of the San Francisco Examiner and photographer 

Ricardo Sandoval. At the Neo-Zapatista checkpoint, Bill Weinberg of High Times magazine and WBAI radio in New York joined our group. After two days of waiting, a Neo-

Zapatista militiaman came to tell us that we would be permitted through the checkpoint’ (in Hayden 2002: 46) 
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Zapatistas galvanized one of the first internet solidarity networks (Bob 2005: 118), something 

that I will address in the next few pages. Again, there is no scope here to analyse the ‘Zapatista 

network’, but it is important to look with some detail at how the EZLN was able to connect 

with other actors turning a local movement into a global media event (Sassen, 2008: 91). While 

the internet contributed to the advance of the EZLN struggle, it also (re)produced a 

romanticised and mythologised image; one that in many ways is removed with the everyday 

realities of the people that the EZLN claim to speak for. In the next section, I look at some of 

the myths at the centre of the Zapatista movement that are deployed both consciously and 

unconsciously in order to give different meanings of the movement and steer support in 

particular ways. To better illustrate this I look at the ways in which information about the 

EZLN and the Zapatistas is produced, focusing on one of the most influential and important 

online news sites, Narco News. The chapter concludes with an account of how alternative media 

and in particular Narco News covered the events during the Other Campaign, and how these 

stories were circulated.   

	  

Alternative	  Press	  

The notion of ‘alternative media’ is something which has become more prevalent in the last few 

decades, particularly with the spread of the internet and other digital technologies. There is an 

extensive body of work and continued debate about what ‘alternative media’ encompasses, and 

about what ‘alternative’ means (Atton 1999, Mitzin 2005). As Tony Downmut suggests, 

‘alternative media’ is the most common label, but there is also ‘radical’ or ‘independent’ media, 

and ‘activist’ or ‘autonomous’ media; and together with this the concepts and practices of 

‘community’ and ‘participatory’ media (2007: 3). In what remains of this chapter I will be 

looking specifically at how Narco News constitutes itself as ‘alternative press’ and developed an 
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‘other journalism’ to document the ‘Other Campaign’. In order to situate this discussion within 

the existing literature, I follow Downmut and Coyer et al (2007) who define ‘alternative media’ 

as ‘media forms that are in a smaller scale, more accessible and participatory, and less 

constrained by bureaucracy or commercial interests than the mainstream media and often in 

some ways in explicit opposition to them’ (2007: 1). 

 

Narco News: The Other Journalism with the Other Campaign 

 

Chris Atton argues that the notion of an amateur journalist ‘has everything to say about the 

commitment to radical intellectual and social practices; it has nothing to do with the common 

notion of the amateur as ignorant, self-deceiver dabbler. These amateur journalists – explicitly 

partisan- report from the ‘front line’, from the grassroots from within the movement and the 

communities they come to represent. The reporters’ active, lived presence within events, while 

no guarantor of impartiality, enables the production of news that tells other stories from those 

reposted in the mainstream: ‘our news not theirs’.’ (2007: 75). This sentiment is echoed by Al 

Giordano, founder of Narco News, who advocates for the kind of journalistic practice that is 

committed to the left, and committed to listen to the voices which it represents.  

Image	  37 – Some of the Narco News 
team in Morelia (left to right: Sarahy, Brett, 

Mike, Al) 

Author’s photograph 
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Al Giordano is an activist and journalists based in Mexico. Giordano grew up in New York 

where he became involved in campaigns against nuclear power during the seventies, and later 

joined political campaigns. Giordano left his native USA for Mexico in the early nineties, and 

was reporting on the Zapatistas from the time of the uprising. In 2000 Giordano launched 

Narco News, a website dedicated to reporting on the US and other government’s involvement 

in the ‘War on Drugs in Central and South America.’ On the Narco News website Giordano 

writes  

‘Narco News is a strange title, we agree. ‘Narco,’ because that's what Spanish-speaking 
Americans call the illegal drug trade: The Narco. Its English roots have to do with the 
word ‘sleep.’ We are living the drug war nightmare because of a slumber imposed by 
the badly-informing US media. ‘News’ implies that something new is being said. The 
Narco News Bulletin's first task is to translate -- both words and sentiment -- for the US 
public the news and analysis that is being reported in Latin America, and in some 
pockets of the US media yet ignored by the mass media.’ 

This letter signed ‘From somewhere in a country called America,’ evidences the influence of 

Zapatismo, as Zapatista communiqués sign off ‘From somewhere in the mountains of the 

Mexican south-east’. Giordano’s commitment to bringing the ‘real’ news to people means that 

he explicitly declares his journalism not to be objective, but rather to speak from the 

perspective of the oppressed, those ‘without a voice,’ thus he refers to this type of journalism 

as ‘authentic’ rather than activist, or citizen journalism. I would argue, following Chris Atton 

(2007) that it can be thought of as ‘amateur journalism’. 

In December of 2003, The Fund for Authentic Journalism was set up with the purpose of 

generating funding for the project of ‘authentic journalism’. Today the fund provides aid to the 

Narco News Bulletin; the Narcosphere (a participatory online forum set up for debating the work 

that is published in Narco News); and the School of Authentic Journalism (SAJ), which offers 

around 40 scholarships every year to activists, academics, media practitioners, journalists, to 

learn the craft of authentic journalism.  
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Narco News thus provides a space for the publication of news and stories from the perspective 

of the left, and explicitly declares that people who collaborate should be of similar intellectual 

and political minds. There are only a few paid staff in Narco News: a webmaster based in the 

USA, Al Giordano, and a couple of others who collate the stories, and manage 

communications. The rest of the people who contribute to the website do collaboratively, and 

they don’t get paid for any of the work that they do.  

For reporters and filmmakers working in the Other Campaign, Narco News offered food and 

board, and in some instances travel money to get to Mexico, although this is not always the 

case. In reality, people offered what they could: money, equipment, transports, writing, 

translating, photographing, recording, editing and so on. Most of these ‘reporters’ had met Al 

through the School of Authentic Journalism, where ‘scholarships’ are given to people who are 

already media practitioners committed to ethical practice, and who are already involved in 

projects for human rights, and ‘true’ democracy. Alongside journalists, who are the 

predominant attendees, there are also webmasters, activists, photographers, filmmakers, and 

some academics98.  

My arrival at Tepoztlan, just before embarking on the Other Campaign, came through an 

invitation Al extended to me in the weeks after the Zapatista caravan had left San Cristóbal. Al 

had invited me to join the Zapatista efforts as a member of the ‘alternative press’, and assist the 

team taking photographs and conducting interviews, doing some writing, and in particular to aid 

in the translation. And there was something quite ‘cool’ about being part of ‘the gang’. My first 

                                                
98 Although I did not attend the SAJ before going to Chiapas, I was offered a scholarship to attend the 2011 SAJ held in Tepoztlan, Mexico. The school was organised around 

three areas: guerrilla filmmaking, investigative reporting and online research. Graduates of previous schools are invited back to become the ‘teachers’ for the new year; and this 

is an effort to replicate collaborative practices ‘from below’. Aside from the practical workshops, there are a series of  plenary sessions where people are invited to speak on a 

plethora of issues like finding funding, avoiding police/arrest, guerrilla tactics, and using new media.  
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encounter with the team confirmed this cool nostalgia; there was a sense that what we were a 

part of something ‘big’ something different.  

And this was echoed in the way that the ‘alternative press’ has established itself often as a more 

authentic and reliable source of information. In fact, Subcomandante Marcos, ahead of La Otra, 

issued the following communiqué:  

‘…before our departure we said we would call on our compañeros to give  the 
alternative press a preferential treatment. We had thought about this, with the hope 
that you would understand the importance of their work, we saw that you supported 
this from day one.  wherever we arrived. We ask that you not stop these efforts. 
Luckily, you know that the Other Campaign and the Sixth Declaration are not focused 
on an individual who, although very charming and attractive, is not the central pivot of 
this movement. It is very important that those individual and collective stories of 
organisation are known in other parts; because this will be the backbone of the first 
stage which is that we all get to know each other, and learn to respect each there as 
part of this movement that we are starting. The importance of personal histories is 
something that we are continuously forgetting. It gets lost in the ‘where are we now? 
What are our demands, why are we fighting?’ But I am sure that if throughout our 
country the stories about how each organisation was born, what problems they face, 
their suffering, their victories and defeats, we are going to learn to know each other, 
and we’re going to learn to respect each other, and we will begin to create strong links, 
like the links that are built from below and to the left. In that sense, it is up to you to 
ensure that the first part of the Other Campaign does not lose its essence; that it 
doesn’t become a Zapatour, or in this case a penguin tour or whatever they might call 
it… or as the tour of Marcos set up to infuriate political parties.’  

 

Image	  38 – Photograph of 
Marcos pointing a camera to the 

media. This was the image he 
chose to include in his 

communiqué asking the media to 
cover the Other Campaign.  
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This communiqué shows that the communication strategy of the Zapatistas operates at two 

distinct levels. On one hand, it controls the news media that it allows to participate and 

document Zapatista events: newspapers, television channels and magazines have been ‘invited’ 

to produce stories about Marcos and the Zapatistas. On the other hand, throughout the Other 

Campaign, there was also an invitation to the main news channels to record the events. But 

this has mostly been a one-way relationship, from Marcos to the media. Point in case is the 

event at Los Sauces, where Herman Bellinghausen, collaborator on all things Zapatista for La 

Jornada, was the person Marcos called to activate the caravan. The control of mainstream 

media also sent the message that they were not representing the realities of Mexico because 

they are controlled by the government and electoral interests. The consequence of this has 

been the institution and surge of ‘independent’ news media.  

Our Narco News van accompanied others who were also there to record the events of La Otra 

for independent news websites. Some, for example ‘Las Piezas del Rompecabezas’,  

(laspiezasdelrombecabezas.org) recorded the interventions throughout and posted them 

directly online: as little mediation as possible. Narco News created a dedicated branch named 

‘The Other Journalism with the Other Campaign’. Many people joined the caravan teams for as 

long as they could, most of the collaborators with Narco News were students from American 

universities who had attended the ‘School of authentic journalism’ hosted by Narco News, and 

were subsequently called to help whenever and with what they could. Although we travelled in 

different cars, and worked in specific groups, there is a constant sharing of information and 

equipment. The stories published and identities formed are constantly being (re)created by 

multiple authors (Russell 2001: 561).  
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Creating a Media event 

The events that unfolded on April 10th, at Los Sauces became the symbolic space through 

which to build a discourse that the middle class and the working class of Mexico were united99. 

For example, when taking photographs for the adjoining articles, Giordano pointed me to a 

blond woman, probably in her late forties, because ‘from her clothes, skin tone, blue eyes and 

blond she “looks” more middle class’ (see image 41). The news article could now conclude that 

even the ‘middle classes’ have become Zapatista. Thus, it would appear that all the ‘middle-

class’ residents were out in number, but this was not the case. Most of the residents had 

locked themselves in their houses, only peeking out the window from time to time. This 

process showed the ways in which the media play such an important role in the creation of 

events. In some places, there were more people with cameras than those participating in the 

activities; for example, image 40 captures the large presence of cameras at the protest event in 

Los Sauces: a small group of people sit, arms locked, with their backs to Marcos. Around them 

cameras pile up. The trees, and people chained to them, remain in the background.  

 

                                                
99 For a full discussion of this day, see chapter five pp. 178-184 

Image 39 – 
Photograph of all the 
photographers circling 

around Marcos, which is 
just off screen on the 
bottom right corner. 

Image 34 shows Marcos 
as he was sitting next to 

a wall at Los Sauces 
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Conclusion	  

Throughout this chapter I have looked at the communications strategy employed by the EZLN. 

It was concluded that the EZLN use new media in two particular ways. The first is to create an 

image of neozapatismo through which they also publish their letters and communiqués. The 

second is as an organisational strategy through which they have built solidarity. By 

communication through the internet they are able to publicise their local struggles as well as 

their methods of communication and organisation. This also means that information about the 

Zapatistas moves without any direct control from the EZLN or other organisations.   

Image	  40	  – A resident being 
interviewed at Los Sauces 

Author’s photograph 
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Interestingly however, my analysis identified Marcos, or the image of Marcos, as a central point 

of identification for neozapatismo, and one that cannot be glossed over, as this something that 

has transformed Marcos (and the Zapatistas) into an anti-globalisation icon (Bob 2005). Marcos’ 

rhetoric and public relations strategy can be credited with making the movement more 

widespread. One of the strategies he deploys is the staging of ‘media events’, and this is 

something that I explored through the example of Los Sauces, looking at how Marcos 

communicated with particular actors to garner attention and support; how those media 

construct stories in particular ways; and how those stories are (re)produced and circulated.  

This leads me to ask, to what extent are people being forced to live through identities ascribed 

to them by others rather than through identities they might chose for themselves? (Morley 

2001: 427). Having been involved with the Zapatistas it surfaced that the Zapatistas struggle 

with a myth of themselves that has been created by ‘the West’, by western commentators, 

activists and scholars. It is a myth that sanctifies an entire people because it builds on the image 

of the noble savage, a myth where wisdom, symbolism and narrative replace sorrows of 

everyday life. 
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Chapter	  8	  |	  Zapatistas	  Beyond	  the	  Border:	  Casa	  del	  Pueblo	  and	  the	  Movement	  for	  

Justice	  in	  El	  Barrio	  

Introduction	  

Throughout chapters five and six, I discussed the ways in which the neo-Zapatista political 

project developed in the states of Morelia and Morelos through the solidarity building efforts of 

the Other Campaign.  One of the more salient aspects of this ‘new politics’ has been the break 

with the institutional Left that as a consequence has fractured Zapatista support groups in 

Mexico, particularly since the dissolution of the civilian-led National Zapatista Liberation Front 

(FZLN) in 2005. The Sixth Declaration brought forth a renewed political project which was 

explicitly non-electoral and against state-led initiatives for change. In the months following the 

Sixth Declaration, Zapatista support groups gathered to discuss how they would move ahead 

with this project, and what they would organise and prepare for the arrival of the Zapatista 

caravan. Even in these early stages, the cracks were beginning to show. There was a lot of 

critique directed at Subcomandante Marcos’ explicit debunking of the PRD candidate López 

Obrador, which many felt led to his defeat in the presidential elections. Many Mexican 

intellectuals and activists, such as Elena Poniatowska and Carlos Monsiváis who had been public 

supporters of the Zapatista movement in 1994 through to 2001, were very vocal in their 

disagreement with the new direction the Zapatistas were taking100, principally in their lack of a 

clear and cohesive project, and because of the EZLN’s vehement critique of the Left. 

But it is precisely their turning away from institutional politics that once again attracted 

academics, activists and intellectuals beyond Mexico to the neo-Zapatista discourse. Branded as 
                                                
100 Elena Poniatowska, supporter of the EZLN and of Lopez Obrador, stated in 2005 that Marcos was dividing the left, Poniatowska affirmed that the aim of the Neo-

Zapatista leader was to López Obrador knowing that he is someone with influence amongst young people and internationally.   
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a hybrid of Maoists, Liberation theology and Mayan culture (Zugman, 2010), Zapatista ideas and 

practices continue to develop a discourse and practice of autonomy, global justice, indigenous 

rights and democracy, particularly outside of Mexico.  

In this chapter, I assess two organisations adherent to the Zapatista Other Campaign in the 

United States. The Movement for Justice in el Barrio (MJB – henceforth) in New York City, and 

Casa del Pueblo in Los Angeles, both of which provide interesting examples of the ways in 

which neozapatismo is built and understood outside of Mexico because they also place 

‘Mexicanness’ as an important source of identification, and of what constitutes neozapatismo.  

I outlined in chapter four that the Other Campaign set an agenda for establishing a horizontal 

network of collaboration, with Marcos asking groups and individuals to focus on their own 

struggles rather than (just) sending help to Chiapas. As the EZLN outlines in the Sixth 

Declaration, “in the world, we are going to join together more with the resistance struggles 

against neoliberalism and for humanity, and we are going to support, even if it is just a little, 

these struggles. And we are going to exchange, with mutual respect, experiences, histories, 

ideas, and dreams” (2006: 143). To readers familiar with Declarations One to Five of the 

Lacandón jungle, many of the sentiments expressed here are not new. Since the beginning there 

has been a strong critique of neoliberalism. But the Sixth asks, particularly to those groups and 

organisations outside of Mexico, to explicitly link their own struggles with those of other 

struggles in Mexico and the struggles of Chiapas as they are represented throughout the Other 

Campaign. 

The Sixth Declaration was a comment on how the Zapatistas saw the world, and although their 

struggle continues to be against neoliberal globalisation, and for dignity, in practice its aims are 

to build a national project of the ‘true Left’, to build politics of alliance with non-electoral 

movements and organisations that define themselves as being of the ‘Left’ and which do not 
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seek state power. The Sixth Declaration, following the Declarations one to five, was again 

aimed towards a national project:  

“We are fighting for another politics, for a program of the Left and for a new 
Constitution. We are inviting all indigenous, workers, campesinos, teachers, students 
housewives, neighbours, small businesspersons, small shop owners, micro-
businesspersons, pensioners, handicapped persons, religious men and women, 
scientists, artists, intellectuals, young persons, women, old persons, homosexuals and 
lesbians, boys and girls, to participate, whether individually or collectively, directly with 
the Zapatistas in this NATIONAL CAMPAIGN for building another way of doing 
politics, for a program of national struggle of the Left, and for a new Constitution” (my 
emphasis EZLN, 2006: 143, 145) 

The EZLN continues to advocate for a national campaign; yet dismantling civil Zapatista 

support groups (such as the National Zapatista Liberation Front [FZLN]) and instead 

advocating for a network of collaboration that would join individual group struggles together in 

the fight against neoliberalism. Once again the ‘enemy’ is neoliberal capital, but this time fighting 

against neoliberalism are not just the indigenous Zapatistas of Chiapas and their supporters, but 

all those groups and organisations who fight against neoliberalism following the Zapatista 

discourse of dignity, autonomy and democracy. How did local organisations outside of Mexico 

respond to this new call? Was a horizontal Zapatista network being consolidated? And what 

did it mean for those organisations to build a national (Mexican) project?  

Zapatistas	  beyond	  the	  border	  

As I discussed in Chapter four, the Other Campaign broke off from established civil Zapatista 

support groups in order to regain control over who is part of the Other Campaign (Andrews, 

2009). This was done largely to separate themselves from groups who had developed links with 

corporations or local governments as agents of change; and because the Zapatistas now wanted 

to build a network of local self-governed communities.  
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Since 2006, the Zapatistas “altered the rules of the game within their networks, demanding 

influence over ongoing partnerships with privileged supporters, denouncing external control of 

programs, imposing guidelines, monitoring contributions, and sanctioning outsiders who 

violated their ground rules. As a result, among their support networks they made Zapatista 

direction and reciprocal inspiration central to the legitimacy of outsiders’ involvement” 

(Andrews, 2010: 90). In doing so, the Zapatistas set a model for a transnational movement that 

had to abide by their principles – and explicitly declare themselves adherents to the Other 

Campaign.  

Two movements to have done this are the Movement for Justice in El Barrio (MJB) in New 

York and Casa del Pueblo in Los Angeles. Both of these provide examples of how Zapatista 

initiatives are translated into local struggles outside of Mexico. My analysis documents the 

development of these movements, asking in what ways they are Zapatistas and what this means 

for their local struggles. I also explore the relationships they have with Zapatistas in Mexico, 

and how they imagine the future of the Zapatista movement. 

I chose MJB and Casa del Pueblo for different reasons. MJB are interesting in becoming 

adherent only after the Sixth Declaration, and since then they had gained a lot of media 

attention leading them to call themselves “New York’s connection to the Zapatistas”, proudly 

advertising their organisation as the winners of the 2006 “Best Power to the  

People Movement” as voted by the Village Voice of New York101. Casa del Pueblo by contrast, 

has expressly been following Zapatista ideologies since 1994; so even though they are 

adherents to the Other Campaign, they have constructed their movement around the words 

uttered by the EZLN since 1994. Significantly, both MJB and Casa del Pueblo speak of 

Mexicanness as a constitutive element of their organisation. 

                                                
101 See http://www.villagevoice.com/bestof/2006/award/best-power-to-the-people-movement-494196/ 
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Scholars of transnational neozapatismo (Olesen 2005; Leyva Solano 2000; Khasnabish 2007; 

Andrews 2010, 2011) have largely focused on the elements of the Zapatista discourse, which 

have built, developed and assembled a Zapatista solidarity network. Much of the focus of these 

studies is on how Zapatista notions of ‘mandar obedeciendo’, ‘dignity’, ‘autonomy’ and a ‘world 

where many worlds are possible’, have inspired other alter-globalisation movements such as 

the Seattle protests against the World Trade Organisation (WTO), the World Social Forum 

(WSF), and the formation of organisations like People Global Action (PGA); thereby creating 

insurgent imaginations that develop projects of radical political emancipation. Such work does 

not, in my view, address one of the central characteristics of the Zapatista movement: it’s self-

identity as a project for national liberation. In an interview with Subcomandante Marcos 

published shortly after the Sixth Declaration, this is evident: 

“Well, what we have seen while we’ve been passing through as we’re getting the word 
out —we’ve passed through Quintana Roo, Yucatan, Campeche, Tabasco, and we’ve 
started in Veracruz—in all parts we’ve seen this pain from the people at the bottom, 
[people who have] part of themselves on the other side. They feel it is not a product of 
destiny, or of bad luck, nor from a lack of tourism like the Mexican government says. 
Instead, it is part of this process of suffering that is imposed on us. They feel, and we 
feel it with them, that one part of them is far away and is outside, and that part is our 
men and women of Latino descent, or of Mexican descent, or Mexicans that have to 
cross the border —those who are over there. That’s why, since the beginning, when 
the Sixth Declaration was proposed, it was said that the Mexicans that were on the 
other side were not a part of the Internationals, the Intercontinental; instead the are a 
part of the Other Campaign … That which has provoked pain from the border, which 
signifies death, marginalisation, apartheid of some kind or another—we have to 
construct, and break that border, with a bridge of struggle, of dignity. The Other 
Campaign can be that space. No one will speak for them, no one will speak for the 
Mexicanos or Mexicanas or the Chicanos on the other side; instead, they will construct 
their own space, defend it, speak for themselves, explain the reasons why they are 
there, the difficulties that they face, and what they have been able to construct as 
rebelliousness and resistance on the other side.” (Subcomandante Marcos 2006: 161-
165) 

Marcos’ response constructs a Mexican national identity that is not bound within territorial 

boundaries, or contained within borders. Speaking to Mexicans “on the other side”, Marcos 

explicitly aims to bridge and to connect these into the wider Zapatista Other Campaign. As I 
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will show through my exploration of the Zapatista-led movements in the United States is that 

Mexicanness is a constituent part of the movement, and as such it poses important questions 

for transnational activism or global movements that imagine worlds beyond national borders.  

As discussed in chapter three, I wanted to trace connections between sites looking at how 

neozapatismo is constituted. This research took me to New York City where I met with and 

interviewed organisers and members of MJB. From conversations with these people, I was 

introduced to people involved with the Zapatista movement since before the Other Campaign. 

The people I interviewed in Los Angeles worked in two different Zapatista projects as I 

develop in this chapter.  

The	  Other	  New	  York:	  Movement	  for	  Justice	  in	  El	  Barrio	  

 

 

The Movement for Justice in El Barrio (MJB) is an immigrant-led organisation based in East 

Harlem, also referred to as Spanish Harlem in New York. El Barrio is constituted mostly of 

‘Latino’ immigrants, as well as Chinese and South Asian communities, many of who do not have 

Image	  41	  – Poster of the encuentro hosted by MJB in New York, 2007 ©MJB  
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residency papers, and where about 40% live below the poverty line (Maccani, 2006). In 2004, 

many of the residents of El Barrio would meet in Saint Cecilia’s Church on East 106th Street, 

to organise against problems they were facing with their landlords because of what they 

perceived to be an exploitative housing system in East Harlem. Residents felt that landlords 

were taking advantage of the precarious position of undocumented residents, and that 

processes of gentrification throughout Harlem had also led to steep increases in rental prices 

pushing poor people out of their homes, or forcing them to live in sub standard conditions.  

To help in the organisation of this struggle, Cecilia’s church hired Juan Haro, a founding 

member of AZUL (Amanecer Zapatista Unidos en la Lucha) a New York based Mexican 

immigrant organization working in solidarity with the Zapatistas. According to Haro it was him 

who brought Zapatista ideology into the group, such that MJB developed through the Zapatista 

organisational model of collective action and communal (and democratic) decision-making 

practices (personal communication 2010). Observers of the movement during its early stages in 

2006 echo Haro’s influence and role in the organisation process102, and together a small group 

of residents of East Harlem formed the MJB and looked for ideas of how to organise their 

claims and actions. RJ Maccani, an activist and journalist close to the movement documented:  

“in August of 2005, MJB began studying locally based social justice movements from 
around the world in order to better understand their own struggle in its global and 
historical context. The Zapatistas and the Other Campaign were among the 
movements studied. Through this process they decided to adhere to the Zapatistas’ 
Sixth Declaration of the Lacandón Jungle and, since a majority of their membership is 
Mexican, MJB decided to join the Other Campaign as well.”103  

Interestingly, although Maccani documents Haro’s involvement in the Zapatista group AZUL 

(and elaborating upon the fact that he was specifically recruited by the Church to help the 

                                                
102 See http://www.Narco News.com/Issue42/article2037.html 

103 Article available on http://encuentro.mayfirst.org/sexta.html [accessed 20 September 2010] 
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movement in East Harlem), he also suggests that it was the MJB who collectively ‘discovered’ 

the Zapatista Other Campaign. Haro, meanwhile, has stated that he was the one to introduce 

ideas of neozapatismo, but that it was the group who agreed to join the Other Campaign 

following its organisational principles.  

Urban neozapatismo at the heart of NYC? 

Calling for people to participate in the Third Encuentro for Dignity and Against Displacement in 

El Barrio held on the 28 February 2010, Movement for Justice in El Barrio uttered in the poetic 

language famous of the Zapatistas that they were ‘rebels fighting for dignity’ calling for all other 

rebels to unite for dignity and against neoliberalism. They explain who they are and what their 

broad aims are as follows: 

“We are Movement for Justice in El Barrio. We are a group of humble and simple 
people who fight for justice and for humanity. Movement for Justice in El Barrio is 
fighting against gentrification in El Barrio, a process that is better understood by we 
who are affected by it as the displacement of families from their homes for being of low 
income, immigrants and people of color (sic). We are part of the Zapatista initiated 
transnational movement called “The Other Campaign. For Movement for Justice in El 
Barrio, the struggle for justice means fighting for the liberation of women, immigrants, 
lesbians, people of color (sic), gays and the transgender community. We all share a 
common enemy and its called neoliberalism. Neoliberalism wishes to divide us and 
keep us from combining our forces. We will defeat this by continuing to unite all of our 
communities until we achieve true liberation for all.”104 

MJB is credited with the defeat of Dawnay, Day Group, a British firm that in 2007 bought 47 

buildings most of which were based in East Harlem. Following the success of ventures in 

Brixton, South London, Dawnay, Day looked to capitalise on the gentrification process of 

Harlem. The previous landlord, Mr Kessner, had been accused of negligence not only by MJB 

but other organisations such as Community Voice Heard and the Association for 

                                                
104 http://newyorkencuentros.org/en/articles/invitation-third-encuentro 
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Neighbourhood and Housing Development (ANHD). As reported in The New York Times105 

“while Mr. Kessner said that he worked hard to manage the buildings, and repaired many of 

their problems, The Village Voice identified him as one of the 10 worst landlords in New York 

City in 2006. By the time Mr. Kessner sold the buildings in March 2007, the 1,111 apartments 

still had 2,419 violations, according to the Department of Housing Preservation and 

Development. (Haughney: 2009)79. MJB began to fight for the rights of tenants in those buildings 

since before the purchase by Dawnay, Day evidencing the negligence of the landlords through 

exposing the lack of maintenance of the buildings which has led to rat and bedbug infestation, 

faulty appliances and continuous breakdown of heating and water systems. In 2008, after two 

years of campaigning and protesting, Dawnay, Day Group’s plans collapsed. For many this was 

read as a victory of the efforts of MJB, but it has to be said that the collapse of Dawnay, Day 

was largely attributed to the global financial crisis and the company has since collapsed106.  

Whether it was the global financial crisis, or the campaigning efforts of MJB, for them and for 

supporter groups, the success was taken as MJB’s. The spotlight was now on how they would 

move forward as a movement. Juan Haro, who was brought in to help organise residents into 

the MJB explains one of their strategies as going door to door, talking to people about their 

movement and uniting them into “fighting against neoliberal gentrification in East Harlem that is 

displacing people for being poor, immigrants, and people of colour” (Haro 2010). According to 

MJB this increased their membership to over 600 mostly Mexican or Latino residents.  

As previously outlined, I wanted to understand how the Zapatista national project was being 

articulated outside of Mexico, and what it meant for those people and organisations. Marcos 

stated that the Other Campaign looked to build alliances with Mexicans outside of Mexico, and 

                                                
105 http://www.nytimes.com/2009/12/22/nyregion/22dawnay.html 

106http://business.timesonline.co.uk/tol/business/industry_sectors/construction_and_property/article6973364.ece 
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I had found that organisations outside of Mexico established links of solidarity with the Other 

Campaign because they set out to follow central tenets of the neo-Zapatista ideology such as 

the importance of assemblies, their practice of mandar obedeciendo and their community-based 

decision-making processes (Haro, 2010). Importantly however, these were also constituted 

through alliances built on their identity as ‘Mexican’. 

Haro suggests that what MJB have taken from the Zapatistas are their forms of organisation 

drawn from the success of their caracoles. The adoption of Zapatista language is evident. In my 

interview with Haro, he stated that MJB’s projects are decided through a community 

consultation process called ‘The Consulta del Barrio’ where organisers hold town hall 

meetings, and hold a vote to decide what other community problems (aside from gentrification) 

they want to tackle. This, they say is a form democratic participation, in compliance with the 

Other Campaign, as MJB member commented, ‘the Other Campaign has given us the magic 

touch to find another way,’ (Maccani, 2008).; moreover, their membership is characterised as 

explicitly anti-capitalist and in their struggle for autonomy through participatory democracy 

(Janisch, 2008).  

So far, I have looked at the formation of MJB, and what to this day is considered their greatest 

achievement locally, which is the defeat of Dawnay, Day. I have also questioned the extent to 

which we can consider this a direct result of the campaigning methods of MJB. What is certain, 

is that they have established a recognised organisation with links to other community resistance 

groups in New York, and outside. This has been achieved through horizontal networking 

linking them to similar groups working at the local level (Andrews, 2010: 97); evidenced in the 

three encuentros that MJB have held in New York which, inspired by the encuentros of the 

Zapatistas, were created in an effort to ‘get know each other and recognize one another in our 

struggles for a world where many worlds fit and against neoliberal exclusion’  (Gould-
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Wartofsky: 2009). The encuentros or gatherings are open conferences where organisations 

meet to assess their projects, talk about their grievances and concerns, and lend support to 

each other. These gatherings have included organisations such as CAAAV, organizing Asian 

communities fighting the gentrification of Chinatown, the Harlem Tenants Council and the 

Coalition to Preserve Community, Sunset Park Alliance of Neighbours, and Thomas Jefferson 

Tenants Association, all of which tackle housing issues in different areas of New York. The 

most recent encuentro also included via Skype communication the South African Shack 

Dwellers Movement, and in Mexico the People's Front in Defence of the Land, and the 

Campaign for Freedom and Justice in Atenco (Maccani, 2008).  

Transcripts of these encuentros evidence the influence and adoption of a Zapatista discourse. 

For example Oscar Dominguez, an East Harlem resident said: 

 ‘we all together decide to see what is the path that we’re going to take as an 
organization and to develop a struggle against the enemy, which is capitalism and the 
bad governments. We practice autonomy and democracy. We go to the streets to 
consult the community’.  

Together with this, the language employed by MJB is infused with neozapatismo. For example, 

in a 2008 march in East Harlem, they declared: 

‘we’re an organisation that fights for dignified living conditions and life…we are an 
organisation against all types of discrimination, for example, machismo – sexism 
towards women. We fight against discrimination against homosexuals, lesbians, 
transgender people, people of colour and indigenous communities. We’re an 
organisation that fights against the capitalist system of bad government’107.  

This is reiterative of the Sixth Declaration as it composed the new constituency of its struggle 

as not only being the indigenous people but the ‘other people’ (EZLN, 2005: 117), explicitly 

describing these others as homosexuals, lesbians and transgender; people of colour; women, 

                                                
107 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=au66JD2U95Q (accessed 2/8/2010) 
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and so on. Coupled with this, the language they use in their manifesto also shows the influence 

of the Zapatista discourse. In poetic prose they too refer to their ‘rebel voices’, dignified 

struggles, search for autonomy and fight against capitalist neoliberalism.  

Whilst MJB continue to fight against the gentrification of East Harlem through actions against 

their current owners, in the third encuentro they outlined that they would ask community 

members to vote on several issues and as a majority dictate what grievances the MJB would 

take forward. Once again, this was following the model set out by the caracoles Zapatistas 

where the leadership serves to organise people to fight for and through themselves thereby 

education people politically and developing participatory democracy. The MJB then ‘denounces’ 

these grievances through Enlace Zapatista, the largest database of information published by 

Zapatista groups108. So what were the next steps? As Juan explained: 

 ‘through a comprehensive and community driven issue identification process the 
immigrant community in El Barrio identified the failure of the Mexican Consulate to 
provide adequate and decent services to their constituency as the most serious 
problem confronting their community. This year we will significantly expand the scope 
of our activities by launching our new campaign to demand that the Mexican Consulate 
protect the human rights of its constituency and provide decent and respectful 
services.’ (e-mail correspondence, Haro 2010)  

As I mentioned earlier in this chapter, the EZLN announces the Sixth Declaration as a national 

project; that is, it imagines a nation of Mexicans, not just in the political space of the Mexican 

state, but of people. This is problematic because the needs of MJB extend beyond Mexicans, 

and in many ways MJB can’t afford to loose the support of those people and organisations, but 

at the same time, they don’t want to lose the status that they get by being ‘New York 

Zapatistas’.  

                                                
108 http://enlaceNeo-Zapatista.ezln.org.mx/ 
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MJB have succeeded in establishing themselves as an organisation, gaining recognition (and a 

certain cachet) as New York’s Zapatistas109 not only through their articulations, but they have 

managed to successfully mix Zapatista and Mexican representations to reinforce the Mexican 

Zapatista identity, as well as to make this visible in the streets of Harlem in New York and in 

online and printed media (Reyes, 2010)110. For example, image 45 (below) is a photograph of a 

mural located in Harlem that depicts a large image Subcomandante Marcos —recognisable 

because of the balaclava and pipe. Underneath him, there is a phrase: ‘Todos Somos Marcos’ 

(‘We are all Marcos’), referring to Marcos’ notion that his black mask is a mirror that reflects 

people’s own struggles. Marcos (Zapatista) is thus anyone, anywhere fighting injustice. The 

mask becomes a floating signifier enabling individuals to insert the(ir) required meaning. 

           

 
                                                
109 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2CC7frXwZ1o 

110 http://nyc.indymedia.org/es/2010/03/109867.html 

Image	  42 - Mural in Harlem, 
New York depicting Marcos, 
smoking a pipe saying ‘We 

are all Marcos’.  

At the bottom right is an 
excerpt from the inaugural 

speech at the Primer 
Encuentro Intercontinental 

Por La Humanidad Y Contra 
El Neoliberalismo. 

 It is entitles ‘Detrás de 
nosotros estamos ustedes’ 

(Behind of us are you) 
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In the second image (image 43 below), is also of a mural in East Harlem. One would not 

necessarily expect to walk through New York City, turn a corner and find a mural of a Mexican 

flag, with a Zapatista woman, and the word ‘Chiapas’. This mural combines many more 

symbols: in the top left is a caracol (snail shell) –in reference to Zapatista autonomous zones, 

and ways of listening; the middle has the eagle on a cactus eating a serpent positioned as if it 

has just come out of the red, white and green flag - the symbol of the Mexican nation; in the 

centre are both Mayan and Aztec motifs. Finally there is a Zapatista woman and child (which 

may also be an allusion to the Virgin and child), covered in theiur balaclavas and holding a rifle. 

To the right are the words “democracy!, justice!, freedom!” Interestingly these murals don’t 

have any specific relation to Harlem, or its residents, but rather to the more extensive 

symbology of neozapatismo and the Mexican nation. 

 

 Image	  43	  – Mural in Harlem ©Jess and Garrett  
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The MJB inserts itself into Zapatista discourse and takes advantage of the symbolic capital 

attached to it. This means that on one hand, they can attract non-Mexicans through their 

ideologies as anti-capitalist and for participatory democracy and autonomy for all the ‘others’, 

encapsulated in the idea that ‘we are all Marcos’. Simultaneously, they make use of the imagery 

of Mexico and the idea of the patria as not something contained within the state, but as 

imagined (Anderson, 1991) that is then able to attract the support of the large Mexican 

immigrant population in New York and the USA.  

MJB	  and	  the	  media	  

Having set itself as an ‘organically expanding multi-issue organisation’, and following their 

success against Dawnay, Day and plans for future expansion, MJB requested a $10,000 dollar 

grant to support their plans for technological expansion that includes database development, 

web site development and video production equipment111.  Current communication 

arrangements are a single telephone number and one e-mail address, which are managed by the 

rotating leadership of MJB. 

One of the main problems with this is that their list of contacts is held in Microsoft Excel and 

Microsoft Word files which can’t cope with the increasing number of participants and members 

of MJB; as they outline, 

‘over the past two years we have collected approximately 1000 contacts. We have 255 
active members. In addition, through our comprehensive Community Driven Issue 
Identification Process, we collected 782 votes and approximately 400 contacts from 
community members who voted in the process.’   

It is because they are an organisation expanding beyond housing issues in Harlem and its 

residents, linking their campaigns to their top three issues. This means that membership 
                                                
111 Their grant request can be viewed in full in the Wiser Earth (social network for sustainability) on 

http://www.wiserearth.org/organization/view/7445998b3b483b8f87e09fc4a2c52321 
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networks will be larger and more widespread. As a reaction to this, MJB are looking to develop 

a more sophisticated database that together with the required training, will improve  

‘contact and efficiency in the community in El Barrio, easily coordinate specific and 
directed press work, and manage and track the giving tendencies of a growing individual 
donor base.’  

The results of the vote announced in the third encuentro led to the planning of a campaign 

against the Mexican consulate to be launched in Spring 2011. The campaign will mean an influx 

of membership information, requests for said membership as well as community and 

organisation contacts. MJB believe that the new database will allow them to create a more 

sophisticated system of information gathering and organisation. It is easy to imagine that 

communicating only via one telephone and one e-mail address meant a lot of dissemination on 

the part of organisers. Moreover, not all of the leadership of the MJB are bilingual, organising 

correspondences in English and Spanish would be a good efficiency measure. Because MJB 

define themselves as ‘multi-issue’, they need to create a database that outlines individual 

people’s issues and interests so as to direct communication in the best way possible. The 

different grouping of categories the MJB developed were: building addresses; interest in 

particular issues confronting the community; campaign involvement; leadership potential; 

time/hours of availability; event participation; ethnic and socioeconomic background. They 

argue that this will vastly increase their community reach, efficiency in communication and 

diversifying their project.  

The new campaign begins in Spring 2011. It will be interesting to see how MJB progresses and if 

they will be able to live up to their claim of New York Zapatistas. For the time being, tensions 

are already arising between organisations of the left in the USA and Movimiento, because MJB 

look to the Zapatistas to provide guidelines for actions. Yet the Zapatistas at this time are 

experiencing their own conflicts and have not sent any direct messages to MJB or organisations 
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outside of Chiapas. In many ways, it should not be up to the Zapatistas, because they were 

clear that the Other Campaign was about building solidarity between local organisations by 

showing their existence, by asking the media to show the struggle of these groups, they aimed 

to build a more bottom up solidarity movement. But they did not give guidelines as to what to 

do once the initial autonomous organisation had been achieved. MJB is thus stuck between 

discourse of left politics amongst academics and activists in the US and the fear of loosing the 

support of the EZLN. 

 

 

The	  Other	  Los	  Angeles:	  Casa	  del	  Pueblo	  	  

Casa del Pueblo located in Echo Park, Los Angeles, was a community organisation that, like the 

MJB, followed the Zapatista principles of organisation and decision-making. They officially 

started in 2002 as a housing cooperative geared towards helping immigrant families – mostly 

Mexican— who were being threatened with eviction and displacement by processes of 

gentrification. Casa del Pueblo closed its doors three years ago (2007), but during their period of 

operation they too declared their solidarity with the Other Campaign. Casa del Pueblo, much 

like MJB was a community based organisation composed mostly of undocumented migrants, 

fighting for a variety of issues, having as one of their main issues, housing (Zugman Dellacioppa, 

2010: 122).  Much like MJB, Casa del Pueblo, inspired by Zapatista forms of organisation, opened 

its doors in 2002 to help people fight gentrification in the Echo Parks neighbourhood in L.A.; 

and also similar to MJB, the idea behind the formation of this organisation came from people 

that were already working with the Zapatista movement in Mexico. As Dellacioppa recounts 

toward the end of 2000, two men from the FZLN headquarters in Mexico City arrived in Los 
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Angeles as Zapatista ‘missionaries’, and in 2001 a study group called the Zapatista Committee 

of Los Angeles (Comité Zapatista de Los Angeles CZLA) assembled local EZLN sympathisers 

to focus on the San Andrés Accords.  

The group consisted of a handful of local social-movement activists, ‘mostly Mexican immigrants 

and Chicanos, but including at least one “white”112 organiser’ (interview with Flores 2011). It 

became a vehicle for spreading the word of neozapatismo in Los Angeles. It met at Flor y 

Canto, a small storefront community centre in Highland Park, Los Angeles, whose projects 

included a sewing cooperative and community seminars in Marxist theory and neozapatismo’ 

(2010: 126). Alan Minsky, founder of Casa del Pueblo and LA Indymedia, saw this as an 

opportunity to build a similar movement in the United States. Applying the ‘politics of listening’, 

they organised their work around procedural consensus; this prioritised individuals over he 

group and everyone was given a voice (Zugman Dellacioppa, 2010: 127).  

They sent delegations to Chiapas who would report back on their experiences and the forms 

of organisation that they saw which led them to establish ‘commissions’ that were to work 

somewhat independently and then come together to discuss their work. These commissions 

were branched as ‘cultural, political and economic’. This was made so as to ensure there was 

no ‘leader’ and to enable decision-making in procedural consensus. Although Casa del Pueblo 

was established before the Sixth Declaration, they joined the Other Campaign when it was 

announced. But the Casa del Pueblo dismantled shortly after this as a result of clashes between 

members. In an interview with Zugman Dellacioppa (2010), Alan Minsky accuses the anarchist 

movement of being too elitist and only serving themselves. And it is perhaps this ‘elitism’ that 

led to the fall of Casa del Pueblo; because there were arguments and competing visions about 

the true meaning, social organisation and politics that the Zapatistas spoke about.  

                                                
112 Flores uses the term “white” to refer to Anglo Americans.  
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When conducting the research for the Other Campaign outside of Mexico, one of the first 

things that became apparent was that a lot of the movements that had explicitly built solidarity 

links with the Zapatistas in 2006 have since disintegrated. Such was the case of Casa del Pueblo 

in L.A., and several organisations both in the USA and Europe. Since a lot of the critique of the 

Zapatista project is directed at their lack of setting out a coherent social and political project, 

the dissolution of groups in the US and Europe, could shed some light into whether these 

critiques could be sustained.  

 

	  

Zapatistas	  crossing	  borders	  	  

Questions about the degree to which Zapatista communities exist autonomously abound. 

These range from economic autonomy to the role that the indigenous and peasants Zapatistas 

have a say in building their own schools, family structures, industries, etcetera. The success of 

the Zapatista discourse has been in articulating a movement that can exists, connect and move 

through the material and symbolic spaces of the local, national and the global. As Mentinis 

identifies, ‘the EZLN managed to create an ‘evental situation’ at the end of the twentieth 

century by moving beyond the practices and discourses of the past and setting the basis of a 

new model of revolutionary politics; a model based on democratic horizontal structures, on 

network organisation, and which puts emphasis on direct operations as well as information 

warfare.’ (2006: 103). Echoing this Zugman Dellacioppa sees neozapatismo as allowing local 

organisations to develop new forms of political action outside of the state because ‘it is a 

movement from below that, while new, is built on a shared history of racism and colonialism on 

both sides of the border, and it is bridging the divide created by nationalism and the disparity in 
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material resources’ (2010: 124). It is certain that it is the network organisational structure 

which is largely credited with being the significant and revolutionary aspect of the Zapatistas’ 

social and political project; and this network structure does not only mean the actors that 

connect, re-connect and circulate information and resources, but also because it allows the 

discourse to exist and transcend territorial boundaries (Cleaver, 1998: 97; Mentinis 2006: 102) 

so that neozapatismo can exist in Los Angeles, Madrid, or New York. 

Through the use of ICTs the Zapatistas have overcome some of the problems associated with 

traditional social movements, particularly in terms of strategies for participation and solidarity 

building among heterogeneous groups, and across physical spaces. As Khasnabish illustrates 

‘neozapatismo’s transnationally resonant insurgent imagination proved so significant not only 

because it challenged the old logic of revolutionary movements but also because it provided a 

new vision and language of what political solidarity could mean across borders’ (Khasnabish, 

2007: 517). This new imagination was able to connect local, national, transnational and global 

spaces; locally they spoke of people’s individual experiences and their struggles that were their 

own. These experiences are thus articulated as for housing and against gentrification in Harlem, 

against the tearing of trees in Cuernavaca or for building a Zapatista School in Zirahuén. The 

national in the Zapatistas exists as a symbolic unifying element as it is inscribed with ideas about 

Mexico as a nation of indigenous and mestizos, but also whose forces of independence and 

revolution were the poor, the indigenous, peasants, workers –taken now as representing the 

‘real’ Mexico. In the global realm this discourse has been appropriated by European and 

American activists and academics to mean a ‘postmodern revolution’, and this discourse is 

reinserted in the local communities.  

For scholars of transnational activist networks, the break from institutions and the state 

outlined in the Sixth Declaration is even more significant because neozapatismo builds solidarity 
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‘from below’ – from the poor, marginalised people, allowing local groups to develop their own 

agendas and focus on their particular struggles; but also working independent of NGOs who 

are often regarded as indispensable but also as a controlling force imposing values from the 

North.  

As outlined above, the strength of the Zapatista movement lays in their linkages between local, 

national, transnational and global spaces. If they had remained at the level of ethnicity and 

identity, their movement might have not echoed so resoundingly outside of Mexico. This, 

according to LeBot (1997) is what makes the Zapatista movement a movement about spaces: 

the search for a physical territory, land and resources, is also about indigenous people finding a 

space within ‘the nation’ in which to express themselves politically.  

This is evidenced in scholarly accounts that write about the Zapatistas in terms of their radical 

political project that recognises individual struggles at a global scale but not reducing them to a 

singular identity. As Khasnabish argues,  

‘the Zapatista discourse of radical inclusivity and openness achieves what Ernesto 
Laclau and Chantal Mouffe consider in Hegemony and Socialist strategy (1985) as the 
construction of the ‘chains of equivalents’ between struggles. Rather than privileging any 
particular subject position, or site or struggle, the Zapatistas explicitly sought to 
redefine the terrain of the site of struggle by articulating a vision of struggle and socio-
political change in which all people’s struggle for democracy, liberty and justice’ for 
humanity and against neoliberalism became as important as each social change’ (2010: 
121).  

In other words, the Zapatistas remind us that emancipatory projects must be sacrificed to 

global integration (Hernández-Navarro, 2002: 64). This reinserting of the local into the global 

and then back into the local constructs a discourse that is simultaneously appealing and 

seductive. But has it and can it be achieved? This is an important thing to consider.  
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Conflict,	  Success	  and	  Failures	  of	  US	  Zapatistas	  

Much of the literature on neozapatismo and transnational activist networks (Zugman 

Dellacioppa 2005, Leyva Solano 2001, 2010; Olesen 2005), frame the Zapatistas as providing an 

ideology that comes from ‘the south’, thereby creating a new relationship with the local. One 

of the main critiques and problems documented in Zapatista organisations are internal conflicts 

between divergent views on ideas about the (political) Left. In the case of Casa del Pueblo, the 

clash between anarchists and Zapatistas led to the dissolution of the organisation. Mexico’s 

National Zapatista Liberation Front FZLN —although officially dismantled by the EZLN in the 

Sixth Declaration— saw not only the end of its projects but also the dissolution of its members 

many of whom chose to join the PRD ranks amidst EZLN’s critique of the Left. For MJB 

tensions have arisen between them and the intellectual Left who criticise their emphasis on 

calling themselves Zapatistas.  

The Chiapas Support Network saw the effects of the clashes of opinion in the Mexican Left as 

having a negative effect by extension on the US left, although this is they say not necessarily 

new. Jim, from the Chiapas Support Network elaborated: 

 ‘we’ve been in existence since 94 and people seem to split along the lines of anarchists 
versus everyone else, regardless of who they were’;  

equally, there were issues between Leninist-Marxists, as Mary Ann illustrates,  

‘I don’t know the details of Mexican politics, but the way it was taken here was the split 
from political parties, um, it made, um… the unionists were not happy about that … 
there’s different so-called ideologies where people only want to work with people of 
the same ideology. But I mean it’s the sum total of the work …there are many ways of 
doing things, every little helps, and there’s personality things. We have very, very strong 
support for the Zapatistas but it’s difficult here because we are in recession. We don’t 
work with rich people, but with ordinary folk and they’re out of work, lost their jobs, 
like we have three people who are out of work…and during times like that activism 
tends to go down’  
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The overarching tension expressed by members of divergent Zapatista groups in the US is 

between ideas of, and about the Left; such that members are not able to agree on modes of 

organisation and through which mechanisms to act. This has led to a break in the left between 

those that advance through institutional channels of the state, and those who push for more 

(Zapatista) autonomous paths. Alongside this however, there is another critique aimed at 

Zapatista groups in the United States, and that is that although they claim to be multi-issue and 

multi-racial, its members are majority Mexican.   

The Zapatista uprising, and the success of building transnational solidarity evidenced how 

rhizomatic organisations link autonomous groups into stronger assemblages that do not have 

the same rigid hierarchies and leadership issues as ‘traditional organisations’ (Cleaver, 1995: 

11). Horizontality has thus become a constitutive element that is referred to by scholars, 

activists and community organisers to advocate for such rhizomatic forms. But there are two 

issues here. The first is that once a network is assembled, the work of creating and recreating 

connections is never finished (Cleaver, 1995: 11), thereby shaping the direction of the 

movement. The second is that, as exemplified by the figure of Subcomandante Marcos, there is 

still a leadership within the movement. In the case of the Zapatistas of Chiapas, the CCRI-CG 

performs the command and control function, and the EZLN is still structured as a military 

organisation that could (in theory) rise in arms.  

This paradoxical organisation shows why cracks are evident in Zapatista based organisations. 

Groups in Chiapas are close to the organic changes in their communities, Zapatista inspired 

organisations have to rely on information reaching their bases. And although it might seem that 

the Zapatistas are online, communicating with other organisations, in actuality the exchange of 

information in not immediate, and those organisations in the USA, such as MJB equally do not 

have open and multidimensional communication systems. On top of this, is the idea that 
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organisational forms will develop organically, and not just copy what happens in the caracoles of 

Chiapas, is not something that is easy to follow. In other words, the EZLN, or Marcos, 

advocate for Zapatista groups to follow their own paths and to address their own demands, to 

organise in ‘their own’ particular ways; but at the same time, they expect such communities and 

organisations to act according to the ethos and ideology of the Sixth Declaration. Clearly this is 

a double standard, or at least it gives organisers and members conflicting ideas of what it means 

to be a Zapatista or even just an adherent to the Zapatista Sixth Declaration. This is manifest in 

the work that people do in the United States, and in the conflicts that have arisen within and 

between USA-based Zapatista organisations. 

I have outlined earlier in this chapter that the Sixth Declaration asked each (adherent) group or 

organisation to develop according to their own specific, particular and localised demands. They 

needed to build their own movements following the guidelines of participatory democracy and 

govern by obeying; and these movements were not to directly support Zapatista initiatives in 

Chiapas, but to grow their own movements. For some organisers this was the model they 

established with divergent success rates. In the case of Casa del Pueblo the conflict arose from 

the duplicitous aims of learning from ‘over there’, whilst reinforcing the Zapatista spirit already 

existent in the US (Flores, 2010). The work of many communities, as expressed by their 

manifesto was to continue with the project of autonomous barrios (neighbourhoods), 

developing projects that were not lucrative and non-governmental; projects that would bring 

people with different skills together, connecting them in ways that strengthened the 

community.  

In many ways, Flores recounts, this presents complex difficulties, but there is a need to ‘balance 

the energies and allow for networking tendencies which we believe is a very natural thing.’ In 

fact, the East Side Café’s manifesto addresses such difficulties by offering a space in which to 
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‘teach autonomy’, and provides support to communities in need. In light of the competing 

visions of neozapatismo that led to breakdown of Casa del Pueblo, East Side Café exists to 

support organisations that want to build paths of autonomy. Yet, in many ways, for many 

Mexicans in the US this seems like the only viable option as they are there ‘illegally’, without 

any paperwork, which reduces their options to fight for their (social) rights.  

In many ways then, the East Side Café operates outside of the state –or state-based aid- (‘as 

much as we can’ says Flores), and today there are over nine collectives who operate from the 

café. But here, once again there are tensions. When East Side café opened, they took 

ownership of a nearby garden in Echo Parks. The government allowed them to develop it 

‘because it was dump; a place where people would empty out their gardens. So the community 

cleaned it, and began to make use of the space. But this space that had become part of the café 

was in the hands of Miriam who has since ‘allied with State and so this is a step backward… but 

we want to keep helping, even if they (the state) is allied with her’ (Flores 2010). 

In the case of MJB and Casa del Pueblo, organisers used traditional methods of community 

organising by launching door-to-door campaigning in order to recruit people and ‘sell’ 

communal projects, mostly based around housing. Both of the movements expressed that many 

of the problems with urban neozapatismo is that community projects are usually usurped by 

local (larger) organisations or local authorities, so they need to focus on ensuring that the 

members understand and share the Zapatista principles. This may explain somewhat why 

people are seen to be ‘selling out’ to those institutions.  

What we can see is the intersection of distinct spaces where neozapatismo operate and that in 

their interconnections, they create spaces of contradiction and of tension. This is echoed by 

the Chiapas Support Committee (CSC) in Oakland, California, one of the largest Zapatista 

support groups in the USA. As one of the strongest support organisations of the Zapatistas in 
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the USA, the CSC has been supporting Zapatista initiatives since 1994. For them, being part of 

the movement is bringing support to Chiapas, and in many ways ‘staying out of the politics’ 

(Mary Ann 2010). It became clear that the CSC was not interested in the specificities of the 

Zapatista activities, but happy to participate in any way. As Mary Ann, a member of the CSC, 

says  

‘we are just grateful to be invited into Oventik, and to participate in the encuentro, I 
mean we work with La Garrucha [well] all the money, projects, etcetera, they go 
through the junta, we don’t make arrangements with the council,  but they are very 
good to us and whenever we go to La Garrucha we hang out in San Manuel, and they 
are really good to us because they let us just hang out there.’ 

 But their involvement is not so superficial; according to Mary Ann they have raised thousands 

of dollars to help build the autonomous villages and to help launch entrepreneurial projects. 

Currently, she said, there is a $30,000 dollar project, and together with this are large donations 

coming mainly from Spain and Italy, leaving many to question the extent to which the caracoles 

are, in fact, autonomous. 

 

Solidarity	  at	  the	  grassroots	  

One fact that seems to be somewhat ignored by transnational movement scholars, in viewing 

neozapatismo and the Other Campaign as building a globalisation from below, is that many of 

those groups form solidarity on the basis of their ‘Mexicanness’ (Maccani, 2006). The invisibility 

of the ‘Mexican tag’ therefore allows these movements to be inscribed in the discourse of 

autonomy, dignity and a ‘world where many worlds are possible’ linking these movements 

together. 
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Studies looking at Transnational Activism (TNA) have used the Zapatista Other Campaign to 

illustrate that transnational activism from ‘the south’ is not only possible, but it exists in a 

different way (Andrews 2010). This difference lies in the belief that such forms of transnational 

activism are not only horizontal but also, crucially they are Zapatista-led. As Abigail Andrews 

argues ‘they (the Zapatistas) altered the rules of the game within their networks, demanding 

influence over ongoing partnerships with privileged supporters, denouncing external control of 

programs, imposing guidelines, monitoring contributions, and sanctioning outsiders who 

violated their ground rules’ (2010: 89, 90). In other words, literature on transnational 

movement networks has been critical of the ‘North-South divide’, where movements in the 

south were reliant upon support received from the north, and in doing so, they had lo align 

themselves to the moralities, projects and routes for social change imposed by ‘the North’. The 

emergence of community-led groups in the USA, now connected via the Other Campaign 

provides a grassroots transnational support network, whose values and forms of organisation 

come from community made decisions and democratic decision-making practices; an this has 

led the global left to elevate the Zapatistas ‘as a paradigm of radical politics and transnational 

solidarity’ (Andrews, 2010: 91). In fact, both the MJB as well as the Casa del Pueblo show that 

there are tensions in this ‘global left’.  

Stemming from these critiques, it is important to develop a critical engagement with how 

Zapatista notions of ‘govern by obeying’ and ‘autonomy’ are practiced in the everyday. This can 

shed some light to the conflicts that have arisen between and amongst organisations and its 

memebers. As Mentinis suggests ‘autonomy is not necessarily democratic, and its libertarian 

rhetoric can often serve to camouflage anti-democratic reactionary practices, substituting the 

state apparatus with oppressive traditions and local elites’ (2006: 144) 
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Conclusion	  

The cases of MJB and Casa del Pueblo show that communities who feel increasingly isolated 

from the state are capable of building successful movements to fight for their basic needs: food, 

housing, education. They also show that media continues to be an important aspect of the 

success of these movements in that they can connect with similar movements around the 

world.  

However, these examples have also made clear that there are inherent tensions and conflicts in 

the Zapatista discourse which has led to the demise of many organisations. Moreover, the need 

to maintain a discourse of radicalism means that many of these movements are not able to 

elaborate concrete forms of ‘autonomy’ and ‘govern by obeying’ often following a central 

‘leadership’ that makes itself invisible from pubic discourse –much like the EZLN has done.  

Together with this, whilst scholars of TNA and radical politics see the Zapatista discourse as 

not reducing local movements into ‘the global’. Evidence suggests that when individuals gather 

and connect around particular issues - such as housing – it makes it more difficult for those 

membership structures to then be unified in addressing ‘other’ issues (i.e. gender equality 

within employment), leading to conflict within organisations as majorities do not necessarily 

want to take that ‘other’ cause. This is in many ways, the myth of autonomy. 

The insistence of the Zapatistas of being a movement of national liberation is something that 

remains largely invisible, but it is something that needs to be acknowledged because it is 

significant not only in the global construct of the movement, but because it sheds light into why 

many of the Zapatista movements in the US have disappeared. 
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Chapter	  9	  |	  Conclusion	  

This thesis is, in part, about the mediation of neozapatismo. The mediation of neozapatismo has 

been central to understanding neozapatismo not only as a political and social movement, but as 

a different kind of movement in that it expressed the different voices of its members, and it did 

so in a radical way: with words and not weapons. Furthermore, it built a new strategy for 

solidarity linking different struggles in a wider movement against neoliberal globalisation, whilst 

recognising their difference. Academic literature on the Zapatistas has often tended to 

romanticise and idealise Zapatismo, by overlooking some of the main contradictions in their 

discourse and praxis. My work focuses on the Zapatistas’ use of nationalism as a way to build 

solidarity, critically engaging with what this means for thinking about the movement as ‘radical’.  

Looking at the different spaces where Zapatismo operates and tracing connections between 

and within these spaces, this research looks at how autonomy is practiced, understood and 

promoted in people’s everyday lives. In doing this, this research engages in a process of 

unmasking neozapatismo asking some difficult questions, and making a necessary critique of 

activist and academic involvement in the movement. It is because my empirical research took 

place in and across different sites that I experienced new and interesting elements of 

neozapatismo.  

Much of the academic writing on neozapatismo, as I elaborated throughout chapter two, has 

been based on in-depth empirical analysis of Zapatista communities in Chiapas. Others use 

Zapatista communiqués as evidence for their analyses. Whilst not discrediting these analyses I 

felt that in many cases they were depicted romanticised versions of what I had seen in 

Zapatista communities and what I had heard from people both within and outside of those 

communities. To understand this disjuncture, I visited different sites tracing connections 
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between these sites; and what was revealed somewhat unexpectedly was the centrality of 

Mexicanness to neozapatismo. Through an in-depth empirical analysis of neozapatismo, my 

thesis engages critically with the national dimension of the movement. Crucially it develops the 

notion that ‘nationalism matters’. Ironically, it was when I visited the MJB in New York City and 

then spoke to people in Los Angeles, that this was revealed. In many ways I believe that had I 

stayed in the autonomous communities of Chiapas, then I would not have seen this. My 

research does not aim to discredit the movement or its supporters, but rather to contribute to 

the literature by including an important discussion about nationalism that, my research suggests, 

is still an important point of reference and identification for many people.  

My analysis is situated in the Other Campaign, the most recent Zapatista strategy that emerges 

from the Sixth Declaration of the Lacandón Jungle in 2005. The main aim of the Other Campaign 

is to build solidarity amongst individuals and organisations that are in resistance, and that 

situate themselves as from the Left. This discursive and organisational shift came from the 

experience of autonomous Zapatista communities in Chiapas that in 2003 begun to develop 

practices of autonomy.  

In chapter one I developed on the history of the Zapatista movement since its uprising in 1994. 

To better situate the discussion, I contextualised this with some important moments in 

Mexico’s history. The chapter is of course, not intended to present a history of Mexico, rather, 

it outlines the historical references that the EZLN and Subcomandante Marcos use in their 

communiqués and letters, situating those references within a historical and intellectual context.  

In this chapter I also developed some of the significant changes of the EZLN’s social and 

political program, outlining the importance of these changes. Significantly, the movement did 

not begin as one for ‘indigenous rights’ but it was speaking for the ‘poor and marginalised’ 
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people of Mexico. Its incarnation as an indigenous movement is something that comes as a 

response to the attention received after the uprising, and from outside of Mexico.  

Throughout my research, the construction of ‘the indigenous’ and the imagining of a ‘Mexican 

nation’ in the Zapatista discourse have been examined; and I explored how these ideas are 

experienced by individuals in Zapatista communities, by people and in organisations that form 

the Other Campaign, Zapatista organisations in the United States, and by Zapatista and non-

Zapatista activists and scholars. The aim of these analyses is to explore what it means to think 

of neozapatismo as a ‘global movement from below’. In other words, the Zapatistas’ discourse, 

which is said to emerge from ‘the local’, is transported, and then transformed into a global 

discourse of anti-capitalism, which is then reinserted into the Zapatista project. 

In order to theoretically frame my intervention, I assessed the literature on neozapatismo, as is 

explored throughout chapter two where I looked at different readings of the Zapatistas, 

identifying recurring themes and indicating some of the absences in the literature. I grouped 

these readings into distinct perspectives: a radical politics approach, and autonomist Marxist 

perspectives.  

Radical politics approaches argue that the Zapatistas are ‘radical’ in their radicalisation of 

notions of democracy organised as horizontal structures based on the practice of ‘mandar 

obedeciendo’ constituted as autonomous self-governance. Such perspectives, together with 

autonomist Marxist perspectives consider neozapatismo to come from within Empire as 

defined in Hardt and Negri’s work (2000, 2005). In other words, the Zapatistas emerge as a 

‘the multitude’ because they are an expression of class struggle in the new world order. This 

struggle however, is not for power but against power; emerging from within and not from 

outside Empire. Here, autonomist Marxist perspectives focus on the way in which 

neozapatismo reinterprets ‘class’ such that it becomes a movement about class struggle. In 
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creating the Indian-as-other, mixing Mayan cosmology with Marxist language, the EZLN have 

succeeded in creating the ‘rebel Indian’ as the oppressed class.  

I identified that one of the problems with these readings is their tendency to romanticise 

Zapatista praxis, and they are often uncritical of how ‘autonomy’ and ‘radical democracy’ work 

everyday within Zapatista communities. Moreover, they fail to take their analysis beyond 

communities in Chiapas exploring in any depth the significance of ‘the national’ within Zapatista 

discourse. To address some questions that arose from these readings I referred to 

anthropological studies that address the complexities of neozapatismo as it is experienced in 

Mexico. These studies show that ‘membership’ to the Zapatistas is often problematic, as people 

fluctuate between being a Zapatista and being outside of Zapatista communities.   

Returning to the main topic of this research, and looking at the mediation of neozapatismo, this 

thesis explored the way that neozapatismo is lived in the everyday. It also analysed the ways in 

which information by and about the Zapatistas is produced and shared. I thus looked at the 

different spaces in which neozapatismo operates tracing the connections that produce 

neozapatismo. In chapter three I developed my methodological approach to this thesis’ 

research questions. Having understood neozapatismo as a field that is both messy and complex, 

and using Latour’s (1993) notion of ‘symmetrical anthropology’ and Marcus’ idea of following, I 

developed a multi-sited approach that gave me the tools and flexibility to carry out this 

research. Because access to the field was one of the main concerns, it became increasingly 

important to be flexible, develop collaborative relations, and relations of trust. Gaining access 

proved to be one of the main difficulties, and something that has informed the whole thesis. 

This is in part because being a part of one’s research presents not only ethical considerations 

but also requires a level of self-reflexivity on the part of the researcher, and something which 

undoubtedly has affected the data I collected.  
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To begin the elaboration of my empirical work, chapter four outlined the main structural and 

organisational changes in Zapatista autonomous communities in 2003 because these became 

the basis for the new social and political program announced by the EZLN in the Sixth 

Declaration. Throughout the chapter I developed how the Other Campaign breaks away from 

already established Zapatista networks, dismantling official ‘civil’ organisations (such as the 

FLN), and assembled a ‘new’ neo-Zapatista network with groups and organisations that are of 

the left, and that ‘adhere’ to Zapatista principles. This means that members no longer have to 

identify as Zapatistas, just compromise to abide by Zapatista principles. 

To further my analysis I undertook fieldwork in San Cristóbal de las Casas and with the Good 

Government Council of Oventic. In these places I was able to explore how people live and 

experience neozapatismo in their everyday practices, and what changes this new form of 

organisations has fostered. In particular I explored the concept of autonomy in practice, as this 

is something central to Zapatista praxis.  

The building of affective links was something that I identified as being central to the success of 

neozapatismo, and in particular for maintaining relations of solidarity across geographical 

distances, and in periods of relative silence. To better understand these, chapter five develops, 

through my ethnographic fieldwork, the process of becoming a Zapatista. Largely informed by 

my own experience, I reflected on this becoming, concluding that solidarity is built through 

affect.  

In chapter six I developed the question of ‘the national’ because the EZLN declared itself to be 

a movement for national liberation. This chapter traced the ways in which solidarity is built 

throughout the Other Campaign. On the one hand it looked at how the Other Campaign was 

organised in the different places that it visited outlining the tensions and problems that arose 

throughout. This revealed some potential issues with the ‘openness’ of Zapatista discourse, and 
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something that I consider to of importance to wider discussions of practicing radical 

democracy. Building on the work from chapter five, throughout chapter six I continued to think 

through the process of ‘affective solidarity’, and concluded that this is established through the 

use of an ambiguous notion of the ‘Mexican nation’. My research suggests that in the everyday 

interpretation and practice of politics, ambiguity has led to tensions and conflicts between 

groups. This is something which extends to relations between and with groups ‘across the 

border’ in the Unites States. 

Arguably, the Zapatistas are largely known for their use of new media technologies to organise 

and communicate. Throughout chapter seven I looked at the EZLN’s communication strategy 

in two distinct ways. On one hand, the Zapatistas create a ‘media’ image, and manipulate the 

media in such a way as to build a particular message. Thus for example, why Marcos wears 

headphones of a radio that are in fact not attached to any device. On the other hand, new 

media technologies are used to organise solidarity, activities and campaigns in ways that are 

outside the complete control of anyone, even the EZLN. I also identified that although the 

internet is credited as essential, the Zapatistas also represent real, local struggles. The research 

also revealed that Marcos as a spokesperson and Marcos as an image are essential to the 

success of the movement’s reach and what has transformed the Zapatistas into an anti-

globalisation icon (Bob 2005). Together with this, I identified ‘media events’ as strategies to 

create particular messages, and this is something that was contrived by Marcos. This led me to 

ask the extent to which Zapatistas identify themselves as such through ideas ascribed by 

others, rather than through identities that they have chosen for themselves. 

The last chapter of this thesis presented work carried out with the Movement for Justice in El 

Barrio in New York, as well as with Casa del Pueblo and the Chiapas Support Network in Los 

Angeles. These organisations, which identify themselves as ‘Zapatista’ show that communities 
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who feel increasingly isolated from the state are capable of building successful movements to 

fight for their needs. They also show that the internet as an organisational tool has been 

essential in popularising these struggles through getting the backing of the Zapatistas and their 

already established supporters. However, these examples have also made clear that there are 

inherent tensions and conflicts in the Zapatista discourse, something that has led to the failure 

of many organisations. This was echoed in Michoacán and Morelos where several groups and 

organisations have faced power struggles amongst their members. In most of those occasions, 

some members claimed to be ‘more Zapatista’ than others, or ‘closer’ to the Zapatistas. This 

led to individuals not feeling like they could be a genuine part of such movements, and this 

resulted the development of factions.  

In conclusion the work elaborated throughout this research process, as developed in this thesis 

reveals two important aspects that constitute neozapatismo and that have not been fully 

recognised in the literature. The first is what I have termed the myth of autonomy. The second 

is the centrality of the Mexican nation and Mexicanness. I have argued that few perspectives 

critique the Zapatistas’ use of nationalism as political rhetoric, nor explore in any significant 

depth the fact that they say to be a project of ‘national transformation’. In autonomist Marxist 

and radical politic approaches the Zapatistas’ use of patriotism is justified by giving it a ‘radical’ 

meaning (Mentinis 2005: 127-130). I believe that a lack of criticism comes from the fear of 

discrediting a movement which in many ways has opened the possibility of a different kind of 

revolutionary politics offering a critique to neoliberal globalisation and emphasising local 

autonomy, idealised ideas about the indigenous world all presented through Marcos’ magical 

realism all of which, together, provided an irresistible myth (Mentinis, 2008: 58). However, my 

research shows that not engaging in this critique has weakened the movement as organisations 

are often afraid to develop differently from that outlined by neozapatismo, for fear of losing 
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their support. This is something that has led to the dissolution of several groups and 

organisations that experienced conflict within their organisation, leading to what I have termed 

‘the myth of autonomy’. 

When the Zapatistas speak of autonomy they develop this to mean the practice of self-

governance. As I have shown in this thesis, this discourse comes from the combination of 

indigenous traditions, Spanish colonialism, and Marxism, but is often romanticised as being pre-

Modern and ‘indigenous’. Autonomy is imagined as being enacted successfully simply because it 

operates outside of the state. Yet, as my research shows, autonomy is a slow and difficult 

process, and I found that in many cases particular types of practices, or ways of life are being 

promoted in favour of others.  In other words, rather than coming from the collective and 

horizontal exercise of power, ideas about how to organise socially and politically come from 

the ‘outside’. 

Another significant critique is neozapatismo’s use of nationalism as a defining and unifying 

category; as well as their use of patriotic symbolisms to garner support, to mobilise, and to 

create a project for national transformation. Neo-Marxist approaches largely avoid dealing with 

the national dimension of neozapatismo by emphasising that it is a project of opening 

democracy meaning that it will include all people. In other words, these approaches argue that 

Zapatista nationalism is an attempt to counter the hegemonic nationalist discourse of the 

Mexican government by proposing an alternative nation that acknowledges the role of the 

indigenous in Mexico. But these approaches also avoid discussing the fact that the Zapatistas do 

not necessarily oppose the idea of a state; through to the Sixth Declaration seek to establish a 

new constitution. The Sixth Declaration outlines: 

‘we are going to go about organising a struggle in order to demand that we make a new 
Constitution, new laws which take into account the demands of the Mexican people, 
which are: housing, land, work, food, health, education, information, culture, 
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independence, democracy , justice, liberty and peace. A new Constitution which 
recognises the rights and liberties of the people, and which defends the weak in the 
face of the powerful’ (Subcomandante Marcos 2006: 137) 

This thesis has shown that ‘the national’ is an important political tool within Zapatista 

discourse; Mexican symbols and Mexican history are used as tools to establish ‘affective 

solidarity’. I also argue that this is not necessarily a negative thing. Rather, we have to recognise 

that in imagining a different social reality, one that is more just and equal, particularly in the 

wake of globalisation, we cannot simply ‘do away’ with nationalism. National identity remains an 

important part of many people’s sense of belonging. For the indigenous people of Mexico, their 

insistence on being recognised as both Indigenous and Mexican shows just that. New social 

imaginings, if they are to be successful, must recognise that still, nationalism matters.  
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Appendix	  A	  |	  MAREZ	  to	  Caracoles	  

Political/ 
military 

zone 
 

Aguascaliente
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Caracol 
Good 

Government 
Council JBG 

Zapatista 
Autonomous 

Rebel 
Municipality 

MAREZ 

Geographic 
area of 

influence 

Linguistic 
area of 

influence 

Tojolabal  
Jungle 

La Realidad 

Caracol 
Madre de los 
Caracoles del 
mar de 
nuestros 
sueños 

JBG Selva 
Fronteriza Hacia 
la Esperanza 

MAREZ General 
Emiliano Zapata From Marqués 

de Comillas, 
Montes 
Azules, border 
with 
Guatemala, to 
Tapachula 

Tojolabal, 
Tseltal, Mame 

MAREZ San Pedro 
de Michoacán 
MAREZ Libertad 
de los Pueblos 
Mayas 
MAREZ Tierra y 
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Altamirano Morelia 

Caracol 
Torbellino 
de nuestras 
palabras 

JBG Tzots Choj 
Corazón del 
Arcoiris de la 
Esperanza 

17 de Noviembre Ocosingo, 
Altamirano, 
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Amtenango 
del Valle, 
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1 de Enero 
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hacia un 
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San Pedro polhó 
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San Juan Apóstol 
Cancuc 
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Appendix	  B	  |	  Chronology	  of	  the	  Other	  Campaign	  in	  the	  states	  of	  Morelos	  and	  

Michoacán	  

April  

1 and 2 Nurio, Michoacán 

3  Arrival Zirahuén 

4 Zirahuén – Efren Capiz autonomous school 

5 1- Meeting with adherents at the Secondary School in the Colegio San Nicolás, 

Hidalgo, Michoacán 

2- Action against a petrol station in the neighborhood of Felícitas del Río, 

Michoacán 

3- Meeting with Students and the National University of Morelia 

6 Public act in the city of Morelia, Michoacán 

7 Travel to the state of Morelos / Rest day 

8 1- Meeting in Ocotepec, Morelos 

2- Meeting with adherents in Cuernavaca, Morelos 

9 1- Protest act in Tetela del Monte 

2- Public act in Tlanepantla 

10 In memory of Emiliano Zapata, work day in Acapantzingo, Morelos 

11 1- Meeting in Cuautla,  

2- Meeting ing Anenecuilco 

3- Act against a petrol station inTecomaco 

12 1- Zócalo of Jojutla 

2- Meeting in Tlalquitenango 
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3- Meeting with adherent in the ejidal community of Zacatepec 
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Appendix	  C	  -‐	  Original113	  timetable	  and	  route	  of	  the	  Other	  Campaign	  

Week of 2 January — 8 January: Chiapas.  

9 — 15 January: Yucatán & Quintana Roo. 

16 — 22 January: Campeche y Tabasco. 

23 — 29 January: Veracruz 

30 January —  5 February: Oaxaca 

6 — 12 February: Puebla. 

13 — 19 February: Tlaxcala. 

20 — 26 February: Hidalgo. 

27 February — March: Querétaro. 

6 — 12 March: Guanajuato & Aguascalientes. 

13 — 19 March: Jalisco. 

20 — 26 March: Nayarit & Colima. 

27 March — 2 April: Michoacán. 

3 — 9 April: Guerrero. 

                                                
113 The Other Campaign was haulted in early May 2006 due to the violent events at San Salvador Atenco, in the state of Mexico. This is discussed in the methodological 

discussion of my fieldwork in Chapter Two. 
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10 — 16 April: Morelos. 

17 — 23 April: Estado de México & Distrito Federal. 

24 — 30 April: Distrito Federal & Estado de México. 

From May 1 — May 7: San Luis Potosí. 

8 — 14 May: Zacatecas. 

15 — 21 May: Nuevo León & Tamaulipas. 

22 — 28 May: Coahuila & Durango. 

29 May — 4 June: Chihuahua  & first meeting with the chicano compañeros on the other si de. 

5 — 11 June: Sinaloa & Sonora. 

12 — 18 de June: Baja California Norte, Baja California Sur & the second meeting with 

Mexicans on the other side.  

19 — 25 June: We propose that Saturday 24th June, during the night of San Juan, an information 

plenary session Distrito Federal & Estado de México. 

On June 25th we return to Chiapas and wait for what happens to happen.  

	  


